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Aim of this study is to determine if Governors’ powers of revocation under the Land Use Act 
1978 (LUA) hinder sustainable land administration in Nigeria. LUA provides the legal 
framework for land administration systems in Nigeria. Section 1 of LUA vested absolute land 
ownership in Governors to hold in trust and administer for use and common benefit of all 
Nigerians. However, LUA is often depicted as the most contentious and fractious enactment in 
Nigeria’s legal history as it nationalised land ownership in Nigeria, expropriated allodial interests 
from people, and gave to Governors. It made fixed-term or finite occupancy rights as maximum 
interest available to people over land. Being imbued in militarism, it gave Governors wide and 
almost unrestrainable revocation powers. 
Section 28 of LUA gave Governors revocation powers for both public and punitive purposes. 
Done properly, revocations or compulsory purchase can be beneficial to communities. Even then, 
they are disruptive to those dispossessed, and can infringe on fundamental human rights. FAO 
(2008), thus, advises nation states to protect the dispossessed by complying with best practices 
in revocation procedures, which must include just compensation payments. Viitanen (2010) 
explains that use of revocation powers is part of land administration function. Sustainable land 
administration aims at optimising human land needs with environmental protection. 
Sustainability, therefore, entails balancing People, Planet and Profit (Slaper and Hall, 2011). 
LUA has authoritarian imprints of its military architects as it preserved Governors’ revocation 
powers in all circumstances. It ousted Courts’ jurisdiction in matters questioning legitimacy of 
revocations. It was made part of Nigerian Constitution, which makes its amendment difficult due 
to onerous modification requirements. Literature revealed that LUA bears extraordinary 
resemblance to Islamic Land Law (Harper, 2016; Facchini, 2007; and Siddiqi, 1978). There are 
justifiable suggestions that LUA’s promulgation was ostensibly part of wider domination and 
Islamisation agenda of Northern Hegemons, who control Nigeria’s military formation and its 
bureaucratic governance (Nwatu, 2013 and Nwaorgu, 2016). With these perceived imperfections, 
it may not deliver fair revocation processes needed for sustainable land administration. 
To achieve its aim, study set out three objectives namely: to determine and rank cultural themes 
that underpinned LUA, to establish if revocation powers under LUA comply with best practices, 
and to determine if Governors’ uses of revocation powers have acceptable sustainability 
credentials. Cultural themes here refer to factors that might have influenced promulgation of LUA 
by the Military, like reducing land cost, making land easily accessible to Government for 
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development, curtailing inflation, making land available to all citizens, unification of land laws, 
religious considerations, domination agenda, and resources control. 
Operating from pragmatic philosophical worldview, study engaged its logical affiliate Mixed 
Methods Research (MMR). MMR is mixing of quantitative and qualitative paradigms in a study. 
It takes the strengths and offsets the disadvantages of each paradigm. Study used its Follow-up 
Explanatory Sequential Variant. This prioritises quantitative over qualitative data in timing, data 
collection, and weighting ascribed to findings. Here, initial quantitative phase provides broad 
understanding of research problems and aides the design of its qualitative stage, while ensuing 
qualitative leg validates achieved quantitative results. Study added Hegemonic Conflict 
Theoretical Framework to provide enriched and advanced explanations of findings. 
Quantitative dataset was collected from 526 closed-ended questionnaires administered on 
stratified quota-cum-purposive sampling bases and dispensed by face-to-face and delivery and 
collection methods. Responses were subjected to descriptive and inferential statistical analyses 
with aid of Microsoft Excel® and SPSS®, respectively. Qualitative dataset was collected by means 
of 36 semi-structured interviews purposively and electronically sourced with WhatsApp® Video 
Call Application. Verbatim recording of interviews was done with aid of Call Recorder® for 
WhatsApp® and automatic transcription with Google Docs® for Android. Sorting, coding, and 
content analysis of transcriptions done with NVivo® software. 
Study engaged syllogistic abductive reasoning to extract best-fit conclusions from findings. 
Determinately, study found that propriety of LUA’s enactment is questionable, its promulgation 
parochial, and its enterprise underlyingly tendentious; and established domination agenda of 
Northern Hegemony as main driving force behind LUA’s enactment. Study determined that 
revocation powers under LUA are incompatible with recommended best practices and 
Governors’ use of these powers have low sustainability credentials. Thus, study justifiably 
concluded that Governors’ revocation powers hinder sustainable land administration. 
Standing on Dewey’s Reflective Cycle Model that rejects absolutism and advances constructive 
revisionism, study recommends that for LUA to be capability of promoting sustainable land 
administration; it should be reviewed, made reflective as well as flexible. Study, therefore, 
prescribes use of its Triple-F Theory of Formation, Framework and Function in LUA’s overhaul. 
Triple-F proffers that if LUA is formatted, it should generate best practice framework that would 
engenders optimal functionality in the application of revocation powers. This would in turn 
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On 29 March 1978, Federal Military Government of Nigeria promulgated the Land Use Act 
1978 Chapter 202, Laws of Federation of Nigeria 1990 (now referred to as LUA) with 
intention of making land available to all Nigerians. LUA vested all land in each State solely 
in the State Governor, who holds such land in trust for the people and becomes responsible 
for allocation and revocation of land. Introduction tries to put in context the environment 
under which Governors exercise their apparently immense powers of revocation. Introduction 
discuses LUA’s background, frames systemic imperfections that militate against Governors’ 
altruistic and equitable use of revocation powers. It illumes study’s pathway, designating its 
aim, research questions, objectives, and hypotheses. It denotes study’s limitations; outlines 
chosen methodology and provides justification for the research. It also highlights expected 
contributions to knowledge and furnishes study’s précised outline. 
1.1 Preamble 
“Unlimited power is apt to corrupt minds of those who possess it; and this I know, my 
lords, that where laws end, tyranny begins.” (Pitt, 1770). 
The aim of this study is to examine if Governors’ powers of revocation under Land Use Act 
1978 (LUA) is a hindrance to sustainable land administration in Nigeria. Obasanjo (1978) 
noted that LUA would among other things make land available to all Nigerians, promote fast 
socio-economic development, and help in reduction of high cost of land required for 
industrial estates and mechanised agriculture in. Nwocha (2016) reasoned that cheaper and 
easier access to land by all Nigerians would invariably stimulate much-needed economic 
growth. To achieve these lofty objectives, LUA bestowed absolute land ownership rights 
solely in these Governors to hold in trust for the people, with land allocation and revocation 
powers. 
Revocation involves acquisition or takeover of private interests in land by government or its 
agency without the willing consent of their owners usually for societal benefits. Baude (2013) 
opines that revocation powers derive from utilitarian philosophy of common good that places 
societal needs over individual requirements. While Waldron (2016) explains that such powers 
stem from social contract philosophy, which postulates that people are willing to give up 
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some of their privacy and personal rights to government in exchange for guarantees of 
security and protection. 
Viitanen (2010) contends that use of revocation powers is part of land administration system. 
Enemark (2009) defines of land administration system (LAS) as processes or systems 
concerned with social, legal, economic, and technical frameworks within which land 
managers, administrators and developers operate. Given importance and usefulness of land, 
there is need for societies to administer interests in landed resources fairly and sustainably. 
Slaper and Hall (2011) explain that sustainability entails balancing People, Planet and Profit 
in Triple Bottom Line. FAO (2007) explains that weak sustainable land governance has 
adverse consequences for societies as land rights are not protected, underprivileged 
marginalised, and environment depraved. 
LUA is the main piece of legislation that regulates land administration in Nigeria. Section 48 
of LUA provides that all other legislations in Nigeria relating to registration, transfer, and 
transactions in land must conform to LUA’s provisions. LUA empowers Governors to revoke 
rights of occupancy for both public purposes and punitive measures. Revocation for public 
purposes is synonymous with compulsory purchase or acquisition, which depends on 
sovereign powers of eminent domain, while punitive measures’ revocation is akin to 
forfeiture, confiscation, or asset seizure. Section 47:1 (b) of LUA strengthens Governors’ 
revocation powers by ousting jurisdiction of courts from querying any matter concerning or 
pertaining to powers of Governors to grant and invariably revoke rights of occupancy. While 
Section 38 preserves Governors powers of revocation in all circumstances maintaining that 
nothing can preclude application of such powers. 
Analysis of Governors’ powers of revocation can only justifiably be discussed within 
purview and propriety of its endowing legislation. Laws are not nihilistic; they emanate from 
philosophical standpoint of their framers. Laws, therefore, unwittingly carry their makers’ 
ideological imprints and designed to fulfil their underlying intentions. LUA came into being 
as a military decree. Decrees are arbitrarily promulgated without legislative approval; thus, 
they are autocratic and susceptible to the whims and caprices of their military architects. 
Since its enactment over forty years ago, LUA has continued to be controversial because of 
myriad of issues including its perceived unethical background and obtuse inflexibility. 
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1.2 Study Area 
Study Area is Federal Republic of Nigeria commonly referred to as Nigeria. It lies within 
West African Sub-Region and borders Republic of Benin to West, Republics of Cameroon 
and Chad to East and Niger to North. Its Southern Coastline lies in Gulf of Guinea within 
Atlantic Ocean. Nigeria lies between latitudes 4° and 14°N, and longitudes 2° and 15°E. 
Highest point in Nigeria is Chappal Waddi at 2,419 metres (7,936 ft.). Main rivers are Niger 
and Benue, which converge and empty into Niger Delta, forming one of world's largest river 
deltas. Figure 1.1 shows Map of Nigeria within West African Sub-Region. 
 
Figure 1.1 Map of Nigeria within West African Sub-Region (Google Maps, 2018) 
Nigeria is the fourth largest country in West Africa, behind Niger, Chad, Mali, and Mauritania 
by land area. CIA (2018) estimates that it has a land area of about 923,768 square kilometres, 
which approximately is twice size of US State of California, and about four and half times 
that of Great Britain. However, with population of over 180 million, it is the most populous 
country in Africa and eighth in the world (CIA, 2018). It has over 250 different ethnic groups, 
of which dominant three are Hausa, Igbo, and Yoruba. Nigeria has been a collection of 
numerous kingdoms, nationalities, and tribal states over the millennia. 
History of modern Nigeria began with British Colonial Rule in the Nineteenth Century and 
the Amalgamation of Southern and Northern Nigeria Protectorates by British Colonial Rulers 
in 1914. Britain set up administrative and legal structures while practising indirect rule 
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through traditional chiefdoms. Nigeria became an Independent Country in 1960 and a Federal 
Republic in 1963. It plunged into a bloody Civil War from 1967 to 1970. Military held reins 
of power from 1966 to 1999, except for short Second Democratic Republic experiment 
between 1979 and 1983. It has since swapped democratically elected civilian governments 
since 1999 and appears to have achieved stable democracy notwithstanding serious sectarian 
security threats (Nossiter, 2011). In March 2015, President Muhammadu Buhari of All 
Progressives Congress Party became first opposition candidate to win presidential elections 
in Nigeria (Gov.uk, 2017). 
 
Figure 1.2 Six Geopolitical Zones of Nigeria (World Gazetteer, 2018). 
At independence, Nigeria consisted of just three regions: namely, Northern, Western and 
Eastern Regions. Politically Nigeria, however, now consists of thirty-six (36) States and a 
Federal Capital Territory; weaved and grouped into a rather sophistic Six Geo-political 
Zones. Six Geo-political Zones of Nigeria is a relatively new political arrangement in Nigeria. 
Only recognised during regime of Military President Ibrahim Babangida on 
recommendations of 1989 Constituent Assembly. Figure 1.2 shows Six Geopolitical Zones 
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namely: Southsouth, Southeast, Southwest, Northcentral, Northwest and Northeast. These 
Zones are not ensconced in Nigerian Constitution. However, they have become common and 
agreed platform for allotting economic, political, and social resources (Ogbodo, 2014). 
There have been many initiatives lately to give Zones statutory recognition. This may pave 
way for devolution of powers to them from Central Government, where they are exceedingly 
concentrated. Moreover, they will then be semi-autonomous and manage resources within 
their territories. Ogbodo (2014) maintains that struggles for control and management of 
resources have always been at centre of most of tensions and crises in Nigeria. Orji (2008) 
argues that stability and peaceful co-existence of Nigeria can only come from a practice of 
power sharing because of its historical antecedents, which gave rise to an unequal 
amalgamation or federation. 
Unambiguously enshrined in Nigerian Constitution are Human Rights and Rule of Law. 
Human rights include right to life, right to dignity of persons, right to personal liberty, right 
to fair hearing, and right to private and family life. Also included are rights to freedom of 
thought, conscience and religion, freedom of expression and press, peaceful assembly and 
association, freedom of movement, freedom from discrimination and to acquire and own 
immovable property anywhere in Nigeria. U.S. Department of State (2017), however, 
concludes that Nigeria's human rights records remain poor despite these explicit hallowed 
acclaims. 
The situation was worse during military regime. Military Junta is naturally an aberration to 
rule of law because of its high degree of dictatorial tendencies occasioned by forced control 
and deployment of coercion (Pereira, 2017). John (2011), however, posits that civilian 
regimes have not fared better against backdrop of several cases of unjustifiable arrests, unfair 
trials, and executive lawlessness, suppression of free speech and undue domination of 
minorities. Endemic public sector corruption continues to undermine enjoyment of social and 
economic rights in Nigeria (Human Rights Watch, 2015). Added to these melees is apparent 
inability of government to rein widespread killings by herdsmen (Soyinka, 2018). Regardless 
of all these, Nigeria still plays a major role in African, International Affairs; and has shown 
its commitment to international human rights’ conventions by ratifying all major international 
and regional human rights treaties (Daly, 2015). 
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1.3 Study Background 
According to Obasanjo (1978) the objectives of LUA were to made land accessible to all 
Nigerians, prevent speculative purchases of communal land, streamline land ownership, 
simplify land management, make land readily available to governments at all levels for 
developmental purposes, and provide land administration system that would improve tenure 
security. Udo (1985) informs that Majority Report of 1977 Land Use Panel, which was 
inaugurated to advice on Land Use, believed there were justifiable reasons for reforms to land 
use system in Nigeria but not to extent of land nationalisation. Minority Report, on other 
hand, criticised authors of Main Report and advocated land nationalisation (Francis, 1984). 
Minority Report further argued that proposals contained in Majority Report would constitute 
significant obstacles to implementation of Nigeria’s Third National Development Plan, 
which was conceived based on excess petrodollar from 1970s World Energy Crisis. 
The Military adopted the Minority Report and promulgated LUA. More than forty years later, 
LUA has not delivered on its grand ideals.Accordingly, it is now frequently and routinely 
portrayed as the most fractious and contentious piece of legislation in Nigeria’s legal history. 
This portrayal is not only due to its far-reaching consequences but fundamentally owing to 
its blunt rigity. As expected, LUA continues generate lots of attention and deliberation from 
all segments of society. Most Nigerians think that LUA and Governors have evidently failed 
to deliver on their assigned roles especially mandate of making land available to people. This 
is aptly captured by His Lordship, Justice Augustine Nnamani JSC: 
“In these years, it has become clear that objectives for which LUA was enacted have 
largely remained unfulfilled; indeed they have been distorted, abused and seriously 
undermined … lofty hope in preamble has been nothing but a forlorn hope and a pipe 
dream”(Umezulike, 2011). 
Section 1 of LUA vested absolute ownership of land in State Governors to hold in trust and 
administer for common use and benefit of all Nigerians. Understandable effect of this 
endowment is nationalisation of land in Nigeria. LUA replaced allodial interests hitherto 
available to Nigerians with finite usufructuary rights of occupancy as provided by Part II of 
LUA that deals with Principles of Land Tenure, Powers of Governors, and Rights of 
Occupiers. Obaseki JSC observed in Savannah Bank (Nigeria) Ltd v Ajilo (1989) NWLR that 
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LUA is most revolutionary and controversial piece of legislation in Nigeria. LUA, therefore, 
eliminated all unrestrained rights and interests that Nigerians had to land before its 
proclamation and substituted them with restricted rights and rigid control over use, 
acquisition and even disposal. 
LUA, however, mandates Governors to act impartially and exclusively in interest of people 
as trustees and manage land in prudent and trustworthy manner. Governors are conferred with 
exclusive powers to administer and manage landed property, and with powers to grant rights 
of occupancy or rights of usage to any per person for all purposes. In this wise, Governors 
are bequeathed with powers to hold land; control and manage land; consent or pre-authorise 
all alienations or transactions in land; and to revoke land rights or rights of occupancy as 
provided in Sections 1, 2, 5, 22, and 28 of LUA respectively. 
Section 28 of LUA specifies that:  
“It shall be lawful for Governors to revoke a right of occupancy for overriding 
public interest…” 
Section 28:2 (a) defines overriding public interest to mean alienation by an occupier any right 
or part thereof contrary provisions of LUA or of any regulations made thereunder. In other 
words, a breach of any condition governing right of occupancy will render any title subject 
to revocation. Revocation or Cancellation of title due to breach appear in tandem with land 
confiscation or seizure. Land seizure is punishment for wrongdoing or misdemeanour under 
law enforcement measures, and compensation is not payable (Hugh, 1911). Section 28:2 (b), 
however, goes on to inscribe another type of overriding public interest. This include 
requirement or need for land by national or local governments for public purposes within 
states. Overriding public interest also means requirement of land for mining purposes or oil 
pipelines or for any purpose connected; as well as requirement of land for extraction of 
building materials as provided by Section 28:2 (c). 
Taking over private property for public purposes is a worldwide phenomenon. Governments 
world over often need land to carry out developmental projects like roads, bridges, hospitals, 
schools, and so forth. However, it is often difficult for authorities to gather needed land 
through purchase in open markets as owners may not wish to sell. Governments, as a result, 
resort to use of condemnation principles to acquire land compulsorily. This practice is based 
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on belief that societal requirement or need has priority over that of individuals as aptly 
captured by these two Latin maxims: 
a) Salus populi est suprema lex, meaning interests and claims of whole community are 
always superior. 
b) Necessita public major est quam private, meaning public necessity is more significant 
than private interest and claim of an individual (Cicero and Wagner, 2018). 
Condemnation process is known as Compulsory Land Acquisition in Ghana, Uganda, Kenya, 
Kenya, Zambia, and indeed most African Countries; and Compulsory Purchase in United 
Kingdom, New Zealand, and Ireland. It is referred to as Resumption in Hong Kong and 
Eminent Domain in United States of America and Philippines. Compulsory Acquisition in 
Australia; Expropriation in France, Mexico, South Africa, Canada, Brazil, Portugal, and 
Spain; and Revocation in Nigeria and Tanzania. However, core ethical objective in all 
regimes is similar, and it is provision or supply of much-needed land for developmental 
purposes. Compulsory land acquisition powers stem and derive fundamentally from core 
sovereign component of state. A sovereign state may decide to delegate these powers to a 
state functionary or even a private entity (Baude, 2013). 
Eminent Domain or Compulsory acquisition is, therefore, power of a sovereign state or 
government to acquire private rights in land without willing consent of owners or occupants 
for communal interest. This is often necessary for social and economic development and 
protection of natural environment. However, payment of just compensation to owners must 
accompany property takings (FAO, 2008). In theory, such recompense is supposed to put 
owners in similar pecuniary position had their property not been seized or taken compulsorily. 
Some jurisdictions require that takers mandatorily make offers of purchase, before resorting 
to use of eminent domain powers. Property owners should also have rights to due process, 
which refers to fairness and protection against arbitral deprivations (Rubin, 1986). 
Despite fairness requirements and need for regulatory controls, compulsory acquisition 
proceedings are often arbitrary and excessive force often deployed to evict the dispossessed. 
Evictees in most cases do not stand any chance against might of states (Gibbard, 2015). Some 
governments use eminent domain powers to force people off their land indiscriminately. 
Governments can even take hold of private property for private interest, if they can prove that 
so doing will serve public good. Effects of these can be distortive for land markets and 
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ultimately land administration that depends on well-functioning markets (Dale, Mahoney, 
and McLaren, 2006). The nature and usage of eminent domain powers are invariably sensitive 
and can have broader implications, including perspectives on human rights, international 
conventions, and treaties. 
In Nigeria, inherent arbitrariness of eminent domain processes is exacerbated by vagueness 
of LUA provisions especially relating to revocations and compensation payments. In 
addition, seeming unfettered powers of Governors to revoke land rights for nondescript 
‘overriding public interest’ and ostensible inequitable compensation provisions.  Added rigid 
protections for LUA may also signpost presence of some external influences interested in 
perpetuating LUA in its intransigencies and inflexibilities. Nwatu (2013) contends that 
Military Rulers carefully choreographed activities leading to LUA’s enactment for their 
selfish interests, and those of hegemonic Islamic North. Nwaorgu (2016) concurs and insists 
that LUA bears uncanny and compelling similarities with tenets of Islamic land law and 
jurisprudence. 
Nigeria has one of largest concentrations of Muslims in the world, and Islam has always 
played a leading role in its politics. Nigeria, therefore, falls within Muslim-majority country, 
a categorisation coined by Jones and Karim (2005) for countries where Islam is widespread. 
However, Nigeria is not an Islamic state, but under secular democratic government 
guaranteed by Section10 of 1999 Constitution, which prohibits state religion. Despite this, 
Islam has served and still serves as unifying force since advent of Sokoto Caliphate. Question 
of using Sharia Islamic law has generated controversies since 1970s. During Constitution 
Drafting Assemblies of Second and Third Republics, demand for Federal Sharia Court of 
Appeals created political crisis, requiring intervention of Military. South interprets such 
debates on Sharia as attempts at Islamisation.  
Accordingly, Falola (2009) contends that many Northern politicians benefit from Islam as 
demands for Sharia enable them set uniting ideology for the North. Said (1994) sets out in its 
Culture and Imperialism that all empires consider themselves expedient especially in 
bringing civilisation to their colonies, while in actual sense their mission is control and 
plunder. Lapidus (2012) concurs and insists that Muslim conquerors ordinarily wished to 
dominate rather than convert, and most conversions to Islam were voluntary. Adeoye (2010) 
similarly asserts that group of Fulani oligarchs indirectly administer Nigeria and claim that 
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they sit together and decide country’s direction. Juxtaposing Islamic North’s firm control of 
Nigeria’s Military alongside conceptual similarities between LUA and Islamic land law; it 
would be inconceivable, therefore, to assume that Northern Hegemonic interest was not the 
prime mover for LUA’s promulgation (Onukwuli, 2015). 
1.4 Problem Identification 
Law dictates structures, boundaries, rules, and processes within which Governors use their 
revocation powers and infractions of best practices become focal points for analysis. In this 
vein, some of LUA’s provisions do not meet recommended minimum safeguard provisions 
for due process. For instance, Governors are technically both judge and jury in determination 
of compensation sums payable. Section 30 of LUA stipulates that: 
“Where there arises any dispute as to amount of compensation… such dispute shall be 
referred to appropriate Land Use and Allocation Committee.” 
While Section 2:3 of LUA provides that, 
“Land Use and Allocation Committee shall consist of a such number of persons as 
Governor may determine…” 
Governors employ, deploy, and redeploy Land Use and Allocation Committee members; 
therefore, no suited for independent tasks. Land Use Committees sitting in adjudication for 
determination of compensation payable is analogous to Governors presiding over disputes, 
which they have, stake. Cardinal principle of justice aptly captured in Latin maxim “Nemo 
judex in causa sua” meaning that you could not be judge in your cause. Section 47:2 
continues to direct that Land Use Committees shall have final say on issues of compensation 
by providing thus: 
“No court of law shall have jurisdiction to inquire into any question concerning or 
about amount or adequacy of any compensation paid or to be paid under this Act.” 
Section 47:1 ostensibly elevates LUA above Nigerian Constitution, by stipulating that: 
“LUA shall have effect notwithstanding anything to contrary in any law or rule of law 
including Constitution of Federation…” 
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Same section proceeds further to oust jurisdictions of Courts in matters relating to vesting of 
all ownership rights to land in Governors, rights to grant statutory rights of occupancy and 
matters pertaining to compensation amounts paid or to be paid. By placing LUA above 
Constitution and ousting of jurisdictions of Courts framers of LUA exhibited brazing 
effrontery especially if put in context that LUA’s approval and subsequent enactment was 
based on Minority Report (Onukwuli, 2015). Preservation measures put in place to prevent 
amendments of LUA tend to indicate some intentions to entrench and ingrain LUA 
permanently in statute books. Poignantly, Northern Nigeria Land Tenure Law of 1962, which 
LUA cloned and mimeographed, does not have same level of LUA’s ring-fenced protections 
(Onukwuli, 2015). 
LUA bear all the hallmarks and providence of divine law owing to its adjudged parallelism 
with Islamic land law. Islamic law or Sharia is a divine law, with its source as Quran. 
Adherents of divine laws accept as true that their injunctions come directly from celestial 
sources. They hold these laws as unchangeable Will of God, in contradistinction to human-
made laws enacted elected politicians. For these zealots, divine laws are eternal, constant, 
and puritanical. Ardent religious devotees have fundamental belief that divine laws must not 
be subjected to any form of modification by mere mortals (Vesting, 2018). This might explain 
why since LUA’s promulgation more than forty years ago, there has been no successful 
reform, change or amendment of any its part or section. 
In his thetic masterpiece, Thomas Jefferson, Third President of United States insisted that 
religion should be separated from state to enable democracy to thrive (Scherr, 2014). With 
this separation, egalitarianism can emancipate itself from dogmatic and doctrinal coercion. 
In addition, this will curb fundamentalism, and protect people especially of other religious 
faiths from violence and discrimination. When religion unites with politics to monopolise 
political power in an integration or power-sharing mode, any attempt made to reinterpret or 
question its teachings is crushed politically with help of religious injunctions.  Accordingly, 
Billings (1990) in its Religion as Opposition: A Gramscian Analysis raises concern on how 
socially dominant groups defend their hegemony and influence the interests and preferences 
of subordinate groups, who are left with little choices but to resist domination based on 
Gramsci’s Hegemonic Conflict Theory. 
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Again, Nwatu (2013) and Nwaorgu (2016) argue that unchallengeable and unchangeable 
position of LUA with inordinate powers of revocation that it bequeathed the Governors have 
encouraged corruption, eroded security of tenure and led to discriminatory access to land 
rights in Nigeria. In case of Awagbo v Eze (1995) 1 NWLR 393 it was held that many 
Governors compulsorily revoked land for private and fraudulent purposes such as revocation 
for personal re-sale, private use, re-allocation to political associates, wives, friends, relations 
and for other politically motivated reasons. Despite this ruling, no Governor has ever 
arraigned for fraudulent revocations or dubious allocations. 
Daston and Stolleis (2016) argue that hallmarks of just laws should be that they are not 
absolute and should be fluid and changeable over time to adapt to changing real-world 
circumstances. It maybe apt, therefore, to classify LUA as unjust due to its extreme rigidity 
and institutional difficulties its provisions create. Despite continued barrage of criticisms, 
LUA has remained unchanged like a divine law that draws authority from religion that cannot 
be changed by human intervention. Therefore, Nwaorgu (2016) contends that underlying 
motives for enactment of LUA were not entirely altruistic but had geopolitical undertones 
primarily aimed at achieving historical ambitions and religious obligations of Northern 
Hegemony. These motives have remained elephant in the room, and no research has taken 
time to coalesce and declaim them before now. 
Finally, scepticisms on and interrogations of Governors’ powers of revocation can possibly 
be predicated on defective ordinance and institutional weakness conjointly exacerbated by 
dilemma of unregulated mandate. In addition, there are cacophony of discordant raison d’etre 
why LUA came to fruition ab initio. Questions regarding actual motive for enacting LUA 
would help deconstruct mind-set of its military architects. If their approach was not altruistic 
or beclouded by prejudices, then all authorities they bestowed maybe flawed and perhaps not 
withstand real test of competence for ethical rectitude and moral arguments. This might mean 
institutionalised deception, which may imply that LUA was ab initio or originally not fit for 
purpose. Fit for purpose, in contexts of propriety and suitability; will expose LUA and all its 
derivable powers to queries of validity as well as aptness. These enquiries will help determine 
if Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA is a hindrance to sustainable land 
administration in Nigeria. 
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1.5 Research Goals 
Farrell et al. (2017) explain that research goals may possibly be termed collective expression 
that incorporate all high points of a research namely, aims, research questions, objectives, 
and hypotheses. Locke and Latham (1990), on other hand, insist that goals are future ideas or 
desired results that encompass visions, plans and commitments. Common sense, however, 
shows that proper use of goals will improve performance. Goals direct finite time and energy 
towards desired outcomes. Goals in this context are concerted and intricately linked to prior 
school of thought. In other words, shared communication that integrates high points of study 
with stems coming from, study background, problem description and identification. Apparent 
unrestrained Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA appear to constitute difficulties for 
sustainable land administration. 
Accordingly, these perceived shortcomings have been crystallised and dilated into aim, 
research questions, and objectives of this investigation. Study had recourse to Farrell et al. 
(2017), which advances that articulation and identification of research problems generate 
research questions, and research questions aid logical progression to determination of 
research objectives and hypotheses. Farrell et al. (2017) insists that there should not be any 
differences; research questions, objectives, and hypotheses should imitate each other, with 
precision. The research problems, aim, research questions, research objectives, hypotheses, 
and variables should all be related and encapsulated under study’s title (Farrell et al., 2017). 
1.5.1 Aim 
Aim of a research is its preeminent goal. In other words, it is what it sets out to achieve. 
Creswell (2013) elucidates that it follows composition of title and identification of problems 
and could just be a single sentence. It should consociate and relate to underscored problems 
and provide linkage to study objectives. Following this, therefore, aim of study is to examine 
if Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA hinder sustainable land administration in 
Nigeria. 
1.5.2 Research Questions 
Research questions are vital as they guide choice of methodology, methods, sample, sample 
size, data collection instrument and data analysis techniques (Lipowski, 2008). Haynes 
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(2006) explains that interest in a particular topic usually begins research process; however, 
only an appropriate research question will produce needed subject acquaintance. Research 
problems properly articulated throw up valid questions, which independent readers can easily 
identify and acknowledge (Farrell et al., 2017). Coherent research questions are, thus, vital 
as they set scene for development of explicit research objectives, which inseparably connect 
to its foremost goal or aim. Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009); however, contend that 
research objectives are likely to lead to greater specificity than research questions, which set 
investigative platform. 
Farrell et al., (2017), therefore, insist that forming research questions is about the most 
important aspect of a research project. They, however, offer some clue and reiterate that 
articulation of research questions should trail, and mirror identified research problems, and 
research questions should be designated in straplines. Succinct sketch of research problems 
adduced in 1.4 Problem Identification could be summarised as falling into three analogous 
rubrical classifications as follows: underlying themes that underpinned LUA’s promulgation, 
Governor’s revocation powers compliance with best practices, and sustainability testimonials 
of Governors’ use of revocation powers. In this wise and drawing from highlighted problems, 
research questions for this study serially listed as RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3: 
RQ1: Which cultural themes underpinned promulgation of LUA, and how do these themes 
rank? 
RQ2: Do Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA comply with best practices in 
compulsory purchase? 
RQ3: Do Governors’ applications of revocation powers under LUA have acceptable 
sustainability credentials? 
1.5.3 Objectives 
Research objectives are concrete statements epitomizing what research is trying to achieve 
and should reside within operations or tactical domain. Indeed, the whole study should 
revolve around the objectives. Objectives, therefore, are specific actions that a study intends 
to accomplish, and they delineate its structure. Any appropriate objective should meet 
SMART sanction, first enunciated by Drucker (1955) and Doran (1981). SMART is acronym 
for Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timely. Research objectives should flow 
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from research questions, as it is not apposite that intentions of a study do not address issues 
raised. Farrell et al. (2017) recommend close pairing or matching of research questions with 
research objectives. Accordingly, study’s research objectives emanate from raised research 
questions, which they depict and reflect; and respectively listed as OB1, OB2 and OB3: 
OB1: To determine and rank cultural themes that underpinned promulgation of LUA. 
OB2: To establish if Governors’ Powers of revocation under LUA comply with best 
practices in compulsory purchase. 
OB3: To determine if Governors’ applications of revocation powers under LUA have 
acceptable sustainable credentials. 
The study devotes efforts at testing and accomplishing these objectives. Thereafter, the study 
will use established results as underlying tool for strategically determining if Governors’ 
powers of revocation under Land Use Act, 1978 (LUA) hinders sustainable land 
administration in Nigeria. In a way, these objectives namely: OB1, OB2 and OB3 form main 
ingredients for study’s main goal. Figure1.3 shows these objectives respectively represented 
as cultural themes, revocation powers and sustainability visually meshed in SmartArt Graphic 
Funnel to produce a notional desired sustainable land administration, which this study would 
confirm or refute, if Governor’s powers deliver or hinder, respectively. 
 
Figure 1.3 OB1, OB2 and OB3 as Ingredients for Accomplishment of Study’s Aim 
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1.5.4 Research Hypotheses 
Rogers (1973) defines hypotheses as tentative guesses or good hunches assumed for use in 
devising theory and Creswell (2002) describes them as formal statements that present 
expected relationship between independent and dependent variables. From this, it follows 
that hypotheses emanate from knowledge or observation but have not, yet, been proved or 
disproved. Mourougan and Sethuraman (2017) insist that hypotheses should be simple, 
specific, explanatory, stated in advance and testable. 
Outcome of statistical significance test can either be null or alternate hypothesis. Former 
indicates that there is no association or relationship between variables, while latter suggests 
some potential correlations that the researcher should expect. Testing can also yield one or 
two tailed hypotheses, which is signifies direction of movement in the variables. A two-tailed 
hypothesis implies that there is a difference between experimental group and control group, 
but it does not specify in advance expected direction of difference, while one-tailed 
hypothesis provides for specific direction. Bland and Altman (1994), however, recommend 
adoption of two-tailed hypothesis unless there is strong justification for using one-tailed 
hypothesis. One-tailed hypothesis test increases risk of conventionally nonsignificant 
difference becoming significant. 
Farrell et al. (2017) recommend that with identification of research problem, determination 
of aim, formation of research questions and objectives, subsequent step is composition of 
hypotheses, which should match research questions and objectives. Accordingly, hypotheses 
for this study stream from established research objectives; and respectively listed as RH1, 
RH2 and RH3, which seriatim have RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 and OB1, OB2 and OB3 as 
counterparts. 
RH1: Ranked cultural themes underpinned the promulgation of LUA. 
RH2: Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA do not comply with best practices in 
compulsory purchase. 




1.6 Scope of Study 
Under Section 2 within Part I of LUA, administration of urban and rural land is distinguished 
with control and management of urban land vested in Governors, while Local Governments 
exercise powers of rural land management. Accordingly, use rights governing land 
administration systems in Nigeria are conceivably dualistic in nature, namely: statutory rights 
of occupancy, referring to use rights of urban landholders; and customary rights of 
occupancy, referring to use rights of rural landholders (Ghebru et al., 2014). Provisions 
regarding powers of Local Governments as contained in LUA were not considered in this 
investigation. 
Supposed third-tier governance structure conferred on Local Governments has not lifted them 
beyond augmented extensions of States. Essentially, Local Governments in Nigeria 
essentially coalesces within States in veritable binary authority structure of just Federal and 
States (Ikeanyibe, 2014). Ogunlade (2014) concurs and insists that they are dependent on 
States and cannot function autonomously. LUA’s provisions are in real sense mutatis 
mutandis in two parts that have been weaved together under strands of powers of State 
Governors and powers of Local Governments. However, LUA does not apply position of 
Chief Executives of Local Governments, which are Chairmen as it did for State Governors. 
State Governors dominate land control and management in Nigeria (Basta, McGarry and 
Simeon, 2015). 
Section 7 of Nigeria Constitution provides for existence of Local Governments within every 
State as third tiers of government. However, functions of Local Governments contained under 
Fourth Schedule of Constitution, management and control of rural land is noticeably 
unmentioned. Presumably, this calls to question validity of these roles (Onukwuli, 2016). 
Equally, despite Section 2:1 (b) of LUA assigning land management roles to Local 
Governments within areas of jurisdiction, provisions of Section 1 of LUA supersede and 
override them as all land in States vests in State Governors. Local Governments are parts of 
States; hence, purported dualism of land tenure management in Nigeria is profoundly illusory 
and sophistic (Onukwuli, 2016). 
Study will primarily dwell on obvious and unintended consequences that flow from very 
broad and often non-delineated powers of revocation ascribed to Governors under LUA. 
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Inquiry will only skim or browse through other powers as sole authority to administer and 
control landed property, rights to grant rights of occupancy, powers to consent or pre-
authorise all alienation or transactions in property and so forth. In essence, comprehensive 
powers of Governors under LUA is not subject of this disposition. Rather sections on 
revocation of rights of occupancy and compensation payments as contained in Part V of LUA 
and more particularly with Sections 28 and 29 will primarily form study’s focus. 
1.7 Research Methodology 
LUA confers on Governors with extremely broad powers including authority to revoke land 
rights for overriding public interest and punitive measures. These inordinate powers are liable 
to abuses for selfish and systemic reasons, which will defeat LUA’s professed core-essence 
of making land available to all citizens. Furthermore, embedding powers of appropriation, 
allocaton, allotment and revocation in a single entity would  raise issues control and abuse of 
power. These would circuitously fertilise struggle for resources, encourage inapt leadership, 
boost unscrupulous activities, and support bigoted leaders to push their hegemonic schema. 
From the nature of this inquiry and its research questions, study would adopt a pragmatic 
philosophical worldview. Positivist epistemological leaning has lots of limitations and little 
room for assumptions, while in relativist epistemology veracity is too unwieldy. Pragmatism 
by its very nature recognises that things are not chiefly important for what they are, but for 
what they are worth. It is not necessarily concerned with painting an ideal picture, but it seeks 
to give meaning to actions and make the truth suppler. To soften truth, is to make it into 
something that can be analysed and explained (Durkheim, 1983). 
Pragmatic approach emphasises that multiple realities can exist in any given situation. 
Creswell (2002) insists that pragmatism provides for use of qualitative and quantitative 
methods in collection of data and supports inquiries into complex phenomenon of social and 
natural contexts. Saunders et al. (2009) concur reiterating that pragmatic research philosophy 
advocates mixed methods adoption in data collection and analysis, which opens opportunity 
for coalescing objective and subjective viewpoints. 
Study, therefore, adopted Mixed Methods Research (MMR) and took advantage of strengths 
of both quantitative and qualitative data. MMR is well suited to answer the main question of 
this research, which is whether Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA hinder 
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sustainable land administration, and the ancilliary queries of revolving around cultural 
themes that influenced promulgation of LUA and whether revocation powers comply with 
best practices. Pragmatism regarded as philosophical companion of MMR, however, has 
colloquial reputation of anything-workable goes. Thus, for many researchers operating within 
this field, its appeal is more about practicality rather than in broader theoretical ratio 
decidendi. 
Morgan (2014) agrees and furthers that focus on MMR, in many cases, is more about practical 
and procedural issues, which is about how to combine strengths of qualitative and 
quantitative methods. Operating on praxis alone leaves a study bland and lacking 
authenticity. Accordingly, practicality toga with which MMR has often been clothed as well 
as its close association with expedient pragmatism has left MMR struggling for reputation. It 
is, therefore, imperative that MMR moves on with its functionality and utility to sphere of 
more respectability. MMR’s status can be boosted by hypothetically encasing it in a 
theoretical armour to lift it away from mediocrity. 
Accordingly, augmenting and hoisting MMR within theoretical framework gives it much 
needed propriety. Selection of an appropriate theoretical orientation within which to develop 
potentially helpful theory is bedrock of social science (Bell, 2009). Study bent towards wider 
Conflict Social Theory and narrowed to its Hegemonic Subset. Hegemony theory 
propounded by Antonio Francesco Gramsci (1891-1937); maintains that ruling classes and 
dominant groups manipulate value systems and mores of society, so that their sectarian views 
could become overarching worldviews. Extended discussions on study’s philosophical 
viewpoint and methodological approaches are at 4.0 METHODOLOGY. 
1.8 Justification for Research 
LUA remains most radical and contentious piece of statute in Nigeria not only because it 
nationalised all landed interest, but it also consolidated too many powers in office of 
Governors. For this reason and as expected so many jurists, academicians and scholars have 
devoted most of last forty odd years researching, discussing, and proffering solutions on how 
to make LUA work for people. However, none of these numerous studies has addressed issue 
of Governors’ powers of revocation. Statutory protection offered Governors by LUA is an 
issue, which not only accentuates the problem but also adds to impunity with which they 
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function. Ultimate losers in this poorly regulated environment are conventional processes and 
systems of land administration and generous inherent benefits. 
Allocation and revocation processes are ingress and egress of land rights, respectively. They 
are entry and exit points or border controls of land administration systems. Where border 
control is weak, bias or selective; scheme or structure that it intends to guard or protect cannot 
function well (Onukwuli, 2010). Proclamation of LUA followed adoption of 
recommendations of Minority Report of Land Use Panel appointed by Federal Military 
Government to advise on future land policies in Nigeria. Acceptance of Minority Report 
written by just one member of Panel calls to question issues of transparency of entire process. 
Enactment of LUA, therefore, appears to have some untold stories or latent reasons that are 
ulterior and surreptitious (Onukwuli, 2015). 
Political power is an authority that allows for administration of public resources and 
implements policies for society. However, the more political power is concentrated, the more 
office holders can set rules to their advantage and reap rewards from such rules. Powers of 
Governors under LUA are by all standards excessive, concentrated and not separated to 
ensure fairness and justice. System of checks and balances or separation of powers is 
designed to keep governments from getting too powerful in one branch. Therefore, limits are 
imposed on all branches by vesting in each branch right to amend or void those acts of another 
that fall within its purview and rein in such powers (Stewart, 2018). 
Preceding indicates veritable need to fill knowledge cavity in respect of relationship between 
peculiar background of LUA and ability to galvanise civil unanimity for its amendment. 
Necessity also exits for some contextual understanding of role that unconventional 
circumstances of LUA have played in its over forty-year history and prospects for future.  
These will hopefully lead to and afford a better understanding of impact that Governors’ 
controls have on sustainable land administration in Nigeria. 
1.9 Original Contribution to Knowledge 
Original contribution to knowledge is key requirement for doctoral research success. 
Doctoral Thesis irrespective of route must, therefore, pass test of originality. However, 
substantial misperception exists about what can, cannot lead to originality and processes of 
unmistaken validation. Concept of originality is complex and multi-faceted. To establish and 
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express originality researcher should clearly outline different ways in which work is unique 
and innovative. A succinct, focused, critical appraisal of specific contribution to knowledge 
is preferable to an exhaustive list (Gill and Dolan, 2015). 
Cryer (2006) submits that review and advancement of originality can be a ternary process 
that requires an understanding firstly what originality can mean, how it might be construed 
and how it could be manifested. Secondly adoption of lateral thinking and creative skills to 
facilitate originality; and thirdly some provision of incubation period for ideas to coalesce. 
This technique suggests, therefore, that facilitating originality require resourcefulness, time, 
and determination. Philips and Pugh (2000) set out different criteria for authenticating an 
inquiry’s original contribution to knowledge. This study has met some of these benchmarks 
as follows: 
a) This research would have added to knowledge in a way that has not been done before by 
reason of determining that Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA hinder 
sustainable land administration, as many scholars have devoted last forty odd years 
researching and writing on LUA but none of their studies was directed to the primary aim 
of this study. 
b) This research would have contributed to knowledge by carrying out empirical work not 
previously done by virtue of assessing curious credentials of LUA, unearthing military’s 
insincerity in LUA’s promulgation, as well as determining, and ranking themes that 
underlyingly underpinned LUA’s emergence. 
c) This research would have contributed to knowledge by making novel syntheses and 
bringing new evidence to bear on established issues through establishing that Governors’ 
powers of revocation under LUA do not comply with best practices in compulsory 
purchase. 
d)  This research would have contributed to knowledge not hitherto documented by bringing 
new evidence to bear on trite issues because of proffering that Governors’ applications of 
revocation powers under LUA have unacceptable sustainability credentials. 
e) Finally, this research would have contributed to knowledge by taking a technique and 
applying it in new area by means of adapting Dewey’s Reflective Circle’s Model in 
propounding its Triple-F Theory of Formation, Framework and Function, 
correspondingly epitomise study’s OB1, OB2 and OB3. 
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1.10 Structure of Thesis 
Structure here refers to arrangement of and elements of thesis. Good structure is prerequisite 
for any thesis. Having simple framework thesis can save considerable amounts of time and 
will prevent unnecessary meandering of materials. Study adopted and built on prevalent form 
of structuring thesis, which simply involves outlining contents of standard thesis as follows: 
1.0 Introduction, here, puts Governors’ powers in context, and states aim, research 
questions, objectives, and hypotheses. It skims over selected methodology, mentions 
justification for study and highlights expected contributions to knowledge. 
2.0 Literature Review I: Land Administration authenticates use of revocation powers as 
land administration function and provides framework for sustainability within land 
administration systems. It hypothesise that abuse of revocation powers does not auger well 
for proper functioning of sustainable land administration system. 
3.0 Literature Review II: Revocation Powers discusses cultural themes that underpinned 
promulgation of LUA by grouping them into mundane justifications and underlying motives. 
It hypothesise that LUA mirrored Islamic land law. It discusses punitive and eminent domain 
revocations as well as compensation under LUA and finds compensation under LUA unfair, 
which in turn provokes abusive use of revocation powers. 
4.0 Methodology differentiates between methodology and methods then stresses 
philosophical imperative in research. It goes ahead to adopt pragmatism as study’s 
philosophical stance. It selects Follow-up Explanatory Sequential MMR Design subsumed 
under hegemonic conflict theory as research method. Quantitative data collected with closed-
ended questionnaires administered by quota sampling on 526 respondents and qualitative data 
with semi-structured interviews purposively directed at 36 respondents. 
5.0 Quantitative Analysis gives an overview of quantitative analysis. Then details study’s 
Preliminary Data Analysis (PDA), Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), Descriptive Data 
Analysis (DDA) and Inferential (IDA) Analysis. Study used cumulative percentages in Excel 
for DDA. In addition, applied unrelated non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis H test with post hoc 
analysis to compare differences in means with aid of SPSS. 
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6.0 Qualitative Analysis describes qualitative data, qualitative analysis, and preparation for 
qualitative data analysis. Then explains mixing format, summary of quantitative results as 
well as semi-structured interview data transcription. It furthers with conceptualisation, coding 
and categorisation and adopts quantitative variant of content analysis and abductive 
interpretive approach. For coding study used NVivo software in Computer-Assisted 
Qualitative Data Analysis (CAQDAS). 
7.0 Discussions focus on Theoretical Narratives, Ascendency of Northern Hegemons, 
Hegemonic Influences on LUA, Structural Frailties of LUA, LUA’s Lack of Due Process, 
Philosophical Catalysts, and Study’s Findings. 




2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW I: LAND ADMINISTRATION 
2.1 Introduction 
This Chapter, Literature Review I: Land Administration dwells on Revocation and Land 
Administration. It underscores the various concepts of land and denotes the legal concept as 
focus of this study. As it discourses notions of property and meta-rights, it covers connections 
between meta-rights and revocation powers or eminent domain within political philosophy 
of private property. It provides raison d'être and overarching necessity on why revocation 
powers should curb scope of private property rights. It goes on to validate use of revocation 
powers or compulsory purchase within realm of eminent domain as land administration 
function and provides framework for content as well as context of sustainability within land 
administration systems. Nevertheless, it argues that in so doing, there must be proper 
justification and such stymieing of private property should be under ambits of procedural due 
process. In this vein, it argues that application of revocation powers must be fair and should 
mirror due processes as well as best practices. 
2.2 Concepts of Land 
Ordinarily land refers to dry land or portions of earth surface not covered by water. However, 
conceptions of land are extensive stretching from dry land, economic resource, nation, 
territory, source of life, property, homeland, dignity, human rights to humankind. Land could 
mean people of a region or country (Vanhu, 2005); natural resources or factor of production 
(Grant, 2014); life of a society (Baker, 1999); and realm or domain, for example, land of 
living or of dead (Landaw, 2016). For others land is mother and prime source of life (Kumar 
and Kumar, 2014); human rights (Cordes, 2017) and legal interest held on land (Gray and 
Gray, 1998). Koehler (1999) goes further and designates land as pride, dignity, and humanity. 
Humanity of land, for instance, finds resonance in Bible with Genesis 3:19  
“…you are dust, and to dust you shall return” (Biblehub, 2017). As well as Bible’s 
account of man’s creation in Genesis 2:7 “…then Lord God formed man of dust from 
ground and breathed into his nostrils breath of life” (Biblehub, 2017). 
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Diverse notions of land have been in use over the millennia. For instance, Genesis 2:6 uses 
two concepts of land earth (eretz) and ground (adamah). Stack Exchange (2015) provides 
visual depiction of biblical hermeneutics for various senses or concepts of land used in Bible 
together with their occurrence frequencies as shown in Figure 2.1. Manifestations of different 
ideas of land as could be seen here range from nation, territory, earth, soil, people, homeland, 
humankind to property. By visual estimations from Biblical Land Senses at Figure 2.1, 
references to land is predominatly territory with over 40%, followed by nation, earth and land 
with roughly 25%, 20% and 10% respectively. It is rather counterintuitive that property 
concept under scriptural hermeneutics is infinitesimal considering the fact that property 
exchanges have been going on for ages. 
 
Figure 2.1 Biblical Land Senses and Frequencies (Stack Exchange, 2015)  
In other situations, land concepts professed as separate rights then protected as elements of 
property rights, Property rights commonly refer to ownership over things and associated with 
idea of property in land. Property rights are shared values in most legal systems worldwide, 
which typically frame and constitutionally guarantee them as part of individuals’ fundamental 
freedoms. Waldron (2016) explains that property rights have been dominant elements of 
assertion of individual liberties against public authorities in many western liberal 
democracies and Allen (2007) insists they have played remarkable roles in development of 
human norms and values. 
In this context, property rights denote protection, guarantee, and security of tenures for landed 
and propertied, as only people with official land titles are thereby secured. While private 
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property may have transformed world, its flaws have never been more poignant. Open land 
on frontier, that existed for common person’s taking, is long gone. Homeownership no longer 
provides economic security it once did and appears out of reach for younger generations. 
Richest one percent holds more wealth than rest of world combined. Environmental 
degradation and climate change taking place at terrifying pace (NoiseCat, 2017). 
Political philosophy of collective concept of land rights on other hand concerns itself with 
answering central questions regarding formulation and enforcement of legal codes that 
ensures regulation by sovereign states. It is involved with principles applied in reflecting on 
ways, which societal powers are set up and boundaries of individual rights within delineations 
set by states. Personal rights as rights to life, liberty, property, quest of happiness, free speech, 
self-defence and so forth based on fundamental structures of political control. In a way, it 
overlaps with social philosophy as latter deals with social contract and common good, which 
former addresses albeit circuitously (Hobbes and Warrender, 2004). Subsequently, private 
property rights come with both privileges and obligations, which sovereign states have 
compulsions to enforce for collective and common good with revocation powers. 
2.2.1 Legal Concept and LUA 
 
Figure 2.2 Property as Legal Concept of Land (Ripperger, 2019) 
Legal concept of land is broad expression for licit guidelines governing access to and control 
of land and other material resources. It is concerned with ownership rights, interests and 
obligations in, or over land. Hence, it has far more implications than just real earth or “land” 
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beneath the feet. What, therefore, constitutes land and its appurtenances go far beyond just 
physical house and garden. Legal concept of land is synonymous to property as shown in 
Figure 2. 2. Legal conception underpins all property law. In some jurisdictions, property is 
owned by sovereign, and it devolves to ordinary peole through feudal land tenure or other 
feudal arrangements of loyalty and allegiance (Araszkiewicz, 2015). Law is foundation of 
property rights. Property rights, therefore, exist only to extent that law identifies them. 
Bentham et al. (2005) in their Theory of Legislation profess that: 
“…property and law are born together and will die together. Before laws there was 
no property; take away laws, and property ceases”. 
Property is collection of rights, which includes intangible rights like easements, rights of way 
or light. Figure 2. 3 shows property as bundle of rights depicting development, agricultural, 
timber, air, riparian, ground-water, and mineral rights. In some jurisdictions property rights 
can include domestic rights like rights of protection for family members against disposal of 
family home by member legal owner. Idea of property is perhaps one of most challenging 
and elusive ideas in today’s legal jurisprudence. Ordinarily, property is referred to things that 
are owned, while in law property is known as rights over things. Both resource, which is 
object ownership and relationship, which exists between a person, and a resource or a thing 
is tied to perception of property. However, Gray and Gray (1998) contend that it will be more 
accurate “to declare that one has property in a thing than to state that a thing is one’s 
property”. 
 
Figure 2.3 Property as Bundle of Rights (Maantay, 2010) 
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Assertion of property in a thing, hence, highlights levels of control owners have over 
resources. Oversights over resources apparently offer clearer perspectives than connotation 
of property by use. Therefore, term property in land is better understood by reference to 
quantum of permissible power exercisable over valued resources (Gray, 1987). More 
profoundly, then, property expression tends more towards propriety or rightness than towards 
entitlement. Property, accordingly, is more about amounts or measures of rights. These 
quantities graded from highest to lowest possible rights. In addition, property has time 
dimension. Time signifies tenure or duration which owners can have resources. 
Legal concept of land is also about creation and transfer processes of property rights and 
duties (InBrief, 2016). Salient issue, here, being process of creation and transfer of rights in 
land. Creation is action or process of bringing something into existence (Oxford Dictionaries, 
2016). Creation also connected to ownership and has acquisition as its essence. 
Correspondingly, acquisition coupled with transfer, as alienability make ownership 
wholesome. Ability of owners to freely assign or pass on ownership is hallmark of free open 
market systems. Common law favours freedom of assignment unless there is an express 
prohibition against assignment in contract. LUA restricts this cornerstone attribute in Section 
22 prohibiting any assignment, mortgage, transfer of possession, sublease or otherwise 
without prior consent of Governors. 
LUA did not define or explain concept of land. However, Obaseki (1998) did try to breach 
this gap by referring to land under LUA as: 
“…species of property. Property refers to ownership and title. It is immovable 
property. In addition, res over which Governors exercise ownership in trust for 
people”. 
There is obvious attempt here to tie land under LUA to legal concept of land. Section 3 of 
Interpretation Act, Cap 192 Laws of Federation of Nigeria 1990 defines land as “land and 
everything attached to earth and all chattels real.” Property and Conveyancing Law 1959 
essentially embraced provisions of transformative English legislation Law of Property Act 
1925, since Nigeria operates Common-Law Legal System, which it inherited from its 
Colonial Master, Britain and defines land as follows: 
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“…land of any tenure, buildings or parts of buildings and other corporeal 
hereditaments, also rent and other incorporeal hereditaments, an easement, right, 
privilege or benefit in, over or derived from land”. 
This definition in tandem with legal principle of quicquid plantatur solo, solo cedit, Latin for 
"whatever is affixed to land is land". However, property rights over land in Nigeria under 
LUA bears only perfunctory similarity to English law in relation to rights or interests 
available to people (Nwatu, 2013). This similarity is just superficial because although Crown 
literally owns all land in England and Wales and as a result, all persons own ‘merely’ an 
‘estate in land’ rather than land itself. However, rights to land conveyed under English land 
law make provision for a freehold estate in land despite allodial and ultimate ownership by 
Crown. English freehold estate and even leasehold interest provide unhindered alienability 
by holders and thereby promoting disposability of estate by way of sale, gift, mortgage, or 
other transfer of property transactions. 
In contrast, effect of legal promulgation of LUA has been to severely limit and constrain 
private property rights to land. LUA extinguishes all previously alienable freehold rights to 
land ensuring that statutory and customary rights of occupancy, granted by Governor of a 
state, are only present and available individual rights to land. Additionally, these rights are 
not easily transferrable within realm of LUA. Modum (2012) contends that unmistakable 
demotion of previously alienable rights of Nigerian citizens to mere rights of occupancy by 
LUA has served to limit available protections afforded individual property rights by Nigerian 
property law. Moreover, reality that LUA does not offer definition for term “rights of 
occupancy” further worsens status of available private property in Nigeria already lessened 
as well as weakened. 
2.2.2 Notion of Sovereign’s Revocation Powers 
Revocation or eminent domain powers emanate from sovereign composition of nation state 
(Baude, 2013). In Georgia v. Chattanooga. (1924) 264 U.S. 472 it was reiterated that: 




Sovereignty is supreme, absolute, and uncontrollable power by which an independent state 
is governed and from which all specific political powers are derived. It forms intentional 
independence of an autonomous state, combined with rights and powers of regulating its 
internal affairs without undue foreign interference (TheFreeDictionary.com, 2017). 
Constitution, which is supreme law or grundnorm, outlines and limits dominion of rulers 
(Barber, 2000). Most constitutions, hence, seek to define, regulate nature and extent of 
government powers. Constitutions, therefore, provide fundamental principles and foundation 
laws upon which other ordinances emanate in nation-states (McKean, 2010). They form 
apogee of permissible commandments and provide hierarchical structure, which other 
legislations are to mirror and draw therefrom their own validity. 
 
Figure 2.4 Limits national jurisdiction and sovereignty (Malanczuk, 2010). 
Sovereign powers can possess near absolute control if not restricted by constitution, laws of 
precedents, customs, and any other law or policy that provide oversight. Military junta or 
dictatorship and complete monarchy where monarch holds supreme authority and laws, 
legislations, or customs do not restrict their authority are examples of absolute or coercive 
sovereignty. However, international laws and policies, intervention of neighboring states, are 
some factors that might limit sovereignty of nation states. Núñez (2013) argues, therefore, 
that there can be limits to national jurisdiction and sovereignty. For example, some principal 
treaties defining sovereignty beyond land territory are Outer Space Treaty and United Nations 
Convention on Laws of Sea. In addition, in international law terra nullius or "nobody's land" 
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in Latin derived from Roman law describes territory has never been subject to sovereignty of 
any state. Figure 2.4 illustrates some limitations on sovereignty over land rights. 
Under de jure, or legal sovereignty powers of government emanate from constitution. In most 
cases, constitutional provisions provide for both protection of private property rights and 
revocation powers of governments to acquire private land without willing consent of owners. 
These are specifically entrenched and etched clauses in constitutions because of their 
importance. Existence of entrenched clauses is fundamental feature of many constitutions. 
These make certain amendments either more difficult or impossible to pass especially matters 
relating to perversion of fundamental principles of state policy. However, overriding an 
entrenched clause may require supermajority in parliament, referendum, or consent of 
minority party. Entrenched clauses pertain mostly to fundamental human rights, which 
include right to life, right to property and so forth. For example, Article V or Fifth 
Amendment of   Constitution of United States of America mandates as follows: 
“No person...shall be deprived of his property, without due process of law; nor shall 
private property be taken for public use without just compensation.” 
In Republic of Ghana within West African sub region for instance, Chapter 5, Article 20 of 
its Constitution contains provision that displaced dwellers be resettled on suitable alternative 
land, and it equally guarantees private property ownership. Article 18 (1) of Constitution 
provides that every person has right to own property either alone or in association with others. 
Article 20 (1) provides that no property of any description or interest in or right over any 
property shall be compulsorily taken possession of or acquired by State. Exemption is 
revocation necessary in interest of national defence, public safety, public order, public 
morality, public health, town and country planning. Furthermore, development or utilisation 
of property in such a manner as to promote public benefit and compulsory acquisition must 
follow due process of law. 
This Article also makes provision for prompt payment of fair and adequate compensation. 
Article 20 (3) provides that State shall resettle displaced inhabitants on suitable alternative 
land with due regard for their economic well-being, social attachments and cultural values 
(Odame, 2008). Similarly, in Republic of Uganda within East African sub region, 
Constitution, Land Act of 1998, and Land Acquisition Act of 1965 all limit use of compulsory 
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acquisition for promotion of private investments. Government attempted to include authority 
to use revovation powers for investment promotion in Draft National Land Policy. However, 
it was unsuccessful, with result that final National Land Policy (2013) leaves prohibition of 
compulsory acquisition for private investment intact (Stickler 2012). However, Deininger, 
Lindsay and Hilhorst (2017) insist that is not always observed in practice. 
Procedure is usually different in nation-states with wholly uncodified constitutions like 
United Kingdom and New Zealand. In United Kingdom, for instance, revocation or 
compulsory purchase powers find their source in Commons. Totalitarianism of Monarchy or 
Crown has given way to absolutism of Parliament in United Kingdom, where there is fusion 
of legislative and executive powers. Additionally, there is no necessity for a judicial body to 
determine propriety of an Act of Parliament as Constitution is not a single written document 
but collection of Acts and Quasi-acts of parliament. It follows, therefore, that there cannot be 
any valid alteration, amendment, dispensing with or repealing of an Act of Parliament. Only 
available option of alteration or revision of an Act is by same authority of Parliament in a 
subsequent Act (McNulty, 1912). 
Parliaments, therefore, sanction Compulsory Purchase Orders (CPOs) as quasi-judicial cum 
executive function. Hence, once Parliament decides that acquisition is in public interest, 
public bodies like Local Planning Authorities (LPAs), Local Highway Authorities, Utility 
Companies and so forth go on to implement such CPOs. On other hand, Nigeria has had series 
of Constitutions and current; 1999 Constitution enacted on 29 May 1999 ushered in Nigerian 
Fourth Republic. It is an entrenched Constitution, and amendment of its provisions are 
challenging and cumbersome. Section 9:2 of Nigerian Constitution provides that: 
“An Act of National Assembly for alteration of this Constitution… shall not be 
passed in either House of National Assembly unless proposal is supported by votes 
of not less than two-thirds majority of all members of that House. And approved by 
resolution of Houses of Assembly of not less than two-thirds of all States in Nigeria.” 
Thus, any alteration of Nigerian Constitution requires consent of at least two-thirds of all 
members of the National Legislature as well as approval by not less than two-thirds of all 
Thirty-Six States’ Houses of Assembly. This is difficult to accomplish in a very diverse 
country like Nigeria. The Constitution goes further to provide under Section 44 that: 
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“No moveable property or any interest in an immovable property shall be taken 
possession of compulsorily and no right over or interest in any such property shall 
be acquired compulsorily in any part of Nigeria except in manner and for purposes 
prescribed by law…” 
Likewise, Nigerian Constitution provides under Section 44 (a) for prompt payment of 
compensation in event of revocation or compulsory purchase. Mandatory and corresponding 
requirement for fair compensation payment is sine qua non for wholesome revocation process 
(Michelman, 1967). Compensation involves giving (someone) something, typically money, 
in recognition of loss, suffering, or injury incurred, or in case of eminent domain, loss of 
property rights. Therefore, Constitution in providing for prompt payment in this section is 
nothing extraordinary, rather it falls below expectation of due process. Due process 
recommends payment of fair compensation promptly. However, Constitution limits it here to 
prompt payment of compensation, thereby, excluding fair compensation payment. 
Other laws and regulations, usually, supplement Constitutional sources of revocation powers. 
Such laws and regulations are important, as they provide acquiring agencies with instructions 
on how to carry out revocation orders at all phases of acquisition process. In many cases, 
complementary national and local laws describe in detail purposes and uses of revocation 
powers. Such laws equally provide particulars of agencies and officials with revocation 
power to land, due diligence procedures and methods for determining compensation. In 
addition, they provide for methods of addressing rights and grievances of dispossessed 
owners or occupants (FOA, 2008). In other words, these supplemental laws flesh out 
revocation due processes and procedures, adding details and giving their Constitutional 
foundations more substance. 
LUA sui generis, ordinarily, ought to fit into these categories of supplemental laws. However, 
LUA cannot rightly in a category of supplemental law to Constitution, as it is its co-equal 
and compeer (Onukwuli, 2010). This is so because LUA is part of 1999 Constitution of 
Federal Republic of Nigeria by virtue of Section 315:5 (d). For this reason, provisions of 
LUA are not alterable or reparable except through arduous provisions of Section 9:2 of 
Nigerian Constitution mentioned above. This particularly unique case of LUA came with 
then stringent Martial Rule in Nigeria. Military overthrew democratically elected government 
by unsanctioned putsch stratagem and suspended Constitution. 
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Junta appropriated de facto sovereignty and ruled with military fiat. Fundamental and very 
important policies came to be without robust considerations and inputs from other political 
elements and stakeholders. Suspension of Constitution is usually first act dictators perform 
on forceful take-over of power, followed by declaration of state of emergency. With this, 
democratic elections are suspended, and basic human rights put on hold. Under these 
scenarios’ human rights, abuses become rife. This appears to be case as military leaders who 
usually have dictatorial tendencies are uncomfortable with provisions of Constitution. They 
discontinue applying tenets of Constitution and concentrate instead on creating cult like 
image persona to perpetuate themselves in office. 
Ostensible weak process precipitated LUA, which initially was a Military Decree. Military 
conceived return to democratic rule in Nigeria and had their signet on Nigeria’s brand of 
democratic rule. Military approved 1999 Constitution and inserted Section 315:1, which 
converted existing Military Laws or Decrees including LUA to properly enacted Acts of 
National Assembly. Military went further welding LUA as part of Constitution under Section 
315:5. These unusual machinations of military elevated and entrenched LUA into 
Constitution of Nigeria with all its imperfections and inadequacies. LUA, therefore, is an 
apparent sad and unforgettable vestige of military incursion into political governance in 
Nigeria. LUA with its military background lacks legitimate procedural and substantive due 
processes that is essential to requirements for fair revocation proceedings, which in turn may 
have wistful influence on sustainable land administration. 
2.2.3 Position of Fundamental Land Rights in Nigeria 
Greek Philosopher Aristotle drew some parallels between property rights and freedom. He 
proffered that ownership rights contribute to making individuals free and, hence, suitable for 
citizenship (Waldron, 2016). Liberty or freedom meant that people are not slaves, as slavery 
implied belonging to another. Correspondingly, persons owned do not qualify to possess 
property rights. It was beneficial to ruling classes to have slaves who did not aspire to 
proprietorship, since this may culminate to envy and violence as bye-product. However, 
modern republican and democratic ideologies advocate liberties and freedom backed by 
ownership rights (King and Waldron, 1988). Freedom and human rights are inseparable and 
virtually indistinguishable. Historic document on Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
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(UDHR) adopted by United Nations General Assembly at its third session on 10 December 
1948 has its first line as: 
“Whereas recognition of inherent dignity and of equal and inalienable rights of all 
members of human family is foundation of freedom, justice and peace in world…” 
Correspondingly, Cordes (2017) contends that land rights should be human rights given 
significance of land. Land is source of food, shelter, and livelihoods for humanity. It is an 
economic asset, a crucial safety net, a link with culture and social identity, even a living 
relative or ancestor. FAO (2016a) defines land rights generally as rights to use, control, and 
transfer a parcel of land. Aforesaid rights include rights to occupy, enjoy and use land and 
resources; restrict or exclude others from land; transfer, sell, purchase, grant or loan; inherit 
and bequeath; develop or improve; rent or sublet; and benefit from improved land values or 
rental income. Validly, land rights fall within classes of land laws, land tenure agreements, 
and planning regulations; but are scarcely associated with human rights laws. 
Land rights are parts of key issues within gender equality movements. Women’s land rights 
are often dependent on marital status, which makes their security of tenure dependent on 
relations with their husbands. Land rights within families are often restricted to men as 
household heads and they hold exclusive administration rights over household assets (Gilbert, 
2013). Commission on Human Rights (CHR), by its resolution 2002/49 on women's equal 
ownership of, access to and control over land and equal rights to own property and to 
adequate housing; that very few women own land. In addition, separated or divorced women 
without land often end up in urban slums, where securities of tenure are at best uncertain 
(OHCHR, 2003). Committee on Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) 
in its Thirteenth Session adopted active approaches to issues of land rights for women and 
their significance to realisation of women’s human rights (CEDAW, 1994). 
International laws do not cover land tenure, access and administration issues and hence do 
not form subjects of international treaties. Rio Declaration of 1992 and others placed 
considerable emphasis on importance of land rights, and alert governments world over on 
urgent need to address protection of land rights through legislative actions. Rio Declaration 
on Environment and Development, often shortened to Rio Declaration, is a short document 
produced at 1992 United Nations’ Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), 
informally known as Earth Summit, and signed by over 170 countries (Robbins, 2007). Rio 
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Declaration exhorted Governments to review and refocus existing measures to achieve wider 
access to land, and assign clear titles, rights, and responsibilities to land and individuals or 
communities. Sadly, in three decades of this foremost Declaration, there has been 
extraordinarily little process with many regimes lacking political will to address it (Gilbert, 
2013). 
Right to shelter is an integral component of fundamental human rights under 1948 Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. Governments the world over that signed on to this preeminent 
Declaration officially acknowledged that their citizens are entitled to adequate housing as 
essential constituents of their indissoluble human rights (Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, 2007). States were further urged to ensure equitable access of land, water, and forest 
resources to rural people, particularly women, small farmers, landless and indigenous people. 
Additionally, nations should implement policies that will influence land tenure and property 
rights positively, and have due recognition to minimum size of landholding required to 
maintain production and prevent further fragmentation (FAO, 2016b). 
Similarly, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), which 
is a multilateral treaty adopted by United Nations General Assembly on 16 December 1966 
declared access to food a fundamental human right. Rights to food protect rights of all human 
beings to be free from hunger, food insecurity and malnutrition (Ziegler, 2012). Food rights 
will guarantee rights of people to feed themselves in dignity and they entail availability of 
adequate food. Rights to food do not suggest governments taking responsibilities to dispense 
free food to everyone. However, they are about accessibility of means to produce or purchase 
food (FAO 2007). Extent to which individuals and families can be food secure depend largely 
part on opportunities they have access to, such as land. Hence, access to land amounts to 
access to food. Conclusively, secure access to land albeit via formal, informal, customary, or 
other means is critical for vulnerable ménages or households to enjoy sustainable livelihoods. 
Government of Nigeria has ratified and domesticated Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights. Entire Chapter IV of 1999 Constitution is devoted to Fundamental Human Rights. 
Chapter IV provides in Section 43 that subject to provisions of Constitution, every citizen of 
Nigeria shall have right to acquire and own immovable property anywhere in Nigeria. Section 
44:1 of Nigerian Constitution provides that no movable property or any interest in an 
immovable property shall be taken possession of compulsorily. Moreover, no right over or 
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interest in any such property shall be acquired compulsorily in any part of Nigeria except in 
manners and for purposes prescribed by law, among other things; 
a) Requires prompt payment of compensation. 
b) Give persons claiming such compensation rights of access to determination of their 
interest in properties and amount of compensation before courts of law or tribunals or 
bodies having jurisdiction in that part of Nigeria. 
Section 16:2 (d) of 1999 Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria proffers suitable and 
adequate housing for all citizens. This provision, lamentably, comes from Chapter II of 
Constitution, which embodies Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principles of State 
Policy. Goals and principles provided for here are guidance to Government on political, 
economic, social, educational, foreign policy, environmental, cultural, media, political ethics, 
and duties to citizens. However, Section 6:6 (c) of Constitution makes contents of Chapter II 
or Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principles non-justiciable political questions. In 
other words, these principles are not appropriate, and thereby excluded from judicial 
consideration or resolution. Governments, therefore, cannot be accountable for their non-
implementation. Objectives and Directive Principles, for this reason, serve as mere blueprints 
and guides for Governments. 
2.2.4 Land Rights: from Efficiency to Sustainability 
Land, in economics, encompasses natural resources used in production. Three factors of 
production in classical economics are land, labour, and capital. Land is original and 
exhaustible gift of nature, which includes all that nature provides, including minerals, forest 
products, and water and land resources. Although, some of these resources are renewable; 
and, therefore, technically inexhaustible. However, ability or success in achieving this 
seemingly infinite status for land must come through sustainability together with efficient 
endeavours. Land unlike other commodities is immoveable, therefore, only rights in land are 
tradable in land markets. Land markets exist when and wherever it is possible to exchange 
rights in land for agreed amounts of money or services rendered. Ability and capacity of 
banks and other financial institutions to lend money is largely contingent on efficient land 
market, which in turn requires effective land administration system. Efficient land market 
can improve performance of economy and increase prosperity. In United Kingdom, for 
example, property related services contribute about nine percent to GDP (RICS, 2002). 
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Mahoney, Dale, and McLaren (2007) enlighten that efficiency of land markets vary across 
the world and it correlates with openness to public scrutiny, which supports concept of 
sustainable development. There has been spectrum of opinion on best approach to openness 
to public scrutiny. At one extreme, some argue that governments should solely determine 
land use and ownership. While at other end, others maintain that authorities should run 
regulatory framework only and allow operations of free market forces to fashion optimal 
forms of land use and ownership. Ideal position could be maintaining right balance between 
these polar ends. Sovereign is definitive owner of land and retains rights to acquire private 
property for public purposes. Most societies permit private land ownership with rights held 
in either freehold, which represents maximum degree of freedom for landowners, or 
leaseholders in which there are greater limitations on land. In such societies, there is provision 
for exchange of these private rights for considerations, usually money. 
Exchanges of private rights create land markets, which with adequate regulatory regime 
enable efficient and effective use of land. Despite perceived positives of land markets, there 
is a danger that they may lead to more poor people becoming landless with concentration of 
land in hands of the rich. There are also conflicting views on how to prevent land grabbing 
and asset stripping by nation-states especially at behest of large-multinational corporations. 
For instance, Government of Kwara State of Nigeria ceded 1000 hectares of farmland each 
to 13 farmers who relocated from Zimbabwe without payment compensation. Although, 
farmers collectively known, as Shonga Farms is a success story; however, there is little 
mention of its impact on dispossessed rural poor. Cheshire and Sheppard (2004), therefore, 
detects that although land markets have social implications and may produce concomitant 
adverse welfare issues, they receive nominal amounts of attention. 
These sentiments re-echo economic philosophy of Georgism, which stipulates that 
appropriation of land for private use contribute to persistent poverty (Heavy, 2003). Georgism 
developed from writings of American economist and social reformer Henry George, seeks 
solutions to social and ecological problems, based on principles of land rights and public 
finance, which attempt to integrate economic efficiency with social justice. Main plank of its 
reasoning being that control of commons, natural resources including title to land results in 
contrived privileges and thereby generate economic rent (Hudson, Miller and Feder, 1994). 
Georgists argue that taxing economic rent or land value is efficient, fair, and equitable in 
contrariety to taxes on income, trade, or purchases that are unfair and inefficient. They do 
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believe that land value taxes would reduce economic inequality, increase economic 
efficiency, and remove incentives to underutilise urban land. These will have effect of 
poverty reduction and discourage property speculation. 
In response to pro-poor and environmental policies of United Nations, which in a way 
epitomise Georgism there is a gradual paradigm shift in land markets from efficiency to 
sustainability. Land markets can be both efficient and sustainable, but efficiency does not 
guarantee sustainability. Efficiency deals with ratio of effective or useful output to total input. 
Furthermore, to be efficient means to obtain maximum output with minimum amount of 
input. Efficiency or profit considerations is no longer enough as people and planet matter as 
well. UN (2007) describes sustainable development as development that meets needs of 
present without compromising ability of future generations to meet their own needs. More 
recently in 2005, United Nations added that sustainability entails balancing People, Planet 
and Profit in Triple Bottom Line, phrase coined by John Elkington (Slaper and Hall, 2011). 
Figure 2.5 illustrates sustainability at centre of social, environmental, and economic 
performances. 
 
Figure 2.5 Sustainability’s Triple Bottom Line ( Slaper and Hall, 2011) 
It can, however, be challenging to maximize financial returns while also doing greatest good 
for people and environment. However, economic performance as sole goal of land markets 
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is not sustainable in long term (Dawidowicz and Źróbek, 2017). ILA’s New Delhi 
Declaration noted that sustainable development is now widely accepted as global objective 
and concept amply recognised in various international and national legal instruments. It 
recommends its integration in relevant fields of policy to realise goals of poverty reduction, 
environmental protection, development, and respect for human rights as well as emphasising 
critical relevance of gender equality (ILA, 2002). United Nations Member States in 2015 
adopted Seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) described as best plan to build 
better future for all peoples and planet by 2030 (UN, 2015). 
Regrettably, despite enthusiasms that heralded Sustainable Development Goals some experts 
refer to them as oxymoronic and indeed not workable (Brown, 2015). These schools of 
thought reason that anticipated population continual growth and economic development on 
finite earthly resources are biophysically impossible. They deduce that existing uses of these 
resources have already created an unsustainable bubble of population and economy and a 
calamitous crash is inevitable unless there is reverse to current trends (Ehrlich and Ehrlich, 
2013). What is, however, incontrovertible is an efficient land market when combined with 
other environmental and social factors can create favourable conditions, which should 
produce better citizenry and fairer society (Mahoney, Dale, and McLaren, 2007). 
2.3 Private Ownership and Revocation Powers 
Establishment of property rights in private ownership by replacing regimes of common and 
collective rights is almost universal largely due to efficiency and functionality, as competing 
concepts of centralised planning and nationalised land appear to have failed (Waldron, 2016). 
Property rights are theoretical socially enforced constructs determining use and resource or 
economic commodity ownership (Alchian and Armen, 2008). Private property rights, 
therefore, come with both privileges and obligations and uncontrolled private property 
ownership can result in extensive economic impoverishment for greater percentage of 
population. Well-functioning sovereign states, however, have compulsions to intervene and 
upset applecart with revocation powers with view of achieving collective and common good. 
2.3.1 Justification for Revocation Powers 
It has been customary to define property as legally enforceable rights over things. However, 
outlines of property have been expanding to inclusion of ownership duties and 
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responsibilities. Hohfeld (2006) in his book Some Fundamental Legal Conceptions as 
Applied in Judicial Reasoning rethought property as complex webs of legally enforceable 
relationships. From this, it may be more accurate to describe property as relationships among 
people that concern things. In this context, crucial variable has now become degree to which 
community or public directed obligation or need innately reduces rights of property owners 
or landholders. Furthermore, ownership rights that can possibly exist over resources capable 
of ownership are varied and numerous. Peoples’ homes are their castles, as often said, may 
indicate unrestricted ownership rights. Legal systems generally see high degrees of rights and 
autonomy as both desirable and inevitable as they are foundations of growth. However, high 
levels of autonomy are not unfettered or absolute as systems of rights place some limitations 
on scope of owners’ freedom. The law, therefore, is continually reconciling competing goals 
of individual owners and society in general. 
Gray (1994) contends that at stake is ultimately frontier between domain of states or 
communities and domain of individual owners. This dichotomy is an inexorable engagement 
with social and moral limitations of property, which imply that private property can never 
remain truly private. Eventually, all private property rights inevitably infected with far-
reaching public law infirmities. States take on critical, and so far, little explored, roles in 
defining notions of property, as they become vital factors in property ownership equation. 
States in underpinning laws of property, indirectly, adjudicate exceedingly on broad range of 
power-relationships permissible within societies. Progressively states are becoming more 
assertive in narrowing private property rights’ frontiers by legislating on broad range of issues 
like sustainability, diversity, gender equality, energy efficiency and so forth. 
Duties and responsibilities placed on private property, which often result in their curtailment, 
are usually necessary for social and economic development, protection of natural 
environment, and protection from terrorism and so forth. People are willing to give up some 
of their privacy to government in exchange for more security guarantees. A likely implication 
of this willingness on part of many people might just be that welfare of community outweighs 
individual pleasures and pains. Nation states have enormous responsibilities to be altruistic 
and to act in best interest of people in executing revocation duties and responsibilities. 
Unfortunately, these abuses and betrayal of people’s trust appear pervasive (Guze, 2018). 
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2.3.2 Meta Rights and Revocation Powers 
Meta-rights entitle individuals to exercise their basic rights freely, including possibility of 
waiving, transferring, selling, mortgaging, and defending such rights as they so wish (Basu, 
1984). Meta-rights are, therefore, bases for social contract arguments, which postulate that 
individuals have consented to surrender some of their freedoms and submit to state authorities 
in exchange for protection of remaining rights. Governments’ revocation powers to acquire 
private rights in land without willing consents of owners for societal benefits flow from this 
philosophy of common good, albeit with added obligation and specificity of compensation 
payments. 
Alchian and Coase (1997), consequently, emphasis significance of private property rights to 
economic and financial developments of an economy and contend that private property rights 
should accord property owners exclusive right to use their land as they deem fit. De Soto 
(2000) in his influential book “Mystery of Capital: Why Capitalism Triumphs in the West and 
Fails Everywhere Else” reechoes this sentiment by insisting that without a system to 
differentiate and protect rightful ownership of property, capital is dead. Riley (2010) 
however, modifies and accentuates this submission by maintaining that it is just not property 
rights intrinsically but “meta-rights” or access rights or rights to property rights that is 
responsible for prosperity in the West. It is shown that economic efficiency usually comes 
with having rights, which come together with meta-rights of trading those rights (Irvine, 
1989). 
Guze (2018) insist that states often deploy revocation powers to force working-class citizens 
out of their homes in favour of high-end private commercial developments, in worldwide 
phenomenon of gentrification fueled by neo-liberalism.  It is ironic this neo-liberalism was 
gospel preached by IMF and World Bank to African states in 1980s. This came with structural 
adjustment programmes as its major tool. In addition, designed to rid corruption and attempt 
to remove large-scale dirigisme and states’ economic entanglements (Amahazion, 2016). 
Ferguson (2006) and Williams (1994) conclude that these programmes failed in Africa 
because they were nothing more but stratagems or Trojan horses to promote consensus for 
capitalism, embedded with conditional development goals. Exhortations for and 
implementations of neo-liberalism philosophies have, therefore, enthroned unbridled 
capitalism that seemingly left working people disposable. They further submit that such 
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ideological programmes cannot succeed where there are no meta-rights, which guarantee 
freedom of choices. 
Bigger perspective here, therefore, goes to their core. Meta-rights are in harmony with notion 
of property and economic along with political philosophies of governments, which ostensibly 
entail added altruistic responsibilities on both states and private individuals. It is for states to 
provide good governance on one hand and for people freely to elect responsible leadership 
on the other. Political figures may possibly endure in championing peoples’ basic rights, 
while unwittingly chiselling away their meta-rights with poor economic, social, and political 
decisions. Scouring out people’s meta-rights usually start softly with poor and autocratic 
policies and progresses to hardened anti-rights legislations. States may not take away 
peoples’ properties away but may pass laws limiting amounts of rents payable on such 
properties or preventing changes of use. Such laws do not deprive people of their properties 
but do restrict amounts of rents receivable or their planned uses. 
Limitations on what property owners can do with their properties affect market values of such 
properties. These limitations are restrictions on meta-rights or freedom to exercise basic 
rights, which in turn lessens values of basic rights. In same vein, when governments impose 
restrictions on international trade, they deprive people of some their meta-rights, since they 
are making it harder for people to exchange properties with people in other countries (Irvine, 
1989). Conversely, good political decisions and improved economies enhance meta-rights, 
which make them circuitously connected to eminent domain powers of government. Meta-
rights amount to rights to freedom of choice, rights to freedom of seeking redress for wrongs 
suffered and so forth. As a way of humanizing this discourse, state can revoke private 
property for public purpose, however, private property owners should have inalienable rights 
to challenge such revocations. Therefore, protection and guarantee of these bigger or meta-
rights should form cornerstone of liberal democracies. 
Wistfully, LUA ostensibly circumscribed meta-rights of rights holders by many restrictions 
it brought to bear on property jurisprudence. For instance, Section 22 of LUA provides that 
it shall not be lawful for holders of rights of occupancy to alienate their rights or any part 
thereof by assignment, mortgage, and transfer of possession, sublease or otherwise 
howsoever without consent of Governor first had and obtained. In this way, holders or owners 
are limited in ways they exercise their basic rights over property. Furthermore, Section 47 of 
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LUA precludes rights owners from challenging adverse revocations and possible unfair 
compensation payments. This ultimately amounts to curbing or hemming of fundamental 
rights of property owners’ free choice over their assets. 
2.3.3 Political Philosophy of Revocation Powers 
Hobbes and Warrender (2004) argue that property rights shaped by political philosophy and 
property rules are creations of sovereigns. They reasoned that it is only a recognised 
command that could assure peace and make it safe for people to embark on social and 
economic activities. Guaranteeing peace and defending themselves by resorting to their own 
strength exceed capabilities of ordinary people as individuals. It follows, therefore, that 
people are willing even in ultra-capitalist societies to give up parts of their rights for 
communal protections of sovereign powers. In return, sovereign powers appropriate parts of 
private rights in forms of compulsory taxation or as in eminent domain all individual rights 
for its activities. Therefore, sovereign states function in a spectrum of partial to full control 
depending on political philosophy or transitory exigency. 
Governments buoyed by societies they oversee should decide their economic cum property 
models. They must choose from polar ends of pure free markets and absolute private 
ownership or central command and collective control. For instance, left libertarians seek to 
end private ownership as means of production in place of collective ownership as they view 
private property as a barrier to freedom and liberty. In distinction, contemporary right-
libertarian beliefs, such as minarchism and anarcho-capitalism, as an alternative promote 
laissez-faire capitalism and strong private property rights such as in land, infrastructure, and 
natural resources (Vallentyne and van der Vossen, 2014). 
Property denotes body of rules concerning access, control and use of land. Sovereign as 
gatekeepers, thus, sets and adopts rules of property arrogation. Its political and dogmatic 
inclinations will influence and justify direction of travel. For neo-liberals, justificatory 
argument guided by consequentialism contend that people, in general, are better off when 
private property regime governs ownership of resources than by any alternative system. In 
private property system, there is efficiency in use of resources for satisfaction of wider and 
perhaps more varied sets of want than under any alternative system. Therefore, there is 
maximisation of overall benefits derived from given stock of resources to those individuals. 
Most persuasive argument in favour of private property system referred sometimes to as 
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‘tragedy of commons’ (Waldron, 2016). General idea, hence, being that there are no 
incentives for individuals to toil and exert more efforts when properties are held in common. 
Commons being in contradistinction with private property system, where there is incentive 
for additional toils that bring additional benefits. 
Conversely, there should be caution in adopting completely all consequential positive points 
in favour of private property, as many derivable advantages may possibly accrue to very few 
privileged individuals. Marx (1989) advocates that capitalism results in some externalities 
that create unequal wealth distributions. It is apposite, then, to observe that unbridled private 
property ownership can result in wide-ranging immiseration for greater percentage of 
working class (Arnesen, 2007). This reality sets rationale for some governments to embark 
on redistributive justice measures by direct political fiat aimed at equalisation of property and 
wealth ownership. Methods adopted include taxation designed to move wealth from one 
group to another, land reform and other means to promote equality of result over equality of 
opportunity. This also includes some socialist programmes of some political parties, like 
promise of Labour Party in United Kingdom to abolish private school system as well as return 
key franchises back to government control. Redistribution is often associated with Marxism, 
socialism, or transition from aristocracy or other forms of oligarchy to more broadly based 
governments. 
2.4 Sustainable Land Administration 
Land has remained and arguably remains most treasured asset in people’s life, their survival 
and development. Land is not only primary means of generating livelihood but often-primary 
vehicle for investing, accumulating wealth, and transferring it between generations (Lahiff, 
2013). It is foundation of wealth and “mother” of all properties. Virtually all basic needs for 
human existence depend on land. Given importance and usefulness of land, people desire its 
acquisition and ownership. Invariably, this may lead to problem of scramble and impropriety. 
This is, therefore, particularly important need to ensure propriety and evenness in 
administration, acquisition, management, allocation, and even reallocation of landed 
resources. World over societies have at one time battled and some are still trying to determine 
the fairest way of administering, managing, and governing landed resources. 
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In general, satisfaction of human needs is fundamental reason why societies manage land. 
All settled civilisations, therefore, administer land for wellbeing of their people. Early 
societies fulfilled rudimentary land administration goals of secured homes, safe environments 
for work and social activities as well as establishment of basic property rights structure. 
Hence, land administration systems can be formal or informal. Compulsory land acquisition 
or use of revocation powers is part of land administration systems (Viitanen, 2010). 
Traditional reasons for supporting land administration have broad support in literature (GTZ, 
1998; DFID, 2003; ILC, 2004; UNECE, 2005). Formal land administration systems are all 
about management of land rights (Jon Lindsay, 2002). DFID (2016) found that security of 
land rights or tenure is at apex of these management objectives. Secure land tenure underpins 
sustainable development by making it possible for long-term investment LUA, which is 
primary legislation for land administration in Nigeria, has not been effective due to its 
consolidation of powers on Governors (Nwatu, 2013). 
2.4.1 Land Administration Systems (LAS) Framework 
Need for land has been source of many conflicts and social unrest, and for this reason, various 
cultures have sought ways of minimising these frictions through rational ways of managing 
and administering land rights. Need for sustainable land administration is critical because 
there are numerous demands on land, namely for agriculture, forestry, grazing, industry, 
infrastructure, residential, commercial, recreational, mining, ecological, environmental, and 
so forth. As these various needs compete for land resources, it is not surprising to discover 
that many societies have not fared well in this undertaking. Some have not been able to 
balance satisfactorily these often-conflicting needs of efficiency and sustainability (Burns et 
al., 2007). LAS, therefore, reflect social relationships between people and land recognised by 
any particular jurisdiction or state (Enemark, 2009). 
Bathurst Declaration (UN-FIG, 1999) declares that cadastral components are central parts of 
LAS. Enemark (2009) argues that functions of land valuation and taxation, and land use 
planning processes often not considered part of land administration activities. While 
Groenedijk et al. (2012) deduce that it is an emerging area of interdisciplinary study, which 
essentially consists of land registration (land lawyers) and cadastre (geodesists/surveyors). 
Groenedijk et al. (2012) add pleading for collaboration between practitioners to overcome 
areas of weakness and thereby strengthen utility of land administration for delivery of broader 
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societal goals. Strict differentiations and transmutations of functions within land 
administration systems and processes are not imperative, as they all are interrelated 
(Enemark, 2009). Maasikamäe (2008) concurs, as most supplements of different publications 
on land administration issues do not define LAS as a term. 
Position of land administration as separate discipline, however, remains unclear (Groenedijk 
et al., 2012). Nonetheless, Williamson et al. (2010) argue that land administration is 
composite, constituent, and consistent discipline. Zevenbergen (2009) disagrees and claims 
need for more conceptual understanding and description of land administration. This dissent 
is not surprising as land administration is a relatively new term in education and research. 
Williamson et al. (2010) observe that United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 
(UNECE) first mentioned land administration in 1996, making it relatively new subject area. 
In summary, at best, land administration represents a discipline in development or formation 
(Groenedijk et al., 2012). Moreover, divergence of opinions has contributed to distinctiveness 
and different strands of land administration’s perspectives. 
Most accepted definition of land administration, therefore, is set out in United Nations 
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) Land Administration Guidelines (1996): 
"Land administration system is processes of recording and disseminating 
information about ownership, value and use of land when implementing land 
management policies…” 
Steudler (2004) mirrors and refines this by contending that LAS is about: 
“…data and information collections, processes and tools that are responsibilities of 
states or governments.” 
Common factor in descriptions of LAS appear to be processes. Processes indicate some form 
movements, which are also akin to vectors. Vectors being movements with determined 
direction. LAS as vectors have direction as movement towards facilitating better uses of 
landed resources. In this sense, most literatures have failed to include this LAS’s prospect. 
Processes should be composite term for policies, processes, and procedures. Policies, 
processes, and procedures are related terminologies often used interchangeably and in some 
cases as alternates in LAS. FAO (2002), however, provides broader description of LAS as 
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ways in which rules of land tenure or systems of land rights applications and operations. 
Land administration, whether formal or informal, comprises an extensive range of systems 
and processes including: 
a) Land rights: allocation of rights in land; delimitation of boundaries of parcels for 
allocated rights; transfer from one party to another through sale, lease, loan, gift or 
inheritance; and adjudication of doubts and disputes regarding rights and parcel 
boundaries. 
b) Land-use regulation: land-use planning, enforcement, and settlement of land use 
conflicts. 
c) Land valuation and taxation: gathering of revenues through forms of land valuation 
and taxation, and resolution of land valuation and taxation disputes. 
Enemark (2009) goes further, refines definition of land administration systems (LAS) as 
processes or systems concerned with social, legal, economic, and technical frameworks 
within which land managers and administrators operate and adds land development as shown 
in Figure 2.6. By adding land development as fourth function, this model seemingly offers 
an approach that is more global to modern LAS. Land development consists of construction 
planning, regulations, and permits as well as public acquisition of land and expropriation or 
use of eminent domain powers. Recalibrated taxonomy, here, may just be matter of flair or 
even unnecessary embellishment as construction planning, regulations and permits fit well 
into land use functions; while public acquisitions of land and use of eminent domain powers 
fit properly into land rights’ function of FAO (2002)’s LAS processes. 
As shown in Figure 2.6, definitive and crucial goal of LAS is sustainable development, which 
comprises of economic, social, and environmental performances. Figure 2.5 illustrates that 
sustainability is all about balancing people, planet, and profit or two “3Ps” under Triple 
Bottom Line model. This sustainability goal is achievable under land tenure, land value, land 
use and land development props with efficient land market and effective land use 
management as strategic implementation tools. Following this approach, the LAS that can 
deliver sustainable development is that which incorporates achievement of social justice as 




Figure 2.6 Land Administration Systems (Enemark, 2009) 
Fourie et al. (2002), however, believe that despite these discussions LAS has not adequately 
considered positions of developing countries, where majority of landed properties are under 
customary and informal tenures. LAS in these realms falls outside conventional cadastres and 
land registration domains. Accordingly, Fourie et al. (2002) argue that there is need to 
encompass ranges of other critical vital issues, like governance, institutions, non-formal and 
informal land administration systems, ownership, and occupancy rights, pro-poor problems, 
and decentralisation of land administration. Governance and institutional issues are critical 
to land administration in developing countries, where institutional restructuring and 
decentralisation often undertaken due to weakness of state institutions and importance of 
improving good governance (Arko-Adjei, 2011). 
Critical connotation from above being that land administration could rightly consist of 
complete set of listed activities, individual activities on their own, or groups of subsets of 
listed activities. In other words, LAS could operate as an entirely decentralised scheme. This 
work focuses on policies, processes, and procedures by which land rights are allocated and 
reallocated. Omotola (1988) holds that three “Rs” of rights, restrictions and responsibilities 
must be present, balanced and designed to suit individual needs of each jurisdiction or land 
administration system. Land administration operations under LUA in this exposé, will 
include processes of allocation and revocation of titles to land or rights, which denote 
ownership and tenurial issues. Whereas restrictions will involve controls of use and activities 
on land. In addition, responsibilities relate to social, ethical commitment or attitude towards 
environmental sustainability and good husbandry. 
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2.4.2 Security of Tenure under Land Administration 
There are substantial enhanced benefits if LAS provide tenure security within mix of benefits. 
Eradication of hunger and poverty and sustainable use of environment will depend on to great 
measures on how people, communities, and other gain access to land. Livelihoods of many, 
particularly rural poor have connections to secured and equitable access to land (FAO, 2012). 
System of tenure defines and regulates how people, communities, and others gain access to 
land within any given society. Tenure system determines who can use which land, for how 
long and under what conditions. Land tenure and land administration systems regulate land 
(Mahoney, Dale, and McLaren, 2007). 
Vital features in any land tenure system include extent to which land is tradable. In addition, 
if land is available as collateral for loan if so, who then takes over if any loan on land when 
there is foreclosure; who has rights of access to or passage through land; rules governing 
inheritance; and extent of additional use rights and obligations. Systems of tenure may derive 
from written policies and laws, as well as unwritten customs and practices. Inadequate and 
insecure tenure rights increase vulnerability, hunger, and poverty, and can lead to conflicts 
and environmental degradation when competing users and uses struggle for control of these 
resources. Unfortunately, tenure systems are increasingly facing stress as world's growing 
population require food and shelter, and as environmental degradation and climate change 
reduce availability of suitable land (FAO, 2012). 
There are many articles written and strides taken in past by eminent scholars on tenure 
systems and importance of security of tenure to wholesome land administration systems. 
FAO (2012) in its publication “Voluntary guidelines on governance of tenure” laid out some 
guidelines for responsible governance of tenure to include human dignity, non-
discrimination, equity and justice, gender equality, holistic and sustainable approach, 
consultation and participation, rule of law, transparency, accountability, and continuous 
improvement. Secure land rights or tenure is at apex of these objectives and appears to 
underpin sustainable development by making it possible for long-term investment (DFID, 
2016). Secure rights are also important because they form basis for collateralisation for credit 
(Mabogunje, 2007). 
Security of tenure lean towards certainty that there is recognition of personal rights to land 
and these rights protected in cases of specific challenges. Individuals with insecure tenure 
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face risk that competing claims will threaten their rights to land, and even lost because of 
eviction. Without security of tenure, households are significantly impaired in their ability to 
secure sufficient food and to enjoy sustainable rural livelihoods (FAO, 2002). Security of 
tenure is not absolute, and attributes may change from context to context. For example, a 
person may have a right to use a parcel of land for one growing season; if that person is safe 
from eviction within that growing season; such tenure is secure. However, this tenure maybe 
insecure for long-term investments even though secure for some growing season. Hence, 
security of tenure has time dimensions, which relate to length or duration of tenure. Long-
term security of tenure encourages long-term investment, as there is ample time for its 
amortisation. 
Accordingly, some argue that given significance of long-term tenure, full security of tenure 
can only arise with full private ownership. They argue that only full owners can enjoy secure 
rights. Holders of secondary rights, such as tenants, have insecure tenures because they 
dependent on biddings of superior proprietors. From this school of thought, it could be 
implied that security of tenure comes only withholding transfer rights to sell and or to 
mortgage. Equating security of tenure with rights to sell and mortgage applies to some parts 
of the world, but it is not true in many others (FAO, 2002). Popular school of thought, 
however, is that within continuance tenure there should be security and protection for any 
subsisting property right. For instance, a person’s narrower right of way secured within 
broader tenurial securities. 
Unfortunately, increase in legal security for some right holders may result in others losing 
their rights. For example, titling and registration of projects, if poorly designed, can reduce 
security of many rural residents by failing to recognise certain rights, often held by women 
and the poor, and allow these rights to be merged into simplistically conceived “ownership” 
rights (FAO, 2002).  For instance, necessary rights to gather secondary forest products or to 
obtain water may be unrecognised by legal system and as a result, therefore, ineffective, or 
even useless. Social changes and civil unrest may cause tenure insecurity. For example, recent 
cases of Ebola in parts of West Africa and Boko Haram in North Eastern Nigeria. In many 
traditional societies, widows lose access to land if they are unable to inherit their husbands’ 
rights. Exploitation of unequal power relationships within communities, where some 
members may appropriate communal lands for their exclusive use, thereby denying access to 
other members of same community. 
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2.4.3 Imperatives of Sustainable Land Administration 
Land administration systems provide mechanisms that support management of real 
properties, including physical earth and all things attached to it (Dale and McLaughlin, 1999). 
Processes of land administration include regulation of land and property developments, use 
and conservation, gathering of revenues through sales, leasing, and taxation; and resolution 
of conflicts concerning ownerships and uses. These subject areas constitute widely agreed 
framework for approaching land administration. Ultimately, primary benefit of land 
administration systems is ability to drive processes and functions towards delivery of 
sustainable developments. 
Most developing countries have less than 30 percent cadastral coverage. Over 70 percent of 
landed properties in many countries are, therefore, outside official land registers. This 
exposure has caused enormous problems for example in cities, where over one billion people 
live in slums without proper water, sanitation, community facilities, security of tenure or 
quality of life. It has also caused problems for countries concerning food security and rural 
land management issues (Lemmen, 2010). Official reasons for land administration are 
economic; however, more social, and humanitarian reasons are now being included as 
objectives. Again, underprivileged, and disadvantaged need water and food security and 
housing. Moreover, countries also need to manage movements of rural poor to cities. 
(Williamson et al. 2010). 
Disparities between wealthy and poorer nations are readily apparent from land administration 
perspectives (De Soto, 2000). Much research show that while delivery of security of tenure 
is overarching goal, other social objectives flow out of protecting peoples’ relationship to 
land (Williamson et al. 2010). Most significant social goal for land administration is gender 
equity. Increasing access of women to land is a goal sought by modern land administration 
(Giovarelli, 2006). From 2000 to 2015, delivery of security of tenure was driven by 
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) adopted by 189 United Nations in September 2000 
member countries and numerous international organisations. MDGs were ambitious agenda 
for reducing poverty and improving lives that vigorously placed human development at the 
centre of social and economic progress in all countries. Figure 2.7 displays all eight UN 2000 




Figure 2.7 Millennium Development Goals (UN, 2000) 
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) were eight international development goals 
achievable by 2015 focussing issues of poverty, hunger, maternal and child mortality, 
communicable disease, education, gender inequality, environmental damage, and global 
partnership. MDGs drew from Rio Declaration of 1992, which concluded that without 
environmental protection, development is undermined. However, most MDGs activities 
worldwide focused on maternal, child health, and communicable diseases, while less 
attention was paid to environmental sustainability and development of global partnerships. 
Some targets were at least partially achieved like hunger and poverty reduction as well as 
communicable diseases diminished and education improved (Lomazzi, Borisch and Laaser, 
2014). Nonetheless, most goals were not met, particularly in poorest regions, due to 
difficulties like lack of synergies among goals and economic predicaments of 2007 onwards.  
Enemark (2006a) argued that MDGs required social and environmental outputs, not merely 
economic outputs for delivery of good land administration. Deneulin (2010), therefore, 
revealed that MDGs were unsuccessful for their insufficient emphasis on environmental 
sustainability. Conversely, Velpuri and Steudler (2009) asserted and insisted that without 
development, resources will be inadequate for needed investments, and environmental 
protection will fail. Accordingly, sustainable development and environmental protection are 
inexorably linked. Sustainable development is about reaching equilibrium between poor and 
rich, between current and future generations, between humankind and nature without 
compromising the cultural, social, and biological diversity. 
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With seeming failures of MDGs Agenda, negotiations on Post-2015 Development Agenda 
began in January 2015 and ended in August 2015. On 25 September 2015, 193 countries of 
UN General Assembly adopted a new Development Programme titled ‘Transforming our 
world: 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’, which is illustrated in Figure 2.8. UN 
Repertoire, thus, concluded that trustable land information and good land administration are 
fundamental for responsible governance of tenure, managing use of land, coping with climate 
change, enforcing equity and human rights, and achieving sustainable development. The UN 
2030 Agenda envisages “a world of universal respect for human rights and human dignity, 
the rule of law, justice, equality and non-discrimination”. 
 
Figure 2.8 UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (UN, 2015) 
United Nation’s Agenda 2030 contains 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 169 
Targets. SDGs seek to build on successes and failures of MDGs as well as accomplish what 
MDGs did not achieve. SDGs commit to implementation of human rights, achievement of 
gender equality and empowerment women and girls. They are integrated, indivisible and 
balanced on three dimensions of sustainable developments: economic, social, and 
environmental. Goal 11 make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient, and 
sustainable, that is stand-alone goal on cities known also as ‘Urban SDG’; reflects 
importance attached to land governance by international community as transformative force 
for sustainable developments (UN-Habitat, 2016). 
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This first-ever international agreement on urban-specific development acknowledges 
sustainable urban development as fundamental precondition for sustainable development. It 
embeds sustainability and focuses on economy, society, and the environment. Therefore, 
attaining SDGs is basis for achieving sustainability. Enemark (2017) concurs and adds that 
land governance underpins core components of this global agenda. UNCCD (2015) further 
advances that land administration is inevitable in accelerating possible delivery and 
achievement of many SDGs. Maintaining and restoring land resources, thus, can play vital 
roles in tackling climate change, securing biodiversity and maintaining crucial ecosystem 
services, while ensuring shared prosperity and well-being. 
 
Figure 2.9 Land Administration Response (Ting and Williamson, 1999). 
Ting and Williamson (1999) insist that most civilisations developed land administration 
systems to people’s evolving relationships with land. Figure 2.9 portrays evolution of these 
responses over last 300 years in Western context, from original focus on land taxation to land 
markets support, then to land use planning, and to supporting sustainable development 
objectives. In the 1700’s, focus was on agricultural revolution and land meant wealth. Land 
administration then provided platform for land taxation as well as legal administration. 
Between 1700’s and World War II industrial revolution took hold, and land administration 
adjusted to land markets and organised land or deed transfer. Post-World War II and Post-
War reconstruction that last up to 1980, attention shifted to land as scare commodity, land 
administration accordingly reacted by attenuating land transfers and amplifying land use 
planning. From 1980’s onwards, information technology, social justice and sustainable 
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development came into reckoning and land administration adapted with multi-purposed 
agenda like triple bottom line’s people, planet and profit, or SDGs economic, social and 
environmental criteria. 
As shown in Figure 2.5 situation conducive to sustainable development ensue at point of 
equilibrium of economic, social, and environmental forces. Quite often, however, conflicts 
and discord between these forces continuously exist and they do affect each another to 
varying degrees of trade-offs. Miller (1991), nonetheless, observers that severest rivalry is 
between environmental and economic forces in converging crises, as latter often solely 
represents development. Sadly, adoption this perversive economic development philosophy 
by large conglomerates since the 1960s contributed to industrial scale deforestation in Borneo 
Indonesia in favour of oil palm plantations as well as massive deforestation occurring in 
Amazon Rainforest Brazil for timber logging and cattle ranching. 
Sustainable development parameters should, therefore, drive land administration policies to 
be developed in future, as they effectively incorporate economic, social, political, 
conservation and resource management factors in decision-making. In this way, land 
administration can then address environmental issues like flooding, energy efficiency, 
climate change, pollution, recycling, and so forth (RICS, 2013). Ting and Williamson (1999) 
reveals that sustainable development promotes good governance in land administration that 
in turn offers trilateral benefits of economic development, poverty reduction and 
environmental protection. In addition, LAS strengthens local institutions thereby contributing 
broadly to governance (FAO, 2007). In contrast, weaknesses and shortcomings in sustainable 
land governance have adverse consequences for societies as land rights are not protected, 
underprivileged marginalised, land not creating wealth and environment depraved. 
2.5 Due Process in Revocation Powers 
“It should go without saying that even most narrowly construed eminent-domain 
power would violate individual rights. Either a person owns his legitimately 
acquired property, or he does not” (Richman, n.d.). 
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2.5.1 Need for Revocation Powers 
Private property assigns use, appropriation, and voluntary transfer of resources to individuals 
or private persons. It protects owners against anybody, including state authorities. It is also 
widely though not universally considered a human right. Private property is now so 
successful that it replaced or crowded out other forms of property rights like commons or 
commanderies, which reflected traditional community values rather than individualism and 
market capitalism (Schafer, 2017). Private property is underlying foundation of modern 
civilisation. Accordingly, rhetoric of market failure used to justify government takings, 
therefore, assumes that starting point in analysis is private-property rights, which underlie 
models of perfect competition and general equilibrium against whose outcomes market 
failures contrasted. 
Despite proficiencies of private property, it relies on government for security, and in some 
cases for propping as with wide-scale schemes during 2008 Market Crash and 2020 COVID-
19 Pandemic. It follows; therefore, there is moral imperative for modifications of private 
property rights such that governments have unrestrained access to them in certain 
circumstances (Benson, 2008). Revolvingly, governments take bits of private properties from 
time to time to protect and enhance general private property structure. Private property in 
turn, agreeably yield smaller parts of its content to governments for assured protection. 
Therefore, revocation of private property through compulsory purchase rests on established 
principle that public purposes or societal requirements should take precedence or priority 
over individual needs to facilitate protections for everybody (Baude, 2013). 
In addition, sustainable developments require governments to provide public facilities and 
infrastructure that ensure safety and security, health and welfare, social and economic 
enhancement, and protection and restoration of natural environment (FAO, 2008). First steps 
in processes of providing these facilities and infrastructure include use of revocation powers 
to acquire of appropriate lands. Available appropriate lands may not be on sale when needed, 
therefore, revocation powers enable governments compulsorily obtain such lands. In other 
words, revocation powers literally enable governments compel owners sell their lands to them 
for specific public purpose. 
Compulsory purchase powers can be draconian as they; force landowners sell their land 
against their wishes (Beresford, 2017). This rests on presumption that with eminent domain 
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powers states can revoke any property at any time if it is for public interest with states as 
custodians of public interest parameters. Vast literatures exist on issue of takings of private 
properties by state for public purposes, but many have not paid adequate attention to several 
salient features in use of eminent domain for punitive takings in real world. Schafer and Singh 
(2017) insist that mainstream literatures sources have not called out against improper use of 
revocation powers for penal takings like forfeiture extensively discussed in 2.5.4 Compulsory 
Purchase and Forfeiture. 
Forfeiture is extensive term used to describe any loss of property without compensation 
principally to recover proceeds of criminality and misconduct (Lehman and Phelps, 2008). 
However, some states use revocation powers to implement asset forfeiture, which is property 
seizure in form of confiscation of assets as note in Section 2.5.4 Compulsory Purchase and 
Forfeiture. Unsurprisingly, therefore, in many developing countries especially in sub-Saharan 
Africa and middle-income countries like China and Korea, which have recently accumulated 
substantial wealth, private property rights are still less well protected against meddlesome 
powers of state (Schafer and Singh, 2017). 
Conversely, in countries where all processes are formally organised, takings involve 
exhaustive and extensive consultation processes related to planning and zoning and highly 
professionalised services from government and private sector professionals at every stage. 
Processes tend to be more transparent and susceptible to public scrutiny than in secret 
(Wallace, 2009). Many developing countries cannot build similar processes because they do 
not have support structure in place and thereby poor land acquisition results with attendant 
inordinate use of revocation powers (Silayo, 2010). In final analysis, revocation powers can 
only find continued meaning and sustained relevance, if they stick within idea of eminent 
domain that enunciates private property expropriation for public use, with mandatory 
compensation payment. 
2.5.2 Due Processes in Revocation  
Revocation can be beneficial to societies when done properly, and even then, it is an overly 
sensitive subject as peoples’ lives are touched, sometimes irreversibly. Contrarily, if done 
poorly, it can have severe negative impact on people and their livelihoods (Keith, 2008). 
Moreover, when deliberately misused to benefit exclusively private interests, it can line 
pockets of corrupt officials and private companies, without real benefits to public interests 
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(Tagliarino, 2006). Such processes, therefore, can be very disruptive as they interfere with 
individuals’ subsistence and breeds tension for those threatened with dispossession (Keith, 
2008). To mitigate against unpleasant consequences often associated with compulsory 
purchase, most jurisdictions, especially in western countries, incorporate due processes in 
compulsory acquisition procedures (FAO, 2008). Property owners should also have rights to 
due process, which refers to fairness and protection against arbitral deprivations (Rubin, 
1986). 
Fairness and protection here refer to measures taken by authorities to ensure acquisitional 
best practices. Due process, therefore, does not prohibit authorities from acting, but does 
require that specific procedure be followed before takings. Legal Information Institute (2018) 
insists that procedural due process requirements may vary depending on situation. At 
minimum, however, due process entails that citizens affected must be given notice of what 
government plans to do and have unrestricted chance to challenge those actions. Law, 
accordingly, requires governments or acquiring authorities to be in fiduciary position or trust 
relationship with proprietors or right owners. In addition, these acquiring authorities should 
exercise highest degree of care and utmost good faith in handling acquired properties.  
Proprietor whose property is set aside for acquisition can challenge eminent Domain Notice 
or Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO). For instance, in United Kingdom if a formal CBO is 
issued to property-owner, such an owner has about twenty-one-day period within which to 
raise objections to such Order. If there are objections, then public inquiry becomes imperative 
and binding verdict to or not to confirm made Order. Ruling of public inquiry is still 
challengeable in High Court proceedings within six weeks following first newspaper 
publication of Notice of Confirmation of CPO. Acquisition of Land Act 1981, which regulate 
conditions for granting CPOs provides for challenge under following grounds: 
a) That powers used are “ultra vires” or went beyond those granted by authorising Act 
of Parliament. 
b) That procedural rules have not been appropriately followed. 
c) That Minister, or Inspector, has not acted properly in reaching decision. 
If legal challenge is successful, High Court can overturn CPO or any part of it. However, an 
appeal of High Court decision lies at Court of Appeal Civil Division. Acquiring entity may 
still be able to apply for judicial review of decision not to confirm Order. Due process 
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requirements, therefore, should embed rationalisation for eminent domain, which at 
minimum requires an opportunity for claimant presenting its case before an impartial body 
and represented by an advocate. As already seen, in United Kingdom where governing law 
is mixture of statutes and common law, Planning and Compensation Act 1991and Planning 
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 have all inured payment of compensation as prerequisite 
for compulsory purchase (Nuhu and Aliyu, 2009). In same disposition, Acquisition of Land 
Act 1981 provides for potential challenges to Compulsory Purchase Orders by unsatisfied 
evictees. 
In addition, FAO (2008) worries that there can be danger that acquisition processes can last 
for many years, creating long-term insecurity and uncertainty for dispossessed owners and 
occupants. In view this hazard, FAO (2008) recommends enactment of legislation that should 
provide for declaring acquisition exercise abandoned if processes do not end within specified 
periods because of delays by acquiring agencies. FAO (2008) furthers by providing guide on 
how countries can instill due processes that would ensure equitable and efficient acquisition 
exercises, which will in turn yield necessary lands for development. These guidelines 
although set out as principles and processes, address generic problems encountered in 
compulsory acquisition. 
a) Keep land and land rights acquired to a minimum. For example, if creation of 
easement or servitude can serve purpose of project, there is no need to acquire 
ownership of land parcels. 
b) Participatory planning processes should involve all affected parties, including owners 
and occupants, government and non-governmental organisations. 
c) Define due process in law with specified time limits so that people can understand 
and meet critical deadlines. 
d) Procedures should be transparent, flexible, and undertaken in good faith. 
e) Notice should be evident in written and oral forms, translated into appropriate 
languages, with procedures explained and advice about where to get help. 
f) Provision of assistance to enable owners and occupants efficiently participate in 
negotiations on valuation and compensation. 
g) Supervision and monitoring of processes to ensure that acquiring agencies are 
accountable for their actions, and personal discretions limited. 
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h) Payment of at least partial compensation to owners and occupants, accompanied by 
clearly defined compensation guarantees before governments take possession. 
2.5.3 Public Purpose and Revocation Powers 
Webster’s New World Law Dictionary defines public purpose as governmental action or 
direction that purports to benefit society or populace wholly. While, Black’s Law Dictionary 
Second Edition defines public interest as, 
“Welfare of public as compared to well-being of a private individual or company. 
All of society has a stake in this interest, and government recognises its promotion 
and protection for collective good.” 
Black’s Law Dictionary goes on to specify that public interest as a term is vague as it is for 
governments to let public know what is in publics’ best interest. US Legal Dictionary explains 
that public use is justification for property acquisition by eminent domain. Public purpose, 
public interest and public use are often not distinguishable and used correspondingly or 
analogously (FAO, 2008). A broad survey conducted by United Nations, Food and 
Agriculture Organisations, arrays following as commonly accepted public purposes: 
a) Transportation uses including roads, canals, highways, railways, bridges, wharves, 
and airports. 
b) Public buildings including schools, libraries, hospitals, factories, religious 
institutions, and public housing. 
c) Public utilities for water, sewage, electricity, gas, communication, irrigation, and 
drainage, dams, and reservoirs. 
d) Public parks, playgrounds, gardens, sports facilities, and cemeteries. 
e) Defense purposes. 
Two Latin maxims underpin powers of eminent domain: 
a) salus populi est suprema lex, i.e., interest and claim of whole community are always 
superior. 
b) necessita public major est quam private, i.e., public necessity is higher than private 
interest and claim of an individual. 
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Concept of “public purpose” connotes general welfare (Jain, 2010). It follows, therefore, that 
whatever furthers general interest of community, as opposed to interest of individuals, is 
public purpose. However, public interest or welfare of community is not static; it is elastic 
and progressively changeable, varies with time, and circumstances of society. Erstwhile view 
of public purpose is any purpose relating to functions of government that public would have 
direct benefit of property so acquired. 
An exercise in compulsory acquisition is more likely legitimate if land is taken for purpose 
identified in legislation. An exclusive list of purposes reduces ambiguity by providing a 
comprehensive, non-negotiable inventory beyond which government may not compulsorily 
acquire land; however, this may be too inflexible to provide for full range of public needs 
(FAO, 2008). Inclusive lists with an optional clause that allows for flexibility may be most 
suited. For instance, 1991 Polish Expropriation Act identifies specific purposes for which 
land may be acquired. Moreover, then adds as a final item: “other obvious public goals” This 
provides limited flexibility and gives guidelines to courts when determining disputes to 
validity of compulsory acquisition for purpose not defined or listed. Compulsory acquisition 
proposals should undergo thorough public scrutiny that ensures that balance between public 
need for land and protection of private property rights is considered. In addition, that 
compensation payable reflects profit potential of land acquired. 
Under Section 28 of LUA, bases for which private property are appropriated or revoked for 
public purposes are eclectic and ambiguous. Section 51 of LUA describes public purpose to 
include not only general public use or exclusive use by government or its agencies but also 
use by a registered company in which government has shares, stock or debenture as well as 
use for or in connection with economic, industrial or agricultural development. By way of 
elucidation, therefore, a right of occupancy is revocable to make land available for economic, 
industrial, or agricultural development by private ventures or undertakings (NIALS, 2011). 
Cumulative effect of this is nullification of Supreme Court of Nigeria’s decision in Ereku v. 
Mil. Governor of Mid-Western State 1974) 10 S. C. 59, which held that compulsory 
acquisition of land for use of private person or company is unauthorised under erstwhile, 
Public Lands Acquisition Act (PLA) Cap 167 LFN 1958. 
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2.5.4 Compulsory Purchase and Forfeiture 
Compulsory purchase is different from forfeiture as it involves payment of compensation. 
Forfeiture is forced or enforced relinquishment or seizure of money or property without 
compensation because of a breach or non-performance of some legal obligation or 
commission of crime. Forfeiture is an extensive term used to describe any loss of property 
without compensation. (Lehman and Phelps, 2008). Forfeiture is privately arrangeable; for 
instance, in contract, one party may be required to forfeit specified property if it fails to fulfil 
its contractual obligations. However, asset forfeiture or property seizure is form of 
confiscation of assets by state. Characteristically this applies to alleged proceeds or 
instruments of criminality. 
Under English Common Law, forfeiture enables property owners to re-enter their property 
following non-rent payments or fundamental breach of lease conditions by tenants; and by so 
doing, terminate such lease. In England and Wales, apart from breaches of non-payment of 
rents, a Section 146 of Law of Property Act 1925 Notice must be served upon tenant notifying 
of breach. Notice must give tenant time to remedy breach in question and also include caution 
of landlord's intention to forfeit lease if tenant does not rectify breach. If tenant fails breach 
at end of notice, landlord can then exercise its right of forfeiture. Even at this point, tenant 
can still apply to courts for relief from forfeiture. 
Under Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA), 2002 Confiscation Orders are intended to deter 
convicted criminals from a life of crime by stripping them of benefit which they have obtained 
from their felonious activity. POCA applies, but is not limited, to terrorist activities, drug-
related crimes, and other criminal and even in some civil offences. Some jurisdictions 
specifically use term "confiscation" instead of forfeiture. Proceeds of Crime legislation in 
United Kingdom is into two very distinct procedures. These are “criminal confiscation”, 
which in fact confiscates nothing but rather operates as large fine on defendant, and “civil 
recovery”, which operates as forfeiture regime over specific items of tainted property 
(Bodnar, 2009). 
Doctrine of forfeiture permits government to take property illegally used or acquired, without 
compensation. However, very nature of real property interests complicates application of 
civil forfeiture doctrine. Several parties can simultaneously hold an interest in a single parcel 
of real property. When illegal action of one interest holder subjects a parcel of real property 
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to forfeiture, rights of remaining interest holders can be jeopardised (Canavan, 1990). 
Forfeiture laws in many jurisdictions allow law enforcement agencies to receive a portion of 
proceeds from property forfeiture. In Nigeria, Economic and Financial Crimes Commission 
Establishment Act (2004) empowers Commission to keep part of monies it recovers from 
economic and financial criminals. Many scholars, however, assert that this is a travesty of 
justice as it leaves law enforcement agencies more focussed on proceeds of crime. 
Making clear distinction between compulsory purchase or eminent domain revocation, and 
forfeiture or punitive measures revocation is confusing for many legislative framers. In many 
instances, law framers construe these two strands of revocation as similar and co-equal in 
functioning to delivery public interests. Military framers of LUA like many others also fell 
short in this regard. LUA granted Governors some revocation powers, which study considers 
inappropriate as having public purposes denotation. For instance, Section 28:2 (a) of LUA 
provides that it shall be lawful for Governors to revoke rights of occupancy for overriding 
public purposes; if rights holders alienate their interests or any part thereof by way of 
assignment, mortgage, transfer of possession, and sublease contrary to LUA’s provisions. 
In addition, Sections 28:5 (a) (b) and (c) empower Governors to revoke rights for overriding 
public purposes on grounds of breach of any special contract or breach of conditions of rights’ 
contracts, especially nonpayment for unexhausted improvements and nonpayment of 
stipulated annual rents. Study submits that denoting revocations under these sections public 
purposes requirment is incongruous as they are analogous to forfeiture or confiscation aimed 
at recovery of earnings from lawbreaking with no compensation payable. Study also submits 
that it is crucial to separate compulsory purchase from forfeiture, as former is for public 
interest needs and involves compensation payments and latter neither for communal interest 
nor compensation payable. 
2.5.5 Just and Fair Compensation Payment 
Various adjectives employed in different jurisdictions to qualify compensation such as just, 
fair, adequate, reasonable, equitable, and so forth. Just compensation is terminology used 
Fifth Amendment to U.S. Constitution. FAO (2008) uses fair compensation, equivalent 
compensation, and equitable compensation interchangeably. These are semantics, as crucial 
element of set-off in liberal and egalitarian societies is assuagement and reparation. 
Compensation, therefore, whether in financial form or as replacement land or structures, is at 
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heart of compulsory acquisition (FOA, 2008). Section 44:1 (a) which is under Chapter IV, 
Fundamental Rights, of 1999 Constitution of Nigeria provides for prompt payment of 
compensation on compulsory acquisition of private property.  Period in which this prompt 
payment is to be made is, left undefined, and thus leaves room for manipulation by 
governments. As FAO (2008) noted: 
“When an acquiring agency takes possession before full compensation is paid, there 
may be little incentive for it to make final payments.” 
Black Law Dictionary’s entry on ‘What is Compensation?’ draws an analogy putting 
compensation between consideration and damages. Consideration is amends for something 
given by consent, or by owner's choice. Damages are amends exacted from a wrongdoer for 
a tort. Compensation is amends for something taken without owner's choice, yet without 
commission of tort. Thus, one should say, consideration for land sold; compensation for land 
taken for a railway; damages for a trespass (Law Dictionary, 2017). Issues surrounding 
compensation for losses suffered are typically most complex and controversial aspects of 
compulsory acquisition; however, a long-standing principle in many jurisdictions is that 
compensation follows objectives of equity and equivalence (Deininger, Lindsay, and 
Hilhorst, 2017). 
While never free of controversy, there is an assumption that property interests have values 
that can be scientifically determined. It includes value of land together with an amount to 
which value of property from which it is taken depreciated. Calculation of compensation, 
therefore, based on value of land rights together with value of improvements and other related 
costs as shown in Section 2.5.6 Determination of Just Compensation. Ultimately, it is crucial 
that compulsory purchase of land must be at prices that are just and equitable, and procedures 
support fair compensation assessment as well as mechanisms for appeals against assessments 
(Dale and McLaughlin, 1999). 
2.5.6 Determination of Just Compensation 
Compensation, whether in financial form or as replacement land or structures, is at heart of 
compulsory acquisition. Revocation actions by government lead to loss of homes, loss of land 
and sometimes loss of means of livelihood for dispossessed rights holders. Compensation is 
to recompense them for these losses and should be on principles of equity and equivalence. 
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FAO (2008) insists that financial compensation for loss of land can rarely put dispossessed 
rights holders in similar position as they were before revocation, as monies paid cannot fully 
replace their losses. In addition, some schools of thought contend that there should be 
supplementary compensation payments to reflect compulsory and disruptive nature of 
revocation. 
Broadly, therefore, compensation account for loss of land acquired; for buildings and other 
improvements on land acquired; for reduction in value of land; and for disturbances or losses 
to livelihoods of rights holders. In addition, principles of equivalence are crucial to 
determining compensation as there should be neither enrichment nor impoverishment of 
rights holders. FAO (2008) recommends following guiding principles or philosophies in 
compensation determination to facilitate equity and equivalence: 
a) Equivalence: Compensation should equate loss suffered. Appropriate measures 
should ensure that those affected, and particularly vulnerable, are not disadvantaged. 
b) Balance of interests: There should be protection for people who lose ownership or 
land use rights, while ensuring that public interest is not compromised. 
c) Flexibility: Legislation should be specific enough to provide clear guidelines, but 
flexible enough to allow for determination of appropriate equivalent compensation 
cases. 
d) Equitable: Compensation should address both de facto and de jure rights. Where 
occupants have no recognisable legal right or claim to land occupied, they may be 
entitled to resettlement assistance and compensation for assets other than land. Some 
form of fair payment for squatters is necessary, especially when they are weak, or 
driven to informality out of necessity, and particularly when government has 
condoned or encouraged such settlements in first place. 
e) Fairness and transparency: Negotiating powers of acquiring agency and affected 
people should be as equal as possible. There should be payment of reasonable costs 
to affected people, including support for poor and illiterate in negotiations, as part of 
just compensation and such negotiations based on open exchange of information. 
f) Development: In practice, given that aim of revocation is to support development, 
FAO (2008) argues strongly for additional compensatory heading to improve 
positions of evictees wherever possible. 
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Despite these guides, actual determination of compensation can be difficult, especially where 
land markets are weak or do not exist, where land rights are communal, or where people have 
only use rights to land as in Nigeria (FAO, 2008). Existence of distinct property interests held 
by easily identifiable owners or rights holders is backbone of apparent successes recorded in 
in more stable societies. However, in many developing countries, where trustworthy data are 
non-existent, application of standard determination models often results in mismatch between 
offered compensation and suffered losses. Deininger, Lindsay and Hilhorst (2017) present 
following as potential causes of disparities and gaps militating against compensation 
determination in developing countries: 
a) Poorly drafted laws and regulations create confusion, error, conflicting outcomes, and 
opportunities for power abuse. 
b) Determination of equivalent compensation had when there no clear legal land right. 
c) Affected owners and occupants often have less negotiating power, experience, and 
skills than acquisition agencies. 
d) Lack of standards and good governance practices enable corrupt officials provide 
favourable compensation to those who offer bribes. 
e) Valuation difficult, time-consuming, and expensive with each land parcel inspected 
to ascertain land and improvements values. 
f) News of acquisition projects usually drive market values upwards. 
g) Appeals processes expensive and difficult to use, thereby making them accessible 
only to wealthy people. 
Compensation determination is mostly statutory, meaning that enabling legislation stipulates 
basis of valuation. For instance, LUA provides under Section 29:4 (b) that compensation for 
building, installation or improvements shall be amount of replacement cost for such building, 
installation, or improvements. Most laws adhering to best practices link equivalent 
compensation to market value or just compensation, which means highest amount that willing 
buyer would pay willing seller on open market where some choice exists. However, it may 
not always be possible to determine compensation on market value basis. With this, various 
countries recommend alternative approaches mostly based political ideology and nature of 
existing rights to land. In many cases, replacement cost model is next alternative to open 
market basis. RICS (2017) replacement cost as cost of replacing an asset with its modern 
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equivalent asset less deductions for physical deterioration and all relevant forms of 
obsolescence and optimisation. 
2.6 From Just to Unjust Compensation Payments in Nigeria 
Amalgamation of Northern and Southern Protectorates, which led to formation of modern 
Nigeria in 1914 created rivalry in land tenure systems. Multiple land tenure systems were in 
place ranging from North’s feudal pattern to South’s traditional ownership structure and 
Received English Law’s Freehold System. The various tenure types precipitated operational 
conflicts and endless litigations especially in land acquisition and compensation payments. 
The English Public Land Ordinance of 1876 was then modified as Public Lands Acquisition 
Act 1917 and made a statute of general application to provide for needed land acquisitions 
and compensation payments (Okonkwo, 2013). At Nigeria’s Independence, this Act was 
further refashioned to defunct Public Lands Acquisition Act (PLA) Cap 167 LFN 1958. 
PLA, which is a derivative of English Received Laws mirrored the Acquisition of Land Act 
1981. With enactment of Northern Nigeria Land Tenure Law of 1962 by Parliament of 
Northern Region, PLA’s jurisdiction ceased having effect in the Northern Nigeria. PLA is 
still regarded as the most fair and detailed lands acquisition statute in Nigeria’s legal history. 
It provided under Section 3 for adequate and obligatory compensation payment afore-
possession. Under Section 8 it made publication of acquisition notices mandatory at least six 
weeks prior to actual acquisition. PLA also provided for challenges or objections to 
acquisition proposals as well public consultations on benefits of proposed schemes. 
Section 15 of PLA sets out principles for assessment of compensation based on open market 
value, which in context of property transaction means best price that might reasonably be 
achievable for a property, or an interest in property, from unconnected third party on 
transaction date. Section 17 provided for loss of rent and mesne profit that would have 
accrued to dispossessed owners during acquisition and compensation proceedings. In 
addition, PLA provided for damages and injurious afflictions that evicted owners may sustain 
resulting from such severance. High Courts of Justice had exclusive jurisdictions over 
disputes arising from compensation claims as well as challenges to procedural due processes 
of acquisition. These provisions tally United Nations’ Voluntary Guidelines on Responsible 
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Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries, and Forests (VGGTs) on expropriation, and 
compensation. 
PLA continued as extant legislation for compensation payment until Military takeover of 
reins of power in1966. With ensuing Nigeria Civil War and its attendant civil unrest, the 
Military Government of Nigeria promulgated Requisition and Other Powers Decree and State 
Lands (Compensation) Decree 1968. The Military justified these enactments stating that there 
was need to have speedy land acquisition laws that would fast track socio-economic 
development of the period as well as curbing ills of land acquisitions. Unfortunately, this 
marked the beginning of unjust compensation payments in Nigeria. Requisition and Other 
Powers Decree authorised requisitioning of land for definite or indefinite period in pursuit of 
public purpose with compensation payment determined solely by the State in 
contradistinction of PLA’s claimant-cum-state participatory model. 
Public Land Acquisition (Miscellaneous Provisions) Decree No. 33 of 1976 promulgated by 
Military regime modified and fundamentally altered PFA. This Decree went on to expand 
and catalogue purposes for which lands could now be compulsorily acquirable and imposed 
new compensation provisions. It annulled open market value as basis for assessment of 
compensation; fixed unit prices for lands according to zones, adopted replacement cost basis 
for building, installation, or improvement; and derived unit prices for economic crops. It 
debarred challenges to acquisitions and their procedures thereof but allowed challenges to 
payable compensation. It stripped High Courts of jurisdiction in compensation disputes and 
transferred such powers to new Lands Tribunals established under Section 12. 
Tribunals are quasi-judicial institutions, less formal than courts, deal with specialised matters, 
and do not follow High Courts’ strict rules of evidence. Tribunal judges referred to as 
members have direct appointments and do not need to have mandatory legal training or 
background. In most Military governments or military backed democracies, most tribunal 
members are serving members of armed forces. With this, the Military succeeded in stripping 
formalised Courts jurisdictions over land acquisition and compensation matters, which are 
sensitive issues and vesting those prerogatives in less formalised Tribunals with handpicked 
members. Proclamation of Decree No. 33 of 1976 of was precursor and first real indication 
that new Military Junta headed by Murtala Muhammed wanted to interfere in best-established 
practices in compensation payments and by extension Nigeria’s land tenure system. 
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As many analysts had predicted judging from trajectory of new Junta and public policies they 
were pursuing, LUA came into being two years later and circuitously abrogated Decree No. 
33 of 1976. Section 31 of LUA, titled Exclusion of Application of Public Land Acquisition 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, provides that Public Lands Acquisition (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1976 shall not apply in respect of any land vested in, or taken over by 
Governors or rights of occupancies revoked under LUA. Section 30 of LUA replaced Lands 
Tribunals established under Decree No. 33 with Land Use and Allocation Committee that 
now handles compensation disputes. Military Government’s intentions of chipping away 
fundamental rights of people were clear from outset as disputes challenges went from High 
Courts to Tribunals and then to Committees. 
Section 1 of LUA vests all land in State Governors to hold in trust and administer for common 
use and benefit of all Nigerians. Obasanjo (1978) amplified this and insisted that objectives 
of LUA were to made land accessible to all Nigerians, prevent speculative purchases of 
communal land, streamline land ownership, simplify land management, make land readily 
available to governments at all levels for developmental purposes, and provide land 
administration system that would improve tenure security. These sweeteners were initially 
music to the ears of Nigerians as they would realise that it was just pyrrhic victory as LUA 
craftily empowered Governors with enormous powers. 
Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA are extensive, wide, uncertain and virtually 
judicially uncontrollable (Umezulike, 2011). Purpose of this being presumably to widen 
prospects for state government to effortlessly secure land for economic and industrial 
purposes which ordinarily should contribute to greater good of citizens. For instance, Section 
28:1 of LUA gives powers to Governors to revoke rights of occupancy for overriding public 
interest. Section 28:2 (a) further provides for a lawful revocation of land rights for 
contravention or infringement of any section of LUA. In other words, revocation for breach 
of tenurial obligations, equates punitive revocation or land confiscation. By implication, 
Governors can be at liberty to withdraw rights for any breach or slightest infraction of 
obligations by right holders. Revocations under this subheading do not meet international 
best practice requirements enunciated by VGGTs and FAO (2008). 
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2. 7 Summary 
Land has remained and arguably remains most treasured asset in people’s life, their survival 
and development. Conceptions of land are extensive stretching from dry land, economic 
resource, nation, territory, source of life, property, homeland, dignity, human rights to 
humankind. Legal concept, however, is most relevant as it underpins property law, which 
denotes body of rules concerning access, control, and use of land. Most societies devote 
energies towards good land management given its importance. Economic reasons are the 
main driving force for land administration. However, social, environmental, and 
humanitarian reasons are now being included as objectives to achieve wholeness and 
sustainability. Sustainable land administration entails, therefore, balancing People, Planet 
and Profit in Triple Bottom Line (Slaper and Hall, 2011). 
Sustainable developments require governments to provide public facilities and infrastructure 
that ensure safety and security, health and welfare, social and economic enhancement, and 
protection and restoration of natural environment (FAO, 2008). These facilities guarantee 
well-functioning communities; however, they often cannot compete for needed land in open 
market. Governments, thus, often resort to powers of eminent domain to compulsorily acquire 
the required lands for these public sector developments. Thus, revocation powers literally 
enable governments compel owners sell their properties compulsorily for public purposes. 
Revocation is part of land administration, which demands efficient use of landed resources 
(Viitanen, 2010). 
Revocation, therefore, rests on established principle that public purposes or societal 
requirements should take precedence or priority over individual needs to facilitate protections 
for everybody (Baude, 2013). These powers can be draconian as they; force landowners sell 
their land against their wishes (Beresford, 2017). However, revocation can be beneficial to 
societies when done properly, and even then, it is an overly sensitive subject as peoples’ lives 
are touched, sometimes irreversibly. Thus, if done poorly, it can have severe negative impact 
on people and their livelihoods (Keith, 2008). Mandatory and corresponding requirement for 




Due process in revocation recommends prompt payment of fair compensation. Compensation 
involves giving (someone) something, typically money, in recognition of loss, suffering, or 
injury incurred, or in case of eminent domain, loss of property rights. FAO (2008) insists that 
compensation should be on the principles of equity and equivalence. Vast literatures exist on 
issue of takings of private properties by state for public purposes, but many have not paid 
adequate attention to several salient features in use of eminent domain for punitive takings in 
real world. Schafer and Singh (2017) insist that mainstream literatures sources have not called 
out against improper use of revocation powers for penal takings like forfeiture. 
Meta-rights entitle individuals to exercise their basic rights freely, including possibility of 
waiving, transferring, selling, mortgaging, and defending such rights as they so wish (Basu, 
1984). However, Section 47 of LUA precludes rights owners from challenging adverse 
revocations and unfair compensation payments. This ultimately amounts to curbing or 
hemming of fundamental rights of property owners’ free choice over their assets. 
The Public Lands Acquisition Act (PLA) Cap 167 LFN 1958 provided for land acquisitions 
and compensation payments at Nigeria’s Independence. PLA mirrored best practices in 
compensation payment as recommended by United Nations’ Voluntary Guidelines on 
Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries, and Forests (VGGTs). It provided for 
adequate and obligatory compensation payment afore-possession; and compensation to be on 
open market value (OMV) basis or achievable best price. PLA is still regarded as the most 
fair and detailed lands acquisition statute in Nigeria. Military takeover of power in1966, 
however, marked the end of just land acquisitions and fair compensation payments. 
The Military arrogated itself with unbridled of revocation and compensation determination 
powers in the guise of promoting speedy and tackling ills of land acquisitions. The Military 
promulgated several Decrees by fiat including Public Land Acquisition (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Decree No. 33 of 1976, which fundamentally altered PFA. Decree No. 33 
debarred challenges to acquisitions and stripped High Courts of jurisdiction in compensation 
disputes and transferred such powers to new Lands Tribunals established under its Section 
12. Enthronement of Decree No. 33 of 1976 of was first real indication that new Military 
Junta headed by Murtala Muhammed wanted to interfere in established best practices in land 




As predicted judging from the junta’s trajectory and pronouncements, two years later the 
Military promulgated Land Use Act 1978 (LUA). Despite its promises, LUA audaciously 
nationalised land ownership and stripped Nigerians of allodial interests, which they had held 
over land. LUA went on to stealthy give enormous powers of revocation to Governors. 
Umezulike (2011) asserts that Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA are extensive, 
wide, uncertain and virtually judicially uncontrollable. For instance, under Section 28:2 (a) 
of LUA provisions that is analogous to forfeiture or confiscation, Governors can revoke for 
minor infractions without compensation payments. This is against the tenets preached by 
FAO (2012) and VGGTs (2012) that nation states should enact only just revocation laws, 




3.0 LITERATURE REVIEW II: REVOCATION POWERS 
3.1 Exordium 
Literature Review II: Revocation Powers examines and throws light on background themes 
that underpinned LUA’s promulgation by grouping them into mundane justifications and 
underlying motives. It hypothesise that Islamic Concept of Land provided provenance for 
LUA and postulates that LUA got its innate immutable and stringent characteristics from 
Islamic Concept of Land. It advances that Governors under LUA hold positions of Emirs 
over land as directed by Qur'an, thereby inheriting their vast and almost unquestionable 
powers over land. It tries to determine status of Right of Occupancy under LUA and discusses 
punitive revocations under Sections 28:2 (a) and Eminent Domain revocations under Section 
28:2 (b) of LUA. It furthers and discusses compensation under LUA as flipside of revocation 
powers. It finds that compensation under LUA is unfair, which in turn incites abusive use of 
revocation powers and concludes that Governors have abused their revocation powers. 
Consequently, it postulates that abuse of revocation powers may not auger well for proper 
functioning of sustainable land administration system. 
3.2 Chronicle and Odyssey of LUA’s Promulgation 
LUA promulgated on March 29, 1978 firstly as Military Decree fundamentally nationalised 
land ownership in Nigeria. The Military made lofty promises at LUA’s proclamation. 
Obasanjo (1978) insisted that objectives of LUA were to made land accessible to all 
Nigerians, prevent speculative purchases of communal land, streamline land ownership, 
simplify land management, make land readily available to governments at all levels for 
developmental purposes, and provide land administration system that would improve tenure 
security. Military dictatorship in Nigeria whilst promulgating LUA was not accountable to 
any authority or laid down rule. It overruled the Majority Report, which advised against 
LUA’s enactment and adopted the Minority Report of Panel on Nigeria’s Future Land Policy 
that supported LUA. 
Process of decision-making for important policies like nationalisation of land with far 
reaching consequences ought to have been more transparent (Onukwuli, 2010). Transparency 
offers means of holding public officials accountable and serves as deterrence to abuse of 
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office. In democratic settings, there are checks and balances, which aid transparency and 
there is less opportunity for authorities to exploit such system for their own interests. Mattozzi 
and Merlo (2007) opine that military dictatorships often contravene transparency 
requirements by dissembling and classifying their strategies as secret before building 
contrived consensus of populace. Discussions on LUA’s chronicle and odyssey will be under 
following subheadings: 
a) Oil Revenue Boom and 1975 Coup d'état. 
b) Hints from Anti-inflation Task Force. 
c) Incidental Remarks by Constitution Drafting Committee (CDC). 
d) Precursory Advice from1977 Rent Panel. 
e) Dismantling Input by 1977 Land Use Panel. 
3.2.1 Oil Revenue Boom and 1975 Coup D'état 
"Ubiquitous patronage and corrupt behaviour fueled by oil money are a cause of 
Nigeria's political, social and economic sclerosis" (Campbell, 2013). 
In late 1950s, petroleum products were insignificant in Nigeria, amounting to less than two 
percent of total exports. Between 1960 and 1973, oil output exploded from just over 5 million 
to over 600 million barrels. Government oil revenues, in turn, accelerated from 66 million 
Naira in 1970 to over 10 billion in 1980 (Romanova, 2007). This exponential growth to large 
degree is attributable to 1973 Global Oil Crisis. Crisis began in October 1973 when members 
of Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries proclaimed oil embargo (Smith, 
2006). This decision by Arab Countries’ to place ban was to boycott America and punish 
Western World for supporting State of Israel in Yom Kippur war against Egypt. This 
restriction in supply led price of crude oil to rise from three dollars per barrel to twelve dollars 
per barrel by 1974; an increase of over four hundred percent in space of three months 
(Macalister, 2011). 
Nigeria inundated with petro-dollar revelled in sudden economic upturn underpinned by oil-
fuelled monies. Scope of activities of Nigerian Federal Government grew to an 
unprecedented degree, with increased earnings from oil revenues. Military Head of State, 
General Yakubu Gowon, and then allegedly declared, “Nigeria's problem is not money but 
how to spend it” (BBC News, 2010). Economy became heavily dependent on oil and oil 
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revenue represented more ninety percent of government earnings. Nigeria went on frolic 
spending and bonanza and embarked on Third National Development Plan, which is most 
ambitious Development Plan to date. 
Increased flurry of spending within this period gave rise to rapid growth in corruption, mostly 
bribery, of and by Federal Government officials. Primitive accumulation intensified. 
Corruption, theft, real estate speculation, outright looting of government treasury and other 
fraudulent practices prevailed. State, on its own, stepped up creation of a business class that 
depended solely on government contracts rather than on production. Ad-hoc and ill-
conceived government policies exacerbated the problem. For example, hundred percent 
salary increase of 1975, tagged Udoji Salary Award was disastrous for the economy as prices 
of basic items increased by more than 250 percent. Payment of a year's arrears of increases 
in salary further worsened the situation. Government expenditure fuelled inflation rate. 
Between 1975 and 1976, rate of inflation reached 23 percent (Ekpo and Umoh, 2003). 
While this boom provided much-needed revenue, it created serious structural economic 
problems. Agricultural sector was devastated, as it took most hit. Rural-urban migration 
intensified, as people attempted to reap or benefit from oil windfall. Production of agricultural 
commodities for export declined. Food production became a problem. Government became 
involved in direct food production, provided subsidies to peasant farmers, and created more 
commodity boards for various agricultural and food products. However, this did not help 
matters. From 1974, Nigeria became a net importer of basic food items and utilised huge 
foreign exchange earnings in food importation. Nonetheless, prices of foodstuff remained 
high. Gap between rich and have-nots widened considerably (Ekpo and Umoh, 2003). 
Declining oil revenues, disequilibrium in balance of payments, growing unemployment, 
increasing rate of inflation and political instability, all confirmed that demand-induced 
policies were no longer active. On 29th July 1975, General Yakubu Gowon was overthrown 
while attending Twelfth Summit of Organisation of African Unity (OAU) in Kampala, 
Uganda. Murtala Muhammed took power as new Military Head of State. Obotetukudo (2011) 
contend that this Coup d'état brought in radical leadership that served as harbinger and paved 
way for sweeping policies like promulgation of LUA In his Trial in Absentia, General 
Gowon, though not found complicit in corrupt practices got indictments for condoning and 
ignoring activities of subordinates as well as cronies (Reinhardt, 1975). 
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3.2.2 Hints from Anti-inflation Task Force 
Murtala Mohammed's background greatly influenced his general leadership style. Devout 
Muslim from an aristocratic family of Kurama Quarters in Ancient City of Kano and credited 
as tough, inflexible, strong-minded and aggressively intolerant (Nwachuku and Uzoigwe, 
2004). His supervisor at National Defence College (NDC) Latimer, Buckinghamshire United 
Kingdom described him at graduation in 1971 as quick and agile minded with considerable 
ability and common sense (Obotetukudo, 2011). However, Nigeria (1982) sketched his other 
side as having difficulty moderating his opinion as well as difficulty entering discussion with 
those having contrary viewpoint. On August 15, 1975, which was a little over two weeks on 
assumption of office and in response to dire state of Nigerian economy, he set up an Eleven-
man Anti-Inflation Task Force with following mandate: 
“To examine current inflationary tendencies in economy and identify their causes; 
and make recommendations bearing in mind economic and social objectives of 
country, short and long-term policies and measures that would effectively contain 
inflationary pressure in national economy” (Federal Ministry Information, 1975). 
Task Force as an incidental part of its findings identified system of land tenure in Nigeria as 
primary impediment to national development and recommended promulgation of a Decree 
that will have effect of vesting all land in principle in State Governors. Task Force went on 
to propose that all future transactions in land will require approval of respective State 
Governors and all ownership of land by Nigerians will henceforth be on basis of usufuctury 
rights, termed Right of Occupancy. As noted in 3.5 Status of Rights of Occupancy under 
LUA, this right is akin to Leasehold Interest. This approach according to Task Force: 
“…will remove in one stroke all racketeering and interminable litigations, which 
now characterise land transaction in the country” (Land Use Panel, 1977).  
Military Government initially rejected this recommendation. However, recommendation 
prepared grounds and sowed seeds of land nationalisation in Nigeria (Otubu, 2014). Some 
scholars have questioned sincerity of then new Military Administration in purportedly 
rejecting this recommendation as it set up Task Force and handpicked its members. Others 
consider it derisory and even farcical that a Task Force with specific mandate of finding 
measures to contain inflation sidestepped and delved into complex and fundamental issues 
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bordering on land rights. While many others challenge competence of Task Force on such 
technical matter. 
Nwaorgu (2016), however, concluded that new Junta’s central objective from very beginning 
was to nationalise land and just flew a kite with Task Force apparently to test and contrive 
public opinion in its favour. It furthered that Junta’s aim was to institute tighter command 
and unitary government to forfend any form of insurrection especially after Biafran rebellion. 
This comes especially after statement credited to then Nigerian Military Head of State in 
1967 to wit:  
“…there is no basis for Nigerian Unity, which has been so badly rocked, not once but 
several times” (Ihonvbere and Shaw, 1998). 
3.2.3 Incidental Remarks by Constitution Drafting Committee (CDC) 
Military Government under Murtala Mohammed was keen to implement a programme to 
return country to civilian administration. As first step, it appointed a 49-member Constitution 
Drafting Committee (CDC) in October 1975 under Chair of prominent jurist, Chief Rotimi 
Williams. Again, some members moving outside Terms of Reference recommended 
nationalisation of all undeveloped lands in Nigeria. According to CDC, 
“It is revolting to one's sense of justice and equity that one person alone should own 
about ten or more plots of state lands when others have none” (Mamman, 2004). 
Otubu (2014) contends that with these flurries of swaying and proselytising opinions of 
various panels, albeit as obiter dicta, it was flattering clear that groundwork for actions to 
redress “anomalies” in existing land tenure system was in making. Other schools of thought 
have differing opinions and regard views expressed by various panels as pretentious and 
carefully choreographed dummies indirectly peddled for selfish reasons by Military Rulers 
(Nwatu, 2013). Apparently, there is some credence to this as most of panel members made 
their recommendations spontaneously, off cuff and improvised. Nwaorgu (2016) insists that 
this was the case; and there are evidence of panel members coaching on what to justify as 
well as recommend and by analogy voice of Jacob but hands of Esau. 
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3.2.4 Precursory Advice of 1977 Rent Panel 
Murtala Muhammed, unfortunately died on 13 February 1976 barely six months into his new 
regime, in an abortive coup d'état led by Colonel Buka Suka Dimka. His deputy and Chief of 
Staff, Supreme Headquarters Olusegun Obasanjo, a Yoruba from Southwest succeeded him. 
Obasanjo then, de jure head of regime, reigned but did not rule, as authority rested on his 
deputy, Shehu Yar’Adua (Siollun, 2009). This change of guard slowed zeal with which 
erstwhile no-nonsense leader, Muhammed, pushed government agenda. However, after 
months of dithering, Junta surreptitiously continued LUA’s agenda by setting up 1977 Rent 
Panel to deal with high incidence of soaring property rentals. 
Otubu (2014) contends that while this Panel was supposed to deal exclusively with matters 
relating to high impact of soaring property rents, it suo moto widened its scope and 
recommended need for establishment of Land Reform Commission charged with four 
primary functions, namely: 
a) To study various aspects of land tenure systems and recommend to Federal 
Government on their streamlining steps. 
b) To take stock of land situation and establish an order of priorities. 
c) To control future uses and open new lands for growing population especially in urban 
centres.  
d) To midwife promulgation of Decree, which will vest in State Governors within two 
years all undeveloped sites in private layouts especially within defined urban centres. 
3.2.5 Dismantling Input By 1977 Land Use Panel 
Military Regime accepted recommendations to institute Land Reform Commission, which 
named Land Use Panel. Brigadier Shehu Yar’Adua, Chief of Staff, Supreme Headquarters, 
who held reins of power as de facto Head of State declared on inauguration of Land Use 
Panel on May 6, 1977 as follows: 
“Federal Military Government is fully aware of land racketeering and pernicious 
role of middlemen in land speculation and sometime bitter and unending litigations 
in land transactions. 
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At present, it is not only individual who wants to build his or her house that is facing 
difficulties in finding suitable land, Local, State and Federal Governments are also 
inhibited by problems placed in their way in acquiring land for development.” 
Panel’s Terms of Reference are as follows:  
a) To undertake an in-depth study of various land tenure, land use and conservation 
practices and recommend steps to streamline them. 
b) To study and analyse implications of uniform land policy for the country. 
c) To examine feasibility of uniform land policy for entire country, make 
recommendations and propose guidelines for their implementation. 
d) To examine steps necessary for controlling future land use and opening and 
developing new lands for needs of government and Nigeria's growing population in 
both urban and rural areas and make an appropriate recommendation (Land Use 
Panel, 1977). 
From these Terms of Reference, especially clauses (b) and (c); it is obvious that Military 
Government wanted unified system of land tenure in Nigeria. Panel had divided opinion and 
submitted two different reports: namely, Main or Majority and Minority Reports to Military 
Government. Most members of Panel were convinced that there were justifiable reasons for 
some form of reforms to land use system in the country but not to extent of nationalisation 
(Udo, 1985). Main Report was categorical and definite in opposing extension of land tenure 
system operating in Northern States to whole country, and by extension complete land 
nationalisation. 
Minority Report, on other hand, criticised authors of Main Report and referred to them as 
“…protectors of vested interest militating against national socio-economic use of land.” 
Minority Report advocated land nationalisation emphasising that: 
“…idea of Government being custodian of land (as) in Northern Part of the Country is 
germane and should remain acceptable base for land ownership and use for entire 
country” (Francis, 1984). 
Myers (1990) reveals that a single member of Panel authored and endorsed Minority Report, 
which recommended nationalisation of land and implementation of uniform land law like 
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Northern Nigeria Land Tenure Law of 1962. Myers (1990) furthers that this marginal report 
amplified an unverified assertion that Land Tenure Law had been very successful in reducing 
land conflicts as well contributed to lowering rates of land litigation in Northern Nigeria and 
Southern Nigeria lacked coordinated and formalised tenurial arrangements. It argued that 
proposals contained in Majority Report would constitute significant obstacles to meaningful 
proposals awaiting implementation in newly fashioned Third National Development Plan. 
Furthermore, claimed that continued increases in land-related litigations would constitute 
impediments to government desires of securing needed land for developmental projects 
(Myers, 1991). 
3.3 Themes Underpinning LUA’s Promulgation 
This section seeks to explore factors that may have contributed to rejection by Junta of 
Majority Report, which advised against land nationalisation. There are External Impressions 
or Mundane Justifications and Root Causes or Underlying Motives for promulgation. 
Mundane justifications are seeming reasons given by military authorities, while underlying 
motives are impetuses, hidden but drove promulgation. Since LUA came into force over four 
decades ago, most scholars have delved into mundane justifications ostensibly by asking only 
“what” questions. Answers to “what” questions simply help in building bigger picture and 
providing general as well as basic description. Surprisingly, “Why” questions on reasons for 
promulgation rarely probed. “Why" questions reveal purpose and actual reasons behind any 
conduct or action. They unearth deeply hidden information and help determine root motives 
behind issues. It is easier to see “what” happened, but harder to see “why” they happened. 
Senge (2004) contends that when there is failure in grasping systemic source of problems, 
what is left is grappling with symptoms rather than eliminating underlying causes. He adopts 
Root Cause Analysis (RCA) tool of Cause and Effect to illustrate root causes symbolically. 
By analogy, symptoms and visible effects are above ground; however, only digging below 
surface will reveal roots causes. In addition, root causes interconnect with visual effects 
through cause-and-effect relationship. Similarly, this study uses parallel in Root Cause 
Analysis to connote cause and effect. However, external impression or mundane justifications 
and root causes or underlying motives employed here to indicate effects and causes, 
respectively. Figure 3. 1 figuratively exemplifies this and accordingly groups themes that 




Figure 3.1 Problem “understanding” with Root Cause Analysis (Senge, 2004) 
3.3.1 Mundane Justifications 
Myers (1991) reveals that Minority Report of Land Use Panel, which formed basis for 
promulgation, declared that LUA would curb land speculation, which was responsible for 
astronomic increases in land values especially in urban areas. Thinking behind this being that 
when government had ownership of land, speculators would be out of business and there 
would be stability in land values. Moreover, increases in land-related litigations constituted 
obstacles to ability of government in securing needed land for developmental projects. In 
addition, vesting ownership of land in Governors would remove difficulties, which 
government encounters in acquiring land for public purposes. As noted in Panel Minority 
Report made it clear that LUA would aid implementation of pending Third National 
Development Plan by making land easily available to government. 
Udo (1990) evince that faced with these contrasting land tenure systems and considerable 
hassles of getting land for public purposes especially in Southern Nigeria, it was not 
surprising that Military Government unified two tenure systems with promulgation of LUA. 
Ega (2005) infers that primary objective of LUA was to facilitate rapid economic and social 
change in the country through centralised and efficient land use. Nwaorgu (2016), however, 
disagrees asserting that land related litigations correlate with intensity of land use; therefore, 
South with higher concentration of uses will have more lawsuits. It furthers that this 
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monumental unification did not consider cultural differences and was only possible because 
of northern hegemonic powers used their military dominance to push its agenda. 
3.3.2 Underlying Motives 
Said (1994) sets out in his Culture and Imperialism that all empires consider themselves 
expedient especially in bringing civilisation to their colonies, while in actual sense their 
mission is control, expand, and plunder. For instance, both Byzantine Empire and Islamic 
Caliphates used religion to unite people, and as justification for expansion. Rashidun Islamic 
Caliphate had rapid spread between 632 to 661 CE through use of Islam for military conquest, 
trade, pilgrimage, and missionary (Sowerwine, 2010). Religion and politics, therefore, often 
have one common goal, which is acquisition of political power to enable fulfilment of 
dominant group’s aspirations and agenda. 
Nigeria falls within Muslim-majority country, a categorisation coined by Jones and Karim 
(2005) for countries where Islam is widespread. Islam has served and still serves as unifying 
force since advent of Sokoto Caliphate. Question of using Sharia Islamic law has generated 
controversies since 1970s. During Constitution Drafting Assemblies of Second and Third 
Republics, demand for Federal Sharia Court of Appeals created political crisis, requiring 
intervention of Military. South interprets such debates on Sharia as attempts at Islamisation. 
Accordingly, Falola (2009) contends that many Northern politicians benefit from Islam as 
demands for Sharia enable them set uniting ideology for the North. 
With North’s control of the Military and conceptual similarities between Islamic land law 
and LUA, it would be inconceivable that hegemonic interest was not prime mover for 
promulgation of LUA (Onukwuli, 2015). Nwaorgu (2016) in similar vein contends that 
underlying motives for enactment of LUA were not entirely altruistic but had geopolitical 
undertones primarily aimed at achieving historical ambitions and religious obligations of 
Northern Hegemony. These motives have remained elephant in the room, and no research 
taken time to coalesce and declaim them before now. These factors provide fundamental or 
latent reasons for promulgation of LUA by Military. Speciously concealed rationale for 
declaration of LUA could come under two intricately related subheads: 
a) Islamic Propagation Obligations and  
b) Domination Agenda of Northern Hegemons. 
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a) Islamic Propagation Obligations 
Under Abbasid Caliphate in Baghdad in 1000s AD, a legal scholar Al-Mawardi wrote 
Ordinance of Government to describe powers and duties of Caliph. Ordinance spelt out ten 
duties for Caliph in conduct of public affairs including obligatory duty to propagate Islam. 
For instance duties, one, two, and three are to protect and defend Islam; to settle disputes 
amongst faithful; and to defend territories of Islam from intrusion respectively. Moreover, 
duty six is to wage holy war (Jihad) against those who, after having been invited to accept 
Islam, persist in rejecting it, until they either become Muslims or enter into pact so that 
Allah’s truth may prevail over every religion (Stearns, ed., 1998). If Emir fulfils these duties, 
then Ummah (Muslim Community) owe him obligation of obedience and support in return. 
b) Domination Agenda of Northern Hegemons 
Domination agenda of Northern Hegemons is traceable to historical ambitions of Sokoto 
Caliphate. Founding father of the Caliphate was Uthman dan Fodio, a Fulani Islamic leader 
and teacher who lived in Hausa City State of Gobir. He initiated a Jihad (Holy War) in 1804 
after his expulsion from the city. With victory, he founded Sokoto Caliphate, which lasted 
until British early twentieth century conquest. 
 
Figure 3.2 Nineteenth Century Map of Sokoto Caliphate (Hargreaves, 1963) 
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Uthman dan Fodio’s Jihad created largest empire in Africa since fall of Songhai Empire in 
1591. Figure 3. 2 shows Sokoto Caliphate at its greatest extent by middle of nineteenth 
century, when it stretched over 1,500 kilometres. Extending from Dori in modern Burkina 
Faso to southern Adamawa in Cameroon. In present-day Nigeria, it covered Nupe lands, 
Ilorin in northern Yorubaland, and much of Benue River Valley (Mohammed, 2009). It 
inspired series of related holy wars in most parts of Savanna and Sahel Regions of West 
Africa, which led to formation of Islamic States in Senegal, Mali, Cote d’Ivoire, Chad, 
Central African Republic, Sudan and so forth. 
Adeoye (2010) asserts that group of Fulani oligarchs indirectly administer Nigeria and claim 
that they sit together and decide country’s direction and tipoffs that predetermination of 
movement of Nigeria’s capital from Lagos to Abuja was in line with Usman Dan Fodio’s 
vision: 
“…Northern Bureaucrats of Fulani extraction had met and resolved that capital of 
Nigeria be moved from Lagos to Abuja, in fulfilment of Uthman Dan Fodio’s prophecy 
and saw to its implementation”. 
Northern Hegemons led by Fulanis have ruthlessly prevented change of power and 
surreptitiously dominated political space with instruments of power at their disposal. Their 
effective dominance of Nigeria’s political power and control of resources, since 
independence, is almost comparable to Britain’s governance of the world from eighteenth to 
early twentieth century, albeit in a smaller scale (Ladipo, 2010). With this dominance, Fulani, 
or Hausa- Fulani have unwittingly even wittingly left and are still leaving footprints of their 
ways of life and culture on entire Nigerian State. Ladipo (2010) contends that they maintain 
reins of power with following strategies, namely: 
a) Use of Population Numbers. 
b) Application of Islam. 
c) Control of Military Power. 
d) Adoption of Hausa Language. 
e) Domination of Bureaucracy. 
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a) Use of Population Numbers 
Population figures are veritable tools of political control, as they are bases for electoral 
constituencies and revenue sharing formula. Fawehinmi (2018), however, summates that if a 
link remains between population numbers and revenue sharing, then such economic model is 
at best tenuous. Population figure is, therefore, especially important index of political power 
and control. It follows that if multi-ethnic Nigerian population could be conceptualised 
simply within northern and southern prism, with north dominant due to numerical majority; 
then, whoever controls north virtually controls entire federation. In view of this, securing 
preponderance in population for North will give Sultanate enormous political capital. This 
apparently explains manipulation of population figures prior power handing-over at 
independence (Sagay, 2008). 
Accordingly, from very beginning, objective of creating lopsided population figures in favour 
of North was a political tool for permanent control by power Hausa-Fulani political elite. 
Sagay (2008) insists that census figures were also condensed to maintain and perpetuate 
carefully designed programme of British Colonial Masters. Smith (2017) concurs and 
contend that still replayed in Nigeria up until today is this unfair and contrive structure left 
by British. After independence, similar allegations contrivance fell on seriously flawed 1963 
Nigerian Census, which matters pertaining to them led in part to Nigerian Civil War. 
Census exercise of 1973 ended in stalemate with official annulment and no publication of 
figures. After this, there was nothing until 1991when census came at short notice. However, 
1991 figures were very controversial, thus discredited, and annulled. Most recent attempt that 
came in 2006, which outcomes were also not credible. Census exercises of 1963, 1973 and 
1991 are also widely seen in South as having deliberately underrepresented southern 
population to justify more resource distribution to North (Maja-Pearce and Whitehead, 2014). 
Nwaorgu (2016) concludes that with this phantom and machinated majority, North keeps its 
asphyxiating hold on entire country and continues to push its parochial agenda at every level 
of governance. 
b) Application of Islam 
Lapidus (2012) insists that Muslim conquerors ordinarily wished to dominate rather than 
convert, and most conversions to Islam were voluntary. In most cases, worldly and spiritual 
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motives for conversion blended and conversion to Islam did not necessarily imply a complete 
turning from an old to a very new life. However, while it entails acceptance of new religious 
beliefs and membership of new religious community, most converts retain deep attachment 
to their former cultures and communities. This in a way lays credence that hegemonic 
gladiators use Islam rather as a tool. In addition, in perceived bid to curtail rampant Western 
influences they employ guise of religious utopia with piety and fervour to secure legitimacy 
from adherents, which in turn builds political currency of power (Nwaorgu, 2016). 
c) Control of Military Power 
“North was encouraged to join Military after Independence because that is future of 
leadership in Nigeria, despite fact that South may attend Western education.” 
(Smith, 2007). 
Dummar (2009) insists that lopsided demographic recruitment of Northerners introduced use 
of Hausa as command language of Nigerian Military until 1950s and this historic foundation 
perpetuates ethnic imbalance of Military to this day. Osaghae and Wright (2000) advances 
that flux at commencement post-colonial Nigeria encouraged resort to use of physical 
coercion, which ill-equipped military readily provided. Thus, this became veritable tools of 
dominant group, especially its hegemonic echelon. Repercussion, as Ikpe (2000) posits is 
Military that exhibits patrimonial characteristics coupled with ruler veneration, massive 
corruption, ethnic cum sectional-based support, and repression of opposition and violation of 
human rights. 
d) Adoption of Hausa Language 
Language can be a weapon, both for those who seek liberation from oppression and systemic 
forces that perpetuate subjugation. Contextual factors are inextricably tied a language; 
therefore, it is never a neutral vehicle for communication. Phillipson (2008) contends that 
imposition of one country’s language on another comes with its cultural, social, and political 
implications. Consequently, language acquisition results in some level of cultural 
imperialism as aspects of dominant culture usually move along with language. It is 
considered to be demonstration of linguistic hegemony and power; traditionally military 
power but also, in modern world, economic power. Cooke (2019) uses metaphor of trojan 
horse to describe way that dominant language may be welcomed initially in a country but 
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then cause concern as it dominates native language and cultures. It, thus, serves interest of 
hegemons to deploy Hausa language both as tool and weapon of control. 
e) Domination of Bureaucracy 
Nigerian bureaucracy today embeds and endorses tribalism for blind allegiances and huge 
partisan passions. Clapham (1998) explains that this leads to phenomenon known as neo-
patrimonialism or system of social hierarchy, where patrons use state resources to secure 
loyalties within general population. It underlies or supplants bureaucratic structure of state as 
only those with connections have real power, not those who hold higher positions. This 
encourages official use of power for personal uses and gains, as opposed to a strict division 
of private and public spheres. Bureaucrats cannot operate altruistically without tribal toga for 
fear of group reprisal and aftereffect ostracism. 
3.4 Islamic Law and LUA 
With establishment of Sokoto Caliphate came Islamisation of land ownership and 
management structure under Islamic law. Power to control and govern land shifted from 
Royal Gandaye, earliest forms of agricultural estates in Hausaland, to Emirs and Caliphs. 
Land tenure laws in Emirates control of land in Emirs, who had absolute powers to 
authenticate any land transaction, especially on possessory rights over undeveloped or 
otherwise idle lands (Ghebru and Okumo, 2016). In other words, strangers could not get 
occupant’s title over plots of land without Emir’s direct approval. Section 22 of LUA mirrors 
this and prohibits all alienations without Governor’s consent. 
Nonetheless, Statutory Land Tenure in Northern Protectorate began with establishment of 
British Colonial power over territory from 1900 to 1903. With this, Fulani Caliphs yielded 
overarching control to British Crown but retained subsidiary controls for administrating land 
for personal and communal uses (Yakubu, 1986). Ajayi (2015) clarifies that Proclamation 
Order No. 13 of 1902, which will later metamorphosis to Northern Nigeria Land Tenure Law 
of 1962 enshrined that natives would continue to acquire land as usual under native laws and 
customs, while non-natives would hold no ownership interest in land except leases granted 




Siddiqi (1978) explains that for man to assume absolute rights over land is to equate himself 
to position exclusively reserved to Allah. Cardinal principle of Islamic land law, therefore, is 
that all land belongs to Allah with Caliphs as vicegerents and individuals capable of having 
usufructuary rights only. This concept forms foundation of LUA, which appoints Governors 
quasi-vicegerents or mere trustees and bestows only usufruct titles on people. Delegation or 
trusteeship becomes center or focal point of ownership in Islam. Thus, implication of land 
rights in Islam is that they are limited and qualified. Precepts of LUA, thus, bears uncanny 
resemblance with those of Islamic Land Law. It is most conceivable; therefore, that it is 
provenance for LUA. Following subheads explores astonishing similarities between Islamic 
Concept of Land and LUA. 
3.4.1 State Governors as Emirs under LUA 
"All that is in heavens and on earth belong to Allah" (Qur’an, 4:126) 
Islam attributes complete and absolute ownership of land and all its resources to Allah, which 
He has delegated upon His vicegerent to utilise and exploit. Caliph or Sultan is Allah’s 
vicegerent on earth and holds land in trust for people and as a gift from God. He who must 
be male is paramount Muslim civil and religious ruler, regarded as successor of Prophet 
Muhammad and personifies State in Sharia (Oxford Dictionaries, 2017). However, as 
Caliphates expanded, it became difficult for Caliphs to maintain direct authority over all areas 
under their rule, so they relied on Emirs to govern territories or regions under Caliphate 
(Facchini, 2007). Emir is an anglicised word for Amir, meaning Lord or Commander-in-
Chief. It derives from Arabic root a-m-r meaning commander or leader (Harper, 2016). 
Siddiqi (1978) explains that Emirs personify Caliphates and act as trustees or guardians of 
land rights for their common use as well as for general welfare of society. This mirrors 
provision of Section 1 of LUA, which provides that Governors will hold land in trust and 
administer for use and common benefit of all Nigerians. State Governors; therefore, act as 
Emirs under LUA. However, replicating in secular institutions roles from theocratic paradigm 
is one of misnomers and flaws of LUA. State Governors are secular and not immersed in 
rigorous ethical demands. Conversely, Emirs administer with conviction in their faith and 
belief in Islam. Caliph or Emir being Allah’s emissary on earth serve Allah by guiding His 
people aright and forbidding sinful acts. Allah ordained Emirs: therefore, they must dispose 
their obligations to Him with utmost care and sincerity (Buang, 1989). 
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“He who enjoins doing of what is good and forbids doing of what is evil is Caliph of 
Allah and His Messenger on Earth” (Qur’an, 3:104). 
“And do not deprive people of their due and do not commit abuse on earth, spreading 
corruption” (Qur’an, 26:183). 
It follows; therefore, that when a ruler believes in precepts of Islam, it delivers governance 
based on ethical morality of duty and not out of self-interest. Facchini (2007) contends that 
deontological ethical pathway is preeminent in Islamic persuasions as Qur’anic decrees 
sanction actions. Deontological ethics places special emphasis on duty and equates it to 
morality, regardless of consequence. Therefore, consequential ethical grounds, which 
regulate appropriateness or unfairness of actions, play second fiddle. In addition, Emirs must 
be virtuous, morally upright and should lead by example. Stearns ed. (1998) citing Duties of 
Caliph by Al-Mawardi contends that Emirs must be above board, just and conscientious, and 
possess character and sense of honesty as well as exude virtues of mind. It is only by so doing, 
that they have moral rectitude and secure divine mandate to govern. Ajijola (1977) agrees 
and insist that Emirs must serve as trustees and exhibit trustworthiness by dealing with land 
in accord with decree prescribed by Shariah. 
3.4.2 Right of Occupancy as Property Rights in Islam 
“Unquestionably, to Allah belongs whatever is in heavens and earth. Already He 
knows that upon which you (stand) and (knows) Day when they will be returned to 
Him, and He will inform them of what they have done. Moreover, Allah knows all 
things” (Qur’an, 24:64). 
As in Judeo-Christian tradition, property law in Islam rests on Divine Creation. Allah is 
owner of everything because He is creator of everything. In Islam, therefore, property rights 
are ordered in absolute terms within a vertical relationship governing “how man discharges 
his duties towards Allah.” In this regard, Caliph holds land in sacred trust for ardents, which 
must always be in service of Allah. Therefore, allodial ownership belongs to Allah and 
individuals hold merely usufructuary rights and are accountable to Allah for their use (Iqbal, 
2000). In addition, Yusuf (2009) advances that individual owners only deserve right of 
occupancy if they utilise these gifts endowed to them properly. In event that they cease to do 
so, they will have to give up those rights of possession. Ownership rights in Islam, therefore, 
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equate to right of possession or right of occupancy. Section 5:1 of LUA emulates this, by 
providing that Governors can grant rights of occupancy to individuals. In addition, Section 
28 of LUA empowers Governors to revoke individual rights of occupancy (possession) for 
improper use or for public purposes. 
“And it is He who has made you successors upon earth and has raised some of you 
above others in degrees (of rank) that He may try you through what He has given 
you” (Qur’an, 6:165). 
According to literal religious and philosophical traditions of Islam, man can use resources of 
Allah such as land but can never own it. Abdul-Rauf (1984) insists, however, that there is a 
concept of dual ownership (human–God) under Islamic principles. Khadduri (2016) clarifies 
this by maintaining that Islamic law recognises public and private land rights. Private rights 
concern individuals in community, while public rights concern Muslim community itself. 
However, Qur’an says nothing very precise about individual property rights. Schacht, (2012) 
contends that in Islam private property rights derive rather from Sunnah. By these sacred 
texts, there is an acknowledgement of protection for private property marked out in Islamic 
law. Private property rights in Islam, therefore, are circumscribed and more confined 
compared to property rights in Liberal Capitalist West that are largely unfettered (Facchini, 
2007). 
3.4.3 State Control of Land Sacrosanct 
With growth of Ummah (collective community of Islamic peoples), it became imperative that 
nation states must be involved and play more prominent in land management. Belief systems 
and governance in Islam are homogeneous and integrated (Weeramantry, 2014). Shapes and 
styles of nations’ roles in land management and supervision influenced by trust that land 
ultimately belongs to Allah. States or sovereigns assume land allodial ownership on behalf 
of Allah but for benefit of people and community. There are some parallels between 
sovereigns’ irreducible hold on land in Islam and Section 47:1 of LUA, which provides: 
“This Act shall have effect notwithstanding anything to contrary in any law or rule 
of law including Constitution of Federation. And without prejudice to generality of 
preceding, no court shall have jurisdiction to inquire into (a) any question 
concerning or about vesting of all land in Governors by provisions of this Act…” 
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By this proclamation, LUA takes precedence over all statutes, laws and legislations including 
Constitution of Nigeria. It also ousts courts’ jurisdictions in matters concerning vesting of 
land in Governors, Governors’ powers to revoke and grant rights, and questions on amount 
or adequacy compensation payments. These provisions are inconsistent with Sections 1:1 and 
1:3 of 1999 Nigerian Constitution, which pronounce Constitution supreme legislation. They 
are also affronting to Section 272 of Constitution that guarantees jurisdiction of courts. In 
view of this, Governors’ unquestionable powers are analogous to overarching and preeminent 
states’ hold and control of land in Islam. Islam believed to emanate directly from Allah is 
divine. Chaniotis (1996) elucidates that divine laws are beyond authorities of people to 
change and, therefore, are notable for their rigidities. Vesting (2018) agrees postulating that 
in contrast to human-made laws; divine laws are eternal, constant, and puritanical and not 
subject to changes by mere-mortals. 
3.4.4 State Controls and Holds in Trust for People 
Islam mandates nations to administer land efficiently, fairly, by God’s laws, ethically and by 
moral principles (Sait and Lim, 2006). Ajijola (1977) asserts that systems of land ownership 
as viewed in Islam is founded on concept of trust. Therefore, improper use of landed 
resources constitutes loss to communities, which is antithetical to core teachings of Islam. 
This Islamic precept compares, therefore, with Section 1 of LUA, which provides: 
“Subject to provisions of this Act, all land comprised in territory of each State in 
Federation are hereby vested in Governor of that State, and such land shall be held 
in trust and administered for use and common benefit of all Nigerians by provisions 
of LUA.” 
Abdul-Rauf (1984) professes that concept of dual ownership (human-God) is one of special 
features of Islamic doctrine of law and economics. Islam protects and endorses personal rights 
to own what one may freely gains legitimately. It is sacred right. Yet, human ownership 
tempered by understanding that everything, in final analysis, belongs to Allah. What appears, 
therefore, to be ownership is in fact only trusteeship, whereby there is just temporary 
authority to use, control, manage, handle and benefit from property. Salasal (1998) maintains 
that in conjunction with accorded protection are ownership limits decreed by Allah. Private 
right, therefore, not only limited, and qualified but also inalienably tied to certain obligations 
towards others and state. 
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3.4.5 Title Revocation for Communal Welfare 
Siddiqi (1978) confirms that Emirs have endowed powers to intervene or may even take away 
individual rights with a view of protecting collective interests. This replicates Section 28:1 
of LUA, which provides that it shall be lawful for Governors to revoke a right of occupancy 
for overriding public interest. Grantees in Islam do not obtain full ownership but only rights 
to exploit or utilise land. Upon failure to cultivate or develop land within three years, land 
shall revert to State that may alienate or reallocate to others. He maintains that use and access 
to land in Islam are subject to dynamic utilisation and continuous cultivation. Continuous 
cultivation here, synonymous with active working and occupation. Thus, entire community 
will suffer losses if there is improper use of land by individual landowners. 
Salasal (1998) concurs and asserts that if any landowner neglects its land duties in Islam, its 
land will revert or repossessed, meaning State Authorities revoke such land. In addition, 
alienate to others who would use it better and bring enhanced benefits to community at large. 
States in Islam, therefore, reserve rights to acquire land for benefit of maslahah or society. 
Thus, property in Islam has a social function apart from fulfilling needs of proprietor. Siddiqi 
(1978) and AI-Maamiry (1987) agree that public welfare or benefits determine degrees and 
extent of states’ interference. Hence, private property rights may be subject to sequestration 
if it is required for public needs or interests. If any landowner neglects his duty, his land will 
revert or be repossessed by State Authority. 
These correlate with Sections 28:1 and 28:2 of LUA, which provide for Governors lawful 
rights to revoke rights for overriding public interests and unlawful alienation, respectively. 
Sections 28:5 (a) (b) and (c) of LUA defining overriding public interest as breach of any term 
of contract, which is identical with negation of occupation duties in Islam. Hugh (1911) hence 
opines that land takings here appear in tandem with land confiscation or seizure as 
punishment for non-compliance by occupier and compensation not payable. In a way, Islam 
adopts measures to ensure proper use of lands resources, which will engender equal 
distribution of wealth among citizens. Thus, object of grants or alienations is to increase 
production from lands for general welfare of society. 
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3.4.6 Unexhausted Improvements as Basis for Compensation 
Salasal (1998) insists that amount of compensation envisaged in Islam covers not only loss 
of ownership of property, but also to indemnify owners of expenses incurred and possible 
loss of income arising from deprivation of land use. Rightful owners possess just rights to 
use land only without ownership of bare-land component; hence, ‘ownership’ is just usufruct 
or has limited use benefits. Compensation, therefore, issue from deprivation suffered 
represented by unexhausted improvements’ predominantly things attached to land, directly 
occasioning from outlay of capital or labour by occupier or right holder. In addition, no 
consideration made for bare land element. This equates with provisions of Section 29:1 of 
LUA, which circumscribes as follows: 
“If a right of occupancy is revoked... holder and occupier shall be entitled to 
compensation for value at date of revocation of their unexhausted improvements.” 
Section 51:1 of LUA defines improvements or unexhausted improvements s anything of any 
quality permanently attached to land, directly resulting from expenditure of capital or labour 
by an occupier or any person acting on its behalf, and increasing productive capacity, utility 
or amenity thereof. They include buildings, plantations of long-life crops or trees, fencing, 
wells, roads and irrigation or reclamations works, but does not include result of ordinary 
cultivation other than growing produce. 
3.4.7 Social Contents of Islamic Land Law 
Islamic property rights incorporate some redistributive elements, which are evident in 
institutions such as endowment (waqf) and charity (zakat). As land speculation and activities 
of investors seeking to maximise returns send land prices and housing costs soaring, 
Serageldin (n.d.) argues that wide latitudes given States by Sharia in land administration offer 
unlimited potential for innovative approaches to urban land development. He further asserts 
that it has become painfully apparent that, if left unrestrained, these forces can undermine 
attempts at rational urban planning and generate unacceptable social consequences. Suharto 




“What! Shall such a large tract of land be granted to you alone and others left with 
nothing and deprived?” 
Islam eschews domination of gift Allah bequeaths upon everyone and frowns at its 
concentration in few hands. This assertion compares with views expressed in 
recommendations of Military established 1975 Constitution Drafting Committee (CDC) that 
recommended land nationalisation. Mamman (2004) quotes Committee, as “It is revolting to 
one's sense of justice and equity that one person alone should own about ten or more plots of 
state lands when others have none.” In this regard, it is obvious that Committee has had its 
collective mind made up on direction of travel and inspired fundamentally by core land and 
social concepts of Islam. Social content of Islamic land law suggests that ownership must be 
prudent and have regards to needs of others but strike some balance between work and 
reward. Land in Islam has social functions aside fulfilling needs of owners (Qutb and Hardie 
tr., 1983). 
3.4.8 Utilitarian Content of Islamic Land Law 
Salasal (1998) contends that object of Islamic land law is to promote justice and bring benefit 
to whole community. He explains that Islamic Law achieves this by insisting that States 
allocate land to individuals based on their abilities of developing it to optimum levels. Hence, 
allotted land should not exceed capabilities of allottees to avoid any part left untilled and 
eventually reverting to mawat status, meaning uncultivated or uninhabited. In addition, 
allotting in accordance with capabilities will ensure that wrong persons do not get allocations 
and deserving individuals have opportunities to utilise land. AI-Maamiry (1987) insists that 
Islam backs only alienations with lawful permission, in other words, acquisitions and 
transfers with endorsed consents. An owner cannot alienate without due authorisation if it 
does State may impose fines or even reposes such property. Hence, in Islam, States intervene 
to sanction allocations and control alienations for mutual societal benefits. 
Salasal (1998) furthers that in Islam State may not alienate public domains or Al-Hima under 
any circumstances to private individuals. Mwalimu (2009) agrees insisting that in Islamic 
land law, public domain is indispensable for everyone in similar manner as water or 
waterways, air, light and herbage or gazing land. Individuals cannot have exclusive access to 
surface mineral resources like Salt or Sulphur because they constitute and form part public 
domain but can temporarily get licenses for extraction of sand and building materials. 
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However, there is disagreement among Muslim jurists regarding underground minerals like 
petroleum, with preponderance of view being that they should be on concessionary utilisation 
and exploitation purposes only for communal benefits. These utilitarian utopias of Islamic 
land have drawbacks, but they principally aim at providing benefits for greater majority. 
LUA inherently captures these utilitarian credentials of Islamic land law, promoting justice 
and communal welfare ideals. Section 1 provides that land will henceforth be for use and 
common benefit of all Nigerians. Sections 34:5 institutes populist redistribution scheme and 
imposes limits on size of undeveloped plots to just half hectare, apparently to free up parcels 
for landless. Sections 34:6 goes further and provides that all those with plots more than half 
hectare will have them expropriated. Section 22 stipulates that it shall not be lawful for 
owners to alienate their interest without prior consent of Governor. Section 28:2 (a) makes it 
a title revocable infringement. Section 20:1, however, gives Governors choices of levying 
penal rents in lieu of title revocation. Furthermore, Section 12 of LUA makes distinction 
minerals under Nigerian Minerals and Mining Act 2007, and those not within like stone, 
gravel, clay, sand, or other similar substances, considering former under public domain and 
latter within licensable sphere, as in Islamic law. 
3.5 Status of Rights of Occupancy under LUA 
LUA did not define or explain meaning of land. However, Obaseki (1998) did try to breach 
this gap by referring to land under LUA as  
“Land is a species of property…property has been defined to mean ownership or 
title and sometimes res over which Governors exercised ownership in trust by 
Section 1 of LUA. It is immovable property.” 
This definition attempts to tie meaning of land in LUA to property or legal concept of land. 
Section 3 of Interpretation Act, Cap 192 Laws of Federation of Nigeria 1990 defines land as 
“land and everything attached to earth and all chattels real.” Property and Conveyancing 
Law 1959 of Western Nigeria for instance, embraced provisions of transformative English 
legislation Law of Property Act 1925, and provides as follows: 
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“land of any tenure, buildings or parts of buildings and other corporeal 
hereditaments, also a rent and other incorporeal hereditament, an easement, right, 
privilege or benefit in, over or derived from land.” 
LUA also did not define or elaborate on meaning of Right of Occupancy; however, under 
Section 51 it describes Statutory Rights of Occupancy as rights granted by Governors under 
LUA. This lack of certainty does not offer much comfort in quest for meaning of Right of 
Occupancy. Nonetheless, same Section 51 of LUA describes, “Customary Right of 
Occupancy" as right of a person or community lawfully using or occupying land by 
customary law and includes a customary right of occupancy granted by a Local Government 
under LUA. If an inference is drawn from this mutatis mutandis, it would follow that statutory 
right of occupancy would mean rights of persons lawfully using or occupying land under 
provisions of LUA. 
3.5.1 Criteria for Lease 
It would appear then that, right of occupancy is analogous and comparable to lease under 
Section 1 of Law of Property Act 1925. In case of Street v Mountford [1985], AC 809 Lord 
Templeman identified three essential criteria for lease namely, 
a) Grant of exclusive possession 
b) Definite term and certainty of duration  
c) Payment of rent 
Section 14 of LUA specifies that subject to other provisions, occupier or holder of right of 
occupancy shall have exclusive rights to land that is subject of statutory right of occupancy 
against all persons other than Governors. Limitation here bears some similarities with grant 
of exclusive possession requirement. However, right holders cannot oust Governors’ interests 
in contemporaneous possession of properties. Moreover, thereby, there is no guarantee that 
holder of right of occupancy would continue to retain its right throughout tenure. 
Nonetheless, Section 15 grants holders of rights of occupancy sole or exclusive possession 
of improvements made to land. Moreover, this exclusivity does not extend to bare land. This, 
therefore, raises other questions about resolution of issues bordering on compensation in 
event of punitive revocation provided in Section 28:2 (a). 
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Section 8 stipulates that statutory rights granted shall be for definite terms. Fixed tenure here 
equivalent to certainty of term requirement of lease. However, other parts of certainty of 
duration doubtful as uncertainty is occasioned by succeeding parts of Section 8, which qualify 
fixed tenures: 
“…may be granted subject to terms of any contract which may be made by Governor 
and holder not being inconsistent with provisions of this Act.” 
Rights of occupancy under LUA are, therefore, subject to terms made and inscribed 
unilaterally by Governors. Therefore, rights under LUA are not in true sense definite terms, 
as they are subject to Governors singly conducts. Certainty as used herein farfetched, as 
something conditional cannot be certain. Section 5 (c), which is under Part II, designated 
Principles of Land Tenure provides that it shall be lawful for Governors to demand rentals in 
respect of any land. Rental obligations are in tandem with criterion of rent payment 
requirements of a lease. However, cases of Onyechie v Shadiya (1966) 1 NLR 48 and Ashburn 
Anstalt v Arnold and Anor (1988) 2 All England Report 147 held that evidence of rent is not 
mandatory for substantiation of lease. 
In case of Lloyd v Dugdale (2001) EWCA, a licence granted by Governors under Section 12 
of LUA was held to be expressively dissimilar with a right of occupancy as it merely grants 
holder personal rights which are only binding between parties who created licence agreement. 
However, in case of Majiyagbe v Attorney General of Northern Nigeria (1957) N.R.L.R., 
court was of opinion that rights of occupancy are in substance leases. However, Privy Council 
in Preinchand Nathu Company v Land Officer (1963) A.C. considered nature of rights of 
occupancy under Tanganyika Land Ordinance and concluded that they were sui generis. It 
held that rights of occupancy were utterly novel interests in land that are like leases in some 
respects but dissimilar in others. 
Leases are fundamentally irrevocable; lessees can alienate without consent of lessors or 
property owners, and lessees enjoy exclusive possessions of leasehold against whole world 
including owners. Moreover, any entry upon land or property without lessees’ consent echoes 
and result in trespass. Under principles outlined in Emeghara v. Nwaimo (1953) 14 WACA 
347; conversely, rights of occupancy do not command any of these features. Supreme Court 
took this view in Osho v Foreign Finance Corporation (1991) 4 N.W.L.R. and held that rights 
of occupancy are proprietary interests in land different from conventional leases. 
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3.5.2 Contentious Status of Rights of Occupancy 
Exact character of rights of occupancy remains contentious in Nigeria today, as there are 
contradicting opinions. Ezejiofor (1974) contends that rights of occupancy are in substance 
leases contingent on Majiyagbe v Attorney General of Northern Nigeria (1957) N.R.L.R. 
Conversely, Omotola (1984) embraces a different view and relies on Preinchand Nathu 
Company v Land Officer (1963) A.C. outlining that rights of occupancy do not equate to any 
form of rights known to property law. Therefore, treated as different genre of property rights. 
However, in Lagos State Development and Property Limited and Others v Foreign Finance 
Corporation (1987) 1 N.W.L.R., Ademola JCA took centrist view by holding that: 
“…rights of occupancy are in nature hybrids between licences and leases for fixed 
terms and conditions which upon breach by holders are subject to revocation by 
Governors.” 
Adding to this disarray, Supreme Court of Nigeria in Savannah Bank (Nigeria) Ltd v Ajilo 
(1989) NWLR held as obiter that rights of occupancy are forms of mortgage interests. Bigger 
picture shows that these divergent views on precise nature of rights of occupancy casts 
shadows on property rights types available to Nigerians. 
Legal concept of land is about creation and transfer processes of property rights and duties. 
Creation also connected to ownership and has acquisition as its essence. Correspondingly, 
acquisition coupled with transfer, as well as alienability make ownership wholesome. Ability 
of owners to freely assign or pass on ownership is hallmark of free open market systems. 
Common law favours freedom of assignment unless there is an express prohibition against 
assignment in contract. LUA restricts this cornerstone attribute in Section 22 prohibiting any 
assignment, mortgage, transfer of possession, sublease or otherwise without prior consent of 
Governors. Modum (2012) concurs and insists that property rights are not easily transferrable 
within realms of LUA. 
With these ambivalences and ambiguities, property rights regimes find it exceedingly 
challenging to offer adequate and sufficient protection for individual property holders in 
Nigeria (Modum, 2012). Some scholars, nonetheless, in trying to establish some 
commutuality, are of opinion that drafters of LUA did not intend creating an entirely new and 
juristically self-sufficient interest in land with its own life and essence. In essence, meaning 
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that this whole machination of LUA is utility driven with thrust being to equip and leverage 
States with outright control over landed resources while making some cosmetic gestures of 
leaving off some residual rights for people (Umezulike, 2011). 
3.6 Revocation Powers under LUA 
“There is no security of property, where an absolute authority can possess itself of 
assets of subject against his consent. Neither is there such security, where consent 
is merely nominal and delusive” (Say, 1803). 
Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA are extensive, wide, uncertain and virtually 
judicially uncontrollable (Umezulike, 2011). Purpose of this being presumably to widen 
prospects for state government to effortlessly secure land for economic and industrial 
purposes which ordinarily should contribute to greater good of citizens. Section 28 of LUA 
specifies that it shall be lawful for Governors to revoke a right of occupancy for overriding 
public interest. A revocation under this section is diploid, foremost as a consequence of a 
breach or non-performance of conditions of right of occupancy as conveyed by Section 28:2 
(a). Moreover, furthermore, as a result of requirement of land by government for public 
purposes as revealed by Section 28:2 (b). LUA does not make provisions for alternative land 
to be given to any persons whose land is revoked. However, Section 33:1 puts at Governor’s 
discretion offer of an alternative accommodation to dispossessed right holders with 
developed residential property in place of compensation payment. 
3.6.1 Revocation under Section 28:2 (a) of LUA 
Public interest reasons for which Governors can revoke under Section 28:2 (a) of LUA 
include alienation by occupier by assignment, mortgage, transfer of possession, sublease, or 
otherwise of any right of occupancy or part thereof contrary to provisions of  LUA or of any 
regulations made thereunder. Effect of this provision seems to be that any alienation or 
transfer or even part transfer of right of occupancy which is contrary or divergent from 
obligatory mode of transfer renders property a public interest concern and exposes it to a non-




“It  shall not be lawful for holder of a statutory right of occupancy granted by 
Governor to alienate his right of occupancy or any part thereof  by assignment, 
mortgage, transfer of possession, sublease or otherwise howsoever without consent 
of Governor first had and obtained.” 
This logically connotes that rights of occupancy holders must seek Governor’s consent before 
they can alienate or transfer their rights and failing to adhere to this then, their intersta or 
rights would become liable to revocation under Section 28:2 (a) of LUA. Import of 
Governor’s consent clause, therefore, appears to be that no right or part right of occupancy 
can be conveyed without written consent of Governor first had and obtained (Olayide, 1982). 
Supreme Court of Nigeria in Savannah Bank (Nigeria) Ltd v Ajilo (1989) NWLR acquiesced 
that every property rights holder under Sections 5, 34 and 36 of LUA needs Governor’s 
consent to have a valid transfer, mortgage or disposal. Supreme Court, however, held 
incidentally or as obiter dictum that absence of prior Governor’s consent renders transactions 
not necessarily void but inquorate and voidable. 
In R v Minister of Land and Survey (1963) NRNLR 58 Court noted that wide powers conferred 
on Governor to grant or withhold consent is not just absolute and all-encompassing, but also 
discretionary. LUA’s stance on overriding public interest is rather ambivalent as Section 28:2 
(a) evidently provides that overriding public interest means amongst others alienation by 
occupier by assignment, mortgage, transfer of possession, sublease, or otherwise of any right 
of occupancy or part thereof contrary to provisions of LUA or of any regulations made 
thereunder. Conversely, Section 51 of LUA did not include this breach and non-performance 
clause as one of its several definitions of public purpose. Provisions of LUA and Courts’ 
interpretation of consent requirements do not offer comfort to rights holders. They could have 
their interests easily revoked and resultant consequences of non-obtention of Governor’s 
consent before alienation applied, which is non-payment of compensation. 
Section 34:8 of LUA goes on to make it criminal offence for any subdivision of land into 
plots or transfer of such land without prior Governor’s consent in writing. Additionally, 
provides that any person found guilty of this offence shall be liable on conviction to 
imprisonment for one year or fine of N5,000. Going even further and beyond criminalisation 
toga of lack of  Governor’s consent, Section 26 of LUA declares such transaction or any 
instrument which purports to confer on or vest in any person any interest or right over land 
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other than by provisions of LUA null and void. Reasons given by Military Government for 
these very harsh provisions as contained in Preamble to LUA was to monitor, and check land 
speculation and accumulation of real property in few hands, and also ensure equitable 
distribution of land to citizens. Consequences of these provisions are not just distended and 
draconian but severely out of touch with contemporary realities and best practices. 
Umezulike (2011) speciously expounds that herein or where holders have breached any 
conditions of rights of occupancy, exercise of powers of revocation arises as an incidence of 
tenure. Additionally, went on to infer that this is based on theoretical tenurial relationship 
existing between holders as tenants of state and Governor as landlord or owner of state land. 
Significantly revocation prompted under this designation attracts no compensation 
whatsoever to right holders. Umezulike (2011) rejects views held by many legal 
commentators and some judicial decisions that have equated revocation under this label with 
forfeiture at Common Law. It goes on to contend based on decisions in Onishino v. Fagbenro 
(1954) 21 NLR 11 and Onishiwo v. Bamgboye (1941)7 WACA 69 that revocability is 
fundamental constituent of rights of occupancy under LUA but liability to forfeiture is not 
integral in lease or tenancy. Reasoning according to it being that forfeiture arises only from 
an express proviso in instrument creating such tenancy or lease and unless authorised directly 
by statute as in cases of state land leases. 
Contrary to views expressed by Umezulike (2011) that forfeiture emanates only from an 
express term of lease, forfeiture can arise from breach of an implied condition, regardless of 
whether there are forfeiture clauses or not. In Maley v Fearn (1946) 2 All ER 583 for instance, 
Court held that subletting in breach of stipulation inserted in rent book was to be treated as 
breach of condition giving rise to right to forfeit. However, right of forfeiture is elective and 
discretionary and has to be triggered by landlord with service of Section 146 Notice to 
become effective. Leases, hence, do not end spontaneously on incidence of an indicated event 
(or breach of condition) but is voidable at property owner’s option. Noteworthy under here 
is that tenants have opportunities of making amends to avoid forfeiture except for rental 
default (LexisNexis, 2018). 
Study, therefore, submits that revocation under Section 28:2 (a) of LUA is more analogous 
to forfeiture or confiscation of property by governments as a punishment and deterrence for 
prohibited activities and bears close resemblance to confiscation orders under Proceeds of 
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Crime Act (POCA) 2002. Putting clearly, core procedures of forfeiture of properties under 
POCA that is aimed at prevention of crimes and illegal activities, bears conspicuous 
semblance with revocations based on breach of conditions under Section 28:2 (a) of LUA. 
LUA does not make any provisions for any payment of compensation here, thereby making 
revocation here more akin to confiscation by state. Furthermore, Section 28:7 of LUA 
provides that on breach of any condition of rights of occupancy then titles of such holders of 
shall be extinguished immediately on receipt of notice of revocation authorised by Governor 
or at any other date stipulated in such notice. 
In contradistinction; Forfeiture Act 1982 of England and Wales, although aimed at crime 
control, espoused that property that is subject to forfeiture must be held as pawn by court of 
law pending satisfactory determination of matter in an open court, which will not be on 
hearsay and circumstantial evidence. Authorities, therefore, must establish accused’s 
culpability beyond any reasonable doubt to secure conviction and it is only then that state 
could lawfully sequester property held as pawn. However, if acquitted, suspect is entitled to 
re-claim interned property. Even in toxic and harsh criminal justice atmosphere due process 
is strictly observed and maintained. Forfeiture proceedings may also  be in civil proceedings, 
where burden of proof or establishment of case is much lower. However, appropriating 
property under civil realm is much harder. Forfeiture Act empowers property owners to sue 
government for any damage to property if they prevail in civil forfeiture actions (Lehman and 
Phelps, 2008). 
Under Section 28:2 (a) of LUA, there is no provision made for challenges to revocation order. 
Section 38 of LUA provides that nothing shall be construed as precluding exercise by 
Governor powers to revoke any right of occupancy by applicable provisions of LUA. 
Furthermore, Section 47:1 (b) ousts jurisdictions of courts to query any matter concerning or 
pertaining to powers of Governors to grant and invariably revoke rights of occupancy. Part 
VII of LUA consisting of Sections 39 to 42 offers very limited roles for courts, and challenge 
of revocation is not included as premise upon which an action could be brought. Reading 
these provisions together will create narrative that punitive revocation was not intended to be 
questioned. Coalescing them exposes sad reality that revocations covered by Section 28:2 (a) 
of LUA not only lack basic due process provisions but they are also extreme and oppressive. 
It could, therefore, be argued that revocation under this heading is high-handed with more 
imperious effect than even forfeiture at common law (Onukwuli, 2010). 
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3.6.2 Revocation under Section 28:2 (b) of LUA 
Section 28:2 (b) of LUA defines overriding public interest to mean requirement of land by 
government for public purposes. Revocation here is in tandem with generally accepted norm 
worldwide for taking of private property, which is for public purposes. Powers to take 
property from private individual are embedded in idea of eminent domain or sovereign power. 
Rationale for it grounded on belief that collective necessities or needs must be accorded 
priority over private needs. In other words, concerns and prerogatives of whole community 
will always be superior and communal requirements more significant than private interest or 
claims of an individual. Basis for eminent domain takings is, therefore, hinged on desire to 
maintain or satisfy corporate good or public interest and therefore any taking that is not for 
public purpose is adversative to inherent essence of eminent domain. 
Pertinent question in light of above becomes what does LUA portray overriding public 
interest and public purposes to mean. It is important as this would keep a lid on voracious 
revocation cravings of some Governors. Section 51of LUA attempts to outline public 
purposes for which right of occupancy could be commandeered or revoked but ends up 
leaving field wavy, crimped, extensive and unduly tentative. For instance, public purposes 
under this section comprise not only general public use or exclusive use by government or its 
agencies but also use by registered company in which government has shares, stock or 
debenture as well as use for or in connection with economic, industrial or agricultural 
development. In other words, a property could be revoked to make land available to private 
company in which government has some interest, once it is for economic, industrial or 
agricultural development. 
Umezulike (2011), rightly asserts that under LUA it is not an abuse of legal powers to revoke 
rights of occupancy and regrant same to private concerns, albeit with some governmental 
flair. Actuality of restricted uses and model of land takings is antithetical to genuine spirit of 
eminent domain. However, justifications for these unwholesome practices are unfortunately 
protected under Sections 28 and 51 of LUA. Courts have frowned at this practice but are 
toothless and powerless to effect needed changes. For instance, in case of L.S.D.P.C. vs 
Banire (1992) 5 N. W. L. R. pt. 243 court only condemned as despicable actions of 
government to acquire private property compulsorily for commercial purposes. It is also 
contrary to provisions of Constitution under Sections 43 and 44, which guarantee rights to 
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property as fundamental human rights and takings of private property by government must 
be for public purposes only. 
Conversely, unlike revocation under Section 28:2 (a); there is provision for compensation 
payment to rights holders under this segment. Section 29:1 provides that if right of occupancy 
is revoked for causes set out in Section 28 2 (b) , holders of such rights of occupancy and 
occupiers shall be entitled to compensation. Compensation payable is value at date of 
revocation of unexhausted improvements. Section 51 sets unexhausted improvements to 
mean anything of any quality permanently attached to land, directly resulting from 
expenditure of capital or labour by an occupier or any person acting on its behalf. In addition, 
anything that increases productive capacity, utility or amenity of such land thereof. These 
specifically include buildings, plantations of perennial crops or trees, fencing, wells, roads 
and irrigation or reclamations works. However, they do not include annual cultivations and 
notably missing is value of bare land, which presupposes that allodial title belongs to 
government. 
Consequence of powers of revocation conferred on Governors by LUA has shown in so many 
cases where rights revoked for inappropriate reasons (Modum, 2012). In popular case of 
Awagbo v Eze (1995) supra, it was exposed that many Governors have compulsorily revoked 
land for private and fraudulent purposes such as acquisition for resale or private use, 
revocation of land and allocation to wives, friends, and relations and politically motivated 
reasons. In same vein, Nnaemeka-Agu JSC in A.G. Bendel v Aideyan (1989) supra expresses 
concern that law reports are replete with cases in which some of such compulsory acquisitions 
“for public purposes” turned out to be mere bogus smokescreens for malefaction. 
3.7 Compensation under LUA 
As noted in Section 2.5.6 Determination of Just Compensation, flipside of powers of eminent 
domain is mandatory and corresponding requirement for just compensation. Michelman 
(1967) states that revocation powers and just compensation are two sides of same coin. Just 
compensation implies fair payment by government and acquiring authorities to dispossessed 
rights holders so that they are as much as possible in similar position after acquisition. FAO 
(2008) makes clear that compensation should account for loss of empty land acquired; for 
buildings and other improvements on land acquired; for reduction in value of land; and for 
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disturbances or losses to livelihoods of rights holders. In addition, principles of equivalence 
pursued to ensure that there is neither enrichment nor impoverishment of rights holders. 
Combined effect of Section 48 of LUA and Section 1:3 of Constitution effectively annulled 
Decree No. 33 of 1976. Sections 48 of LUA provides that all past and present laws relating 
to land in Nigeria must conform to LUA’s provisions and their general intendments. In 
addition, Section 1:3 of Constitution specifies that if any law is inconsistent with 
Constitution; Constitution shall prevail, and that law shall be void. LUA being part of 
Constitution of Nigeria by virtue of Section 315:5 means that LUA’s provisions have 
constitutional powers and applications. Section 3.7 Compensation under LUAof study 
discusses Compensation Payments under LUA. 
Section 29:1 of LUA provides that compensation payments be for ‘unexhausted 
improvements’ only. Section 51 defines ‘unexhausted improvements’ primarily as anything 
of any quality permanently attached to land, directly resulting from expenditure of capital or 
labour by an occupier. Effectively this means that there is no provision for reparation for 
bare-land elements of revoked properties. Overriding public interest under Section 51 of LUA 
also includes obtaining control over land for or in connection with economic, industrial, or 
agricultural developments. LUA does not go further to explain what is meant by economic, 
industrial, or agricultural developments and if these developments will be publicly or 
privately led. 
3.7.1 Compensation for Empty Land 
Technically LUA did make provisions for compensation payment for empty or bare land part 
of acquired lands. It provided only refunds of any rent paid by rights holders within year of 
acquisition as compensation for empty land. Section 29:4 (a) of LUA evidence this by 
providing that compensation for (empty) land shall be an amount equal to rent, if any, paid 
by occupiers (rights holders) during year of revocation. Without proffering reasons, study 
deduces that there is direct connection between this provision and Section 1 of LUA, which 
vested all lands in Governors. Logical reason for LUA not making provisions for empty land 
compensation then would be that since Governors have allodial interests over land, it would 
be incongruous for governments to make payments for what they already own. 
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However, as earlier noted, FAO (2008) and FAO (2012) recommend just compensation 
payments for empty lands on open market basis. Open market basis meaning willing buyer, 
willing seller, and willing atmosphere model or highest amount hypothetical purchaser would 
pay hypothetical vendor without compulsion. Such theoretical purchaser would have all 
information pertaining to lands in question including existing uses and other more valuable 
permitted uses. Defunct, Public Lands Acquisition Act (PLA) made similar provisions for 
empty lands on same open market value basis. However, Public Land Acquisition 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Decree No. 33 of 1976 or for short, which is ideological precursor 
to LUA, replaced open market value basis with fixed unit prices for lands according to pre-
partitioned zones of Nigeria. This is hardly farfetched in Nigeria, where citizens do not have 
real voices especially against Military oppression and even gruesome brutality. 
3.7.2 Compensation for Buildings, Installations and Improvements 
Section 29:4 (b) of LUA, which provides for compensation for buildings, installations and 
improvements, literally regurgitated Section 4 of Decree No. 33 that made replacement cost 
basis for buildings, installations, and improvements’ compensation. According to LUA, 
replacement cost basis meaning such costs as assessed on prescribed method of assessment 
as determined by appropriate officer less any depreciation, together with interest at bank rate 
for delayed compensation payments. However, there should be substantiated documentary 
evidence that would be to satisfaction of appropriate officer. 
Indeed, provisions of Section 29:4 (b) of LUA are packed. Study tried to unpack and make 
some sense it as follows: 
• Compensation for buildings, installations and improvements under LUA is on 
replacement cost basis. 
• Under LUA, replacement cost basis means cost assessed on basis of prescribed 
method of assessment as determined by appropriate officer. 
• To this cost is deduction for depreciation, but with addition of bank interest for 
delayed payments. 
• Compensation payment, however, will be contingent on substantiated documentary 
evidence to satisfaction of appropriate officer. 
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Details of these provisions are not only disproportionate and unfair, but also tall orders and 
indeed arduous. By all standards, they do not come near matching requirements for best 
practices. FAO (2008) recommends that compensation should not leave rights holders worse 
or better off than they were before revocation exercise, implying that compensation should 
equate losses recorded. Therefore, processes and procedures transparent and fair to make for 
equitable compensation. In addition, regulations in statues should be specific to facilitate 
clear guidelines for determination of equivalent compensation in all situations. FAO (2008) 
also prescribes that acquiring agencies should ensure that there are independent valuers and 
assessors available to rights holders for their compensation claims. 
For purposes of LUA, appropriate officer as defined in Section 51 of LUA is Chief Lands 
Officer of State. Appropriate officer, therefore, is an employee of state or civil servant. By 
Civil Service Code, civil servants are accountable to Ministers and answerable to 
government. It is, therefore, entirely inappropriate for government adjudicate on matters that 
it has direct interest. Huddleston and Boyer (1996) contend that Civil Service needs 
reformation because its very nature precludes civil servants from being truly independent or 
impartial. United Kingdom, for instance, heeded to this with creation of quasi-autonomous 
non-governmental organisations (Quangos) to ensure greater impartiality in delivery of 
democracy dividends to citizens. Despite this hybrid solution, many analysts still think that 
it is unethical for quangos to handle sensitive matters like compensation determination that 
should entirely be within purview of independent bodies. 
3.7.3 Compensation for Economic Crops 
Economic crops form part of lands taken under compulsory purchase. Section 29:4 (c) of 
LUA also taking cue from Decree No. 33 provides that compensation for economic crops 
shall be amount equal to value prescribed and determined by appropriate officer. In other 
word, appropriate office prescribes methods and depends value without any form of checks 
and balances. As noted in 3.7.2 Compensation for Buildings, Installations, and 
Improvements, it is not appropriate and transparent to aggregate all powers regarding 
determination of compensation for economic crops on appropriate officer that is within civil 
service structure and thereby not independent. Determination of just compensation for 
economic crops should also be on open market basis. 
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Application of cost method on sourced data from crop enumeration often forms established 
pathway determination of compensation for economic crops. This is method is fraught with 
challenges as most famers usually do not keep good records, therefore, valuers tend to 
extrapolate and approximate values per hectare of farmland. Asiama (2012), however, opines 
that this method does not consider cash inflows from farm nor expenses incurred in farm 
maintenance. It furthers that this defeats goals of cash and economic crop farmer who engages 
principally because income streams. Nonetheless, due to varying yield profiles for different 
crops, which leads to uneven accruals, income capitalisation method may not work well. 
Asiama (2012), therefore, recommends discounted cash flow (DCF) technique that would 
address issues of varying income streams and consider yield profile, cost of establishment 
and maintenance of crops as well as generated revenues. 
3.7.4 Unfair Compensation Procedures under LUA 
Section 28:7 of LUA provides that holders’ interests shall extinguish upon receipt of notices 
of revocation or later stated date. In other words, at service of revocation notices, titles and 
rights end automatically. This suggests absence of legal challenge requirements of procedural 
due process. Section 29:1 of LUA provides that compensation payments be for ‘unexhausted 
improvements’ only. Section 51 defines ‘unexhausted improvements’ primarily as anything 
of any quality permanently attached to land, directly resulting from expenditure of capital or 
labour by an occupier. This effectively means that there is no provision for reparation for 
bare-land elements of revoked properties. 
Ostensible and tenuous justification of limiting compensation for bare or empty land to mere 
refund of rent passing as provided by Section 1 of LUA comes from thinking that Governors 
have superior title to land. FAO (2012)’s Voluntary Guidelines on responsible Governance 
of tenure (VGGTs) clearly asserts and recommends value of bare land as proper constituent 
of compensation calculations. Effect of LUA’s non-recognition of bare is lowering of bar and 
threshold for scope and dimension of obligatory compensation. This unfortunately adds in 
propelling Governors’ constant desires to embark on frivolous and reckless revocation 
exercises (Onukwuli, 2010). 
Conversely, in an appalling display of unconvincing limitations of interests of private right 
holders, LUA completely excludes jurisdiction of courts in determination of adequacy or 
otherwise of compensation payable as Section 47:2 of LUA stipulates: 
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“No court shall have jurisdiction to inquire into any question concerning or about 
amount or adequacy of any compensation paid or to be paid under this Act.” 
Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria did not help matters either, as it did not properly 
define situations under which proposed compulsory acquisition or revocation of private 
property will be unlawful. However, Section 43 of Constitution guarantees right of every 
citizen to own property anywhere in Nigeria; while Section 44 goes on to stipulate that no 
private property in Nigeria should be acquired without payment of prompt compensation. 
Section 44 furthers by providing that any right holder claiming compensation for revocation 
has right of access before court of law or tribunal for determination of its interest revoked 
property and amount of payable compensation. There are some differences between 
provisions of Constitution and those of LUA on remedies available to individuals seeking to 
challenge available procedures for seeking redress. While Constitution provides for legal 
challenge, LUA excludes it. 
Some learned jurists in Constitutional Law are of opinion that since LUA is part of 
Constitution by virtue of Section 315:5 Constitution, its provisions are thereby constitutional 
(Umezulike, 2011). If there were differences in provisions of laws with concurrent 
jurisdiction, application of either would lead to different outcome. Beale (1896) posits that to 
resolve such differences there should be considerations for connecting factors, which relate 
to performances given greater weight than those touching on forms. In addition, clauses in 
each law read in conjunction with their general intendment, background and context 
surrounding of embodying legislation. Hence, LUA with military background has below par 
accountability credentials, which mirrors autocratically sanctioned laws. Viewed from this 
dictatorial prism, ousting jurisdiction of courts is not an anomaly. Indeed, it rather reflects 
public policy ideology of its legislatorial realm that envisioned utility in such ouster. 
Odigbo (2016), nonetheless, submits that redress for adequacy of compensation can only 
come through arbitration as provided by Section 30 of LUA, which stipulates that: 
“Where there arises any dispute as to amount of compensation calculated by 




Equating or likening Land Use and Allocation Committee, as an arbitral tribunal is defective. 
Validity of arbitration rests on autonomy of arbitral panel (Lew, 2006). Land Use and 
Allocation Committee is evidently not an autonomous body. Section 2:3 of LUA provides 
that: 
“Land Use and Allocation Committee shall consist of such number of persons as 
Governor may determine…” 
Governors appoint and recompense committee members. Hence, such members may be 
partial, as their allegiance would rest on Governors. Cardinal principle of justice, “Nemo 
judex in causa sua” meaning you cannot judge in your cause, violated. Accordingly, Land 
Use and Allocation Committees’ expected roles in disputes resolution not validly appropriate 
within scope of authentic arbitral practice. Section 46:1 of LUA offers some hope as it 
provides amongst others that National Council of States may make regulations on methods 
of compensation assessment of under Section 29. National Council of States is organ of 
Nigerian Government established by Section 153:1 of Constitution with main function of 
advising Federal Executive Council on policymaking. Regrettably, National Council of 
States has on no occasion deliberated on assessment methods of compensation payments. 
Even if it had deliberated and made recommendations, such decisions will not have weight 
of law, as they are mere advisory and suggestive (Nwaorgu, 2016). 
3.8 Land Administration under LUA 
LUA is sole and primary legislation for land administration and governance in Nigeria. 
Section 48 of LUA corroborates this assertion and provides for modification of all existing 
laws relating to registration of title to, interest in land or transfer of title to land to conform 
to provisions and general intent of LUA. Intentions of LUA as stressed in its Preamble is 
vesting of all lands exclusively in State Governors, who hold in trust for people. Furthering 
on land administration mandate Section 1 of LUA goes on to vest all land in each State on 
the Governor to hold in trust and administer for use and common benefit of all Nigerians. 
Section 2 of LUA accentuates this by providing that all land in the State shall be under control 
and management of Governors. Sections 5 and 28 of LUA respectively provide that powers 




In the same vein, LUA placed entire land administration apparatus in Nigeria within purview 
of Governors. Section 48 of LUA provides that all existing laws relating to registration of 
title to, or interest in, land or transfer of title to or any interest in land shall have effect subject 
to modifications. Amendment of any statute whether by way of addition, alteration or 
omission must bring such laws into conformity with LUA or its general intendment. Save as 
permitted under Section 34 of LUA no person shall in an urban area erect any building, wall, 
fence or other structure upon any land or enclose. In same vein, no person shall obstruct, 
cultivate or do any act on or about, any land which is subject of a right of occupancy or 
licenses lawfully held by him or in respect of which he has not received permission of 
Governor to enter and erect improvements. 
Any person who contravenes any of provisions of Section 34; shall on being required by 
Ministry Governor so to do any within periods of obstruction, structure or thing which he 
may have caused to be placed on land, and he shall put land in same condition as nearly as 
may be in which it was before such contravention. Any person who contravenes any 
provisions of Subsection (1) shall be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to 
imprisonment for one year or to a fine of N5, 000. Any person who fails or refuses to comply 
with a requirement made by Governor under Subsection (2) shall be guilty of an offence and 
liable on conviction to a fine of N100 for each day during which he makes default in 
complying with requirement of Governor. 
In same vein, Section 46:2 of  LUA empowers Governors to make regulations with regard to 
following matters; method of application for any licence or permit and terms and conditions 
under which licences may be granted; procedure to be observed in revising rents; and fees to 
be paid for any matter or thing done under this Act. Also under Section 5 within Part II of 
LUA which deals with Principles of Land Tenure and Powers of Governors; it shall be lawful 
for Governors to grant statutory rights of occupancy to any person for all purposes. Also to 
grant easements appurtenant to statutory rights occupancy; to demand rental for any such 
land granted to any person, and to revise said rental. 
3.9 Abuse of Revocation Powers by Governors 
Power is an instrument of control. It is legitimately exercised when rationally employed to 
discharge functions of an office or post. However, if assigned power exceeds appropriate 
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means to its functions, it becomes illegitimate (Younkins, 2000). Aim of rule of law is 
diffusion of power. Power, when diffused into many bodies, prevents autocracy and tyranny. 
Individuals and entities are thereby be protected from repression under restriction of powers. 
By-product becomes an open and egalitarian society. A meta-legal principle or hypothetical 
legal code should constantly provide benchmarks on which rules of law are evaluated for 
fairness and effectiveness. It follows, therefore, that law should be organic, and a journey of 
discovery of rules of just conduct, as well as adaptable and changeable. 
Regrettably, LUA, which fashioned out Governors’ powers, have remained static and 
unchanged since enactment. Thereby and therefore, there is little attenuation or placement of 
harnesses on Governors enormous. Inevitably, Governors within safety of their cocoon and 
swathe operate as emperors knowing that they are not accountable for their actions. Essential 
attribute of constitutionalism is legal limitations and circumscriptions on governments. 
Constitutionalism implies that rulers are not above but subject to law. It flourishes where 
governance and authority are in different arms of states. For instance, separation of power is 
achieved with laws enacted by legislature, administered by executive, and an independent 
judiciary ensures objectively interpreted laws (Younkins, 2000). 
Unfortuantely, as Arko-Adjei (2011) asserts LUA has not offered needed organised 
reformation and devolution required for good land governance and stable land administration 
system. Nwatu (2013) and Nwaorgu (2016) concur that LUA has not been remarkably 
effective due its unique over concentration of authority and non-delegator attribute. LUA 
virtually gives Governors unfettered powers, which are naturally liable to abuse without 
necessary checks and safeguards. Outcome is continuance in and perpetuation of abuses of 
powers of revocation. Nnaemeka-Agu JSC, in Attorney-General of Bendel State v Aideyan 
(1989) All NLR noted that: 
“It must be borne in mind that compulsorily acquiring a person’s property is prima 
facie a breach of his entrenched fundamental right to his property…therefore abuses 
of Governor’s powers should be prevented to protect individual’s property rights to 
land in Nigeria.” 
Summation of above appears to be that Governors have near absolute powers to deal with 
entrusted land. Altruistic requirement for checks and balances appear unavailable as their 
actions not reviewed or vetted by an impartial body. Supreme Court of Nigeria in Osho vs 
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Foreign Finance Corporation (supra) gave a legal definition of “public interest.” Moreover, 
same court went on to rule in Lawson v Ajibulu (1991) 6 NWLR that Governors’ powers to 
revoke land for overriding public interest does not cover revoking an individual’s interest in 
land and giving same to another for private purposes. Despite this, Governors have been 
creative and found ways of circumventing dictate of this ruling (Okonkwo, 2013). 
According to Amnesty International (2006), primary source of insecurity to tenure rights in 
Nigeria is abuse of “Eminent Domain” or Compulsory Land Acquisition. LUA was aimed at 
assisting government in its ability to acquire land for public purposes and sets out conditions 
for such acquisitions. Expropriation or revocation as it is referred to in Nigeria increased 
following enactment of LUA. Amnesty International asserts that substantial numbers of 
people have been dispossessed of their land, often without compliance with laws and puts 
figure at over two million as of 2006. Okonkwo (2013) surmises that many observers are of 
view that State Governors have misused and even abused allocation and revocation of rights. 
Some observers consequently claim that Governors do not hold rights in trust for people but 
for themselves and their associates. 
Rights to acquire and own immovable properties apparently protected as fundamental human 
rights under Nigerian Constitution amount to very little or at best, pyrrhic victory. Realisation 
and enforcement of these rights and their precepts remain forlorn optimisms for vast majority 
of Nigerians (Onukwuli, 2010). Section 1 of LUA vested all land in State Governors, thereby 
stripping individuals and communities of allodial land rights and bequeathed mere occupancy 
rights to them. All transactions under these occupancy rights are subject to overriding 
supervision and consent of Governors as provided by Section 22 of LUA. Governors are at 
liberty to revoke such rights for perceived breaches without payment of compensation as 
conveyed by Sections 28 and 29 of LUA. Such actions by Governors protected and 
incontestable under Section of 47 of LUA. 
Unclear, unpredictable, and unenforceable procedures create opportunities for corruption 
(Keith, 2008). As noted in preceding paragraph, LUA literally empowers Governors to 
confiscate land without compensation payment for breaches like non-payment of annual rent 
or other infringements contained in rights’ instruments or deeds. However, United Nations’ 
Committee on World Food Security, in 2012, endorsed a set of voluntary principles known 
as Voluntary Guidelines on Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries, and 
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Forests in Context of National Food Security (VGGTs). Section 16 of VGGTs, which 
establishes standards on expropriation, compensation, and resettlement, advocates among 
others transparent and participatory land acquisition process and payment of just 
compensation (FAO, 2012). 
Some narration of Governors’ serial abuses emerged, when former Chair of Nigeria’s anti-
graft agency, Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC), Nuhu Ribadu, appeared 
before Nigerian Senate. He unequivocally told Senate Plenary that most State Governors in 
Nigeria were corrupt, inept, and transferring large swathes of state landed assets to their 
personal establishments. He further indicated that almost all of them have abused their offices 
and currently under investigation with exception of one, which is that of Cross River State. 
He went on to assert that thirty-one of thirty-six Governors have corruption cases to answer. 
In addition, he contended that graft and abuses perpetuated by Governors had made Nigeria 
rank consistently as one of most corrupt countries in world and laments that there is very little 
EFCC can do, as Governors enjoy immunity from prosecution. He went off cuff to name 
Governor of Zamfara State as most corrupt, saying "…Zamfara State is a tragedy as it is 
direct stealing with no third-party involvement" (BBC, 2019). 
Abuses by Governors are humanised and epitomised by contemporary transpirations in 
Enugu State of Nigeria for instance, where there is revocation of various prime land 
constituting particularly important public and social spaces for private uses. Here these 
revoked spaces in turn manifest as re-allocations to privileged elites as residential plots and 
private developers as building sites for construction of housing estates and commercial 
facilities. Some of revoked public spaces Enugu Metropolis, capital city of Enugu State 
includes Zoological Garden, Polo Field, Cricket Grounds, parts of Enugu Golf Course, 
Women Training College and even parts of Uwani Cemetery. Excessive powers of Governors 
have led to these types of brazen and impudent actions of revocations to extent of even 
desecrating sacred city of dead. Effective and fair compulsory acquisition cannot exist 
without good governance and adherence to rule of law. Unlimited powers of  Governors, 
therefore, portend grave uncertainties for sound land administration and sound land use 




LUA promulgated on March 29, 1978 firstly as Military Decree fundamentally nationalised 
land ownership in Nigeria. Intentions of LUA as stressed in its Preamble is vesting of all 
lands exclusively in State Governors, who hold in trust for people. Obasanjo (1978) insisted 
that objectives of LUA were to made land accessible to all Nigerians, prevent speculative 
purchases of communal land, streamline land ownership, simplify land management, make 
land readily available to governments at all levels for developmental purposes, and provide 
land administration system that would improve tenure security. Thus, LUA is sole and 
primary legislation for land administration and governance in Nigeria. 
Military whilst promulgating LUA overruled the Majority Report, which advised against 
LUA’s enactment and adopted the Minority Report of Panel on Nigeria’s Future Land Policy. 
Myers (1990) reveals that the Minority Report recommended nationalisation of land based 
on a marginal report that amplified unverified assertion that Northern Nigeria Land Tenure 
Law on which LUA was fashioned has been very successful in reducing land conflicts and 
contributed to lowering rates of litigations. The Minority Report argued that proposals 
contained in Majority Report would constitute significant obstacles to meaningful proposals 
awaiting implementation in the then newly fashioned Third National Development Plan. 
LUA bear all the hallmarks and providence of divine law owing to its adjudged parallelism 
with Islamic land law. Islamic law or Sharia is a divine law, with its source as Quran. 
Adherents of divine laws accept as true that their injunctions come directly from celestial 
sources. They hold these laws as unchangeable Will of God, in contradistinction to human-
made laws enacted elected politicians. For these zealots, divine laws are eternal, constant, 
and puritanical. Ardent religious devotees have fundamental belief that divine laws must not 
be subjected to any form of modification by mere mortals (Vesting, 2018). This might explain 
why since LUA’s promulgation more than forty years ago, there has been no successful 
reform, change or amendment of any its part or section. 
Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA are extensive, wide, uncertain and virtually 
judicially uncontrollable (Umezulike, 2011). Purpose of this being presumably to widen 
prospects for state government to effortlessly secure land for economic and industrial 
purposes which ordinarily should contribute to greater good of citizens. Section 28 of LUA 
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specifies that it shall be lawful for Governors to revoke a right of occupancy for overriding 
public interest. A revocation under this section is diploid, foremost as a consequence of a 
breach or non-performance of conditions of right of occupancy as conveyed by Section 28:2 
(a). Moreover, as a result of requirement of land by government for public purposes as 
revealed by Section 28:2 (b). 
Regrettably, LUA, which fashioned out Governors’ powers, have remained static and 
unchanged since enactment. Thereby and therefore, there is little attenuation or placement of 
harnesses on Governors enormous. Inevitably, Governors within safety of their cocoon and 
swathe operate as emperors knowing that they are not accountable for their actions. Essential 
attribute of constitutionalism is legal limitations and circumscriptions on governments. 
Constitutionalism implies that rulers are not above but subject to law. It flourishes where 
governance and authority are in different arms of states. For instance, separation of power is 
achieved with laws enacted by legislature, administered by executive, and an independent 
judiciary ensures objectively interpreted laws (Younkins, 2000). 
Narration of Governors’ serial abuses emerged, when former Chair of Nigeria’s anti-graft 
agency, Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC), Nuhu Ribadu, appeared 
before Nigerian Senate. He unequivocally told Senate Plenary that most State Governors in 
Nigeria were corrupt, inept, and transferring large swathes of state landed assets to their 
personal establishments. He went on to assert that thirty-one of thirty-six Governors have 
corruption cases to answer. In addition, he contended that graft and abuses perpetuated by 
Governors had made Nigeria rank consistently as one of most corrupt countries in world and 
laments that there is very little EFCC can do, as Governors enjoy immunity from prosecution. 
Abuses by Governors are humanised and epitomised by contemporary transpirations in 
Enugu State of Nigeria for instance, where there is revocation of various prime land 
constituting particularly important public and social spaces for private uses. Here these 
revoked spaces in turn manifest as re-allocations to privileged elites as residential plots and 
private developers as building sites for construction of housing estates and commercial 
facilities. Effective and fair compulsory acquisition cannot exist without good governance 
and adherence to rule of law. Unlimited powers of  Governors, therefore, portend grave 




Governors’ powers of revocation can possibly be predicated on defective ordinance and 
institutional weakness conjointly exacerbated by dilemma of unregulated mandate. Questions 
regarding actual motive for enacting LUA would help deconstruct mind-set of its military 
architects. If their approach was not altruistic or beclouded by prejudices, then all authorities 
they bestowed maybe flawed and perhaps not withstand real test of competence for ethical 
rectitude and moral arguments. This might mean institutionalised deception, which may 
imply that LUA was ab initio or originally not fit for purpose. Fit for purpose, in contexts of 
propriety and suitability; will expose LUA and all its derivable powers to queries of validity 
as well as aptness. These enquiries will help determine if Governors’ powers of revocation 






Figure 4.1 WordCloud Generation of Study’s Methodology Chapter 
4.1 Opening 
Methodology describes research methods, approaches, designs and philosophical 
assumptions that underlie a study. McGregor and Murnane (2010) explain that methodology 
comprises two words: method and ology, literally meaning branch of knowledge that deals 
with general principles, procedures, and processes for creating new knowledge. Research 
methodology is like an industrial process or operation, which involves systematic series of 
actions aimed at particular purpose. Methodology guides how data is collected, analysed, and 
interpreted and shapes usage as well as deployment of research methods. It, therefore, has a 
major influence on outcome of studies. Methodology refers to why and method to way. Mauch 
and Park (2003), however, contend that way is an integral part of why. Thus, scope of 
research methodology is wide of which research method is a component, as shown in 
WordCloud Vignette at Figure 4. 1. 
Core-essence of research is uncovering of new facts through systematic investigation that 
leads to development of generalisations, principles or theories resulting in justifiable 
predictions (Best and Kahn, 2006). For research findings to be credible, research process 
must be methodical and systematic. Research, therefore, should be procedural involving 
series of steps undertaken progressively. Defined stages of research process, and the order in 
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which they are undertaken, will differ depending on nature of research, nonetheless they 
follow same systematic pattern of initial ideas through data gathering, analysis, and findings. 
Study adapted Saunders et al. (2009)’s Onion model that recommends as a first step espousal 
of research philosophy, which then guides selection of appropriate research method, data 
collection, sampling patterns, research assumptions, analytical tools, and logical reasoning. 
4.2 Philosophical Perspectives 
Philosophy, literally love of wisdom, is all about solving problems often deliberatively 
investigated to be resolved. Teichman and Evans (2005) contend that philosophy concerns 
itself with problems related to nature of existence, knowledge, morality, reason, and human 
purpose. Bryman (2012) insists that, it refers to sets of belief concerning nature of reality 
being investigated. While Bajpai (2011) views it as source, nature, and development of 
knowledge. Philosophical perspectives are, therefore, important because they underpin 
assumptions that a research makes, which informs choices on design, methodology, and 
methods as well as data analysis and interpretation. 
Philosophy is undoubtedly underlying and core factor in knowledge acquisition. Flick (2011), 
underscores this and asserts that assumptions created by research philosophy would justify 
how a research will be undertaken. Put in another way, it is manner by which knowledge can 
be developed and interpreted. Classic philosophical questions would include queries such as 
is it possible to know anything? If so, is it possible to prove it? Alternatively, what is most 
reasonable or plausible cause? Philosophy, therefore, provides general principles of 
theoretical thinking, methods of reasoning, ideological standpoint, and clear perception, all 
of which invaluable in gaining knowledge of reality and to design, conduct, analyse and 
interpret research and its outcomes. 
In justifying philosophical perspectives that would deliver accurate and demonstrable 
interpretations of research findings, a study ought to draw from established functions of 
research philosophy. Many eminent scholars have propounded and classified functions of 
research philosophy. Easterby-Smith et al. (2006), for instance, proffered three inter-related 
functions of research philosophy namely, facilitation of appropriate research method’s 
adoption, engendering refinement and clarity in adopted research method, and aiding 
creativity and further exploration in research method. Hence, starting point of any research 
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process should be prior determination of the researcher’s philosophical disposition or 
worldview. Adler and Weismann (2003) assert that philosophical perspectives include 
questioning, critical discussion, rational argument, and systematic presentation. Integral 
philosophical interrogations usually come in clusters or categories. 
Philosophical clusters facilitate ease of understanding and enable collaborations between 
with scholars with similar questions. There are varied categorisations or taxonomies adopted 
by various schools of thought. In general, they revolve around fundamental issues of reality, 
nature of knowledge and rationality of belief, and value theory or concept good and evil. 
Logic comes as sub-group of philosophical classification and it deals with forms of valid 
inference and laws of truth. Some scholars use taxonomy of philosophical traditions, which 
majorly divide philosophical works into Western and Eastern traditions. Hookway and Zalta 
(2016), however, assert that these segmentations are neither comprehensive, nor equally 
limited and indeed often intersect in specific studies. 
4.2.1 Philosophical Clusters 
Study’s philosophical deposition reflects author’s important assumptions, and these serve as 
bases for research strategy. However, irrespective of researcher’s worldview philosophical 
questions are usually answered in established groupings. of various branches. These 
groupings allow philosophers to focus on set of similar topics and interact with other thinkers 
who are interested in similar questions. These divisions are neither exhaustive, nor mutually 
exclusive. Popular philosophical units or building blocks for these groups include ontology, 
epistemology, axiology, logic, and so forth. Philosophical standpoint underpins research 
methodology, but how the philosophical building blocks relate with each is usually left 
unclear (Crotty, 1998).   
Grayling (1998) and Teichman and Evans (2005) recommend compositional examination of 
research philosophy to enable treatment of fundamental issues of existence, knowledge, 
values, reason, mind, and language. These fundamental issues approximate to philosophical 
branches of ontology, epistemology, axiology, metaphysics, and phenomenology. Many 
distinguished philosophers have articulated varying syntheses of these sub-philosophical 
groupings or domains that would deliver coherent knowledge. Some of these philosophical 
domains as distinguishable by different taxonomies are distinctively shown below, which 
Crotty (1998) further stretches and enhances in Figure 4.2. 
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a) Ontology, epistemology, and methodology (Guba and Lincoln, 1991) 
b) Ontology, epistemology, axiology, rhetorical and methodology (Creswell, 2002) 
c) Ontology, epistemology, and axiology (Saunders et al., 2009) 
 
Figure 4.2 Taxonomy of Research Philosophies (Crotty, 1998) 
4.2.2 Study’s Philosophical Taxonomy 
Study adopted the trine philosophical taxonomy or groupings set out by Saunders et al. (2009) 
and Durant-Law (2005) namely: Ontology, Epistemology and Axiology. This philosophical 
trinity of what exists, how to know, and what is valuable provide a structure of generalised 
world views, which form beliefs that guide research action. These parameters describe 
perceptions, beliefs, assumptions, and nature of reality as well as truth or knowledge of that 
reality. Thus, they influence the way in which the research is undertaken, from design through 
methodology, data collection, analysis to conclusions. 
 
Figure 4.3 Philosophical Alignment (Saunders et al., 2009) and (Durant-Law, 2005) 
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Philosophical alignment for this onto-episteme-axio domain finds certainty at overlap or 
cross-intersection of ordered categories shown in Figure 4. 3 courtesy of Durant-Law (2005), 
where study believes that justified knowledge can be abductively be extracted. It is, therefore, 
important to understand and discuss these aspects of philosophical trinity so that only 
research approaches compatible with study’s aim and objectives are adopted, and 
researcher’s biases understood, exposed to third parties, and their effects minimised. 
4.2.3 Importance of Ontology 
Ontology comes from Latin word onto meaning being or reality, in other words, what exists. 
Blaikie (2013) declares that it deals with nature of reality and raises questions about how 
world functions. Thus, it is interested in reflecting on what constitutes a fact. In simple terms, 
ontology associates with central question of whether social entities need objective or 
subjective perceptions. Objectivism or positivism represents position that social entities exist 
and asserts that social phenomena and their meanings have an existence that is independent 
of researcher. Subjectivism also known as constructionism or interpretivism on other hand 
depicts that social phenomena come from perceptions and consequent actions of those social 
actors concerned with their existence (Bryman, 2012). Figure 4.4 finds space and attempts to 
illustrate broad ontological spectrum. 
 
Figure 4.4 Ontological Spectrum (Neuman, 2000) 
Ontology deals with existence of facts and objects. An ontological position, therefore, refers 
to researcher’s relationship with reality of its study. Researcher’s position influences how 
research questions are formulated and research methods utilised. Research questions 
formulated from position of objectivism (structuralism) will emphasise formal dimensions of 
organisational beliefs and values of cultures. On other hand, Bryman (2006) contends that 
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research questions formulated from constructionist position will give special importance or 
stress active participation of people in research as well their formed realities. Neuman (2000) 
posits that there are four broad concepts within ontological spectrum: namely, positivism, 
relativism, pragmatism, and realism. 
Ontologically, realism and positivism both view reality as objective or independent of 
cognition or reason, while pragmatism and relativism regard reality as subjective, through 
their ontological positions. Many researchers have argued that scholars have given much 
attention to ontological issues in pragmatism (Maarouf, 2019). Yet others have criticised 
pragmatic scholars for focusing on pragmatism as epistemology and methodology, while 
ignoring pragmatism as ontology (Frankel-Pratt, 2016). In similar vein, others have argued 
that pragmatism created anti-philosophical attitude by avoiding reality issues, while seeking 
to maximise research benefits through the notion "what works". 
This study disagrees with above assertions and insists that pragmatic ontology recognises 
man is a product of history; and hence, nothing in him is either given or defined in advance. 
Hence, truth is human and in addition; its reality must as well be human product. Therefore, 
falling into trap of imaging truth as something ready-made may engender realm of 
transcendence or being beyond limits of experience; and hence unknowable. Pragmatism 
contemplates that positivism places constraints on human actions of exploration and 
contemplation; while relativism on other hand, opens door to all sorts of reality as socially 
constructed. Charles Sanders Peirce, William James, and John Dewey first posited pragmatic 
theories of truth and common feature of these theories are emphasis on truth being result of 
an inquiry (Hookway and Zalta, 2016). 
Furthering, Brent (2014) explains that Charles Sanders Peirce gave pragmatic theory of truth 
more punch with his correspondence theory of truth, which states that truth or falsity of a 
statement rests on degree of relationship or how it corresponds to world. Thus, it posits a 
relationship between thoughts or statements on one hand, and things or facts on other. 
Campos (2009) concurs and furthers that thoughts are of nature of signs and an inquiry 
distinct example of sign relations or semiosis. Sign, refers to human thought, transforms into 
meaning or truth through applied logical process or an inquiry. Pragmatism emphasises 
connections between thought and action and adopts abductive reasoning as form of logical 
inference. It starts with sets of observations then seeks to find simplest and most likely truth 
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or explanation for such observations or signs. This abduced or practical truth ultimately finds 
validity by its correspondence to world and this mirrors Dewey’s model of reflective cycle 
in Figure 4.6. 
This research, therefore, leans towards pragmatic reality because truth is not only empirical 
but also social and human. This research attempts to investigate propriety of Governors’ 
powers of revocation under LUA and their implications for sustainable land administration 
in Nigeria. Reality of this inquiry cannot solely be satisfactorily domicilable within purview 
of realist ontology nor exclusively on relativist phenomenon, as analysis of truth is not static. 
Centrist qualities and pathways of pragmatism inquiry, thus, will be most cogent. In addition, 
an undeniable veracity is that LUA is product of Military Government. Documentary 
evidence also reveal LUA’s strong linkages to Islamic Land Law and Governors’ powers 
reflect those of Emirs and circumstantial evidence point to domination cum Islamic agenda 
of Northern Hegemons Therefore, it will not be out of place here to reflect through abductive 
inquiry on these signs to arrive at practical truths. 
4.2.4 Role of Epistemology 
Epistemology derives from Greek word episteme meaning knowledge, understanding, or 
belief. Succinctly meaning how to understand, or way to knowledge. Hallebone and Priest 
(2009) contends that epistemology examines whether knowledge is knowable or not and if it 
is objectively or subjectively known. It is concerned with ways of demonstrating and 
justifying knowledge and deals with criteria for sorting out what constitutes knowledge. 
Knowledge is awareness and understanding of aspects of reality. It is clear, lucid information 
gained through processes of reasoning applied to reality. It is interested in knowing that know 
a concept and differentiates it from knowing how or understand a method. Classical Greek 
Philosopher Plato contrasts episteme with doxa, common belief or opinion and distinguishes 
it from techne, craft or applied practice and defines knowledge as justified true belief. 
Specifically, this epistemological Plato’s suggestion tallies with common research cliché, 
from doxa to episteme. Doxa is foundation of knowledge or beliefs. A solid mass of common 
thoughts that may be shaky in some areas, but with enough following that enables creation 
of subsequent substantial argument. An example of doxa might be that Governors abuse 
revocation powers of eminent domain. However, there is yet to be conclusive evidence or 
proof. Pearl (2016) discloses that cultural contingency is an important aspect of doxa. It 
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changes from culture to culture and excludes parts of general audience. Episteme differs from 
doxa in this sense, as it deals with less subjective views and uses objective observations to 
make arguments more substantial. In a construction work metaphor, doxa is foundation and 
episteme steel beams that hold framework. Therefore, besides using basic reasoning skills to 
conclude, which doxa does, episteme goes beyond doxastic logic and reveals actual process 
that leads to conclusion. 
Gettier (1963) in his famed article Is Justified True Belief Knowledge, however, argues that 
at times justified true belief may fail to count as knowledge as illustrated in Figure 4. 5. As 
shown, justified true belief is at intersection of truths and beliefs and it falls within purple 
region but only a segment is within knowledge section or yellow region. In response to 
Gettier’s Proposition, Kirkham (1984) argues that a belief must not only be true and justified, 
but justification of belief must also necessitate its truth and infallibility. Infallibility is 
incapability to be wrong and infallibilism holds that justified true belief not knowledge, 
unless with evidence of absolute certainty. However, many epistemologists hold that 
infallibility may not be attainable and there is knowledge, if processes that produce it 
typically yield sufficiently high ratio of true to false beliefs. This is reliabilism and Pappas 
(1979) explains that reliable processes include standard perceptual processes, good 
reasoning, and introspection. Goldman (1976) criticised this concept, contending that 
standard perceptual process is also attainable by accident. 
 
Figure 4.5 Gettier’s Proposition (Gettier, 1963) 
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Consequently, this study will not pursue foundationalism, which stands on very secure 
foundations of certainty and infallible premises (Blackburn, 2005). It follows pragmatic 
approach of epistemic coherentism, which maintains that belief is justified if coheres or 
adheres with sets of beliefs. It employs abductive reasoning, which yields credible but 
impeachable conclusions. Sober (2013) declares that abductive conclusions, thus, hemmed 
as encompassing vestiges of uncertainty or doubt, which find authenticity when 
circumscribed in neo-pragmatic expressions like best available option or most likely 
outcome. Therefore, abductive reasoning understood as inference to best possible explanation 
or justification of belief. 
Pragmatic logic of abduction is most suitable for drawing an inference on whether Governors’ 
powers of revocation under LUA, is a hindrance to sustainable land administration in Nigeria. 
Hard science with its positivist epistemological leaning has lots of limitations and little room 
for assumptions in humanities and the real world. On the other hand, relativist epistemology 
where facts used to justify any claims are understood to be relative and subjective to the 
perspective of those proving or falsifying the proposition also has its own peculiar problems. 
Here, truth itself is relative to the individual, the position or purpose of the individual, or the 
conceptual scheme within which the truth was revealed (Muncy and Fisk, 1987). Abductive 
epistemology as enunciated by Charles Sanders Peirce circumvents Gettier’s Proposition that 
not all justified beliefs are knowledge offers the best choice by proofing through fallibilism 
that absolute certainty is not attainable on questions concerning best-evidence facts. 
4.2.5 Centrality of Axiology 
Axiology first introduced by French Philosopher, Paul Lapie, covers philosophy of value. It 
derives from Greek word axios, corresponding to Latin valere, meaning to be strong or to be 
worthy (Given, 2008). It seeks to comprehend nature of values and value judgments and has 
two basic types of values: ethics and aesthetics. Ethics investigates concepts of right or 
rightness and good or goodness in individual and social conducts, while aesthetics examines 
concepts of beauty and harmony as they relate to senses, especially sight. Axiology is like 
value theory and meta-ethics. Value theory discusses conception and notion value, while 
meta-ethics looks at origin and denotation of ethical principles. Axiological ethics drive 
ethical standards and questions basis for existence of values as well as seeks justification for 
retained values (Findlay, 1970). 
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Axiology, therefore, tries to contemplate judgements about values, and engages with 
assessment of researcher’s values on all stages of research process (Saunders et al., 2009). 
Therefore, it is interested in researchers’ values, what values should guide research, and what 
values or outcomes should result from inquiries. Values are an essential part of human 
existence as all human persons are inherently valuing beings. Lee and Lings (2013) opine 
that axiology be embedded in aims of research, as this would help give direction to purpose 
of study. In this vein, they argue, that researchers should at least make clear what their values 
are and how they affect their work. In other words, to show if aim is descriptive, prescriptive, 
or explorative. Saunders et al. (2009), thus, insist that axiology be relevant to method of data 
collection techniques adopted and equally values placed on interpretation of results. 
Axiology, hence, tries to find out if research could be neutral or if personal values of 
researchers shape them. Findlay (1970) concludes after through assessment that objective 
justification of values is unlikely since validation comes from subject, and that values are 
internal. On hand, there are proponents of excluding researcher's own values when 
conducting research. Max Weber, influential German sociologist, and philosopher advocated 
value-free inquiry, as he believed that researchers could make objective observations and 
descriptions of others' values in absence of making ethical judgments of their own values. 
Value-free approach aims at making observations and interpretations as unbiased as possible. 
However, value-free inquiry is a deeply contested concept, as many believe that it is not 
possible for researchers to completely detach and attain unalloyed value-free approach 
(Given, 2008). 
As noted, axiology insists that researchers should make their values known in studies and 
report their values and biases, as well as value-laden nature of information gathered from the 
field. This researcher has Christianity background and holds on to Christian values. In 
addition, the researcher is from Southern part of Nigeria and keeps its Southern values. The 
study revolves to a large extent on the undue influence on Nigeria’s geo-political-cum-
cultural landscape by hegemonic Islamic North. This reality is most likely to paint a picture 
of bias on the minds of many constructivists and even some rational observers. The 
researcher, however, maintains a balance between Max Weber’s value-free and Findlay’s 
value-laden inquiry, as it is impossible to eliminate all biases as Given (2008) asserted. 
Furthermore, the researcher professes pragmatic axiology, which insists that values are not 
predetermined but relative and situational. 
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As a result, the researcher focused on the research objectives and used its vast experiences in 
securing research objectives and enhancing research results. Maarouf (2019) agrees stating 
that the necessary bias principle is the axiological stance that permits the researcher to be 
biased only by the degree necessary to enhance his research and helps to reach his research 
objectives. For instance, it is ethical using religious values in deciding researcher’s choice of 
research topics or questions over others. But unacceptable, however, if the researcher directed 
his research results in a predetermined way to reflect certain values. 
Axiology is also about adding and maximising values for all concerned, which is cornerstone 
for social justice. It insists that researchers should just not be interested in only understanding 
the world but should go further in changing it for better. Bringing these into context of LUA, 
axiological concerns become issues like legitimacy and fidelity of processes of its enactment. 
Axiology is interested in knowing whether Governors deliver value to people based on their 
inscribed mandates. For instance, mission statement of LUA as captured in Section 1 is that 
all land comprised in territory of each State vested in Governor of that State and such land 
held in trust and administered for use and common benefit of all Nigerians. Have Governors 
administered land for use and common benefits of people? Have they revoked land for public 
purposes only? If they have, then there is need for amendments to add value and enhance 
axiological contents. 
4.3 Pragmatism as Philosophical Standpoint 
Realities of methodological processes for this research lean towards pragmatic deportment, 
mainly due to nature of inquiry and research questions. Pragmatism is a philosophical 
tradition that originated in United States around 1870. Most important of classical pragmatists 
were Charles Sanders Peirce (1839–1914), William James (1842–1910) and John Dewey 
(1859–1952). Hookway and Zalta (2016) assert that influence of pragmatism declined during 
first two-thirds of twentieth century; but has undergone some revival since 1970s with 
philosophers being increasingly willing to use writings and ideas of classical pragmatists. 
Use of pragmatism as a paradigm for social research is not entirely new (Gage, 1989; Howe, 
1988; and Patton, 1988). However, its renewed linkage to mixed methods has elevated 
awareness of pragmatism (Biesta, 2010; Hall, 2013; Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004; 
Maxcy, 2003; Morgan, 2007; Pearce, 2012; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2010). 
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Pragmatism by its very nature attempts to liberate the will as things are not chiefly important 
for what they are, but for what they are worth. It is not necessarily concerned with painting 
an ideal picture. However, it seeks not only to give meaning to actions but also to make truth 
suppler. To soften truth, therefore, is to make it into something that can be analysed and 
explained (Durkheim, 1983). In other words, to take away from truth its absolute and 
sacrosanct character. If thoughts have as their only objective to reproduce reality, they would 
be slave of things and chained to reality. They would have to copy reality before it imitatively. 
If thoughts are to be free, they must become creators of their objects. 
Intent of this research is examination of broad powers of revocation granted Governors by 
LUA and their impact on sustainable land administration in Nigeria. Power by its active or 
even inert nature is ability to influence or outright control behaviour of people. Power, 
therefore, operates within a broad spectrum ranging from advantage or influence or at soft 
end to domination or even subjugation at hard end. Perception of power can range from 
beneficial to malicious, nonetheless power use is acknowledged as pervasive to people as 
social beings. Power, therefore, presents basic countenance that requires both restriction and 
enablement (Collin, 1980). This expansive continuum of power presents challenges in 
research power discourse, and these complexities handled within pragmatic domain. 
 
Figure 4.6 Dewey’s Model of Reflective Cycle 
Theoretical perspective espoused here fits well into reflective cycle articulated by Dewey and 
illustrated in Figure 4.8. Dewey sought to promote pragmatism by reorienting philosophy 
away from abstract concerns and turning it instead toward an emphasis on human experience 
(Morgan, 2014) For Dewey; experience is built around two inseparable questions. Firstly, 
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what are sources of our beliefs? Secondly, what are meanings of our actions? Answers to 
these questions linked in a cycle, which origins of our beliefs arise from our prior actions, 
and outcomes of our actions are found in our beliefs. Experiences create knowledge by 
bringing beliefs and actions together; and result is that reality is ever-changing, based on 
reflections and actions. Root sources of Governors’ powers, as well as connotation of their 
actions, be examined in a quest to find some explanations to their apparently disposition to 
absolutism. 
Contrastively, reasons pragmatism adduces to support idea that truth is not conceivable as 
something fixed and definitive are susceptible to countless many objections (Baghramian and 
Carter, 2017). Moreover, fact that things change does not necessarily mean that truth changes 
at same time. Truth, one could say, is augmentable but may not necessarily change. It is can 
enlargeable and can increase with new actualities in course of development and history. 
However, saying that truth grows is quite different from saying that it varies in its very nature. 
In final analysis, truth and reality has time dimension for pragmatist. In same vein, after forty 
years it is becoming more evident that there is need for augmentation of LUA’s realities to 
secure their optimal ontological, epistemological cum axiological cadences. 
4.4 Mixed Methods Research Adopted 
Research method as earlier noted, is way of approaching processes of an investigation. Rigour 
in research is an essential commonality, which underpins any work’s validity, reliability, and 
freedom from bias. Various research method types referred to inquiry strategies (White, 
2000), or investigation approaches (Bell, 1999) are usable either in isolation or combination 
with others. However, following factors guide decision on their adoption: 
a) Nature of inquiry 
b) Type of data required. 
c) Resources available 
d) Accessibility to data sources 
Inquiry adopted MMR due to its nature and data required alongside available resources and 
data accessibility. MMR is mixing of qualitative and quantitative data and paradigms in a 
study (Creswell, 2013). It involves an in-depth and contextualised insights of qualitative 
research coupled with more efficient but less rich power of quantitative research 
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(dedoose.com, 2017). By mixing both quantitative and qualitative data, research gains in 
breadth and depth thereby increasing understanding and corroboration, while offsetting 
weaknesses inherent in solely using each approach, thus, can be best of both worlds (Ltd, 
2017; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2010; and Creswell, 2013). By mixing, therefore, both 
methods complement each other, offer richer insights, and result in more questions of interest 
for future studies (Caruth, 2013). Inclusion of Theoretical Framework elevates basic MMR 
to an advanced version (Creswell, 2013). 
MMR, however, has some disadvantages and limitations. Research design can be complex 
and may take much more time and resources to plan and implement. It may be unclear how 
to resolve inconsistencies that may arise in interpretation of findings. MMR, therefore, is not 
simply using such name without applying its rigours. It is also neither just having both 
quantitative and qualitative presented nor collecting them separately without proper 
integration. It is similarly not Multi-Research Method (MRM) as shown in Figure 4. 7, which 
is producing quantitative research alongside qualitative research. 
 
Figure 4.7 MMR versus MRM (Onukwuli, 2017) 
4.4.1 What is Mixed Methods Research 
MMR involves collecting, analysing and integrating quantitative (experiments, surveys) and 
qualitative (focus groups, interviews) research. An emerging research approach involves 
combing both statistical trends and stories to study human and social problems. For instance, 
full story of unfortunate Grenfell Tower Fire, which occurred on June 14, 2017 in North 
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Kensington, West London, was aptly captured with passionate individual stories and numeric 
information. Just numbers or stories alone may not have properly captured complete 
narrative. Core- assumption in MMR is that when an investigator combines both statistical 
trends and stories, that combination provides a better understanding of problems than either 
trends or stories alone. Creswell (2013) colloquially said that in MMR that one plus one is 
three because of benefits combination delivers and asserts that MMR must contain following 
essential features. 
a) Collection and analysis of quantitative and qualitative data in response to research 
question. 
b) Use of rigorous quantitative and qualitative methods. 
c) Aggregation of quantitative and qualitative data using a specific MMR Integration 
Design. 
d) Optional addition of broader framework to develop an advanced version of MMR 
Design for example, adding experiment, theory, or philosophy to basic design. 
4.4.2 Why Mixed Methods Research? 
Caruth (2013) elucidates that MMR is a complex method, which evolved in response to 
observed limitations of both quantitative and qualitative designs. It is a growing area of 
methodological choice for many academics and researchers across variety of disciplines 
(Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2010). Creswell and Clark (2011) proclaim that: 
“…today, we see international cross-cultural interest, interdisciplinary interest, 
publication possibilities, and public and private funding opportunities for MMR.” 
Johnson, Onwuegbuzie and Turner (2007) insist that it has evolved to point where its 
articulation and attachment to research practice has snowballed and its recognition as third 
major research approach or research paradigm assured. Creswell (2013) concurs and 
broadens that MMR may become dominant research method in future. Figure 4.8 illuminates 
benefits of MMR. Thomas Kuhn (2015) in ground-breaking and influential work, Structure 
of Scientific Revolutions, treatises that new paradigm emerges after series of new evidence 
builds up to upstage an old order. 
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In this way, science progresses by successive paradigms. However, some researchers 
regarded new paradigms as being incompatible or inconsistent with one another. Effectively, 
this perception of variance drove wedges between quantitative and qualitative paradigms. 
Quantitative methods suited natural sciences but not appropriate for social sciences, as people 
have self-will and do not behave as atoms. Correspondingly, qualitative method considered 
more suited for social phenomena and less suited for natural sciences. 
 
Figure 4.8 Benefits of Mixed Method Research (Creswell, 2013) 
Aim of study to examine if Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA hinders sustainable 
land administration in Nigeria. Investigation will attempt to resolve queries listed and 
serialised as research questions. Adopted philosophical domain for study is pragmatism and 
it promotes use quantitative and qualitative data. It is, therefore, only natural that best-suited 
research method will be MMR pathway. Use of MMR approach found within research 
process based on pragmatic decision-making rationale. Anticipation is that this would deliver 
depth and breadth, which would ingrain rigor and robustness to inquiry. Included theoretical 
framework of Hegemonic Conflict Theory would provide reasoned explanations and help in 
building complete narrative for research results. 
4.4.3 Connections of Mixed Methods Research to Pragmatism 
Pragmatic research philosophy provides for adoption of MMR as data collection method, 
which opens opportunity to be objective and subjective by analysing points of view of 
participants (Saunders et al., 2009). There are, however, legitimate questions about extent to 
which MMR have made use of intellectual foundations of pragmatism as a philosophy 
(Denzin, 2010). At issue, here is idea of apparent unique relationship between pragmatism 
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and MMR. This confusion is reminiscent of some paradigmatic claims that qualitative 
methods must connect to constructivism and quantitative methods to post-positivism. Morgan 
(2014) argues that pragmatism can serve as philosophical paradigm for any social research, 
regardless being qualitative, quantitative, or MMR. 
Pragmatism in its simplest sense is a practical approach to problem solving and has strong 
associations with MMR. Pragmatism is deconstructive paradigm that advocates use of MMR 
(Feilzer, 2009). Pragmatists link choice of approach directly to purpose of and nature of 
research questions posed (Creswell 2002). Research is often multi-purpose, and a “what 
works” tactic will allow researcher to address questions that do not sit comfortably within 
quantitative or qualitative approach (Armitage, 2007). 
Pragmatism comes to rescue as it is generally regarded as philosophical partner for MMR 
(Denscombe, 2013). It provides reasoned and philosophical assumptions that underpin MMR. 
Moreover, this validation helps to distinguish this motley approach from purely quantitative 
approaches based on positivism or purely qualitative approaches based on interpretivism or 
constructivism. However, colloquial use of pragmatic, which tends to imply or denote an 
unidealistic course of action or anything goes, is antithetical here. It does not represent, albeit 
extrinsic philosophical injunction of pragmatism. 
In final analysis, pragmatism is well suited for MMR despite its misconceived stature. 
Pragmatism offers a strong emphasis on research questions, communication, and shared 
meaning making and in connecting theory to data. Pragmatism adopts abduction, which is 
useful for integration stage of MMR and advocates balance between subjectivity and 
objectivity throughout inquiry. Importantly, its emphasis on transferability offers a paradigm 
that can revise previous or create new disciplinary theories-based context but still 
generalisable to others (Shannon-Baker, 2016). 
4.4.4 Categories of Data 
MMR is both pre-determined and emerging research method that employs open and closed 
questionnaires. Multiple forms of data drawing on all possibilities are statistically and 
contextually analysed and interpreted. MMR, thus, involves collection and analysis of 
quantitative and qualitative data. Cronholm and Hjalmarsson (2011) attest that there are 
engrained differences between both data sets, with proponents of quantitative data claiming 
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that qualitative data is difficult to generalise, interpret, and duplicate and those of qualitative 
insisting that quantitative data use utilise inconsequential hypotheses and shallow 
descriptions. Figure 4.9 illustrates major differences between both sets of data. 
 
Figure 4.9 Quantitative vs Qualitative Data (Deen, 2015) 
a) Attributes of Quantitative Data 
Quantitative data relates to quantities or numbers. For example, heights of some people in a 
room, or number of students in class. It can be continuous, as in heights of people or discrete, 
as in number of students. Collection is mostly with close-ended questions, and customarily 
instrument based. It is measurable and type of data to be collected pre-determined by 
researcher. Researcher does not need to be close to subjects of study, as it is possible to collect 
information electronically or by postal means. Quantitative research focuses on gathering 
numerical data and generalising across groups to explain phenomenon (Babbie, 2010). 
It is akin to natural sciences in its approach, measure, control, rigour and specificity, with 
sample size generally large. Data analysis consists of statistically evaluating materials 
collected on instruments such as questionnaires or checklists to answer research questions or 
to test hypotheses. Its analysis is subject to descriptive and inferential statistics. Analysis of 
raw data is aided with help of spreadsheet software programs like Microsoft Excel, statistical 
packages like Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). It has more structured 
approach; theories tested and involves generalisation of findings obtained from a small 
sample of population. 
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Advantages of quantitative data include it draws a conclusion on exceptionally large dataset 
very easily and engenders efficient data analysis. It equally demonstrates relationships 
between various variables evidently and in this way examines probable causes as well offer 
confirmatory effects. In addition, it affords enhanced bias control, and people generally prefer 
numbers, which quantitative data provides. On flipside, it could be impersonal and dry as 
such words and stories of participants not heard. In this way, it is largely researcher driven, 
and there is limited understanding of context of participants. 
b) Features of Qualitative Data 
Qualitative comes from Latin word qualis, which means “of what kind”. It consists of open-
ended information that researchers usually gather through interviews, focus groups and 
observations. Data here not expressed as numbers but as words, text or behaviour and 
represented on nominal scales like gender, socio-economic status, religious preference and 
so forth. This applies more to humanities and looks at how individuals interpret world around 
them. It is, therefore, participant-centred and researchers must be close to respondents. 
Qualitative data is customarily observed, and its analysis typically follows paths of 
aggregation to categories of information and presentation of diversity of ideas gathered. 
Generally unstructured, and theories built from down upwards to generate understanding. 
Since data is unstructured, it can be complicated drawing conclusions and present findings. 
Adopting interviews and focus groups, for instance, may entail considerable time in writing 
up key points revealed and sub-dividing them in codes. With data conversations summarised 
in coded responses, they become converted from purely qualitative to quasi-quantitative data 
that are summarised in charts and graphs. Some applications and software packages like 
Wordle, Worditout, Wordcloud, NVivo and so forth help remove drudgery by automating 
qualitative analysis. 
These packages are particularly useful when there are big heaps of unstructured text 
generated during open-ended interviews or focus groups. These could be analysed manually 
through painstaking transcribing of notes to draw some conclusions. However, these 
packages come in handy to reduce chore and toil. They work by recognising and grouping 
Word frequencies to provide quick insights into unstructured data, especially when data sets 
are overwhelmingly large. NVivo® Software Package adopted for this study, supports 
qualitative and MMR. It helps to organise, analyse and find insights in unstructured or 
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qualitative data like interviews, open-ended survey responses, articles, social media, web 
content and so forth. 
Some benefits of qualitative data include provision of detailed perspectives of few 
participants and facilitation of individual voices and stories. Hence, participants’ peculiar 
experiences are understood within research framework. Qualitative data, thus, is mostly 
participant-driven and about stories. Contrarily, however, it offers limited generalisability as 
soft data is not as hard as numbers. It only enables study of few instances, therefore, tends to 
be highly interpretive. Also, there is a high reliance on contributors, which could diminish 
researcher’s expertise. 
4.4.5 Mixing Quantitative and Qualitative Data 
Actual point of integration or combination of two strands of data is at heart of MMR. 
Prospects of mixing quantitative and qualitative data are easily misunderstood (Bryman, 
2006). For instance, how can one mix numbers with text or stories? Definitions and 
discussions of research design within MMR approach generally refer to distinction between 
quantitative (QUAN) and qualitative (QUAL) methods. Distinction, however, brings with it 
two strands of divergence among those involved with MMR approach (Denscombe, 2013). 
Firstly, there are concerns and differences of opinions in justifiability and compatibility of 
quantitative and qualitative methodologies. Some writers hold that they are incompatible and 
thus advocate their use ‘in parallel’ with each playing to its respective strengths (Brewer and 
Hunter, 1989). Armitage (2007) argued that these two strands of data could not mix; 
therefore, MMR be changed to Mutual Methods Research. Others, however, have sought to 
find common ground between two alternatives and made efforts to highlight similarities 
between the two approaches as basis for combining their use (Onwuegbuzie and Leech, 
2005). Secondly, questions raised about propriety of using a simple quantitative-qualitative 
dichotomy, as distinction between notions is not watertight. It follows, therefore, that any 
simple QUAN/QUAL distinction would hardly do justice to variety of epistemological and 
ontological assumptions that underpin such terms (Bryman, 1988). 
Notwithstanding, MMR has come to stay. It is buoyed, sustained as well as underpinned by 
pragmatism. Integration of data is achievable by developing procedures to transform one type 
of result into other types of data. For example, turning themes into counts and conducting 
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statistical analyses that include thematic counts. Thus, purpose of MMR, therefore, is not to 
replace either qualitative or quantitative data, but rather to extract their strengths and diminish 
their weaknesses in both approaches within single study (Andrew and Halcomb, 2006). 
 
Figure 4.10 Major Mixed Methods Research Designs (Curry et al., 2013) 
In mixing or combining, researcher needs to evaluate most appropriate methodological 
mixing approach to answer a specific research question. It is also important to consider 
overall purpose of research, for instance, whether it is explanatory or exploratory, and 
strengths and weaknesses of each mixing approach or design. Curry et al., (2013) list major 
mixing approaches shown in Figure 4.10 with more explanations below: 
1. Explanatory Sequential Design Here, collection and analysis of quantitative data 
follow those of qualitative data.  Quantitative data given priority over qualitative data 
and it is useful in explanation, interpretation and contextualisation of quantitative 
findings. It is relatively easy to implement as steps fall into clear separate stages and 
results easy to report and it is value based with high axiological qualities. It, however, 
requires considerably longer period to complete all data collection given two separate 
phases. In advanced format, explanatory sequential design is most responsive to social 
science theory added framework (Creswell, 2013). 
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2. Exploratory Sequential Design. In this design, qualitative data collection and 
analysis is followed by quantitative data collection and analysis. Preeminence is given 
to qualitative aspect of study, and findings integrated during interpretation phase of 
study. It is great for exploration of a phenomenon and expansion of qualitative 
findings. Its design is relatively easy to describe and results easy to report as well. 
Nonetheless, it may be difficult to build from qualitative analysis for subsequent data 
collection. Addition of transformative social change theory framework is compatible 
to advanced exploratory sequential design (Creswell, 2013). 
3. Convergent Parallel Design. In this design, only one data collection phase is used, 
during which quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis are conducted 
separately nevertheless concurrently. Findings integrated during interpretation phase 
of study. Usually, equal priority is given to both types of research. It combines best 
attributes of each strand of data and it is useful in development of better understanding 
of phenomenon as well as cross-validation or corroboration of findings. However, 
great effort and expertise are required to use two separate methods at same time 
appropriately. In addition, it can be challenging to determine sources of any 
discrepancy that may arise. Addition of experimental framework is default procedure 
for advanced convergent parallel design (Creswell, 2013). 
4.  Nested or Embedded Design. There is one data collection phase, during which 
predominant method (quantitative or qualitative) nests or embeds other with less 
priority, respectively. Used to gain broader and more in-depth perspectives on a topic 
and equally to offset potential weaknesses inherent in predominant method. Its main 
weakness comes from fact that inequality between different methods may result in 
unequal evidence within study, which can hamper interpretation of results. Nested 
design is popular in large-scale research programme evaluation and Case Study its 
advanced preferred added framework. 
4.4.6 Explanatory Sequential Design 
Explanatory Sequential Design forms data mixing and integration for this study as it provides 
for well-validated and substantiated research findings. As mentioned, it gives priority to 
quantitative data and Morgan (2007) refers to it as qualitative follow-up approach. It starts 
with collection and analysis of quantitative data and qualitative data sequentially following. 
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Qualitative phase explains and validates trends, findings, patterns, outliers and so forth from 
quantitative results. Justification for its use is that initial quantitative results will provide 
general understanding of research problems and ensuing qualitative results will then refine 
and explain them by exploring participants’ constructed views in depth (Ivankova, Creswell 
and Stick, 2006). Further, as its name implies, it is explanatory as it answers why questions. 
This makes it best suited to give meaning to aim and research questions of this study. 
Saunders et al. (2009) contend that axiology should be indispensable in interpretation of 
results and research recommendations, as researchers should just not be only interested in 
understanding the world but should go further in changing it for better. Analysis Governors’ 
powers of revocation under LUA cannot be complete without transformative 
recommendations, which should transcend ethical subjectivity and imbue axiological 
lushness. In mutual or conjoint advanced format of added social science theory framework, 
it is transformative and fosters societal changes with value-based recommendations and high 
axiological qualities. Social theories aim at addressing social injustices existing in segments 
of population with calls for cathartic actions. 
 
Figure 4.11 Explanatory Sequential Design Process (Onukwuli, 2018). 
As noted, explanatory sequential design emphasises quantitative analysis reflecting 
prominence it receives in Figure 4. 11 Explanatory Sequential Design Process (Onukwuli, 
2018). It is more numbers oriented and suits researchers who have more inclination towards 
harder facts. However, qualitative second phase achieved through purposive sampling brings 
in useful and constructed stories behind the numbers; thus, ensuring reliable and rich results. 
However, explanatory sequential design is fraught with its own challenges especially being 
sequential means second stage depends on accuracy of first and sample selection for 
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qualitative phase could be challenging. In addition, it requires lots of time as data collection 
and analysis are in two stages and owing to its binary nature, pairing of results can prove 
difficult for single researcher. There are two main variants of explanatory design: 
1. Follow-up Variant. This is most common variant of explanatory design; priority is 
on quantitative phase and subsequent qualitative phase helps to explain quantitative 
results. Study used this variant. 
2. Participant-selection Variant. This less common variant also called quantitative 
preliminary design arises when study places priority second, qualitative phase instead 
of initial quantitative phase. It is useful where study’s focus is on qualitative 
examination of a phenomenon but with needs for its initial familiarisation facilitated 
by quantitative results. 
Despite this continuum, basic commonality involves taking most useful elements of both 
quantitative and qualitative designs and transforms them into new paradigm. Goal being to 
provide better understanding of research problem than either quantitative or qualitative 
research alone can facilitate. Creswell and Clark (2011) in Designing and Conducting Mixed 
Methods Research recommend four major steps or procedures for Follow-up Explanatory 
Sequential Design appropriately captured in Figure 4. 12. 
STEP ONE: Design and Implement Quantitative Strand. 
• State quantitative research questions and determine quantitative approach. 
• Obtain permissions and identify quantitative sample. 
• Collect closed-ended data with instruments administered by Quota Sampling on 
carefully stratified sample size. 
• Analyse quantitative data using descriptive statistics, inferential statistics to answer 
research questions and facilitate selection of participants for qualitative phase. 
STEP TWO: Use Quantitative Results to form Qualitative Strategies. 
• Determine explainable results, such as significant results, nonsignificant results, 
outliers, or group differences. 
• Use quantitative results to refine to qualitative questions, determine participants for 
qualitative sample, and design qualitative data collection protocols. 
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STEP THREE: Design and Implement Qualitative Strand. 
• State qualitative research questions that follow from quantitative results and 
determine qualitative approach. 
• Obtain permissions and purposively select qualitative sample that can help explain 
quantitative results. 
• Collect open-ended data with protocols informed by quantitative results. 
• Analyse qualitative data using procedures of theme development and those specific 
to qualitative approach to answer qualitative and MMR questions. 
STEP FOUR: Interpret Connected Results. 
• Summarise and interpret quantitative results. 
• Summarise and interpret qualitative results. 
• Discuss to what extent and in what ways qualitative results help to explain 
quantitative results. 
 
Figure 4.12 Follow-up Explanatory Sequential Design (Onukwuli, 2018). 
Study adopted Follow-up Design laid out at Figure 4. 12 to justify its aims and objectives. 
First part or Step 1 of quest for answers was Design and Implementation of Quantitative 
Strand. It involved use of prioritised and quota administered Close-ended Survey 
Questionnaires. Sample size (n) of respondents was 526. Descriptive and inferential analyses 
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carried out with Microsoft Excel and Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 
respectively. This was to validate, explain, rank, and give depth to cultural themes that 
underpinned promulgation of LUA. In addition, it also helped verified compliance of 
Governors’ powers within best practices in compulsory purchase as well as their effects on 
sustainable land administration in Nigeria. Quantitative results obtained provided general 
understanding and partly answered raised research questions. 
With these preliminary results in place, study then went on to Step 2, which was use of 
quantitative results to customise qualitative strategies. This involved determination of issues 
that needed further clarifications and explanations, such as significant outcomes, 
nonsignificant results, outliers, and group differences. Study also used achieved quantitative 
results to refine follow-up qualitative questions, determine qualitative sample size as well as 
qualitative data collection protocols. This second stage is at heart of Follow-up Variant of 
Explanatory Design as priority is on not only quantitative results, but also such results fashion 
later or follow-up qualitative phase, which in turn will help explain earlier quantitative results. 
 
Figure 4.13 Follow-up Design Framework for Research (Onukwuli, 2017) 
Flowing from above stages one and two, study then embarked on third stage, which was 
follow-up qualitative strand. Data collected here by means of purposively engaged semi-
structured interviews, conducted electronically with aid of Mobile Phone’s WhatsApp® 
Video Calling Application. Sample size (n) of semi-these structured interviews was 36 
(thirty-six) Thereafter, Qualitative Analysis conducted with aid of NVivo and Wordcloud 
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software packages. Outcomes from qualitative analysis helped fashion procedures for theme 
development specific to qualitative strand and overall research questions as well as research 
objectives in general. Lastly, study embarked on Step 4, which was to conduct interpretation 
of connected results and to generate coherent explanatory framework on impact of extensive 
powers of Governors on sustainable land administration in Nigeria. Figure 4. 13 illustrates 
and illuminates design framework for study. 
4.4.7 Need for Theoretical Framework 
Creswell (2013) reveals that adding or toting theoretical framework converts basic MMR to 
an advanced format. Creswell (2013) goes on to describe theoretical framework as suggested 
idea or opinion that explains why research problem under study exists. Therefore, theoretical 
framework establishes sense of structure that guides and offers background support for 
investigation. Theories explain, predict, and understand phenomena and, in many cases, 
challenge and extend existing knowledge within limits of critical assumptions. Alavi et al. 
(2018) assert that researchers should link theoretical framework to research methods to avoid 
flawed studies. In MMR, they help predict and shape direction of study (Creswell et al., 
2007). 
Although strongly recommended, however, theoretical framework’s specific application in 
research is not very entrenched (Alavi et al., 2018). Hence, its less established nature offers 
some flexibility in its research application. Headley and Plano Clark (2019) suggest that at 
an informal level, theoretical perspective should reflect researcher’s personal stances toward 
considered issues based on personal history, experience, culture, gender, and class 
perceptions. While at more formal level, social science researchers should bring established 
theories to their inquiries like feminist theory in gendered viewpoints, racial and ethnic theory 
in cultural perspectives, queer theory in lifestyle orientation and so forth. 
Researcher explicitly identifying its theoretical orientation will provide ordered linkages of 
findings and results, which will facilitate more understandings. Alavi et al. (2018), thus, insist 
that it is important for researchers to understand how theories and methods work to facilitate 
professional knowledge development. Denzin (2010) concurs, however, raises concern that 
turning discourse on research into just procedural issues will leave little space for matters 
connected to empowerment, social justice, and politics of hope. It follows that MMR 
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anchored on appropriate theoretical framework gives deeper meaning to its intentions as well 
as provide societal relevance. 
Pragmatism as paradigm for social research nearly always emphasise practical rather than 
philosophical aspects (Denscombe, 2013). Therefore, examining political and moral 
dimensions of pragmatism will require progression from mere practical uses of pragmatism 
to deeper philosophical content. Philosophy and theory have inexorable linkages, philosophy 
influences researcher’s worldview, while theory purposefully shapes researcher’s 
engagement with the world. Theory, thus, provides strategies for solutions to research 
problems. Theoretical knowledge is imperative in understanding different concepts and 
situations. 
Denzin (2010) stresses that an inquiry should be moral, political, and value-laden enterprise, 
which keeps evolving. This is analogous to Dewey’s critical thinking philosophy that 
professes ever-changing reality, based on reflections and actions. Result is that experiences 
will create knowledge by bringing beliefs and actions together. Therefore, inquiry as revision 
of beliefs places central emphasis on capacity for growth and development. In other words, 
inquiry demands broadmindedness. This leads to proper natural match between pragmatism 
and many versions of transformative or emancipatory research through a shared emphasis on 
openness, fairness, and freedom from oppression (Morgan, 2014). Dewey (1972) agrees and 
opposes any use of force or economic domination that limits possibilities for growth of other 
social groups. 
Durkheim and Allcock (1983) further and state that pragmatism and sociology are children 
of same epoch. They saw in both concepts similar spirits at work that are striving to formulate 
and fashion new solutions to long philosophical problems (Joas, 1993). However, methods-
centric view of pragmatism within most of MMR has led to a little explicit discussion of 
connections to social justice issues. Nonetheless, recent versions of pragmatism have moved 
further away from limited political position canvased by Dewey and other classic pragmatists 
to foster stronger bond with social justice agenda (Morgan, 2014). Therefore, there is strong 
link between pragmatism and contemporary versions of social theories. Making this linkage, 
however, typically requires expansion especially inclusion of axiology as fourth and indeed 
defining element, alongside traditional triad of ontology, epistemology, and methodology 
(Hesse-Biber, 2012). As noted, axiology champions egalitarianism, fair legislations, social 
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cohesion, economic well-being, and sustainable development, and above all canvasses value 
maximisation as well as social justice. 
Inclusion of theoretical framework, therefore, helps establish structure, which ultimately 
provides explanation why research problem under study exists. In other words, theory 
delivers in-depth explanation to relationship exiting between two or more concepts. Creswell 
(2013) evinces that Explanatory Sequential Design in its advanced format, is most responsive 
to added framework of social science theory. Social theoretical framework uses empirical 
evidence to study and interpret social phenomena (Seidman, 2016). Social theories explain 
group events as well as focus on human societies and collective actions. They involve critical 
thinking, based on rationality, logic and objectivity, desire for knowledge through a 
posteriori method of discovery and an attempt to explain behavior in specific contexts. 
4.4.8 Hegemonic Conflict Theoretical Framework 
Allan (2006) reveals that social theories explain social events, interactions, and patterns and 
these theories are constantly evolving. There are so many theories and list are almost endless. 
However, most social theories stem from three grand social theories also known as social 
paradigms namely: structural functionalism, conflict theory and symbolic interactionism. 
These paradigms have dominated social thinking. Structural Functionalism and Conflict 
Theory attempt to explain how societies operate at macro-level, while Symbolic 
Interactionism focuses on interactions between individuals at micro-level (Calhoun, 2002). 
It is important to point out at outset that no theoretical disposition is necessarily better the 
other. In addition, it is permissible to combine various theoretical strands to offer broader and 
more comprehensive view of society. It is possible for instance to adopt a structural-
functional approach or symbolic interactionism approach and so forth. 
Conflict theory draws attention to power differentials, such as class conflict, and generally 
contrast historically dominant ideologies. Although it focuses on change and conflict, its 
main aim is ultimately to achieve stability. It involves trade-offs and compromises. Modern 
Conflict Theories, therefore, have moved on from their original form as enunciated by Karl 
Marx and they are no longer about violent struggles. Charles Wright Mills (1916-1962) 
referred to as father of modern conflict theory proclaim that social structures emerge or 
develop through conflicts between people with differing interests and resources. Individuals 
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and resources, in turn, influenced by these structures and by "unequal distribution of power 
and resources in society (Knapp, 1994). 
Study looked through social science theory lens of Conflict Theory. Conflict theory 
essentially sets forth that competition over scarce resources is at heart of all social 
relationships. Often wrongly perceived as violent, conflict theory in many cases project non-
violent approaches. Conflict theory resonates with MMR as it adopts dialectical method of 
analysis, and political program of revolution, change or reform. Dialectics suggest discourse 
between two or more different viewpoints on a subject and wish to establish reality through 
reasoned arguments. In doing so, it deals with thesis, antithesis, and synthesis and this can be 
likened to triangulation or reaching a middle ground or point of equilibrium. 
Although, effective triangulation depends on coordination and collaboration (Yeasmin and 
Rahman, 2012). However, Figure 4.14 shows conceptual conflict theory and political 
triangulation in action can also come through conflict. Political contestants come with their 
ideological arguments from superiority realm and eventually; there is shift towards a middle 
ground. This does not necessarily imply center-point, but comparative shift based on strength 
of forces behind each argument. This middle ground keeps shifting as ontological realities 
cum axiological values enlarge and change. This shift or movement may be incremental and 
ordered as in evolution, or abrupt and sudden as in revolution or paradigm shift. 
 
Figure 4.14 Triangulated Ideology (Trende, 2012 and Morris, 1999)  
Triangulated ideology was first used during Clinton’s reelection campaigns in 1996. 
Electioneering is conflict scenario as political parties with different ideologies battle for votes 
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from electorates. Trende (2012) and Morris (1999) reveal that Clinton had to move from 
conflict to cooperation mode and took a position that not only blended the best of both 
Democratic and Republic Parties’ views but transcended them to constitute a third force or 
centre ground. Conflict theory as enunciated by Karl Marx holds that social order is 
maintained by domination and power, rather than by consensus and conformity. However, 
later versions of conflict theory look at other dimensions of conflict through the lens of 
cooperative triangulation. It is natural for people to pursue self-interest, however, being 
ontological creatures, they have agencies to adjust their narcistic interests to a realistic or 
pragmatic point, which notionally lies at some middle ground. 
Social institutions like government, education, and religion reflect this competition in their 
inherent inequalities and help maintain unequal social structure. Some individuals and 
organisations can obtain and keep more resources than others, and winners use their power 
and influence to maintain social institutions. Charles Wright Mills argued that interests of 
elite class are contra-distinct to those of people. He used example of American society, where 
elites have emerged from concealed fusion of big businesses, press, military, and executive 
branch of government in an ideology of neo-conservatism. These elites known to oppose 
liberal philosophies of left, which tend to have regards for policies like reduction of poverty, 
increases in welfare packages and elimination of racial injustice. 
Several theorists advanced variations of the basic conflict theory. Polish-Austrian Sociologist 
Ludwig Gumplowicz (1838–1909) was one of such theorists. He argued that cultural and 
ethnic conflicts encourage dominant groups that have powers over other groups to deploy 
their identified strengths in reshaping the society to conform to their own worldview (Irving, 
2007). Others in Frankfurt School philosophers regarded critical theory as elaboration of 
conflict theory. Critical theory tries to identify what is wrong in current social reality, identify 
people who can make changes, and provide practical goals for social transformation 
(Horkeimer, 1982). Many theories grew out of this including feminism that attempts to 
explain forces that maintain gender inequality; as well as hegemonic theory, which maintains 
that privileged position is safeguarded through mechanisms of state (Laurie, 2015). 
Hegemonic theory is a subset of conflict theory and this study engages it to give meaning to 
research questions. Hegemony refers to processes and structures by which dominant social 
group maintains, sustains, and legitimates its privileged position politically, economically, 
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and culturally as well as militarily over others (Chernow and Vallasi, 1994). It is akin to 
cultural imperialism or cultural colonialism, which is deliberate promotion and imposition of 
cultures of politically powerful group on less powerful groups. Albanian-Italian Philosopher, 
Antonio Francesco Gramsci (1891-1937) propounded cultural hegemony theory, where 
ruling class manipulate value system and mores of society, so that their sectarian views 
become overarching worldviews. 
Discord continues seething in background, and existing situation continue to wreak havoc on 
lives and properties of people. With Governors conferred with very broad powers by LUA 
including authority to revoke private landed interest for overriding public interest, which 
includes non-performance by owners of some tenurial obligations, they have continued to be 
hegemonic powers’ accessories and co-conspirators. Again, Governors’ inordinate powers 
are liable to abuse for selfish reasons thereby defeating perceived essence of LUA’s 
enactment, which primarily is to make land available to all citizens. Thus, attending scenario 
finds meaning within Hegemonic Conflict Theory, where inequalities in power and reward 
systems find resonance into all undertakings and social structures. 
 
Figure 4.15. Added Hegemonic Conflict Theory (Onukwuli, 2018). 
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Sears (2008) deduces that states serve interests of most powerful while claiming to represent 
interests of all. Moreover, disadvantaged have structural interests that run counter to status 
quo. Confliction of interest aptly captures scene and setting in Nigeria with regards to 
operations of LUA by Governors. American Political Scientist, Gene Sharp (1928-2018) who 
was a proponent of conflict theory believes that power ultimately derives from subjects of 
state because if they do not obey laws, leaders will have no powers. Again, under this theory, 
individuals and groups that benefit from its structure strive to see it maintained, and change 
is often abrupt and revolutionary rather than evolutionary (Smith, 2003). 
Research questions in this study, therefore, finds deeper answers within conflict theory 
framework in general and its hegemonic subcategory. LUA appropriates all interest in land 
on Governors to hold in trust for people, which apparently, they have failed to do. 
Appropriation or allotment of authority raises issues of power and control, abuse of power 
and consequences of such abuses. Prince of Wales reasons that conflicts arise from misuse 
of power, clash of ideals, and inflammatory activities of unscrupulous and bigoted leaders 
(Salah and Nefeily, 2009 and BrainyQuote, 2018). Parochial reasons, therefore, should not 
form basis for application of power, as choice is a privilege of power and moderation its 
obligation. Determinatively, Hegemonic Conflict Theory wraps and provides advanced 
model to Explanatory Sequential MMR Design chosen for study as shown in Figure 4. 15. 
4.5 Data Collection Method 
Hitherto, discussions have been on Methodology, which is at strategic sphere of research. 
Discussions will now tilt towards Data Collection or operational realm of research (Farrell et 
al., 2017). Data collection underpins validity of any study. It should express and deliver 
research’s aims and objectives. In addition, it must justify embraced methodology and 
equally have due consideration for available resources. It is key to study’s authenticity and 
veracity, as well as essential to its replicability. Plimmer (2015) colloquially insists no data 
collection no research. Classified into secondary and primary data. Secondary data refer to 
materials that already exist, such as literature read to provide contextual background, 
published statistical information produced by governments and other organisations and so 
forth. While Primary data are pieces of information, which researchers generate. Hence, 
primary data collection is fieldwork whereas secondary collection desk study (Naoum, 1998). 
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Selection of appropriate data collection instruments and clearly delineated instructions for 
their correct use reduce prospects of errors. Proper and advanced planning is key to successful 
data collection. Primary rationale for preservation of data integrity is to support detection of 
errors in data collection process, whether made intentionally (deliberate falsifications) or not 
(systematic or random errors). Data analysis is an extension of data collection; therefore, 
arrangements made to ensure data collected were capable of being analysed and flow 
seamlessly. Issues of access and confidentiality are also essential to data collection. 
Moreover, questions of research ethics are paramount. Research confidentiality and ethical 
guidelines complied with in accordance with relevant rules set by University of Bolton, 
United Kingdom. 
4.5.1 Survey as Data Collection Approach 
A wide range of data collection strategies sometimes called methods, (White, 2000); or 
approaches, (Bell, 1999) exist and these can be used either in isolation or combination. Bell 
(2005) advocates different approaches to data collection namely action research, case studies, 
surveys, experiments ethnography, grounded theory, and narrative enquiry. Farrell et al. 
(2017) insist that boundaries of these approaches can be imprecise as they vary between 
authors. Resolution on adopted approach depends on nature of enquiry, type of data required, 
resources available, and accessibility to sources of data (Plimmer, 2015). 
Adopted approach for this enquiry is Survey Method owing to nature of study and required 
data. Surveys as data collection method originated from works of economists and 
sociologists; and typically involves analysis of a sample of data to validate models or 
hypotheses (Knock et al., n.d.). Denscombe (2010) insist that to survey is to view 
comprehensively and in detail; and to obtain data for mapping or modelling. Surveys, 
therefore, work by investigating issues as they relate to small samples of a group. Moreover, 
since patterns can be analysed, comparisons made, and results can apply to whole population. 
Surveys can be a relatively cheap and speedy way of generating data. They need little in way 
of specialist resources unless there is need for specialist software. Surveys lend themselves 
to ease of replication, considered strength for research strategy and their output can improve 
understanding, generate knowledge, and compare specific instances (CEM, 2013). Morgan 
(2007) elucidates that surveys are compatible with and, indeed, appropriate for MMR. 
Adopted MMR methodology for this study compels collection of quantitative and qualitative 
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data. Surveys can facilitate strategies for collections of both quantitative and qualitative 
materials in closed questionnaires and open-ended interviews respectively, and these 
appropriately integrated subsequently. Adopted Survey Method justifies research’s aim and 
objectives as well as afford due considerations to limited resources. 
4.5.2 Data Collection Instruments 
Data collection instruments refer to devices used in data collection, such as questionnaire or 
computer assisted interviewing system needed to answer research question (Passel, Van 
Hook and Bean, 2010). Farrell et al. (2017) contend that reliable and efficient instruments are 
critical to conducting research and achieving their aims. Depending on research, instruments 
can include documents review, observation, questioning (questionnaires and interviews), 
measuring, or combination of different methods. Instruments used in this study based on 
survey questioning are Questionnaire and Semi-structured Interview for Quantitative Data 
and Qualitative Data, respectively. 
4.5.3 Questionnaire Design for Quantitative Data 
Invented by Statistical Society of London in 1838, questionnaires consist of series of 
questions and other prompts for gathering information from respondents (Gault, 1907). If 
professionally designed, questionnaires enable complete and accurate collection data in 
logical flow that enables extraction of reliable conclusions to reach research goals and 
objectives. Abawi (2014) lists processes essential to creating and administering questionnaire 
as design and incorporation of study objectives, defining target respondents or sample of 
population, means of distribution, pilot testing of instruments, full roll out of questionnaires 
and results interpretations. Questionnaires collect data by asking people to respond to exactly 
matching set of questions. Often used as part of a survey strategy to collect descriptive and 
explanatory data about opinions, behaviours, and attributes with collected data normally 
coded and analysed by computer. Questionnaires have advantages over some other types of 
surveys in that they are cheap, do not require as much effort from questioner as verbal or 
interview surveys, and often have consistent answers that make it uncomplicated to compile 
data. 
Study’s Questionnaire Instrument comprises of three data parts namely: opening 
demographic classifications questions, seven-point Likert closed-ended questions dwelling 
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on three objectives of study and optional provision for open-ended remarks by respondents. 
Preceding data parts is appropriate introductory passage thanking participants for taking part, 
highlighting questionnaires’ purpose, completing instructions and approximate completion 
time. It assures participants that their anonymity and responses will be strictly confidential. 
Equally informs participants of review and approval of study by Research Ethics Committee 
of University of Bolton (UoB, 2006). Questionnaire ends with special participation 
appreciations and researcher’s contact information. Sample of instrument is at Appendix I: 
Sample of Study’s Questionnaire Instrument. The University Research Ethics Form RE1 is 
in Appendix VII. 
 
Table 4.1 Questionnaire Options for Demographic Classification (Onukwuli, 2018) 
Demographic classification questions for this study cover Gender, Age Bracket, State of 
Origin, Religious Faith, Qualification and Employment typologies. Questionnaire provided 
options for participants to tick taxonomy associated to them and there is option of prefer not 
to say for all profile questions. Table 4. 1 shows option provided in study questionnaire. 
Gender type options are Male, Female and Prefer not to say. Age Bracket consists of 18 to 
35-year-old or Millennials, also known as Generation Y, 36 to 55-year-old or Generation X, 
above 55 years made up of mostly Baby Boomers Generation and few Silent Generation and 
Prefer not to say. Kindly state and Prefer not to say options used for State of Origin because 
of numerous numbers of states in Nigeria, which is thirty-six plus one Federal Capital 
Territory all subsumed within six geo-political structure. Options for Religious Faith is 
limited to Christianity, Islam, Traditional Religion, Others and Prefer not to say. Owing to 
use of quota sampling, qualification of participants was limited to O level, Degree Holders, 
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Professional Membership and Prefer not to say. In addition, options for Employment namely 
Public, Private, Student, Unemployed and Prefer not to say. 
Closed-ended questions dwelling on study objectives are ten in number for each of three 
objectives of study. Seven-point Likert differential scale items adopted for each question to 
obtain good measurements and maximise potentials for analysis. This seven-point scale is in 
line with suggestions by Fink (1995) for odd number scale, which allows for middle or neutral 
option. Scale here corresponds to qualitative descriptors of Strongly Disagree, Disagree, 
Slightly Disagree, Neutral, Slightly Agree, Agree and Strongly Agree. Qualitative descriptors 
converted to quantitative number scores with coding reference allocated on a range of 0, 1, 
2,3,4,5 and 6 respectively. These number codes not made visible or known to participants to 
lessen bias and encourage rating of questions purely on their qualitative dispositions. 
There is provision for open-ended bespoke comments and individual perspectives after closed 
questions. This aims at eliciting open and voluntary qualitative responses from participants 
that will aid further insights and richer discussions. Essence also was to gather sneak preview 
of qualitative data for this study. However, expectation was not to obtain long essay type 
answers, as questionnaires are not methods for such but qualitative data collection through 
interviews. Interviews conducted as main qualitative data collection technique for study, and 
afterwards convergently combined with data from questionnaires. Ticking of appropriate 
boxes adopted to speed up completion of questionnaire as well as care taken to questions are 
conversational and exhaustive. 
Figure 4. 16 Progress from Title, Aim, Objectives to Closed Questions adapted from Farrell 
et al. (2017) demonstrates how multiple-closed questions used to test each objective can lead 
up to study objectives and build-up to its aim, eventually justifying research title within 
purview of quantitative paradigm of MMR. Specific objectives, which are to determine and 
rank cultural themes that underpinned promulgation of LUA, establish if Governors’ powers 
of revocation under LUA comply with best practices in compulsory purchase and determine 
if Governors’ applications of revocation powers under LUA stem or hinder sustainable land 
administration will at end help provide explanatory context for prime intention of study. 
As its title indicates, Figure 4. 16 relates to only closed questions and open questions for the 
qualitative phase is not included. Therefore, it does not portray the study’s entire model. 
However, what it tried to denote and demonstrate is how a study can start with its strategic 
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aim and progress through to its tactical objectives then to how such goals are buoyed by 
variables or operational measurement tools. Variables are facets that are not consistent and 
liable on a graduated system. They form bases of measurements for key performance indices, 
which fulfils the measurable arm of research objective’s SMART prerequisite enunciated by 
Drucker (1955) and Doran (1981). However, Figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13 display complete 
structure of study’s Follow-up Explanatory Sequential MMR Design Framework. 
 
Figure 4.16 Progress from Title, Aim, Objectives to Closed Questions (Onukwuli, 2018) 
4.5.4 Questionnaire Management 
With questionnaire design completed, next stage is questionnaire management, which for this 
study comprises of pilot of testing questionnaire, determination of sample size, selection of 
sampling technique, and questionnaire administration. Bowling, A. (2005) infers that mode 
of questionnaire administration has biasing effects and important implications for research 
methodology, validity of results, and for soundness of public policy emanating therefrom. In 
addition, ability to obtain suitable data depends on gaining access to appropriate sources, 
which influences response rate and in turn research outcomes. It follows; therefore, that 




4.5.4.1 Pilot Testing of Questionnaire 
Goal of pilot testing is to refine questionnaires so that respondents will have little difficulties 
completing them. Bell (1999) maintains that no matter how constrained for time, researcher 
must pilot test questionnaires, as there is no way of knowing their efficacy without trial runs. 
Number of pilot tests will depend on research questions, objectives of research, size of 
research project, available time, and money resources. However, extremely large 
questionnaire surveys as national polls should have numerous field trials, starting with 
individual questions and working up to larger and more rigorous pilots of later drafts. On 
other hand, for smaller-scale questionnaires, it is improbable to have enough financial or time 
resources for extensive field trials. Saunders, et al., (2009) advice that a pilot of ten should 
be minimum number for most questionnaire surveys. 
Number of questionnaires used for pilot testing was eighteen made up of three instruments 
per one chosen city in each geo-political zone to give breadth and versatility. Cities used for 
pilot testing were Enugu, Port Harcourt, Ibadan, Lokoja, Bauchi and Kaduna in Southeast, 
Southsouth, Southwest, Northcentral, Northeast, and Northwest, respectively. Study selected 
these cities based on security, reliable telephone network and good transportation system. 
Responses and feedbacks from these pilots aided further modifications of questionnaire 
instrument. In addition, they facilitated drafting of covering or introductory paragraph and 
observed reactions helped with determination completion time, which is approximately about 
twenty minutes. They also help with streamlining of completing instructions, re-clarification 
of ambiguous questions, and inclusion of further assurances on confidentiality and anonymity 
as well as guarantees that questionnaire instrument is fit for purpose. 
4.5.4.2 Determination of Sample Size 
For some small studies, it is conceivable to collect information from every possible case or 
group member; this is termed a census. For most studies, however, it is beyond bounds of 
possibility to collect all data available owing to restrictions of time, money and often access. 
Sample is part of population that helps in drawing inferences about population. An 
appropriate sample size is required for validity and accuracy of results. If sample size is too 
small, it will not yield valid results and small sample size will be questionable. On other hand, 
if unnecessarily large it will be unwieldy and result in waste of money and time. 
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Sampling, thus, reduces considerably amounts of data by considering only subgroups rather 
than all possible cases or entire population. Nonetheless, for sampling to provide valid 
alternative to census and make useful inferences about a population, sample size has to be 
suitable and appropriate. In general, larger sample sizes deliver increased precision or 
increased reflection of population. Mathematical and statistics theories like law of large 
numbers and central limit theorem prove this phenomenon. They show that the larger the 
absolute size of sample, the more closely its distribution will be to normal distribution and 
thus the more robust its outcomes. Stutely (2003) insist that a minimum sample size of 30 
provides useful criterion for statistical analyses, as it is threshold for mean that is very close 
to normal distribution. 
 
Table 4.2“Optimal” Sample Sizes for Different Population Sizes (DeVaus, 2002) 
In general, for any given confidence level, greater sample size yields smaller confidence 
interval. However, relationships are not linear, for instance doubling sample size does not 
halve confidence interval. After a while, increases in precision for larger sample sizes become 
increasingly minimal or even non-existent and added sample sizes can result to systematic 
errors. In same token, minimum sample sizes needed for larger and larger population sizes 
flatlines ultimately. An expert software system like Ex-Sample™ calculates minimum sample 
size required for different statistical analyses. For instance, numbers at Table 4.2 show that 
minimum sample sizes at 95 percent confidence level remained almost same for population 
sizes of ranging from 25,000 through 10,000,000 to 264,000,000, referred to in this study as 
optimal minimum sample size. 
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Implication is that optimal minimum sample size would suffice for different ranges of very 
large population sizes. It may no longer be important to know exact size of population as 
impact of absolute sample size on margin of error decreases considerably for larger sample 
sizes. It is for this reason that DeVaus (2002) contends that many market research companies 
limit their optimal samples’ sizes to approximately 2000. Conversely, the smaller the optimal 
sample size then to far lesser extent smaller the relative proportion of total population 
sampled the greater the margin of error. 
Adopting entire Nigerian population, which CIA (2018) puts at over 180 million as study 
population; sample size for 95 percent confidence level between 4.5 percent and 4.0 percent 
degree of accuracy or margin of error would between 474 and 600 based on Table 
4.2“Optimal” Sample Sizes for Different Population Sizes (DeVaus, 2002). A hundred per 
cent response rate is improbable; therefore, administered instruments needed to be larger to 
ensure completed instruments would be within needed sample size bracket after discounted 
for those not returned. For this reason, study chose an upper limit 720-sample size 
prearranged at 120 for each of six geopolitical zone. With overall response rate envisaged at 
between seventy and seventy-five percent, optimal minimum sample size will then be 
between 504 and 540, which suffices for desired confidence level and margin of error for 
population size of 180 million. 
4.5.4.3 Selection of Sampling Technique 
Sampling techniques provide methods that enable reduction of amount of data sought from 
all subgroups rather than data from all possible cases. There are two main types of Sampling 
Techniques, namely:  
a) Probability Sampling: Here chance or probability is equal for all cases within population 
and is often associated with survey and experimental research strategies. There are many 
types of techniques here and they include Simple Random, Systematic, Stratified Random 
and Cluster Sampling. 
b) Non-Probability Sampling: Here probability of each case is unknown, and it may not be 
very accurate in addressing research questions or making statistical inferences about 
population. It is most suited for case studies and they include Convenience, Quota, 
Purposive, Snowball and Self-Selection Sampling. Figure 4. 17 shows diagrammatic 
illustration of various sampling techniques. 
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Selection of sampling technique depends on research questions and objectives, those that 
entail statistical analyses require probability sampling, while those that do not may do with 
non-probability sampling techniques. However, available resources influence adoption of 
sampling technique. If there is financial and time constraint, studies could adopt non-
probability sampling. Another great influence on choice of technique is availability of a 
sampling frame, as probability sampling requires some form of it. Therefore, where it is not 
possible to construct a sampling frame, only option becomes non-probability technique 
(Saunders et al., 2009). 
 
Figure 4.17 Various Sampling Techniques (Saunders et al., 2009) 
For this study, there were limitations on financial and time resources, and it was not feasible 
to construct a sampling frame. Therefore, study had to resort to non-probability sampling. In 
other to ameliorate or curb adverse effect non-probability sampling technique might have on 
accuracy of statistical analyses, research had to adopt Quota sampling as most appropriate 
technique. It is entirely non-random, and a non-probabilistic version of stratified sampling 
based on premise that variability in sample for various quota variables is like population. It 
is comparatively less costly, can be set up very quickly, does not require sampling frame and 
suitable for large population (Saunders et al., 2009). 
As with stratified probability sampling, non-probabilistic quota sampling used in this study 
divided population into a series of relevant strata and subgroups to ensure that sample is most 
likely to be representative of population. Getting a representative sample is not very easy and 
indeed achieving perfect or absolute mirror sample is not possible. This study acknowledges 
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this and has put some tactics in place to ensure reasonable representative sample. First was 
to have wide geographical spread for data collection. Study collected data from six 
Geopolitical Zones of Nigeria in a representative manner to give sought spread with three 
States chosen within each Zone and one major city selected for each state. Table 4.3 shows 
States and Cities in Geo-Political Zones used for questionnaire administration. 
Next tactics was to segment population into mutually exclusive sub-groups, just as in 
Stratified Sampling. Segments or quotas used as shown in Table 4. 1 include calibrations for 
Gender, Age Bracket, State of Origin, Religious Faith, Qualification and Employment Status. 
Thereafter, study made judgements on number of cases to select from each segment based on 
specified proportions especially with Nigerian Demographics shown in Appendix VI Figure 
b, Appendix VI Figure c and Appendix VI Figure d. Gender restricted to just male and female 
because of local legislations against Homosexuality and Trans gendering with proportion 
taken at par. Afterwards, high proportion of Prefer Not to Say meant that there were 
distortions to original intentions of parity or equality on face value. These quotas in place 
meant that experienced field staff who administered questionnaires knew at outset cases to 
target and pursue but only at their discretion and good judgement. 
Purposive or non-random selection of cases within designated segments, therefore, makes 
this technique non-probability sampling. In addition, proficient staff used for instrument 
administration may have used fortuitous sampling to save time, which might have made 
samples also defective. Non-random element is source of uncertainty about nature of actual 
sample and quota sampling. Hence, advantages and disadvantages of quota versus probability 
samples have continued to be controversial (Fao.org, 2018). Some statisticians hold quota 
technique unreliable and prone to bias; others think that although clearly less sound 
theoretically than probability sampling, can great in certain circumstances. While good 
majority believe that, with adequate safeguards, it is exceptionally reliable and extra costs of 
probability sampling not worthwhile. Hence, study adopted Quota Sampling for 
judiciousness and administrative convenience. 
4.5.4.4 Questionnaire Administration 
Neuman (2013) asserts that response rates for postal surveys is between 10 and 40 per cent, 
50 and 70 per cent for delivery and collection, and up to 90 per cent for face-to-face method. 
Saunders, et al., (2009) explain that implication of low responses associated with postal 
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surveys is an indication of respondents’ questionnaire fatigue. Thus, study chose face-to-face 
questionnaire administration because of its high response rate and augmented it with delivery 
and collection method for practical reasons. Desirable as face-to-face method maybe it is 
usually not very feasible to get respondents to complete questionnaires on spot hence study 
had to complement it with delivery and collection method. 
 
Table 4.3 Geopolitical Zone, States and Towns for Questionnaires (Onukwuli, 2018) 
Study adopted these administration modes also due to specialist nature of information 
required as well as chosen sampling elicited quota distribution of instruments as respondents 
intentionally sought. In this wise, only face-to-face, delivery, and collection methods will be 
appropriate for collection of required data.  In addition, study’s location does lend itself to 
difficulties with internet or online survey, as internet coverage is rather limited and unreliable 
within broad area of study. In same vein, technical knowhow on usage of internet and 
information technology is below par and generally below average. For these reasons, use of 
electronic or internet distribution was clearly out of question. As noted, postal survey has 
incredibly low response rates, however, it is also not an option in study area. Government 
owned NIPOST is unreliable with deliveries. Conversely, private courier companies that 
offer better services are very exorbitant and pricey. 
Nigeria is remarkably large country, which is approximately four times size of Great Britain. 
Therefore, it is almost impossible for researcher to collect data personally from all six 
geopolitical zones of country. Accordingly, researcher had to employ services of 
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knowledgeable and experienced field workers with local insight, recommended by respective 
local branches of Nigerian Bar Association (NBA) as well as Nigerian Institution of Estate 
Surveyors and Valuers (NIESV). In view of lean financial resources, study limited field 
workers used to only one per state and in same manner dispensing of questionnaires restricted 
to only one major town per state. State Capitals of various states surveyed became obvious 
choice except in Anambra and Delta States where major towns are Onitsha and Warri 
correspondingly as shown in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.4 Analysis of Completed Questionnaires by Zone and States (Onukwuli, 2018) 
As indicated, study pegged administering a total of 720 questionnaires in final survey, which 
translates to targeted sample size of 120 per geopolitical zone or 40 questionnaires per state. 
Study meticulously briefed experienced field workers on aim, objectives of study and 
importance of dispensing questionnaires purposively within reasonable parameters of agreed 
and apportioned stratified quota segments. This includes trying to achieve gender balance, 
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religious balance, more emphasis on respondents within 18 to 35-year-old or Millennials 
taking due cognizance on employment structure as reflection of overall population. 
Subsequently, only 526 respondents of 720 contacted, completed and returned their survey 
forms. This translates to success rate of 73 percent, which is above projected 50 to 70 per 
cent for delivery and collection method noted at 4.5.4.4 Questionnaire Administration. In 
addition, 526 is within sample size of 474 to 600 needed for 95 percent confidence level for 
entire Nigerian population based on Table 4.2“Optimal” Sample Sizes for Different 
Population Sizes (DeVaus, 2002). 
Table 4. 4 shows breakdown of completed and returned questionnaire survey forms for by 
zones, states, and cities. This reveals that Southeast Zone recorded highest rate of returns 
with 83 percent and Northeast with lowest at 41 percent, which may be attributable to security 
challenges as Boko Haram insurgency has its epicentre within the Zone. In addition, Onitsha 
in Anambra State achieved highest for city and state with 90 percent and Damaturu in Yobe 
State with lowest at just 28 percent. 
 
Figure 4.18 Success Rate for Return of Questionnaires by Zones (Onukwuli, 2018) 
Survey similarly produced reasonable size of Prefer not to says, which accounted for almost 
10 percent of entire returned survey forms. This amount is comparatively high but within 
range that its effect will be minimal to Survey Analysis. Figure 4. 20 further distils and 




4.5.5 Interview Format 
Kahn and Cannell (1983) reveal that interviews are objective discussions or conversations, 
which use questions to elicit valid and reliable data relevant to research questions and 
objectives in qualitative research. Interview differs from focus groups, where interviewer 
questions a group and observes ensuing dialogue; or survey, which is more anonymous and 
limits respondents to range of predetermined answer choices. Saunders, et al., (2009) detail 
that typology commonly used in interviews are formal and structured with standardised 
questions or informal and unstructured or between in intermediate semi-structured position. 
Each form of interview outlined here has distinct purpose. Usually structured, semi-structured 
and unstructured interviews are for quantitative analysis, qualitative analysis, and case study 
strategy respectively (King, 2004). 
As noted in 4.5.2 Data Collection Instruments, this study, which is Explanatory Sequential 
MMR Design used semi-structured interview for qualitative data collection as recommended 
by King (2004). Semi-structured interviews facilitate understanding of relationships between 
revealed variables and further explain emerged themes from questionnaire results. Thus, they 
help validate findings thrown up from questionnaire surveys. They not only reveal whats and 
hows but more importantly also emphasis whys (Wass and Wells, 1994). Key points for 
consideration in interview format are, therefore, consistency, fitness and relevance of 
methods used in data collection to research questions and objectives of study. 
Study concluded that controlled open-ended interview questions in semi-structured style 
would best deliver data that will answer research questions and accomplish research 
objectives. Open-ended questions offer latent advantage for obtaining information due to 
their flexibility and responsive interaction that permits probing for in-depth meaning. In this 
regard, face-to-face basis should ordinarily produce optimal results for semi-structured 
interviews as interviewer could observe nuances, facial expressions, and body languages of 
interviewees for more in-depth data collection and comprehensive understanding. Although, 
very effective, this type of interview is costly and time consuming both in terms of scheduling 
and travels to meet respondents in person. 
Accordingly, study could not use face-to-face as it was not possible and practicable due to 
vast geographical distances sample locations as shown in Figure 1.2. In alternative, study 
adopted hybrid between telephone and internet survey in form of video telephone interview. 
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Specific version of this hybrid application used is Mobile Phone’s WhatsApp® Video Calling 
Application. Since its launch in 2009, this application has belatedly caught up and surpassed 
number of rivals, including Facebook’s Messenger, Skype, Apple’s FaceTime, Viber, LINE 
and Google’s Duo. It currently provides reliable and cheap end-to-end encryption messaging, 
audio, and video services to its over two billion active users worldwide as of 2020 on 
Android, iOS, KaiOS, Mac OS, Windows, and web-based platforms. 
WhatsApp® Video Call Application services are virtually available to everyone, not just those 
who can afford most expensive new phones or those in countries with best cellular networks. 
WhatsApp® is ubiquitous in Nigeria and country’s erratic 4G Network supports it very well, 
thus, making it application of choice for interviews. This hybrid format offers many 
advantages, firstly as already noted, it is very cost effective and convenient to use as most 
people have access to it. However, more importantly conversations can practically take place 
anywhere without need for computer with webcam, microphone, speakers, and fast internet 
connections required by internet video conferencing. 
Unfortunately, WhatsApp® does not have capability for call or video recordings because it 
operates ephemeral messaging software, which means that it does not keep communication 
records sent through its platform. However, voice calls can be captured by relying on third-
party applications. There are numerous recording applications that are available, but none is 
endorsed by WhatsApp®. Study adopted Call Recorder® for WhatsApp®, which is very 
dependable and records audio in MP3 digital format. MP3 format is compatible with standard 
audio transcribers like Google Docs®, Dragon Dictation®, Evernote®, and Voice Assistant®. 
Study used Google Docs® for Android, which is not only reliable but freely available. 
These transcribers or virtual assistants work with voice recognition, which automatically 
transcribes interviews. Their delivery may not be sublime, but they do reduce workload for 
researchers who then just manually edit. Therefore, they support and do not entirely replace 
researcher, who must always be in loop. WhatsApp®, hence, offers productivity and 
efficiency, flexibility as well as great option for remote interviewing. It delivers lower costs, 
lesser time on interview preparations and non-verbal communications unlike audio-only 




4.5.6 Interview Dispensation 
Interview questions were around research questions’ three thematic areas, namely cultural 
themes, revocation powers and sustainable land administration, which fitted correspondingly 
to OB1, OB2 and OB3. There were five questions per theme thereby giving fifteen questions 
in all. Sample of Interview Format with themes and questions is at Appendix IV: Semi-
Structured Interview Guide. To facilitate replicability, identical controlled open-ended 
questions in semi-structured style with minor adjustments used for each interviewee. This not 
only aided faster interviews but also expedited transcription, data coding, comparison, and 
analysis. 
Piloting for interview is integral and useful process of conducting qualitative research. It 
helps with general feel of how definitive interviews will go as it highlights possible problems 
and braces study for improvisations. Questionnaire field staff identified and made prior 
contacts with those that participated in pilot interviews. These pilots helped refine and 
reshape interview questions and their layout. They also helped inform study that many 
interviewees did not have luxury of time to spare and as such may be unwilling to participate 
in long interviews. With this knowledge, study trimmed initial interview timing estimates, 
which on average took up to an hour to just about thirty-five minutes. 
Hence, prior to this, study piloted interviews in three cities, namely Ibadan, Enugu, and 
Kaduna in Southwest, Southeast and Northwest respectively with assistance of Mobile 
Phone’s WhatsApp® Video Call Application. Study ensured that selected participants were 
with area with strong 4G mobile networks as video calling on Android, is available only on 
Android 4.1+. Poor or improperly configured connection will result in poor video output and 
audio quality, which is inimical to study. 
As in questionnaire administration, interview dispensations were in all six geo-political zones 
to ensure variability of collected data, which makes for better acceptance and greater 
reliability. However, due to time and financial constraints, study limited and conducted only 
two interviews per each of eighteen cities used for questionnaires as shown in Table 4.3. This 
translates to three cities per geo-political zone and gives a total number of 36 controlled open-
ended interviews in semi-structured style for study. Study made efforts to increase variability 
by trying to ensure fair representation in each demographic category. 
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As shown in Table 6 5 Demographic Details of Interview Respondents as well as in Appendix 
V: Transcripts of Semi-Structured Interviews, there are five demographic categories namely, 
Gender, Age, Religion, Qualification and State. In gender classification, available choice was 
binary, male, or female, with male having 23 and female 13 owing largely to restrictive access 
to female participants in Northern parts of Nigeria. Age group was also twofold with 18-35 
years getting 15 and 36-55 producing 21, probably due to latter category being more 
concerned about impact of LUA on their lives. Qualification category was as well binary, and 
respondents fairly split with degree holders and professional people having 19 and 17, 
respectively. Respondents across state demographics were constant at two for each state. 
Finally, religion classification was also binary, and respondents were equal at 18 for both 
Christian and Islam. 
To combat probable participants’ vulnerability feelings, which will influence quality of 
information, study used first five minutes before substantive discussion as recommended by 
Saunders et al. (2009) to thank interviewee for participation. Study used this opening period 
to explain purpose of research, summarise themes to be covered, and reiterate interviewee’s 
confidentiality and anonymity. In addition, study briefed participant on estimated time of 
interview, reminded them that they could decline answering any question, and requested 
permission to have electronic recording of interview. 
Study considered issues of possible bias, which reduces information reliability and ensured 
that phrasing of questions was clear and neutral tone of voice deployed in asking questions. 
It is not possible to eliminate all biases, however, study made efforts at improving 
trustworthiness of data by following best approaches. Likewise, study recognised that 
interviewer is part of data measurement instrument and should be able to deliver up to date 
interviewing techniques. In addition, study tried to avoid use of technical jargons and linked 
most questions to real life issues. As suggested by Seidman (1998) study challenged itself on 
use of appropriate language, none-leading questioning, paying due attention to listening as 
well as testing and summarising understanding aided by automatic transcriptions. 
4.5.7 Problems Encountered with Data Collections 
Study encountered some problems with data collection especially during questionnaire 
administration. Predominant problem was unwillingness and even outright refusal of many 
potential respondents approached to participate or complete questionnaires for no justifiable 
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reason. Others complained about survey forms being very lengthy. Study had problems 
getting some targeted interviewees creating time out of their busy schedules to complete 
survey. Some respondents demanded more time to study questionnaires before they can 
respond thereby entailing repeated checkups by field staff, which increased administrative 
overheads. There were issues of some respondents demanding convenient spaces that will 
enable them concentrate and complete survey forms and some even demanding gratifications 
before they could volunteer to participate. 
Study also had to grapple and contend with lack of required knowledge, provision of 
incomplete information, and exhibition of outright bias by some interviewees. Others were 
unwilling to disclose their demographic classification and some avoided questions by stating 
prefer not to say. While many others declared that, they were not very conversant with 
provisions of LUA and as such could participate in survey. Equally, there were also 
complications of some engaged field staff expressing fatigue and downheartedness and other 
complaining of low remuneration. Study responded by supporting as well as motivating 
employed field staff morally and financially. In addition, study had oversight and control in 
place through constant verification to ensure accuracy of collected data. As mark of gratitude, 
study gave out generic modular felt pens to respondents that completed questionnaires, which 




5.0 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
5.1 Overview 
Aim of qualitative analysis is to convey meaning to unrefined and unprocessed data. Thus, 
there was need to process and analyse these data in order to extract usable information. 
Study’s quantitative analysis thereby advanced all processes, procedures and assumptions 
outlined in 4.5.1 Survey as Data Collection Approach, 4.5.2 Data Collection Instruments, and 
4.5.3 Questionnaire Design for Quantitative Data and Management. Saunders et al. (2009) 
reveal that quantitative analysis uses techniques such as graphs, charts, and statistics to 
provide explanation, description as well as help in examination of relationships and dataset 
trends. Information emanating from data analysis assist in answering research questions and 
meeting research objectives. Farrell et al. (2017) explain that dealing with one variable is 
descriptive statistics, whereas inferential statistics conveys relationship or link between two 
or more variables. 
Descriptive analysis looks at two characteristics of dataset: namely central tendency or 
typical value and dispersion or variability that describes extent of data departure from central 
point and from each other. Mean, median, and mode are popular measures of central 
tendency, while standard deviation, variation, range, minimum and maximum are measures 
of dispersion. On other hand, inferential analysis tries to deduce properties of population and 
uses tests such as Pearson’s Chi-square, Mann-Whitney, and Wilcoxon’s statistics. Tukey 
(1980) advocates for exploratory analysis as well and not merely descriptive and inferential 
or confirmatory analysis. Exploratory analysis emphasises use of illustrations to epitomise 
data. It differs from initial analysis, which focuses on formatting assumptions, adaptation of 
variables and data clean up. Following this, study subdivided quantitative analysis into, 
Preliminary Data Analysis (PDA), Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), Descriptive Data 
Analysis (DDA) and Inferential (IDA) Analysis. 
Quantitative analysis functions by digesting and condensing enormous and sizeable mass of 
numbers into easily remembered figures or averages. This often involve calculations that can 
be in manual or longhand with simple calculator. However, these are unsuitable for large sets 
of data as they are extremely time consuming and prone to mistakes and miscalculations due 
to sequential nature of some procedures. Fortunately, with ubiquitous presence of affordable 
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personal computers containing powerful software analytical tools, number crunching, and 
charting elements are easily conductible. Analysis software tools in use range from 
spreadsheets such as Microsoft Excel and Lotus 1–2–3™ to more advanced data management 
and statistical analysis software packages such as Minitab™, SAS™, SPSS for Windows™ 
and Statview™ as well as more specialised survey design and analysis packages like SNAP 
and Sphinx Survey (Saunders et al., 2009). Study used Microsoft Excel and SPSS for 
descriptive and inferential statistics, respectively. 
5.2 Preliminary Data Analysis (IDA) 
Preliminary Data Analysis (IDA) focuses on making assumptions and setting required 
parameters for model fitting, objectives measurement and hypotheses testing, as well as 
constructing data matrix, handling missing values and making needed variables 
transformations. As noted in 1.5.1 Aim, this study examines if Governors’ powers of 
revocation under LUA hinders sustainable land administration in Nigeria. To find meaning 
to this conundrum or poser, study building on secondary data from literature review and 
preliminary research advanced three specific research questions, whose answers will help 
fulfil research objectives. Farrell et al. (2017) concur and reveal that study title, and aim rest 
on research questions, objectives and hypotheses should replicate one another. In addition, 
research problems properly articulated throw up valid questions, which sets scene for explicit 
research objectives. 
Research questions provide vital guides for choice of methodology, methods, sample, sample 
size, data collection instrument and importantly data analysis techniques (Lipowski, 2008). 
It follows, therefore, that research objectives are integrable part of research questions. Farrell 
et al. (2017) recommend close pairing or matching of research questions with research 
objectives. Section 1.5.2 Research Questions lists three research questions with their 
concurrently matched research objectives at 1.5.3 Objectives. Objectives are concrete 
statements exemplifying what study is trying to achieve, therefore, are specific actions that 
delineates its structure. As articulated by Drucker (1955) and Doran (1981) these objectives 
must be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timely (SMART). From rule of 
thumb, these objectives meet SMART requirements. However, there should be proper 
measurements to formally response to queries they pose. 
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Data collection and analysis is measurement of study objectives. Farrell et al. (2017) maintain 
that valid measurement tools may exist; however, a study could innovatively design its own 
parameters and robustly pilot them to ensure reliability. This study, hence, forged and created 
its measurement criteria or parameters based on distilled data from secondary findings and 
encapsulated literature review. Measurement criteria derived not seriatim from 2.4 
Sustainable Land Administration, 2.5 Due Process in Revocation Powers, and 3.2 Chronicle 
and Odyssey of LUA’s Promulgation. As well as from 3.3 Themes Underpinning LUA’s 
Promulgation and 3.9 Abuse of Revocation Powers by Governors. 
 
Table 5.1 Codes for Demographic Classifications Based on Table 4. 1 
Study used Survey Method for quantitative data collection owing to nature of required data 
and Questionnaire Survey Forms as data instrument. Demographic classifications in Survey 
Forms cover Gender, Age Bracket, State of Origin, Religious Faith, Qualification and 
Employment typologies as shown Table 4. 1. Based on this, study coded Demographic 
Classifications on as shown in Table 5. 1. These are independent variables (IV) measured on 
nominal scale. However, substantive part of Survey Forms contains ten closed-ended 
questions in multiple-item scale choices for each Study Objective. Each question represents 
measurement criterion or parameter on seven-point ordinal scale. This allowed participants 
to make judgement and air opinions on all survey measures or gauges. Study adopted just ten 
closed-ended questions per objective for sake of convenience, uniformity, and ease of 
analysis. 
Multiple-item scale with different criteria has advantage of improving anecdotal and 
subjective responses of survey respondents as it endeavours to address each attribute from 
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different perspective. Therefore, for each sub-category, all respondents had opportunity of 
expressing their opinion or score based on this seven-point Likert differential ordinal scale 
mentioned in 4.5.3 Questionnaire Design for Quantitative Data. These correspond to Strongly 
Disagree, Disagree, Slightly Disagree, Neutral, Slightly Agree, Agree and Strongly Agree 
with coding reference of 0, 1, 2,3,4,5 and 6 respectively, which throw-up dependent variable 
(DV) on ordinal scale. There are some arguments that seven-point Likert differential scale 
should be on continuous rather than ordinal scale because of increased choices that it offers, 
however, predominant view is for ordinal (Laerd, 2018). 
As noted, these number codes not visible or known to participants to lessen bias and 
encourage rating of questions on purely qualitative dispositions. Anchoring coding reference 
for adopted seven-point Likert differential scale at zero rather than one gives series of 0, 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 instead of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. This provides opportunity to have 0 to 6 scale 
rather 1 to 7, which is easier to convert to percentages. Therefore, highest total score 
participant can tally is 6 and 60 for each category and each objective respectively, and 
contrarily lowest zero both for each question and for objective. Schedule of questions and 
categories used for measuring study objectives are as follows: 
1) Objective 1: To determine and rank cultural themes that underpinned promulgation of 
LUA. 
Survey Question 1 (Q1): To what extent do you agree or disagree that following cultural 
themes underpinned promulgation of LUA? 
a) To reduce cost of land acquisition. 
b) To make land easily accessible to Government. 
c) To curtail inflationary trend caused by Oil Boom of early 1970s. 
d) To end land racketeering and incessant legal tussle over land. 
e) To make land available to all citizens on social justice consideration. 
f) To unify of land laws in Southern Nigeria with those of Northern Nigeria. 
g) To replicate powers of Caliphs or Emirs over land in State Governors. 
h) To maintenance of imperial interest of Northern Hegemons. 
i) To ensure better and more sustainable land administration. 
j) To make Nigerian land laws comply with Islamic concept of land. 
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2) Objective 2: To establish how Governors’ Powers of revocation under LUA comply with 
best practices in compulsory purchase. 
Survey Question 2 (Q2): To what extent do you agree or disagree with following 
statements regarding how Governors’ Powers of revocation under LUA comply with best 
practices in Compulsory Purchase? 
a) Provides safeguards against adverse taking of property. 
b) Instructs that land takings be for public purposes only. 
c) Guarantees just and fair compensation payment to disposed right holders. 
d) Insists on compliance with due process before revocation. 
e) Encourages stakeholders’ participation in acquisition process. 
f) Warrants fair and transparent revocation cum forfeiture practices.  
g) Affords appropriate advice and adequate help to right holders. 
h) Authorises owners’ negotiation on and challenge to compensation payable. 
i) Advocates compensation payment before take-over or eviction. 
j) Recommends keeping acquired land at barest needed minimum. 
3) Objective 3: To determine if Governors’ applications of revocation powers under LUA 
have acceptable sustainable credentials. 
Survey Question 3 (Q3): To what extent do you agree or disagree with following 
statements regarding how Governors’ application of revocation powers under LUA 
contributes to sustainable land administration? 
a) Governors consult Land Use and Allocation Committees as required by LUA. 
b) Governors support inclusive plans for sustainable types of land uses. 
c) Governors ensure equitable access to land by all citizens. 
d) Governors adhere to public purpose requirements. 
e) Governors ensure protection of women and minority rights. 
f) Governors pursue social and economic land needs of people. 
g) Governors guarantee that land acquisition is at barest minimum. 
h) Governors ensure that eviction is with compensation payments. 
i) Governors operate devoid of narrow political considerations. 




Farrell et al. (2017) uphold that study objectives form bastion for all parts of study and their 
measurements properly defined. In this study, calibration for objectives’ independent 
parameters is ordinal, while those of ancillary demographic variables categorical. Fink (1995) 
supports using ordinal coding reference for qualitative inclination as is here and treating them 
as numeric data, while many other statisticians disagree and consider it inappropriate, as 
distances between scale points are at best intuitive. Prominent in this category is Stevens 
(1946) who observed that psychological measurement, such as measurement of opinions that 
operates on ordinal scales, have means and standard deviations with no validity. However, 
Stevens (1946) supports using them to generate ideas on operationalisation of used 
questionnaire variables. Therefore, this study considers it a justified compromise to convert 
qualitative judgements to ordinal or hard data for simplification and generalisation of 
analysis. Weightings are ascribable to various parameters in accordance to perceived 
importance or significance. However, this study did not apply weightings to measurement 
parameters. 
With fundamentals sorted, study prepared data matrix embedded in Microsoft Excel 
Worksheets. From here, it was possible to copy data to SPSS for additional analyses. Excel 
software contains algorithms that check data for obvious errors when entered. Despite this, 
study was slow, meticulous, and detailed in manually transferring coded data from 
Questionnaire Survey Forms to Excel Worksheets, as it was utterly imperative for their 
accurate capture. Having errors can be precarious, as they lead to incorrect results and false 
conclusions. However careful, there will be some errors especially for large datasheets and 
missing data most common. Study recorded some few missing data. Bryman and Cramer 
(1994) suggest discarding completely any participant’s responses if missing values are up to 
ten percent of total. Recorded missing data were all under ten percent of individual responses 
and therefore included based on averages of other related figures. 
5.3 Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) 
Tukey (1977) endorsed use of Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), as first step, towards 
analysing datasets. EDA involves mostly use of graphics and to lesser extent, tables to 
condense main characteristics of dataset, as it can be overwhelming deriving insights from 
large array of numbers like 5,260 primary entries for each study’s objective. EDA aids study 
in having firm grip of data structure from outset. This assists data acquaintance before formal 
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analysis. Saunders et al. (2009) opine that EDA provides flexibility that helps with 
introduction of fortuitous analyses to respond to new findings and aids outliers’ detection. 
EDA can be either univariate or multivariate. Univariate analysis with single variable just 
describes data and finds existing patterns, while multivariate analysis deals with causes and 
relationships. 
Generally, EDA looks at measures of central tendency and as well, as measures of dispersion. 
Measures of central tendency or central location attempt to get single value or typical value 
describes a dataset by virtue its central position and includes mean, median and mode. 
Measures of dispersion indicate spread of dataset or extent stretch or squeeze of distribution. 
Common examples of measures of statistical dispersion are variance, standard deviation, and 
interquartile range. Skewness measures probability distribution’s asymmetry of around 
mean, while kurtosis shows sharpness of frequency-distribution curve’s peak. 
Study limited its scope of enquiries on EDA on just total scores recorded by each respondent 
for all measurement criteria for three objectives. In other words, data for EDA outputs did 
not consider respective scores of measurement criteria individually. EDA depends mostly on 
statistical graphics to depict data and there are so several graphical tools and charts available. 
These include box plots, frequency polygon, histograms, probability plots, scatter diagram 
and so forth. Plethora of these graphics can make it difficult selecting appropriate types to 
use. Sparrow (1989) recommends that study’s research questions and objectives should 
influence choice with measures of central tendency and dispersion shown. It advised that 
charts and graphs in EDA be minimal and appropriate, as many will be unwieldy and 
cumbrous. Toeing accordingly, study deployed just few with emphasis on data attributes 
regarding central tendency and dispersion. 
• Mean, Median, and Mode 
• Minimum, First Quartile, Second Quartile or Median, Third Quartile and Maximum 
• Standard Deviation, Skewness, Standard Error of Skewness, and Kurtosis 
• Trends, Proportions, Distributions and Relationships 
With EDA’s protocols set, study copied matrix dataset file in Microsoft Excel, pasted on 
SPSS new data sheet, and ran descriptive and frequency analyses. With this done, SPSS threw 
up analysis output almost instantaneously showing various statistical detail like mean, 
median, mode, standard deviation, quartiles and so forth of dataset. Table 5. 2 displays SPSS 
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Generated Exploratory Statistics for OB1, OB2 and OB3. Study had to alternate between 
Excel and SPSS or Statistical Package for Social Sciences because of SPSS’s versatility and 
plethora of basic statistical functions, although not as user friendly as Microsoft Excel. 
 
Table 5.2 SPSS Generated Exploratory Statistics for OB1, OB2 and OB3. 
5.3.1 Measures of Central Tendency 
Measures of central tendency or central location attempt to get single value or typical value 
describes a dataset by virtue its central position. Classed as summary statistics, they include 
mean, median and mode. 
Mean or arithmetic mean of dataset 𝓍 with say 𝓃 items and values 𝓍1, 𝓍2, 𝓍3, … , 𝓍𝑛 is sum 
of sampled values divided by number of items in sample, denoted with formula below. This 










Table 5. 2 reveals that objectives 1, 2 and 3 with each having 526 as total number in sample, 
have means of 32.71, 20.64, and 19.27, respectively. These means represent average score 
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for all 526 or all respondents individually for each objective and they can be standardised by 
converting them to percentages. 
Percentage simply implies per hundred or score on 0-100-point scale, expressed by ‘%’ 
symbol. It is mean or arithmetic average expressed as fraction of one hundred, derived by 
total value of terms in series and divided by total by number of terms divided by maximum 
possible score for category and multiplied by hundred. Related to fractions as well as 
decimals, percentages enable prompt and valuable comparisons of information from different 
sources. Farrell et al. (2017) assert that mean or average of all respondents’ percentages is an 
extremely important statistics summary as it flags off preliminary fulfilment or non-
fulfilment of an objective with opportunity for more analysis and discussion. Percentage 
measures performance by connecting achieved result to or expressing it as part of absolute 
possible outcome. 
Corresponding percentage is recorded mean divided by total possible score for each case, 
which is 60 multiplied by 100. 
% 𝑜𝑓 𝓍 =  
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (60)
 × 100 
Converting achieved means to percentage for OB1, OB2 and OB3 is as follows: 
OB1 % 𝑜𝑓 𝓍 =
32.71
60
 × 100 or 54.51% 
OB2 % 𝑜𝑓 𝓍 =
20.64
60
 × 100 or 34.41% 
OB3 % 𝑜𝑓 𝓍 =
19.27
60
 × 100 or 32.11% 
Median is value splitting higher half from lower half of data sample or "middle" value. 
Formula for this middle number in dataset of 𝓃 numerically ordered items is (𝑛 + 1) 2⁄ . Table 
5. 2 gives media for objectives 1, 2 and 3 as 33, 19 and 16, respectively. Median often denoted 
as 𝜇½, ?̃? or 𝑀 better handles outliers and skewed data and corresponds to second quartile, 
fifth decile or fiftieth percentile. 
Mode is value with most frequent score in dataset and represented in histogram by highest 
column. Having most frequencies is not unique to any number, thus, dataset can be bimodal, 
trimodal or even multimodal. This makes mode relatively poor measure of central tendency. 
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Table 5. 2 returns mode for objectives 1, 2 and 3 as 31, 15 and 10, respectively. As recap, 
mode is best suited for nominal variables; median for ordinal, skewed interval and skewed 
ratio variables; and mean for normal interval and ratio variables. However, mean is most 
appropriate for efficiency measures, as it considers all scores. 
A chart is a graphical representation of data; where symbols denote data, such as bars in a 
bar chart, lines in a line chart, or slices in a pie chart (Jensen and Anderson, 1992). Charts 
ease understanding of large quantities of data and relationships between parts of data. They 
provide quicker appreciation of data qualities much more than their numerical summation. 
Their strength and selling point lie in visual display of data through charts and graphs 
showing relative sizes of various components in comparison to one another. Figure 5 1 gives 
graphic representation of Mean, Median, Mode and Standard Deviation for OB1, OB2 and 
OB3 in coloured-clustered column chart with error bars indicating variability of various 
results. Mode for various objectives appear to have relatively larger error bars, which is an 
indication of larger spread and more uncertainty.  
 
Figure 5.1 Mean, Median, Mode and Standard Deviation for OB1, OB2 and OB3 
A visual contrast is observable with depiction of results in Figure 5 1 and inverse chart at 
Figure 5 2, which shows OB1, OB2 and OB3’s Mean, Median, Mode and Std. Deviation. 
Error bars are understandably higher for OB1 outcomes because used broad-based 
measurement criteria of various cultural themes. Expectedly, therefore, error bar for OB1’s 
standard deviation shows larger swing meaning wider cadence from centre, an indication of 




Figure 5.2 OB1, OB2 and OB3’s Mean, Median, Mode and Std. Deviation. 
5.3.2 Measures of Dispersion 
Measure of dispersion, also termed measures of spread attempt to portray variability or 
unreliability in dataset. They help to tell typical value or measure of central tendency like 
mean represents dataset. If dispersion is small then mean is good representative, however, if 
large then there are large differences between scores and even existence of outliers. Measures 
of dispersion include range, interquartile range (IQR), variance, standard deviation; mean 
absolute difference, median absolute deviation (MAD), average absolute deviation, distance 
standard deviation and so forth. However, range, interquartile range, and standard deviation 
are most common. 
Range is difference between highest and lowest scores in a data set and, thus, simplest 
measure of dispersion. Table 5. 2 gives minimum values for OB1, OB2 and OB3 as 6, 0 and 
0 with maximum as 56, 57 and 56, respectively. This correspondingly gives range of 50, 57 
and 56. Range as measure of spread is limited, as it does not set score boundaries and it takes 
outliers in account. However, it is useful for indicating if any value crossed critical thresholds. 
Figure 5 3, which is 5-Number Summary Box Plot shows minimum and maximum scores 
excluding outliers. 
Interquartile Range (IQR) measures variability of dataset based on quartiles. Quartiles 
divide dataset into four parts as median splits it in half. Values separating quartiles termed 
first, second, and third quartiles and denoted as Q1, Q2 and Q3 respectively. IQR also mid-
spread is difference between 75th and 25th percentiles or between Q3 and Q1, which box 
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plot of dataset can illustrate. Box plots graphically depict dataset by quartiles, and they have 
lines or whiskers extending from boxes indicating maximum and minimum values excluding 
outliers. Visual spaces or sections between two parts of box as well as length of whiskers 
indicate degree of dispersion and skewness in dataset. Box plots facilitate graphic estimates 
of various L-estimators, notably interquartile range, midhinge, range, mid-range, and 
trimean. 
Table 5. 2 gives 75th percentiles or Q3 figures as 39, 30 and 29 and those of 25th or Q1 as 
27, 11 and 10 respectively for OB1, OB2 and OB3, respectively. Thus, IQR for OB1, OB2 
and OB3 are 12, 19 and 19 correspondingly. As can be seen in Figure 5 3, which shows box 
plot 5-number summary for OB1, OB2 and OB3; OB1 has five outliers namely cases 168, 
209, 231, 312 and 373 with respectively values of 8, 7, 7, 8 and 6. Outliers often reflect errors 
in data recording or data entry rather real values. Box plot can indicate if dataset is symmetric 
or skewed. A symmetric dataset shows median or Q3 roughly at middle of box, while skewed 
has median cutting box into two unequal parts. If larger part is above median, dataset has 
right skew and if below median, it has left skew. From Figure 5 3 it roughly appears that OB1 
is symmetrical as median is at middle of box, while OB2 and OB3 appear right skewed as 
larger part of box in both instances is above median line. 
 
Figure 5.3 Box Plot Showing 5-Number Summary for OB1, OB2 and OB3 
Standard deviation (SD) measures spread of dataset from its mean and it is most common 
measure of dispersion. Used when central tendency is mean in contrast to IQR for median. 
Low standard deviation indicates values close to mean; while high standard deviation 
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indicates, values spread out over wider range. Abbreviated SD and in mathematical equations 
by lower case Greek letter sigma σ, for population SD, or Latin letter s, for sample SD. It is 
square root of sum of squared deviation from mean divided by number of observations. It 
replicates variability in given dataset and square root of its variance. However, unlike 
variance, it comes in same units as dataset. Margin of error, which measures confidence in 
statistical conclusions, is a product of SD of population and inverse square root of sample 
size. It is typically about twice SD or half-width of 95 percent confidence interval (Bland and 
Altman, 1996). 
Formula for population SD (𝜎), where 𝑁 = size of population, 𝑥𝑖 = each value from 






While formula for sample SD (𝑠), where 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛 are recorded values, 𝑥, mean value of 









Table 5. 2 shows SPSS Generated Exploratory Statistics returns for sample SD (𝑠) for OB1, 
OB2 and OB3 as 8.85, 12.27 and 12.62, respectively. This shows that SDs for OB2 and OB3 
are roughly about fifty percent more than that of OB1. This means greater variability for OB2 
and OB3 scores than OB1 as SD serves measure of uncertainty. Thus, SD is vital in 
theoretical predictions and if mean of measurements is too far away from prediction with 
distances measured in SDs, then theory in question probably needs some revision or 
adjustments. 
Skewness and Kurtosis. Skewness measures asymmetry of histogram or frequency 
distribution. Histogram with normal distribution is symmetrical meaning that same amount 
of data falls on both sides of mean and will skewness of zero. Direction of skewness is tail 
and if skewness is positive, tail on right side of distribution will be longer and if negative tail 
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on left side of mean longer. In addition, larger numbers will have longer tails. Below is 








Table 5. 2, which is SPSS Generated Exploratory Statistics gives skewness for OB1, OB2 
and OB3 as -0.31, 0.44 and 0.59, respectively. This follows that OB1 has relatively small 
negative or left skewness, OB2 has positive or right skewness and OB3 has positive 
skewness, which is about thirty-four percent more than that of OB2. Frequency histogram 
produced by arranging data into class intervals helps to compare dataset spread with those of 
normal distribution. Figure 5 4 Excel Scatter Chart Histogram with Smooth Lines for OB1, 
OB2 and OB3 presents vivid visual display of this with OB1, OB2 and OB3 in blue, red and 
green, respectively. Appendix II: SPSS Generated Categorical Field Information replicates 
these distributions in distinct histograms rather than smooth lines version, but with smaller 
class intervals or bins. 
 
Figure 5.4 Excel Scatter Chart Histogram with Smooth Lines for OB1, OB2 and OB3 
On other hand, kurtosis measures combined weight of tails in relation to whole frequency 
distribution. As tails of become substantial, kurtosis value increases and vice versa. 
Histogram with normal distribution will have a kurtosis of zero. If distribution looks peaked 
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or tall and skinny, kurtosis is leptokurtic and has value greater than zero meaning large 
concentration around mean as well as lack of outliers. If distribution is flat, kurtosis is 
platykurtic, has value less than zero and indicating greater dispersion from mean as well as 








Table 5. 2 gives kurtosis values for OB1, OB2 and OB3 as 0.13, -0.56 and -0.62 
correspondingly. Thus, indicating mild leptokurtic kurtosis for OB1 and relatively larger 
platykurtic kurtosis for OB2 and OB3. Figure 5 4 gives graphic representation of this with 
OB1 in blue looking peaked or leptokurtic, and OB2 and OB3 in red and green respectively 
appearing flatter or platykurtic. 
5.4 Descriptive Data Analysis (DDA) 
Descriptive Data Analysis (DDA) aim at providing straightforward summaries about dataset, 
which may be part of initial description or part of more extensive analysis. It overlaps in 
many ways with Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA). However, major difference is while latter 
summarises main characteristics of dataset and acts as precursor to formal data modeling or 
hypothesis testing, former suffices on its own and can be just adequate for some statistical 
investigations. DDA comparable to EDA is broken down into measures of central tendency 
as well as measures of variability or spread. It provides coefficients, which can be either 
representation of entire or sample of population. Coefficient in use here for descriptive testing 
of study objectives is percentage. Larson (2006) insist that single percentage number can 
describe general performance of any course of action or level of fulfilment of any objective. 
For instance, percentage score describes students’ performance across range of their course 
experiences. 
Percentage simply implies per hundred or score on 0-100-point scale, expressed by ‘%’ symbol. 
As noted earlier, it is mean or arithmetic average expressed as fraction of one hundred, derived 
by total value of terms in series and divided by total by number of terms divided by maximum 
possible score for category and multiplied by hundred. Expressing mean as percentage helps in 
enabling universal comparative analysis and information homogeneity. Farrell et al. (2017) hold 
that mean or average of all respondents’ percentages is an extremely important statistics summary 
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as it flags off preliminary fulfilment or non-fulfilment of an objective with opportunity for more 
analysis and discussion. Percentage measures performance by connecting achieved result to or 
expressing it as part of absolute possible outcome. 
For measure of central tendencies of collected data, study focused only on mean of percentages, 
and did not use mean, median and mode, which although worked out do tell requisite story. Mean 
of percentages, therefore, used as cursory and perfunctory statistical technique for testing 
research objectives. For instance, recorded mean of percentages for objective two, which is to 
establish how Governors’ Powers of revocation under LUA comply with best practices in 
compulsory purchase, can proximately show if connected hypothesis H2: Governors’ powers of 
revocation under LUA do not comply with best practices in compulsory purchase is valid. 
To derive mean of percentages for each objective, study using Excel spreadsheet functions firstly 
made summation [=SUM (K6:T6)] of scores of each respondent then divided by 10 (ten) 
[=COUNT (K6:T6)], which is count of criteria in order to arrive at individual means or arithmetic 
averages [=V6/U6]. These means converted to percentages by dividing each by maximum 
possible score, which is 6 (six) on used scale and multiplied by 100 (one hundred) to arrive at 
each respondent’s percentage [=W6/6*100]. Mean of percentages [=W532/6*100] for each study 
objective obtained by summation of all respondents’ percentages divided by 526, which is total 
number of respondents. Preliminary analysis and presentation of central tendency statistics 
accordingly follow hereunder. 
5.4.1 Objective 1 DDA’s Results 
Figure 5 5 displays Excel Snip for mean of percentages for Objective 1 with delivered result of 
54.51%, which apparently is mundane performance. However, its purpose is to determine and 
rank cultural themes that underpinned promulgation of LUA. These themes identified in literature 
especially at Section 3.3 Themes Underpinning LUA’s Promulgation, however, Figure 5 6 
reconfirms and ranks these themes in hierarchy of significance in clustered bar chart. Replication 
of Caliphs or Emirs’ powers over land in State Governors with 68.35% came out as most 
importance theme, followed by making Nigerian land laws comply with Islamic concept of land 
with 68.25% in second place and then unifying land laws in Southern Nigeria with those of 
Northern Nigeria in third place with 66.48%. Bringing up rear at eighth, ninth and tenth are to 
make land available to all citizens on social justice consideration, to ensure better and more 
sustainable land administration and to end land racketeering and incessant legal tussle over land 








Figure 5.6 Ranking of Cultural Themes that Underpinned LUA. 
Figure 5 7 isolates mean of percentages of objective-one’s measurement criteria discrete 
outcomes together with overall score and illustrates them in coloured-clustered column chart. 
It, therefore, puts in context and depicts general image of respondents’ perception of various 
measurement criteria. 
 
Figure 5.7 Mean of Percentages for Objective 1 Measurement Criteria 
5.4.2 Objective 2 DDA’s Results 





Figure 5.8 Excel Snip of Mean of Percentages for Objective 2 
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This is dismal when put in context of objective’s intention, which seeks to establish how 
Governors’ Powers of revocation under LUA comply with best practices in compulsory 
purchase. Therefore, it has become evident from preliminary results that Governors’ Powers 
of revocation under LUA do not wholly comply with best practices in compulsory purchase. 
Neither do they partly comply and as shown in Figure 5 9, Governors’ powers were very 
deficient in all measurement criteria used in assessing best practices. 
 
Figure 5.9 Conformity with Criteria for Best Practices in Compulsory Purchase 
Figure 5 9 uses hued-clustered bar chart to show in ascending order how Governors’ Powers 
of revocation under LUA complied with best practices in compulsory purchase. Least 
complied with is provision of safeguards against adverse takings, followed by guaranteeing 
just and fair compensation payment to disposed right holders and then warranting fair and 
transparent revocation cum forfeiture practices with 27.76%, 30.96% and 32.35% 
respectively. Other polar end of spectrum portrays authorising owners’ negotiation on and 
challenge to compensation payable at eighth place with 37.33%, then instructing that land 
takings be for public purposes only at ninth with 37.93% and trailing or most complied, 
keeping acquired land at barest needed minimum at merely 38.94%. These prefatory results 
summarily show that Governors’ powers of revocation as etched in LUA did not envisage 
adhering or respecting best practices in compulsory purchase, especially those set forth by 
FAO (2008) in its Land Tenure Studies 10: Compulsory Acquisition of Land and 




Figure 5.10 Mean of Percentages for Objective 2 Measurement Criteria 
Figure 5 10 segregates mean of percentages of objective-two’s measurement criteria 
individual results together with overall score and illustrates them in rich-clustered column 
chart. It, therefore, puts in context and portrays general image of respondents’ perception of 
various measurement criteria. 
5.4.3 Objective 3 DDA’s Results 
Figure 5 11 features Excel Snip for mean of percentages for Objective 3 with overall result 
of 32.11% approval rating for acceptable sustainable credentials. Ostensibly, this outcome is 
well below par and undeniably unsatisfactory. However, considered in conjunction with 
stated mission, which is to determine if Governors’ applications of revocation powers under 
LUA stem sustainable land administration, there is resounding affirmation. Consequently, it 
is manifest from these inaugural results that Governors’ applications of revocation powers 
under LUA totally stem sustainable land administration. In addition, as can be seen from 
Figure 5 12 application of Governors’ powers of revocation curtailed sustainable land 








Figure 5.12 How Governors’ Powers Stem Sustainable Land Administration 
Figure 5 12 presents highlighted-clustered bar chart displaying in descending order how 
application of Governors’ powers of revocation performed on various criteria used for 
measuring sustainability credentials and performance. Ensuring protection of women and 
minority rights came out as criterion most restricted or stemmed with 25.03%, followed by 
guaranteeing that land acquisition is at barest minimum with 27.34% and ensuring equitable 
access to land for all citizens with 29.40% at third place. At other end is ensuring that eviction 
comes after compensation payments with 36.72%, adhering to public purpose requirements 
with 37.01% and supporting inclusive plans for sustainable types of land uses with 37.10% 
at eighth, ninth and tenth places, respectively. Preliminarily these outcomes show that 
application and use of Governors powers of revocation failed in all used criteria for measuring 
sustainable land administration in this study. 
 
Figure 5.13 Mean of Percentages for Objective 3 Measurement Criteria 
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Figure 5 13 separates mean of percentages of objective-three’s measurement criteria 
individual results together with overall score and illustrates them in rich-clustered column 
chart. It additionally puts in context and portrays general image of respondents’ perception 
of various measurement criteria. 
5.5 Inferential Data Analysis (IDA) 
While Descriptive Data Analysis (DDA) summarises data using indexes such as mean and 
standard deviation, Inferential Data Analysis (IDA) makes presumptions and draws 
conclusions about population from data drawn from population with some form of sampling. 
IDA is valuable when examination of each member of an entire population is not convenient 
or possible. For instance, it may be impractical to gauge opinion of every member of society 
on topical issue; however, conducting representative random sample of entire society could 
produce veritable conclusions. Therefore, sample information used for societal 
generalisations on said issue. Farrell et al. (2017) espouse, therefore, that IDA contributes to 
theory building, and establishing cause and effect between variables. 
Primary goal of IDA, as noted, is to estimate population parameters. Parameters are unknown 
values of an entire population, such as mean and standard deviation and are usually in Greek 
symbols to distinguish them from sample statistics. For example, parameters of normal 
distribution are 𝜇 (mu) for population mean and 𝜎 (sigma) for population standard deviation. 
Therefore, samples just estimate population parameters of which their exact values are 
usually unknowable. Difference between sample statistics and population parameters is 
sampling error. IDA incorporates estimates of this error into statistical results (Schmuller, 
2018). There are many types of IDAs; however, most common are hypothesis tests, 
confidence intervals, and regression analysis. 
Hypothesis test evaluates two mutually exclusive statements about a population to determine 
which that sample best supports. These two statements are null hypothesis and alternative 
hypothesis. It uses sample data to determine whether population mean is greater or less than 
specific value and if means of two or more populations differ. 
Confidence interval determines range of values, derivable from samples, which is likely to 
contain value of an unknown population parameter. It incorporates uncertainty and sample 
error to create a range of values actual population value is like to fall within. For example, 
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95% confidence interval of say 10 and 12 for sample mean indicates 95% assurance that 
population mean μ (mu) falls between 10 and 12. 
Regression analysis defines relationship between set of independent variable and dependent 
variable. It incorporates hypothesis tests that help determine if this observed relationship in 
sample data is statistically significant or exist in population. 
5.5.1 IDA Sampling for Study 
Since IDA uses sample information to generalise on population, it is; therefore, important 
that samples accurately represent their drawn population as sampling method yields 
significant research result. Therefore, it is essential to use most relevant and useful sampling 
method to avoid sampling bias, wrong sample frame and systemic errors. As noted in 4.5.4.3 
Selection of Sampling Technique, study adopted Quota Sampling for judiciousness and 
administrative convenience. Study also acknowledged difficulties in getting perfect or mirror 
sample of population. Hence, it had to adopt some measures designed to improve 
representativeness of drawn samples. 
First was to have wide geographical spread for data collection with data collections from Six 
Geopolitical Zones of Nigeria in representative manner. Three states chosen within each 
Geopolitical Zone and one major city selected for each state. Table 4.3 shows States and 
Cities in Geo-Political Zones used for data collection. Next was to segment population into 
mutually exclusive sub-groups, as shown in Table 4. 1, which includes calibrations for 
Gender, Age Bracket, State of Origin, Religious Faith, Qualification and Employment Status. 
Thereafter, study made judgements on number of cases to select from each segment based on 
specified proportions especially with Nigerian Demographics shown in Appendix VI Figure 
b, Appendix VI Figure c and Appendix VI Figure d. There is, therefore, an assumption that 
data collected by used sampling technique reflect true likeness of population. With sampling 
sorted, study now delves into substantive issues relating to IDA. 
Study dwelt more on hypothesis test, which typically specified in terms of test statistic, 
considered as numerical summary of dataset that reduces it to one value. Common test 
statistics include one-sample tests, two-sample tests, and paired tests. Within this gamut are 
Z-tests for comparing means under normal conditions, t-test for comparing means of two sets 
of data and F-test for matching equality of variances or spread. Test statistic’s sampling 
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distribution under null hypothesis enables calculation of p-value. In general, IDAs have some 
limitations, first they provide parameters about population not fully measured, and there is 
no certainty about obtained results. Second, they require informed guesses based on theory 
to determine test that will be most appropriate in given circumstance. 
5.5.2 Adoption of Probability Value (p-value) 
Farrell et al. (2017) evince that probability value or p-value is about ‘chance’ or probability. 
It is probability of obtaining results as acute as observed results of statistical hypothesis test, 
assuming that null hypothesis is correct. In addition, it forms an alternative to rejection points 
to provide smallest level of significance at which there is null hypothesis rejection. Therefore, 
p value in context of null hypothesis testing quantifies statistical significance of evidence. As 
number, it lies always between 0 and 1 and does not have negative value. This means that 
probability range of an event “A” happening is0 ≤  𝑃 (𝐴) 1. If there is 5 in 100 chance of 
an event happening, then 𝑝 ≤  0.05. A smaller p value shows that there is stronger evidence 
in favour of alternative hypothesis. 
Wasserstein and Lazar (2016) clarify that p value is not probability that null hypothesis is 
true, or probability that alternative hypothesis is false as it can indicate degree of 
compatibility between dataset and particular hypothetical explanation. They maintain also 
that p value is not probability that a random chance alone produced observed effects. In 
addition, they insist that p value does not indicate size or importance of observed effect. 
Sterne (2001) explains that p value and significance level or alpha (α) are often conversely 
used, which is incorrect; and furthers that significance level of 0.05 is merely convention. In 
addition, Mathews (1998) opine that Fischer selected alpha of 0.05 in 1920s just because it 
was convenient. Farrell et al. (2017) agree and inform that this practice largely sustained by 
Siegel and Castellan (1988); who ironically advised that set alpha (α), should reflect 
perceived consequences. Other alternative alpha (α) set by convention are as follows: 
𝑝 ≤  0.001; Or 1 𝑖𝑛 1000 chance 
𝑝 ≤  0.01; Or 1 𝑖𝑛 100 chance 
𝑝 ≤  0.1; Or 1 𝑖𝑛 10 chance. 
Farrell et al. (2017) reveal that 𝑝 ≤  0.001 and 𝑝 ≤  0.01 are common in medical 
professions, where human lives are at stake and to lesser extent in Stock Markets like FSTE 
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100, where companies may be prepared to invest large sums with a 1 in 100 chance of getting 
it wrong. Conversely, large companies and health sector may just not be prepared to take 
decisions based solely on single research undertaking and it plausibly all right to set alpha 
(α) at 0.1 for typical investigations. Many textbooks are silent on possibility of setting 𝑝 ≤
 0.1 and it is usually 𝑝 ≤  0.05 or nothing. Study, however, does not want to buck this trend 
and sets alpha (𝛼) at 0.05, therefore, 𝑝 ≤  0.05. Study stayed with alpha (𝛼) at 0.05 to make 
up perceived consequences of flawed methodology as well as compensate for noises and 
probable imperfections with data collection. 
 
Figure 5.14 Tendency for Type I and Type II Errors (Saunders et al., 2009) 
Some inherent consequences for increasing alpha or significance level include disposition 
towards increasing Type I error and decreasing inclination for Type II error as shown in 
Figure 5 14. According to Saunders et al. (2009), Blumberg, Cooper and Schindler (2005) 
used analogy of legal verdicts to explain Type I and Type II errors. Type I error akin to an 
innocent party unfairly convicted and Type II parallel to guilty party wrongly acquitted. 
Technically, Type I error would entail wrongly concluding that two variables are related 
when they are not or incorrectly concluding that sample statistic exceeds value expected by 
chance alone leading to erroneous rejection of null hypothesis. Conversely, Type II error 
involves concluding that two variables not related when they are, leading to acceptance of 
null hypothesis. Saunders et al. (2009) conclude that Type I errors are more serious, therefore, 
generally more important to minimise Type I than Type II errors. This reinforced study’s 
justification to set alpha (α) at 0.05 rather than at 0.10 as it is better to err on side of caution 
than riskier exposure of Type II as Figure 5 14 shows. 
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5.5.3 Testing for Significant Relationships and Differences 
Saunders et al. (2009) reveal that significance testing is determining probability that 
relationship between variables occurring by chance alone, if there is no difference in 
population of drawn sample. If probability of significance testing having occurred by chance 
alone is low, then there is statistically significant relationship between variables. Actuaries 
refer to this as rejecting null hypothesis and accepting hypothesis as well as abridging null 
hypothesis to H0 and hypothesis to H1. Accordingly, rejecting null hypothesis will mean 
rejecting testable statement like ‘there is no significant difference between …’ and accepting 
testable statement like ‘there is a significant difference between …’ 
Conversely, if probability of obtaining test statistic or one extreme by chance alone is higher 
than say 0.1 used for this study, conclusion then will be that there is not statistically significant 
relationship. It will then lead to accepting null hypothesis. There may still be valid 
relationship between variables under such circumstances, but research can no longer 
conclude with any degree of certainty. Anderson (2003), however, cautions that sample size 
influences statistical significance of indicated relationship as exceedingly small samples 
rarely throw-up significant results. Again, with increased sample size, less obvious 
relationships and differences become significant and with extremely large samples, almost 
any relationship or difference will be significant. This is an inevitable consequence of drawn 
sample becoming closer in size to its population. In other words, smaller samples can make 
tests insensitive, while exceptionally large samples make them unduly sensitive. 
Farrell et al. (2017) disclose that testing for significant relationships and differences is in 
sequential continuum just as levels of measurement have categorical, ordinal, interval and 
ratio. Correspondingly, tests for significant relationships could be on progressive scale of chi-
square test(𝜒2), difference in means test (t-test) and correlations (corr (X, Y)) and their 
refinement increases accordingly. For all tests or IDAs, there needs to be two variables, an 
independent (IV) and ancillary or dependent (DV) and performance of just one of these IDAs 
is necessary for any given dataset. 
For each above three types of test, there are two stages in analysis and two outputs 
subsequently, which comprise results. Chi-square test(𝜒2) has contingency table and then p 
value. Difference in means test (t-test) produces mean scores and p value, while correlation 
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test (corr (X, Y)) has correlation coefficient and then p value as well. Farrell et al. (2017) 
caution against under-emphasise of first output of each result and rather seen as primary 
output and p value as secondary output. Level of data measurements for IV and DV as well 
as parametric status of dataset drive or inform appropriate test type to deploy. In addition, in 
difference in means test (t-test) whether data is related or unrelated. 
 
Table 5.3. Which Test; Chi-square, Difference-in-Means, or Correlation? (Farrell et al., 2017) 
Table 5 3 shows recommended significant relationship tests for various levels of 
measurement for variables. As could be seen, only option for chi-square(𝜒2) is Pearson’s 
chi-square and for correlation Spearman’s rho for non-parametric and Pearson’s product for 
parametric data. 
 
Table 5.4. Which Difference-in-Means Test (Farrell et al., 2017) 
From Table 5 4, difference-in-means tests have many options. Said table shows that following 
three factors determine or influence these choices: namely, number of groups, unrelated or 
related datasets and non-parametric or parametric datasets. Farrell et al. (2017) contend that 
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it is vital that every study is clear about number of groups as well as if dataset is unrelated or 
related as it could be disastrous deploying wrong test. It is desirable that study is clear about 
non-parametric or parametric status of dataset; however, this may not be as serious as former. 
5.5.4 Kruskal–Wallis H Test with Post Hoc Analysis 
From options available in Table 5 4, study had to settle for Kruskal–Wallis H test with post 
hoc analysis, as it is most compatible with study’s dataset. Kruskal–Wallis H test, named 
after William Kruskal and W. Allen Wallis, is a non-parametric method used for comparing 
significant differences between two or more groups of independent variables on ordinal or 
continuous dependent variable. Also called one-way ANOVA on ranks has its parametric 
equivalent as unrelated ANOVA (Laerd, 2018 and Farrell et al., 2017). It extends Mann–
Whitney U test, applicable for comparing just two groups. Significant Kruskal–Wallis test 
indicates that at least one group stochastically or randomly dominates one other group. As 
noted, it is non-parametric; therefore, it does not assume normal distribution of scores, like 
corresponding unrelated ANOVA; therefore, it compares mean ranks rather medians of 
dependent variable. It, therefore, assumes following four conditions or prerequisites: 
• Dependent variable (DV) should be on ordinal or continuous level like study’s 7-
point Likert scale. 
• Independent variable (IV) should consist of three or more categorical, independent 
groups as shown in Table 4. 1 Questionnaire Options for Demographic 
Classification (Onukwuli, 2018). 
• Independence of observations, meaning there must be different participants in each 
group with no participant being in more than one group as in study. 
• If distribution of scores for each group of independent variables is identical or has 
similar variability, Kruskal–Wallis H test will compare medians of DV and if 
distributions are different, it can only compare mean ranks (Laerd, 2018). 
Decision to reject or not null hypothesis made by comparing 𝐻 to a critical value 𝐻𝑐 obtained 
from table or software for given significance or alpha level. If 𝐻 is greater than 𝐻𝑐 null 
hypothesis is rejected. If there is no significant result, then there is no evidence of stochastic 
or random dominance between groups. In event that test is significant then there is stochastic 
dominance of at least one group. However, test does not indicate where dominance occurs or 
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for how many pairs of groups. To redress this, study complements tests with post hoc analysis 
that determines significantly different pairs. Post hoc (Latin for after this) analysis consists 
of specified analyses coming after revelation of initial results. 
Despite its promises, post hoc analysis often creates problems of multiple testing because 
each potential analysis is effectively distinct statistical test (Dunn, 1964). Multiple testing 
procedures tend to compensate for lapses, but that is often difficult or impossible to do 
precisely. Statisticians and actuaries find it usually unsavoury when there is application of 
multiple testing or interpretation of its results without due regard to its unique dilemma. They 
refer to such situation as data dredging or misuse of data analysis to find patterns in data that 
can present any statistical significance (Davey Smith, 2002). 
Additionally, Kruskal–Wallis H test requires large amounts of computing resources to 
achieve its exact randomised probabilities. Most existing software programmes only provide 
exact probabilities for group sizes of just about 30 participants (Meyer, 2006). They rely on 
asymptotic approximations for larger group sizes like those of this study with 526 
participants. However, this does not present significant problem as these approximations run 
in Nano details. On balance, that is, taking all factors into consideration Kruskal–Wallis H 
test offers best alternative for study despite its minor shortcomings. Kruskal–Wallis H test 
with post hoc analysis has advantage of convenience over Mann–Whitney U test as it has 
capability of comparing different combinations of groups simultaneously. 
5.5.4.1 Kruskal–Wallis H Test in Longhand 
First step in longhand method for Kruskal–Wallis H test is to rank data from all groups 
collectively; in other words, rank data from 1 to 𝑁 ignoring group membership with averages 
assigned to tie scores. Null hypothesis is that mean ranks of groups are similar. Expected 
mean rank depends only on total number of observations and for 𝑛 observations expected 
mean rank in each group given as 
(𝑛+1)
2
. Thereafter, test statistic given by following formula: 









 , where: 
• 𝑛𝑖  is number of observations in group 𝑖 
• 𝑟𝑖𝑗 is rank (all observations) of observation 𝑗  from group 𝑖 
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 is average rank of all observations in group 𝑖 
• ?̅? =  
1
2
(𝑁 + 1) is average of all the 𝑟𝑖𝑗 






, where 𝐺 is 
number of groupings of different tied ranks, and 𝑡𝑖 number of tied values within group 𝑖 tied 
at specific value. Corrections generally make slight differences in value of 𝐻 unless there are 
large numbers of ties within groups. This can be tedious and dreary especially with many 
participants in each group as in this study, luckily some specialised software programmes 
like SPSS and Minitab can eliminate these drudgeries from study. As noted earlier, study 
deployed SPSS for its Kruskal–Wallis H tests. 
5.5.4.2 Kruskal-Wallis H Test Procedure in SPSS 
There are two different procedures for running Kruskal-Wallis H test in SPSS namely older 
Legacy Dialog 𝐾 Independent Samples Method and newer ‘direct’ Independent Samples 
Method. Older Legacy Dialog Method has advantage of being compatible with older and 
recent versions of SPSS; however, it has disadvantage of not running post hoc tests 
automatically. Conversely, Direct Independent Samples Method is only available in SPSS 
versions 18 and above, but not for 17 and older versions. Newer method carries out multiple 
pairwise comparisons test simultaneously and automatically adjusts p-values using 
Bonferroni’s error correction technique. Therefore, it has edge of spontaneity and speedy 
running of post hoc tests thereby making analytical procedures much quicker. Accordingly, 
study opted for this method. 
Following steps below indicate how study analysed quantitative dataset using Kruskal-Wallis 
H Test in SPSS. Illustration shown below is typical example of numerous and repetitive tests, 
which study ran for Inferential Data Analysis (IDA). Intention in this sample Kruskal-Wallis 
H Test is to use Gender Category as independent variable and aggregate measure of Objective 
1 as dependent variable. Gender is supposed to be dichotomous, but study made provisions 




Step One: Study copies dataset from Excel Repository and pastes in new data view sheet of 
SPSS. Then, from SPSS variable view, study renames independent and dependent variables 
accordingly, and assigns various demographic classifications or groups coded values using 
codes from Table 5. 1. Thereafter, study assigns appropriate levels of measurements to 
variables, nominal for independent and ordinal for dependent variables. 
 
Figure 5.15 SPSS Analysis Box showing Gender and OB1 Queries 
Step Two: Study goes back to data view and enters Analyse from Tool Bar then from 
Dropdown Menu enters Non-Parametric tests and then Independent Samples. In box that now 
pops up indicating Objective, study selects Customize analysis and selects Fields. This opens 
an analysis box and study ticks Use custom field assignments and moves dependent variables 
from Fields to Test Fields and independent variable to Groups as in Figure 5 15. 
 
Figure 5.16 SPSS Setting Box All Pairwise Kruskal-Wallis H Test 
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Step Three: From here study ticks Settings tab and SPSS brings out Settings Box. Study then 
selects Customize tests, thereafter selects Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA (K samples) and 
under multiple comparisons, it selects all pairwise after and enters Run for results as shown 
in Figure 5 16. Thereafter, SPSS processes and delivers results in output view. 
 
Figure 5.17 Typical Hypothesis Test Results Summary Box 
Results: SPSS then produces Hypothesis Test Results Summary Box as shown Figure 5 17, 
which encapsulates outcomes for given Kruskal-Wallis test. Results Summary indicates 
display of asymptotic significances and significance level of 0.05. Test Summary shows that 
Null Hypothesis is distribution of various dependent variables, which for this test are Q1a to 
Q1j plus OB1 are same across categories of gender namely Male, Female and prefer not to 
say. With significance level set at 0.05, any test result with 𝑝 ≤  0.05, reject null hypothesis 
and any with  𝑝 ≥  0.05, retain null hypothesis. Results summary in Figure 5 17 shows there 
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are difference between some pairs within four groups shaded orange colour at Nos 6, 7, 8 and 
10 with p values of 0.005, 0.022, 0.020 and 0.022, respectively. These correspond to queries 
Q1f, Q1g, Q1i and Q1j detailed below accordingly. 
• Q1f or unification of land laws in Southern Nigeria with those in Northern Nigeria 
• Q1g or to replicate powers of Caliphs or Emirs over land in State Governors. 
• Q1i or to ensure better and more sustainable land administration. 
• Q1j or to make Nigerian land laws comply with Islamic concept of land. 
To access Independent Samples Test view of Q1f, study double clicks Hypothesis Test 
Summary Box in SPSS at No 6. This opens Model Viewer screen for Gender and Q1f results 
visualisation as shown in Figure 5 18, which shows Box Plot Distribution for three gender 
groups. It also indicates adjustment for ties and 2 as degrees of freedom. 
 
Figure 5.18 SPSS Visualisation of results for Gender and Q1f 
To discover pair (s) with significant differences in Q1f, study exits Independent Samples Test 
view for Pairwise Comparisons view and this opens groups’ comparisons schedule as shown 
in Figure 5 19. Each row tests Null Hypothesis separate pairs are same with two-sided 
asymptotic significance tests displayed. Adjusted Significance Column adjusts for multiple 
testing using Bonferroni error correction technique. As could be seen, only pair comparing 
female and male is significant with 𝑝 ≤  0.05 at adjusted value of 0.004, which is incredibly 
significant. Distribution graph shows nodes or occurrence of symbolic (non-numeric) values 
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for gender groups and this indicates mean rank for each group. Significant differences pair, 
female – male, connected with orange highlighted line. There is no evidence of significant 
differences between other gender groups’ pairs, namely female – prefer not to say and prefer 
not to say – male. Appendix III: SPSS Kruskal-Wallis H Tests Results sum-ups all other 
results and outcomes for study, discussed in further details at 5.5.5 Summary of Conducted 
Kruskal-Wallis H Test for Study. 
 
Figure 5.19 SPSS Pairwise Comparisons of Gender and Query Q1f. 
5.5.5 Summary of Conducted Kruskal-Wallis H Test for Study 
Study conducted 11(eleven) Kruskal-Wallis H Tests, that is ten measurement criteria plus 
aggregate score, for each of 6 (six) used demographic classifications namely Gender, Age, 
Religion, Qualification, Employment and Geopolitical Zone across three study objectives. In 
other words, or in summation, study carried out eleven by six and by three tests giving product 
of 198 (one hundred and ninety-eight) tests. It would be unwieldy and unmanageable 
reporting details of all results under this caption. As earlier noted, Appendix III: SPSS 
Kruskal-Wallis H Tests Results contain exhaustive index of all conducted tests and attained 
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results. Nonetheless, some keen efforts here made to highlight some of key findings. For ease 
of comprehension, study intuitively grouped synopsis of findings under each Objective.  
5.5.5.1 IDA Summary for OB1 
Study animated Figure 5 20 in varied colours for easier cognition of significantly different 
results of different demographic classifications for Objective 1. 
 
Figure 5.20 Terse Outline of Significantly Different Results for OB1. 
Results show significant differences for measurement criteria of Q1f, Q1g, Q1h, and Q1j 
(illustrated as an example at Figure 5 19) across Gender categories of female and male. There 
are significant differences in Q1c and Q1j and moderate differences in Q1g and Q1h across 
Age categories of 18 – 35 and 36 – 55. There are remarkable differences across Religion’s 
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categories of Christianity and Islam especially in criteria Q1f (unification of land laws), Q1g 
(replication of powers of Emirs), Q1h (maintenance of imperial interest), Q1j (compliance 
with Islamic land law) and aggregate OB1. Figure 5 21 clearly depicts these stark differences 
in SPSS Pairwise Comparisons of Religion and OB1 Aggregate in orange line and shade. 
 
Figure 5.21 SPSS Pairwise Comparisons of Religion and OB1 Aggregate 
In demographic classification of Qualification, findings noteworthy differences through 
groupings degree holders and professional people for measures Q1b, Q1i and OB1 aggregate. 
There were little noteworthy differences in Employment groups. There generally notable 
differences between three southern subgroups and three northern subgroups within Geo-
political classification, however, such differences were starker between South East and North 
West especially across criteria Q1e, Q1f, Q1g, Q1h, Q1i, and Q1j. 
5.5.5.2 IDA Summary for OB2 
Figure 5 22 in multi-colours livened study’s demographic classifications to facilitate quicker 
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appreciation of significantly different results for Objective 2. 
 
Figure 5.22 Terse Outline of Significantly Different Results for OB2 
Kruskal-Wallis H Tests findings show no significant differences for all measurement criteria 
across all Gender groups. There are significant differences in measurement benchmarks of 
Q2b and OB2 aggregate and moderate differences in just Q2 across Age categories of 18 – 
35 and 36 – 55. Figure 5 23 captures this in SPSS pairwise comparisons of Age and OB2 
aggregate with differences in orange line and shade. Generally, there are notable differences 
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across Religion’s categories of Christianity and Islam in criteria Q2d, Q2g, Q2h, Q2i, Q2j as 
well as OB2 aggregate or total. Qualification demographic classification delivered largely 
varied and inconsistent differences within groups, with standout differences occurring 
between Professional and O level as well as Degree and O level. 
 
Figure 5.23 SPSS Pairwise Comparisons of Age and OB2 Aggregate 
Like Qualification, Employment classification produced mainly diverse and inconsistent 
differences within groups with pairs of private and student as well as private and 
unemployment offering significant differences. Geo-political demographics did not offer 
very stark differences as in Objective 1; however, there were significant differences mostly 
between South East and North West across criteria Q2d, Q2g, Q2j and OB2. In general, 
recorded differences in Objective 2 when compared with those of Objective 1 appear less 
stark and unambiguous, which suggests widespread consensus and views on Objective 2. 
5.5.5.3 IDA Summary for OB3 
Study deliberately finished Figure 5 24 in different colours to facilitate faster interpretation 




Figure 5.24 Terse Outline of Significantly Different Results for OB3 
Results had manifested some differences for measurement criteria of Q3b and OB3 aggregate 
across Gender categories of female and male, but with Bonferroni correction adjustments for 
multiple tests these slight differences vanished. However, there are some meaningful 
differences between categories of female and prefer not to say. There are no spectacular 
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differences within age group classifications; however, 18 – 35 and 36 – 55 age groups 
recorded significant differences for just criterion Q3j. Under religion demographic grouping, 
Islam and Christianity returned outstandingly significant differences across all measurements 
criteria namely Q3a, Q3b, Q3c, Q3d, Q3e, Q3f, Q3g, Q3h, Q3i, Q3j as well as OB3 aggregate. 
This indicates substantial differences in opinion between two major religious groups on 
whether applications of revocation powers stem sustainable land administration. In addition, 
there some minor differences between Christianity and Traditional groups. 
 
Figure 5.25 SPSS Pairwise Comparisons of Geo-Political Zones and OB3 Aggregate 
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Within Qualification classification, Professional and O level pair displayed differences across 
criteria Q3a, Q3b, Q3c, Q3c, Q3d, Q3e, Q3g, Q3i, Q3j and OB3 aggregate. Additionally, 
Degree and O level pair showed some minor disparities. Under Employment demographics, 
only Private and Unemployment duo had meaningful differences across Q3b, Q3d, Q3f, Q3g, 
Q3i, Q3j as well as OB3 yardsticks. Geo-political classification displayed similar results as 
in Objective 1, where there are general differences between southern groups and northern 
groups with exception North Central. Figure 5 25 SPSS Pairwise Comparisons of Geo-
Political Zones and OB3 Aggregate clearly shows differences pairs of South East and North 
West, South East, and North East, South-South and North West, and South-South and North 
East. It also shows significant differences between South West and North West as well as 
South West and North East. These Geo-political classification differences could have 
religious undertones as well because of demographical spread of religion in Nigeria as noted 




6.0 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 
6.1 Opening 
Opening revisits qualitative data as study considers it important and introduces Qualitative 
Data Analysis (QDA) as well as gives indications of approaches that study adopted. 
6.1.1 Qualitative Data 
Qualitative comes from Latin word qualis, which means ‘what kind’, while qualitative data 
could range from short list of responses through open-ended answers in questionnaire surveys 
to complex transcripts of in-depth interviews and policy documents. Not expressed as 
numbers but words, texts or behaviours and represented on nominal scales just like gender, 
socio-economic status, religious preference and so forth. They apply more to humanities and 
interpretation of world by individuals. Regarded as soft data, they are about stories and mostly 
participant-driven. They offer limited generalisability and, therefore, tend to be highly 
interpretive. Numerous distinguished authors have drawn eloquent dissimilarities between 
qualitative and quantitative data including (Easterby-Smith et al., 2006), (Saunders et al., 
2009), (Farrell, P et al., 2017) and (Bryman, 1988). 
Summation of their erudition appear to be that quantitative data derive meanings from 
numbers, while qualitative data express meanings through words. Deen (2015) goes ahead in 
Figure 4.11 to illustrate major differences between both types of data. Proponents of 
quantitative data claim that qualitative data is difficult to generalise, interpret, and duplicate; 
and those of qualitative insist that quantitative data utilise inconsequential hypotheses and 
shallow descriptions. However, Silverman, (2000) cautions against drawing limpid 
distinctions between because despite differences they are more closely related. Conversely, 
Cronholm and Hjalmarsson (2011) insist that distinctions are crucial because they aid 
cognitive appreciation. 
Regardless of wrangles about differences, investors now pay attention to stories behind the 
numbers. Bruce (2005) maintains that increasingly information that gravitate more towards 
qualitative deportment now form bulk of materials in Annual Reports and Accounts of FTSE 
100 and FTSE 250 companies. Despite 5.0 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS providing 
composite scrutiny and unambiguous results in numbers, it has not painted study’s entire 
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portrait. Numbers can prove unreliable because they are as good as quality of their inputs and 
made assumptions. Rainford, (2019) reveal, therefore, that narrations and recitations 
provided by qualitative data support numbers to make insightful sense. People do not talk in 
numbers but in stories and new ideas do not derive from numbers but from stories. Qualitative 
data bring gravitas to studies; therefore, any good research should have robust narrative 
strength. 
6.1.2 Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA) 
Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA) is marks beginning of transition from collected qualitative 
to quest for some explanations and interpretations. As noted, qualitative analysis is 
complementary part of MMR. It is array of processes and procedures that enables explanative 
processing of collected qualitative data to engender understanding and meaning (Babbie, 
2014). This comes under premise of an underlying logical inference that provides for credible 
syllogism, which would ultimately reduce fallibilities of theories generated from analysis. 
Qualitative analysis essentially aims to describe and explain rather than predict or identify an 
effect (Willig, 2008). It helps enrichment and understanding of issues as well as improvement 
of services. It is not concerned with giving representative view of a population as quantitative 
analysis and commonly uses relatively smaller samples as richness of collected data collected 
takes time to analyse. 
Qualitative data are normally unstructured; therefore, can be difficult organising to draw 
meaningful conclusions and present findings. Therefore, qualitative analysis works by 
summarising opinions into coded responses and converting such responses into quasi-
quantitative for presentation as tables or charts. This could be manual through painstaking 
transcribing of notes to categorisation and coding, which can be time consuming. However, 
some software packages like Wordle, Worditout, Wordcloud, and NVivo help remove 
drudgery by automation. They work by recognising and grouping Word frequencies to 
provide quick insights into unstructured data or restructuring study’s partially automated 
codes and themes. As noted in section 4.4.4 Categories of Data, study adopted NVivo 
Software Package for support in qualitative analysis. Study adopted content analysis and 
abductive reasoning for its qualitative analytical and interpretive frameworks, respectively. 
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6.2 Preparations for Qualitative Data Analysis 
Discussions here will be under following sub-heads namely: 
• Data Mixing Approach 
• Summary of Quantitative Results 
• Interview Structure and Questions 
• Data Transcription 
6.2.1 Data Mixing Format 
As noted in 4.4.6 Explanatory Sequential Design, adopted MMR model, Follow-up 
Explanatory Sequential Design, mandates prioritising timing and weighing dimensions in 
favour of quantitative data. Methodological sequence starts with collection and analysis of 
quantitative data with collection and analysis of qualitative data sequentially following 
(Morgan, 2007). Qualitative phase explains and validates trends, findings, patterns, outliers 
and so forth from quantitative results. Its justification is that initial quantitative results would 
provide general understanding of research problems and ensuing qualitative results then 
refine and explain those quantitative results by exploring participants’ constructed views in 
depth (Ivankova, Creswell and Stick, 2006). 
 
Figure 6.1 Connection Mixing of Study’s Follow-up MMR Format 
Reliable and robust MMR design, therefore, should address mixing of both components of 
data as well as timing and weighting (Creswell, 2013). To reiterate, study gave timing 
preference to quantitative data by initial collection and analysis, as required by adopted 
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model. Study also gave weighting priority to quantitative data as also mandatory in Follow-
up Explanatory Sequential embraced model. As shown in Figure 4. 14 and Figure 6 1 
quantitative data have both time and weighting preferences over qualitative data. Third 
procedural consideration for MMR is how to mix both strands of data. Mixing is 
unambiguous relating of two data sets and without this combination, study would not be 
MMR, but Multiple Methods as shown in Figure 4. 9. 
Accordingly, point of integration or mixing juncture of both is at heart of MMR. However, 
prospects of mixing them are easily misunderstood. Bryman (2006) rhetorically questions, 
how could numbers mix with words? Auspiciously, Creswell (2013) proffers that 
conceptually mixture of both could be through merger, embedding, or connection. Study 
adopted connection approach for data mixing. Creswell (2013) furthers that in connection 
approach, mixing occurs when results from one data strand forms basis for data collection in 
complementary strand or specifically when first phase is quantitative, and second phase’s 
qualitative data connected to results of first phase with intention of explaining those 
quantitative results. 
Taking cue from Figure 4. 13, Figure 6 1 shows details of progression and eventual 
connection mixing of study’s Follow-up Format. Creswell (2013) also advances that 
connection mixing also happens when results from one data type facilitates modification of 
research questions, specification of data collection questions, development of collection 
instruments and selection of participants for sequential strand. Study used results of 
quantitative analysis to configure data collection for qualitative strand thereby connectively 
mixing both strands. However, at construal stage study prioritised quantitative results over 
qualitative results and symbolically depicted 𝑄𝑈𝐴𝑁 →  𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙 to demonstrate both data 
connection and weightings. 
6.2.2 Summary of Quantitative Results 
As noted, study used results of quantitative analysis to configure data collection questions for 
qualitative strand. Thereafter, mixed both strands connectively in 𝑄𝑈𝐴𝑁 →  𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙 
relationship, which implies dominant quantitative phase and consecutive qualitative phase. 
Therefore, conception and composition of qualitative data collection instruments depended 
on quantitative results. Challenge here, however, was prior determination of parts of 
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quantitative results that required further explanation through qualitative analysis. Creswell 
(2013) recommends consideration of and follow up on only key results from quantitative 
stage. These may be statistically significant and statistically nonsignificant results. They 
could also include key significant predictors, variables that distinguish between groups, 
outliers, or extreme cases, as well as distinguishing demographic characteristics. 
Study partially toeing this line decided that further attention on quantitative results would be 
on divergences in measurement criteria as well as inferential differences amongst 
demographic groups. Therefore, before commencement of qualitative data collection, study 
had to scour through quantitative for these differences, which it threw at qualitative strand 
for plausible explanations. Study sought mostly qualitative data that would best explain 
targeted quantitative findings. Study also felt that it is necessary to reiterate salient 
quantitative results prior formatting and structuring of qualitative interview questions. In so 
doing, study chose to highlight recorded rankings of various measurement criteria for study’s 
objectives as well as key differences between demographic groups. 
Objective 𝟏 sought to determine and rank cultural themes that underpinned promulgation of 
LUA. It did this by testing ten different likely themes for LUA’s enactment chosen from 
literature and in-depth secondary data justifications, which included mundane and 
underlying. Parameter for testing was on seven-point Likert Scale differential ordinal 
continuum ranging from strongly agree to disagree strongly. From Table 6 1, which 
summarises results in ranked order, it could be seen that most likely theme that drove is to 
replicate Emirs powers over land in State Governors, which is closely followed by to make 
land law compatible with Islamic Land Law. Surprisingly, much proclaimed reason for 
enactment, which was to end land racketeering and pernicious role of middlemen announced 
by De facto Head of State declared on inauguration of Land Use Panel on May 6, 1977, came 
out as least likely theme. Also, remarkably, following from rear is the need to ensure better 
and more sustainable land administration. 
Inferential Data Analysis (IDA) conducted using Kruskal–Wallis H test with post hoc 
analysis reveals very significant differences between religion demographics of Christianity 
and Islam across aggregate criteria for OB1 as well as replication of powers of Emirs, 
compliance with Islamic Land Law, unification of land laws, and maintenance of imperial 
interest criteria. There are very notable differences across geo-political classification between 
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three southern subgroups and North West as well as North East. However, such differences 
are starker between South East and North West especially through top four ranked criteria 
and aggregate for OB1. There are some differences between gender groups of female and 
male and age categories of 18 – 35 and 36 – 55 as noted in 5.5.5.1 IDA Summary for OB1. 
There are truly little differences in qualification classification of degree and professional and 
no noteworthy differences within employment demographics. 
 
Table 6.1 Recorded Rankings for Objective 1 Measurement Criteria 
Objective 𝟐 wanted to establish if Governors’ Powers of revocation under LUA complied 
with best practices in compulsory purchase. Equally study used seven-point Likert Scale 
differential ordinal scale ranging from strongly agree to disagree strongly to test ten criteria 
drawn from literature review. Table 6 2 discloses that least adhered or complied criteria are 
provision of safeguards against adverse taking or unlawful revocation and lack of guarantee 
for just and fair compensation to dispossessed right holders. Clear compliance with these two 
criteria is crucial as they form bedrock for 2.5.2 Due Process. Contrarily, criterion with best 
compliance, although below par, is keeping acquired land at barest minimum. Next is 
ensuring that revocation should public purposes, still below par or average with score of 37.93 
percent, which is failure. 
Inferential Data Analysis (IDA) conducted using Kruskal–Wallis H test with post hoc 
analysis also reveal significant differences between religion demographics of Christianity and 
Islam across aggregate criteria for OB2. Equally, there are differences between Christianity 
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and Islam for criteria requiring compliance with due processes before revocation, appropriate 
advice and help to right holders, right holders’ ability to challenge compensation payable as 
well as compensation payment before eviction. Differences in geo-political demographics are 
not as stark as in Objective 1; however, there are some significant differences mostly between 
South East and North West across criteria requiring compliance with due processes, 
appropriate advice to right holders, keeping acquired land to minimum as well as aggregate 
for OB2. 
 
Table 6.2 Recorded Rankings for Objective 2 Measurement Criteria 
Conversely, tests findings did not show any significance differences across Gender groups. 
There are moderate differences existing between Age categories of 18 – 35 and 36 – 55. 
Differences within Qualification and Employment demographics are not very remarkable. 
Qualification has minor differences occurring between Professional and O level as well as 
Degree and O level, while Employment has some diverse and varying differences between 
private and student as well as private and unemployment. As noted in 5.5.5.2 IDA Summary 
for OB2, this general lack of diversity here might suggest prevalent unanimity on failure 
comply with best practices in compulsory purchase. 
Objective 𝟑 required determining if Governors’ applications of revocation powers under 
LUA have acceptable sustainable credentials.. As noted, study used seven-point Likert Scale 
differential ordinal scale ranging from strongly agree to disagree strongly to test ten 
measurement criteria chosen from literature excerpts. Table 6 3 reveals that least satisfactory 
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application of revocation powers is in protecting women and minority rights, followed by 
ensuring that land acquisition is at barest minimum. This latter infraction appears to be at 
odds results recorded for criterion Q2j in Objective 2, which is keeping acquired land at 
minimum. Difference, however, is Objective 2 focuses on LUA as enabling instrument while 
Objective 3 deals with Governors use of powers bequeathed by LUA. LUA under Section 34 
under Part VI Transitional Provisions of LUA, recommends allocation of portion of land not 
exceeding half hectare, while Section 6: 2 recommends maximum allocation of 500 hectares 
agricultural purposes, or 5,000 hectares grazing land, which Governors have flouted in 
practice. 
At other end of recorded ranking, two benchmarks with highest approval for revocation 
powers are support for inclusive plans for land uses and adherence to public purpose 
requirements with dismal scores of 37.10 and 37.01 percent respectively, which are well 
below favourable standards. Recorded rankings for Objective 3 measurement criteria show 
that Governors failed woefully in all used standards. In other words, Governors with their 
powers have similarly failed to ensure equitable access to land to citizens, ignored 
environment, and neglected social needs of people. In addition, they disregarded statutory 
Land Use Committees, carried out evictions without compensation payments and acted in 
narrow political interest. 
 
Table 6.3 Recorded Rankings for Objective 3 Measurement Criteria 
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As is in Objectives 1 and 2, Inferential Data Analysis (IDA) conducted using Kruskal–Wallis 
H test with post hoc analysis also reveal significant differences between Religion 
demographics of Christianity and Islam across aggregate criteria for OB3 and all ten 
measurements criteria in Table 6 3. This indicates substantial differences in opinion between 
two major religious groups on whether applications of revocation powers stem sustainable 
land administration. As in Objective 1, there are very notable differences across geo-political 
classification between three southern subgroups and North West as well as North East. 
However, such differences are much starker between South East and North West through all 
measurement criteria as well as aggregate for OB3. 
Other demographic classifications namely did not record spectacular differences. Initial 
differences for gender groups of female and male disappeared with Bonferroni correction 
adjustments. There are no remarkable differences within age group classifications, with 18 – 
35 and 36 – 55 groups recording minor contrasts. However, within Qualification and 
Employment groups, there are noticeable differences especially between Professional and O 
level and Private and Unemployment, respectively. In summary, noteworthy, and significant 
differences exist between Religion groups of Christianity and Islam and Geo-political groups 
in Southern Nigeria and North West as well as North East across study’s three objectives. 
6.2.3 Interview Structure and Questions 
King (2004) recommends use of semi-structured interviews for Follow-up Explanatory 
Sequential MMR Design qualitative data collection. Given (2017) defines semi-structured 
interview as qualitative data collection strategy in which researcher asks respondents series 
of predetermined but open-ended questions. Hence, researcher has more control over 
interview topics and themes than in unstructured interviews. Such questions facilitate 
understanding of relationships between revealed variables and further explain emerged 
themes as well as help validate findings from qualitative results. In addition, they not only 
reveal whats and hows but more importantly emphasis whys (Wass and Wells, 1994). 
Qualitative data come essentially from opinions of participating respondents, which emanate 
from their experience, knowledge, and feelings. Therefore, interview questions should be in 
such frame that they could tap from respondents’ wealth of knowledge. For instance, what 
makes you think so appears a bit on harsh side and might make interviewees recoil. While 
why do you think, appears milder. This might make respondents more open and forthright. 
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Study used couple of this why do think questions to elicit broader overview of details on 
factual matters. In addition, study used lots of narrower do you think that questions for strictly 
issues of opinion. These latter types seek opinions more politely; however, are more 
measured and do not offer great depth. In addition, if not crafted properly they could easily 
be leading, which is not proper. However, study used them to create some inbuilt structure 
and to be able to decide on significant information to pursue. 
 
Table 6.4 Semi-Structured Interview Guide with Themes and Sub-Themes 
As noted in 4.5.6 Interview Dispensation, there are five-interview questions tailored around 
each of study’s three thematic areas of cultural themes, revocation powers and land 
administration; and each question targets a sub-theme as noted in 4.5.6 Interview 
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Dispensation, study limited and conducted only two interviews per each of eighteen cities 
used for questionnaires as shown in Table 4.3. To facilitate replicability, identical controlled 
open-ended questions in semi-structured style with minor adjustments used for each 
interviewee. This not only aided faster interviews but also expedited transcription, data 
coding, comparison, and analysis. Also, as in 4.5.6 Interview Dispensation, study took ethical 
issues very seriously prior, during and after interview processes especially confidentiality and 
anonymity of respondents. 
Table 6 4 shows semi-structured interview guide for study with themes and sub-themes. As 
can be seen, Objective 1 with theme as Cultural Themes has General, Social, Economic, and 
Environment together with Domination as sub-themes. Objective 2  with theme as 
Revocation Powers (Eminent Domain) has Rigidity, Revocation, Due Process, Inapt Act and 
Vesting as sub-themes. While Objective 3  with theme as Sustainability has Sustainability, 
Necessity, Assessment, Hindrance, and Improvement as sub-themes. These highlighted 
themes and sub-themes are just for study’s internal use and were not visible to respondents 
as shown in Appendix IV: Semi-Structured Interview Guide. As also shown in Table 6 5 and 
Appendix IV: Semi-Structured Interview Guide Employment Status is not in Demographics 
because IDA results did not reveal notable significant differences across its categories. 
Table 6 5 shows demographic details of interview respondents and as shown, study used 
binary options for all demographic classifications except state. In addition, as noted in 4.5.6 
Interview Dispensation, study made efforts to increase variability by trying to ensure fair 
representation in each demographic category. Table 6 5 indicates that each of thirty-six 
respondents have unique sequence number and identity. Sequence tallies with serial number 
of respondents’ interview, identity code generated by combining respondents’ Geo-political 
Zone, Gender, State, Religion and Age. 
For instance, Sequence 1 has identity code as SEMAC2, which means SE for Southeast, M 
for male, A for Anambra State, C for Christian and 2 for 36-55 Age Group. In same vein, 
Sequence 32 has identity code as NWFDI1 translating to NW for Northwest, F for Female, 
and D for Kaduna State because all states in Northwest category starts with K. Thus, to 
differentiate next appropriate consonant used and in this case D. Then, I for Islam and 1 for 
18-35 Age Group. Other States in Northwest are Katsina and Kano with state codes as S and 




Table 6.5 Demographic Details of Interview Respondents 
6.2.4 Data Transcription 
As noted in 4.5.5 Interview Format, study conducted interviews with Mobile Phone’s hybrid 
WhatsApp® Video Call Application with voice recordings enabled by automated third-party 
Call Recorder® application for WhatsApp® in MP3 file format. Task of transcribing audio-
recorded interviews manually can be time consuming. Therefore, as noted in 4.5.5, study 
used Google Docs® for Android, which is compatible with MP3 file format to transcribe 
recorded. Thereafter, study carefully checked, edited, and data-cleaned transcriptions. 
Checking and editing of transcribed data is important not just for detecting errors but more 
importantly transcription cleaning process affords researcher valuable insights into data 
content, emerging storyline, and explanatory narrative. 
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In addition, editing automated transcriptions could help detect theoretical saturation, which 
indicates that at some point in qualitative data collection, there is repetition of concepts that 
new information or perspectives become opaque in participants’ opinions. Therefore, data 
cleaning affords researcher opportunity of highlighting such hidden concepts as well as to 
begin mental reflection and analysis. Thus, this process enables hands-on feel, which 
invariably helps researcher to better code data. Beyond technical issues concerning 
advantages of editing automated transcriptions, study audited errors in transcriptions by 
reference and comparison with contents of digital recordings. 
Appendix V: Transcripts of Semi-Structured Interviews contains composite transcripts of all 
semi-structured interviews for study, which are in three sections namely, Transcripts of OB1 
Interviews (Cultural Themes), Transcripts of OB2 Interviews (Revocation Powers) and 
Transcripts of OB3 Interviews (Sustainability). Same respondents denoted in Table 6 5 used 
in said three sections, their respectively answers to each question correspondingly captured 
alongside with their unique demographic details. These thirty-six interview respondents 
formed Case Classifications and their demographic characteristics Case Attributes in NVivo. 
Similarly, Themes and Sub-themes listed in Table 6 4 Semi-Structured Interview Guide with 
Themes and Sub-Themesformed NVivo Nodes. 
6.3 Conceptualisation, Coding and Categorisation. 
Here, study looks at coding and categorisation, conceptualisation and adopts content analysis 
as its qualitative analytical framework. 
6.3.1 Coding and Categorisation 
Gibbs (2007) informs that coding is indexing or categorising texts to generate framework for 
thematic ideas. Creswell (2016) agrees and adds that it involves analysing qualitative data by 
taking them apart to see what they yield and thereafter putting them back together in 
meaningful ways. Saldaña (2016) furthers that code in qualitative inquiry could be word or 
short phrase that symbolically assigns summative, salient, and evocative attribute for portions 
of language-based or visual data. Therefore, coding enables configuration of qualitative data 




Code, category, and theme despite being ubiquitous in qualitative analysis do present some 
perceptive challenges to some researchers. Study is of opinion that they share similar qualities 
and are all extracts from qualitative data. However, difference between them is their 
classification order or taxonomy. Code is a word or phrase, which represents a single idea, 
category group of similar codes and theme broader as well as overarching idea, which 
consists of related categories. Qualitative analytical process progresses form qualitative data 
collection through coding and categorising to theming and theorising. Figure 6 2 provides 
illustration for typical qualitative analytical process. 
 
Figure 6.2 Qualitative Analysis from Data, Codes, Categories to Theory 
Braun and Clarke in their 2006 influential work subscribe and evince that qualitative analysis 
is all about themes creation, which involves making sense of qualitative data by 
disassembling and reassembling through coding, categorising and theming. They further that 
thematic analysis is collection term for variety of different approaches, rather than singular 
method. Braun and Clarke (2006) argue that most other qualitative analytic approaches as 
grounded theory, discourse analysis, narrative analysis and interpretative phenomenological 
analysis follow this basic thematic routine but have differing nuances by specifying guiding 
theories and methods of data collection. Conversely, Leshan (2012) argues that some 
qualitative analytical processes do not follow coding procedure but rather employ recursive 
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abstraction. Study, however, is of opinion that repetitive distillation in recursive abstraction 
is analogous to coding. 
Primarily in qualitative analysis, researchers seek meanings from data by coding, categorising 
and sorting into themes. This has theoretical and research flexibility advantages that it allows 
researchers, however, flexibility it offers makes it difficult for some researchers to decide on 
what is important. Braun and Clarke (2006) recommend six phases of thematic coding 
analysis as follow: 
a) Preliminary coding with detailed notes. 
b) Comprehensive coding of how data answers research question. 
c) Listing of developed themes for further analysis. 
d) Cognitive recognition of themes patterns. 
e) Comprehensive analysis of how themes contribute to understanding of data. 
f) Thick description of results. 
This suggested coding procedure is permissive and acts as just guides. However, adhering to 
it may address central issues of trustworthiness and credibility of qualitative studies. 
Predefined coding categories could blur variety, richness, and distinctness out of qualitative 
data thereby making them ineffectual. In addition, qualitative studies are highly interpretive 
and subjective as researchers are key resources, therefore, they may bring into study their 
biases, prejudices, and worldviews. To also streamline and reduce subjectivity, there is need 
for conceptualisation and proper articulation as well as linkage of codes to underlying data. 
6.3.2 Conceptualisation 
Conceptualisation or clear, concise definitions for key ideas help establish auditability and 
reliability. Basic division between coding approaches is concept driven coding and data 
driven coding or open coding. Former, thus favouring predetermined coding scheme 
developed from say literature and research question and latter preferring coding as you go or 
allowing data speak for itself. Guba and Lincoln (1991) opine that anchoring research's 
conceptual and coding framework on research problem, objective and question would help 
improve its validity. 
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Goal of conceptual framework is to illuminate research approach in easily understandable 
format. Thus, study with its pragmatic philosophical outlook took middle of road or centrist 
approach in coding conceptualisation. It predetermined for themes and sub-themes 
respectively based on study’s objectives and each semi-structured interview question as 
shown in Table 6 4. However, study went further to develop hands-on sub-sub themes or 
child nodes in NVivo as its coded transcripts of semi-structured interviews. 
As explained in 6.4 Qualitative Interpretive Approach, study used abductive approach and 
commenced analysis from pre-determined theoretical perspective. Yin (2003) contends that 
commencing analysis from pre-determined theoretical base has advantage of linking study 
with existing bodies of knowledge and provides researcher with initial analytical framework 
to advance. Bryman (1994); however, cautions on this prior theory specification and contends 
that it has tendency of inducing premature closure on issues under investigation. It adds that 
it also has possibility of making theoretical constructs depart overly from participants’ views. 
Despite this, Bryman (1994) endorses pre-conceptualisation as risk worth taking and 
contends that it has potentials of improving coding validity and reliability. 
6.3.3 Content Analysis 
As noted, Braun and Clarke (2006) contend that thematic analysis is compendium for variety 
of different approaches, rather than singular method. Thematic analysis facilitates striding 
efficiently through heaps of qualitative data. However, there is no technique of sifting and 
validating conclusions from it. Content analysis, which is subset of thematic analysis, comes 
handy to offer meaning circuitously to thematic analysis. It does so by quantifying recorded 
codes and comes from the premise of preponderance. It differs from deeper analytical 
frameworks like discourse analysis that delve much deeper into special contexts surrounding 
each code. Bryman (2012) explains that applications of content analysis vary between 
disciplines. However, they involve systematic reading, assigning codes to meaningful pieces 
of content and analysing these patterns of content quantitatively or qualitatively. 
Quantitative content analysis highlights frequency counts and objective analysis of codes. 
Additionally, quantitative content analysis begins with prior framed theories and main coding 
parameters. These chosen coding categories strictly relevant to study’s research questions. 
Quantitative content analysis usually takes deductive approach but often gaining broader 
meaning through abduction (Timmermans and Tavory, 2012). However, Kracauer (1952) 
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asserts that quantitative content analysis oversimplifies complex data to be more reliable. On 
other hand, qualitative content analysis deals with intricacies of latent interpretations, 
whereas quantitative has focus on manifest meanings; however, qualitative, and quantitative 
content analysis often overlap. Study adopted content analysis with tilt towards its 
quantitative format as it gives adroit preview of dataset and enables coherent conclusions as 
shown in Figure 6 5. Saunders et al. (2009) surmises that quantifying categories of qualitative 
data aids their analysis. 
Content analysis may lack depth and rigor; however, it offers objectivity and validity. 
Morning (2008) agrees and extends that its techniques provide accurate output for conceptual 
analysis. It quantifies qualitative data, and its practicality matches study’s pragmatism. Its 
compatibility and seamless affinity with pervasive computer-assisted qualitative data analysis 
software (CAQDAS) makes it an emergent approach. It ranges from its simplest forms like 
unambiguous word frequencies to qualitative content analysis that focuses more on intentions 
and implications. Thus, it fits use of NVivo® software and adoption of Follow-up Explanatory 
Sequential MMR that prioritises quantitative data in 𝑄𝑈𝐴𝑁 →  𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙 relationship. Lastly, its 
analytical process moves researchers from phenomenon description to conceptualisation and 
abstraction of themes without losing participants’ voices. 
6.4 Qualitative Interpretive Approaches 
Qualitative interpretive approaches give overview of deduction, induction and abduction and 
selects abduction as study’s interpretive approach. 
6.4.1 Deduction, Induction and Abduction 
Saunders et al. (2009) opine that interpretive dimensions of qualitative analysis are inductive, 
which is interpretivist and less structured and deductive that is procedural and more structured 
as shown in Figure 6 3. Deductive reasoning or top-down approach moves from general to 
specifics, where data tests veracity of hypothesis and specific conclusion reached only with 
confirmation. Inductive reasoning or bottom-up works oppositely, from specific observations 
to broader generalisations, theories and conclusions that may be true (Dudovskiy, 2018). 
Therefore, inductive syllogism does not seem as inflexible as deductive syllogism, as it is 
within realm of probability with latter at predictability domain as in Figure 6 4. 
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Saunders et al. (2009) appear to have overlooked abductive reasoning, which is third 
interpretive approach; apparently, because it is seldomly used. Mitchell (2018) reveal that 
abductive reasoning addresses weaknesses associated with deductive and inductive 
approaches. Some authors have criticised deductive reasoning for lack of clarity in tested 
theory selection, others have reservations on perceived poor theory-building capabilities of 
inductive approach (Saunders et al., 2009). Abductive reasoning follows pragmatist 
perspective, building on experience and reality to use incomplete evidence to predict best 
plausible or justifiable truth as in Figure 6 4. Chong (1994) succinctly provides summary for 
these approaches: as abduction creates, deduction explicates, and induction verifies. 
 
Figure 6.3 Dimensions of Qualitative Analysis (Saunders et al., 2009) 
6.4.2 Abduction as Interpretive Philosophy 
As noted in 4.4.3 Pragmatism and Mixed Methods Research, study adopted abduction 
approach for ratiocination because it is expedient for data integration, and it advocates 
balance between subjectivity and objectivity. Unlike deduction and induction, abductive 
reasoning can generalise both ways between specific and general arguments and can use 
known as well as fallible premises to generate testable conclusions. As Figure 6 3 shows 
things are not at polar ends but in continuum of potentials ranging for instance from 
interpretivist to procedural. Abduction uses practical and rational approaches to identify 
themes and patterns, locate these patterns within conceptual framework to explain 
phenomenon. Abduction, therefore, is not just symbolic logic but critical thinking and not 
hasty judgment but proper categorisation (Mitchell, 2018). 
Despite its merits, abductive syllogism just as inductive syllogism is perceptibly fallible and, 
thus, susceptible to Popperian falsification hypothesis. Abduction may not have stern 
authority and uncompromising qualities of deductive logic or possess inductive obscurities 
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and ambiguities. However, it yields particularly important products: metaphor and 
representation as well as meaning. Its goal, therefore, is to explore data, find patterns, and 
suggest plausible hypothesis with use of proper categories. Despite its strengths, it is prone 
to indistinctive categories in hypothesis buildup, which could produce muddled and frail 
conclusions. Thus, there is need to strengthen its syllogism through clearer sub-categorisation 
to make propounded theories less fallible. 
 
Figure 6.4 Deduce, Induce and Abduce Syllogisms (Bloom, 2013) 
Aim of study is to examine if Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA hinder or obstruct 
sustainable land administration. To enable reduction of this statement of aim into preliminary 
abductive syllogism is to indicate firstly three parameters of reasoning or hypothesis namely 
rule or function, cause, and effect. Then next will be to assign parameters to them and in this 
instance, would be as follows: 
• Rule: Governors’ powers of revocation hinder sustainable land administration. 
• Cause: Misuse of excessive Governors’ powers of revocation. 
• Effect: Unsustainable land administration. 
With rule in place, which is corresponds to aim in this circumstance and effect known or 
visible, which unstainable land administration, abduction can abduce a cause, misuse of 
excessive Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA. Abduction is akin to medical 
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diagnosis, where doctors can abduce likely cause with presented effects. For instance, a 
doctor can abduce or diagnose that someone with fever has flu. Therefore, someone feeling 
feverish is rule, feverish feeling effect and flu cause. However, this is not conclusive as other 
ailments could show symptoms of fever. There could be reinforcement of its sub-category or 
specific by indicating that such feverish condition occurred during annual flu season. With 
this simple addition, such diagnosis becomes more robust and less fallible. Hage, Leenes and 
Lodder (1994) deduce that if deduction is top-down and induction bottom-up, abduction is 
flat or horizontal as shown in Figure 6 5. 
 
Figure 6.5 Study’s Abductive Predictive Approach Based on Hage, Leenes and Lodder (1994) 
Section 2: 1of LUA placed all land under administration of Governors and Section 28 of LUA 
gave Governors enormous powers of revocation; hence, if land administration is 
unsustainable, then Governors must have misused their powers. Therefore, it could be 
abduced that cause is misuse of Governors’ powers. However, this may not be conclusive as 
other factors or causes could hinder sustainable land administration. In this way, there could 
be multiple hypothesis from same data and abduction interested only in most plausible or 
justifiable explanation as displayed in Figure 6 4. There could be strengthening of syllogism 
here by reinforcement of sub-categories and specifics. For instance, by placing emphasis on 
the fact those Governors have exclusive land administration powers. Mitchell (2015), 
therefore, conclude by referring to abduction as knowledge-extending means of drawing 




6.5 Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis 
As noted, qualitative data analysis (QDA) is range of processes and procedures that offer 
explanation, understanding and interpretation of collected qualitative data. There are 
computer software packages that can help with analysis of qualitative data. This section 
consists of Computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) and NVivo 
Survey Import Wizard. 
6.5.1 Computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) 
Increasingly studies are using computer software to automate labelling or coding of 
documents in content analysis. Simple computational techniques provide descriptive data 
such as word frequencies and document lengths. Conway (2006) insists that computer-
assisted analysis can help with large, electronic data sets by cutting out time and eliminating 
need for multiple human coders to establish inter-coder reliability. Conway (2006) furthers 
that human coders are, however, needed for content analysis, as they are often more able to 
pick out nuances and latent meanings as well as draw broader inferences from texts.  
Coffey and Atkinson (2013) maintain that software programmes designed for qualitative data 
make it easier for researchers to experiment with different codes, test different hypotheses 
about relationships, and facilitate diagrams of emerging theories and preparation of research 
reports. Despite this, steps involved in computer-assisted qualitative data analysis match 
traditional methods, for instance in interview transcripts analysis they also adopt preparation, 
coding, analysis, and reporting. Most common computer-assisted qualitative data analysis 
software (CAQDAS) in use are NVivo, QDA Miner, Dedoose, Atlas.ti and MAXQDA. These 
programmes enable large storage of qualitative for analysis and summation systematically. 
Ultimately, computer software programmes enhance analytical processes. Saunders et al. 
(2009) agree and maintain that use of CAQDAS helps with data organisation, coding, and 
retrieval as well as with hypotheses building. However, Richards (2015) argues that there 
should be caution in use of CAQDAS because they make coding too easy. Thus, there is 
danger in codes proliferation beyond level of comprehension that may render them useless 
or difficult to apply justifiably in analysis. Elliott (2018) concurs and counsels that since use 
of CAQDAS has become default position for qualitative analysis, researchers should avoid 
having overwhelming numbers of codes, as they could be baneful to studies. It furthers that 
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way around this is for researchers to often step back from CAQDAS to reconceptualise codes 
and categories. CAQDAS, thus, do not supplant interpretive intuition of researchers but serve 
to enhance efficiency. 
6.5.2 NVivo Survey Import Wizard 
As noted, CAQDAS that study adopted for analysis is NVivo, specifically NVivo Survey 
Import Wizard. This special feature is available in NVivo Pro and NVivo Plus editions. It 
enables data imports from Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or text file with commas or tab-
separated values. It offers intuitive qualitative analytical proficiency that helps uncover 
deeper insights. Survey Import Wizard is indeed computing wizard as it automates complex 
tasks by series of easy steps. 
6.5.2.1 Initial Steps in Survey Import Wizard 
To commence its application, study had to first align contents of Table 6 5 Demographic 
Details of Interview Respondents with contents of Transcripts of OB1 Interviews (Cultural 
Themes), Transcripts of OB2 Interviews (Revocation Powers) and Transcripts of OB3 
Interviews (Sustainability) compatibly in Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. As noted, the thirty-
six interview respondents formed Case Classifications and their demographic characteristics 
Case Attributes in NVivo. Similarly, Themes and Sub-themes listed in Table 6 4 Semi-
Structured Interview Guide with Themes and Sub-Themesas well as in Appendix V: 
Transcripts of Semi-Structured Interviews formed NVivo Nodes. There are five initial steps 
in Survey Import Wizard prior to coding. 
 
Figure 6.6 Importing Microsoft Excel file into NVivo. 
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Step 1 involves opening NVivo 11 Plus software and importing Microsoft Excel file holding 
interview transcripts from Survey Toolbar in Data Ribbon as shown in Figure 6 6. With this 
sees opening of Survey Import Wizard as shown in Figure 6 7. 
 
Figure 6.7 Opening of Survey Import Wizard 
Step 2 throws up prompt for study to check data format for rows used for headers. 
 
Figure 6.8 Prompt for Data Format Check-up 
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This is important in NVivo, as once entered, there is no provision amendments of data. Here, 
NVivo summarises how it would auto code imported Excel spreadsheet. Respondents will be 
stored as cases, with related classification sheets. Close-ended questions, if any, also treated 
as categorical case attributes.  Open-ended questions then treated as question-based nodes, 
with all responses to respective questions integrated into one node each. As shown in Figure 
6 8, NVivo organised respondents’ attributes namely Sequence, Gender, Age, Religion, and 
so forth accordingly. 
Step 3 sets out prompt for management of survey respondents with query on where to store 
survey cases. There is also query for selection of attribute that would serve as cases unique 
ID of which study chose Identity as shown in Figure 6 9. 
 
Figure 6.9 Management of Survey Respondents 
Step 4 sets out respective columns pre-labelled. However, it is important for study to verify 
and reconfirm open-ended and close-ended data fields. NVivo Survey Import Wizard would 
auto code open-ended data fields to NVivo Nodes. NVivo will not code close-ended data 
columns but will treat them as attributes or categorical data. However, transcripts of study’s 
semi-structure do not contain close-ended questions. Figure 6 10 shows pre-labelled columns 





Figure 6.10 Identification of Open-Ended and Close-Ended Questions 
Step 5 gets NVivo Wizard process study’s interview transcripts as shown in Figure 6 11. 
 
Figure 6.11 Part of Processed Interview Transcripts in NVivo Detail View 
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6.5.2.2 Coding in NVivo Survey Wizard 
NVivo Survey Wizard auto-codes predetermined codes as Concepts to Nodes, which NVivo 
indicates as round blue circles. Study can manually amend or add to auto-coded concepts 
after data import in NVivo. Hai-Jew (2020) maintains that before getting into coding, there 
is an assumption that researchers have developed during literature review clear and close 
attention to words in study area including their nuances and inflections. Researchers should 
be at home with semantics and relationship between signifiers like words, phrases, and signs. 
In addition, what they stand for or their denotations as well as their connotations and 
associated meanings. 
Coding is especially important function of qualitative data analysis toolkits; and as noted, it 
involves close reading of collected data to identify major themes, sub-themes and extract 
patterns and concepts. Hai-Jew (2020), therefore, insists that before commencing, it is helpful 
to consider what coding is in generic sense, which is creation of categories of information 
such as words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs and emplacing in similar categories. It is 
important to note that no two researchers would necessarily code same data same way 
because of differences in perspectives, experiences, personalities, and training. Even close 
research teams’ members trained in same ways will have variances in how they code and 
what they see as relevant. 
Coding function is semi-automated in NVivo. It involves study first accessing data for coding 
in formats like documents, spreadsheets, images, audios, videos, and so forth from Internal 
Sources, which is default-holding folder for raw data in NVivo. With this chosen, file opens 
in Detail View. From here, study looks for units of information it considers relevant then 
highlights and links such units of information to relevant node that contains similar 
information. If very terse, coded concept may be too narrow and if too broad then it may be 
too inclusive of multiple concepts to be useful. Therefore, it may take couple of attempts to 
find right balance for coding (Hai-Jew, 2020). 
NVivo supports creation of sub-nodes or child nodes for sub-coding second-tier codes and 
enables iteration of this creation of sub-nodes with possibility of having sub-sub-sub-nodes 
or great grandchild nodes as shown in Figure 6 12 Part of Study’s Nodes Hierarchy in NVivo 
List View. NVivo facilitates visualizing of nodes in variety of ways, including word cloud, 
tree map and cluster analysis as well as project map and hierarchy charts. In addition, NVivo 
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permits export of nodes summary, which contains all categories, sub-categories, and codes 
with numbers of entry for each classification. 
 
Figure 6.12 Part of Study’s Nodes Hierarchy in NVivo List View 
6.6 Extracts of NVivo Survey Import Wizard Results 
With coding completed in NVivo, the next stage was extraction and reporting of results. The 
goal of any analysis is not just about discovery but also about communiqué to larger 
audiences. However, information and findings generated are often so large that adequate 
reportage or coverage is difficult and akin to trying to drink water from firehose. Charts make 
communication of results lot easier and they provide better comprehension as pictures paint 
thousand words. Fortunately, NVivo has range of visualisation tools that can help with 
creation of these charts and relationships such as project maps, concept maps and comparison 
diagrams. For instance, Figure 6 13 presents Hierarchy Chart Wizard of all nodes by number 
of coding references. In addition, NVivo enables export of entire contents nodes and cases in 
several forms including word, portable document, and spreadsheet for more close-in analysis. 
NVivo, however, has some downsides as its charts, maps are not as developed or easily 
configurable as those of Words, Excel, and SPSS. Too often, NVivo is mistaken as qualitative 
equivalent of SPSS. NVivo is not an analytic tool like SPSS, but more of data management 
device. Therefore, it does not perform but rather aids analytical processes, which researchers 
should control. Hai-Jew (2020) concurs and insists that it is not having used NVivo will 
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strengthen research work but how it is deployed. In this wise, it would be down for every 
study to decide on which information to extract but with focus on those that will answer 
research questions as well meet research objectives. 
 
Figure 6.13 Hierarchy Chart Wizard of All Nodes by Number of Coding References 
Under study’s Follow-up Explanatory Sequential MMR Design, qualitative analysis role is 
to provide further explanations to already recorded quantitative outcomes. As noted in 6.3.3 
Content Analysis, study adopted quantitative format of content analysis, which prioritises 
frequency counts of codes as approach to analysis rather than latent interpretations. Thus, 
study considered it vital to present summaries of Codebook for semi-structured interviews 
transcripts with numbers of references for each category. These references indicate relative 
importance of each sub-category. Study also considered it important to present some 
visualisations to paint pictures for better understanding. For this, study chose to use Project 
Maps. Project maps are great for visually presenting data connections; however, as noted, 
maps in NVivo are not easily customisable. 
6.6.1 Cultural Themes (OB1) Findings 
Study found leads and insinuations in its secondary research that there were some 
fundamental but concealed motives on why Nigeria Military Junta promulgated LUA. 
Therefore, study under its first research question wanted to find out those elemental but 
hidden reasons that underpinned promulgation of LUA and how they ranked. Study’s 
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quantitative analysis has already provided tentative answers to these questions. As noted in 
5.4.1 Objective 1 DDA’s Results, quantitative analysis found that replication of Caliphs or 
Emirs’ powers over land in State Governors, followed by making Nigerian land laws comply 
with Islamic concept of land and unifying land laws in Southern Nigeria with those of 
Northern Nigeria were most important themes that underpinned enactment of LUA. 
 
Figure 6.14 Project Map of All Nodes in Cultural Themes (OB1) 
These quantitative findings needed for further qualitative explanations under Follow-up 
Explanatory MMR prompting use of five-controlled open-ended questions in semi-structural 
interview. Figure 6 14 shows project map of all nodes, categories, and sub-categories in 
Cultural Themes (OB1) with all connectors, which show links between items. While Table 6 
6 shows number of references for Cultural Themes (OB1) categories and sub-categories 
recorded under content analysis. As shown study had predetermined Cultural Themes, which 
is overarching theme with 180 references. This corresponds to 36 references for five 
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predetermined sub-themes or categories in shaded rows namely: Domination, Economic, 
Environment, General and Social Content. Thirty-six references representing 36 cases in 
interview survey. Sub-categories created during NVivo coding and itemised under multi-
level list in lower case English alphabet letters. 
Multi-Level  
List 
Themes, Categories and Sub-categories (Nodes) 
No. of 
References 
OB1. Cultural Themes 180 
1. Domination 36 
a)  Contrived Unity 44 
b)  Hegemonic Agenda 14 
c)  Islamic Land Law 27 
d)  Islamisation 20 
e)  Militarism 15 
f)  Resource Control 23 
2. Economic 36 
a)  Economic Development 30 
b)  Not for Economic Reasons 8 
3. Environment 36 
a)  Modest regards for Sustainability 14 
b)  Sustainability not Important to LUA 14 
4. General 36 
a)  Chaotic Land Market Control 3 
b)  Conflict Reduction 3 
c)  Easy Land Acquisition 8 
d)  Land Access to People 13 
e)  Laws Unification 14 
f)  Self-Land Grab by Military 8 
5. Social Content 36 
a)  Disappointment 4 
b)  False Hope 11 
c)  Poverty Blocking Access to Land 2 
d)  Social Welfare 22 
e)  Socialist Ideology 9 
f)  Stymied Dream 8 
Table 6.6 References for Cultural Themes (OB1) Categories and Sub-Categories 
Study considers two questions under this theme as crucial as they circuitously represent 
mundane and underlying reasons for LUA’s enactment. Correspondingly, these are why you 
think Military Government promulgated LUA (General), and do you think promulgation of 
LUA was to make it comply with Islamic Land law (Domination). Under Domination, 
contrived unity had most references with 44 and under General; laws unification had most 
with 14. Figure 6 15 shows composite recorded references for General and Domination 
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categories in coloured clustered bar. It is instructive that next sub-categories with most 
references after Contrived Unity are all from Domination namely: Islamic Land Law with 
27, Resource Control 23 and Islamisation 20. 
These outcomes are incredibly significant because they add layers of explanation to 
domination and Islamisation hypotheses. Results show that domination is not an end to itself 
but means to an end. It comes with suasion of artificial unity, enthrone hegemonic agenda, 
and then morally compel resource control. As respondent SWMGC1 puts it, “Unification of 
land tenure systems meant that LUA fashioned from Northern Nigeria Land Tenure Law 
would give Northern Hegemons control over rich landed resources in Southern parts.” 
However, there are counter narratives that stress measurable positive values that forced unity 
brings. For instance, NWMNI2 insists, “To unify land systems of Southern and Northern 
Nigeria and engender country’s unity especially after bloody civil war.” In same vein, 
NWMNI2 claims “Unity has miraculous role towards development of any nation.” 
 
Figure 6.15 Composite Recorded References for General and Domination Categories 
6.6.2 Revocation Powers (OB2) Findings 
LUA gave Governors powers of revocation, which is akin to compulsory purchase. Use of 
these powers can be valuable to communities but they are utterly are disruptive to 
dispossessed. FAO (2008) insists, therefore, that statutory content of such powers should 
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have obligatory moral duty to comply with best practices in compulsory purchase. Thus, 
study in its second research question wanted to find out whether Governors’ powers of 
revocation under LUA comply with best practices in compulsory purchase.  
 
Figure 6.16 Project Map of All Nodes in Revocation Powers (OB2) 
Quantitative analysis of study has provided answers to this question as it established that 
Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA had dismal compliance level of just 34.41 
percent with best practices in compulsory purchase as shown 5.4.2 Objective 2 DDA’s 
Results. While Figure 5 9 reveals that aspects of best practices with least compliance are 
provision of safeguards against adverse takings, guaranteeing just and fair compensation 
payment and warranting transparent revocation practices. 
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Attained quantitative findings needed further reflections by inquisitorial qualitative arm of 
study’s Follow-up Explanatory MMR Design. This elicited use of five-controlled open-ended 
questions in semi-structural interview under revocation powers as central theme to seek 
needed clarifications. As noted in Table 6 4, used five open-ended questions respectively 
epitomised five sub-themes namely: Due Process, Inapt Act, Revocation, Rigidity and 
Vesting. Figure 6 16 shows project map of all nodes, categories, and sub-categories in 
Revocation Powers (OB2) with all connectors, which show links between items. 
On other hand, Table 6 7 shows references for Revocation Powers (OB2) categories and sub-
categories recorded under content analysis. Study had predetermined revocation powers as 
overarching theme with 180 references, which corresponds to 36 references for five 
predetermined sub-themes in shaded rows. Thirty-six references represent 36 cases or 
respondents in semi-structured interview. Sub-categories created during NVivo coding and 
itemised under multi-level list in lower case English alphabet letters, while sub-subcategories 
listed lower case Roman numbers. 
Multi-Level  
List 
Themes, Categories and Sub-categories (Nodes) 
No. of 
References 
OB2. Revocation Powers 180 
1. Due Process 36 
a)  Judiciousness 7 
(i) Conflicts with Eminent Domain 6 
b)  Just Compensation 16 
(i) Alternative Land 1 
(ii) Compensation before Eviction 4 
(iii) Not for Bare Land 4 
c)  People's Best Interest 5 
(i) Fair Processes 7 
d)  Public Purpose 7 
(i) Enhancement of Security 1 
(ii) Government Requirement 5 
(iii) Not for Breaches 3 
(iv) Socio-Economic Development 1 
2. Inapt Act 36 
a)  About Merger and Takeover 11 
b)  Anti-Free Markets 9 
c)  Exclusion of Courts 3 
d)  Little Protection for Right Holders 19 
e)  Narrow Outlook 14 
f)  Noble Intentions 18 
g)  Not about Land for People 13 
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h)  Not up to Best Practices 23 
i)  Unfair Compensation 8 
j)  Unjust Provisions 20 
3. Revocation 36 
a)  Breach of Condition 4 
b)  Communal Projects 4 
(i) Vital Infrastructure 4 
c)  Due Process 3 
(i) Not for Breaches 3 
d)  Islamic Land Concept 2 
e)  Prevention of Speculation 2 
f)  Public Purpose 9 
g)  Societal Good 12 
h)  Socio-Economic Development 13 
i)  Sustainable Development 3 
4. Rigidity 36 
a)  Acceptability Desire 4 
b)  Breeds Injustice 3 
c)  Challenge Deterrence 26 
d)  Country's Unity 12 
e)  Domination Preservation 16 
f)  Instability Prevention 14 
g)  Islamic Content 1 
h)  Militaristic Roots 16 
i)  Perpetuation Intent 28 
5. Vesting 36 
a)  Abuse Prone if on Governors 17 
b)  Courts with Oversights 3 
c)  Governors under Guidance 18 
d)  Independent Council 5 
e)  Land Use Committee 7 
f)  Parliament 14 
Table 6.7 References for Revocation Powers (OB2) Categories and Sub-Categories 
Under this central theme, study considers two sub-themes key, Rigidity, and Inapt Law, as 
they appear to hold explanations on why Governors’ powers under LUA do not comply with 
best practices in compulsory purchase. Under Rigidity, perpetuation intent had most 
references with 28 followed by challenge deterrence with 26. These two sub-categories can 
find resonance in domination, as elements of domineering include continuance and muting 
of objections. While under Inapt Act, not up to best practices had most references with 23 
followed by unjust provisions with 20. This speaks volumes as unjust laws are characterised 
by unfair provisions and those provisions not complying with commonly accepted standards. 
Figure 6 17 shows composite recorded references for Rigidity and Inapt Act categories in 
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coloured clustered bar with perpetuation intent and challenge deterrence having most 
references. 
 
Figure 6.17 Composite Recorded References for Rigidity and Inapt Act 
These outcomes are noteworthy as they offer some suggestions on why Military delivered 
rigid and inapt legislation. For instance, respondent SSFRC2 asserted, “Military knew that 
LUA was not popular, so they needed to protect it from alterations or even abrogation.” 
While counter narrative on this came from respondent SWFGI2, who claimed, “They 
(Military) had to protect LUA because of its vital role to peace and unity of the country.” On 
Inapt Act, respondent SEFAC1 avowed, “LUA does not provide for payment of just 
compensation and does ensure compensation before possession.” While contrary viewpoint 
came from participant NWMNI2, who insisted, “LUA endeavoured to strike balance between 
right holders’ interests and interests of government.” 
6.6.3 Sustainability (OB3) Findings 
Since use of revocation powers is part of larger land administration functions, revocations 
must support sustainability. Sustainability entails balancing People, Planet and Profit (3Ps) 
euphemism for social, economic, and environmental sustainability under Triple Bottom Line 
as shown in Figure 2.5. Study in third research question wanted to find out if Governors’ 




Figure 6.18 Project Map of All Nodes in Sustainability (OB3) 
Quantitative analytical section of study has provided tentative answers to this question as it 
established that Governors’ applications of revocation powers under LUA had an overall 
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score of mere 32.11 percent sustainability credentials as shown in 5.4.3 Objective 3 DDA’s 
Results. Figure 5 12 reveals that most stemmed was protection of women and minority rights 
followed by guaranteeing barest minimum land acquisition. 
Under study’s Follow-up Explanatory MMR Design, there is necessity to further review 
achieved quantitative results with probing qualitative segment. This elicited use of five-
controlled open-ended questions in semi-structural interview with Sustainability as 
overarching theme to seek broadened explanations. As noted in Table 6 4, used five open-
ended questions respectively embodied five sub-themes namely: Assessment, Hindrance, 
Improvement, Necessity and Sustainability. Figure 6 16 shows project map of all nodes, 
categories, and sub-categories in Sustainability (OB3) with all item connectors and links. 
Likewise, Table 6 8 shows references for Sustainability (OB3) categories and sub-categories 
recorded under content analysis. Study had predetermined Sustainability as principal theme 
with 180 references, which corresponds to 36 references for five predetermined sub-themes 
in shaded rows. Thirty-six references represent 36 cases or respondents in semi-structured 
interview. Sub-categories created during NVivo coding and itemised under multi-level list in 
lower case English alphabet letters, while sub-subcategories in lower case Roman numbers. 
Multi-
Level List 
Themes, Categories and Sub-categories (Nodes) 
No. of 
References 
OB3. Sustainability 180 
1.  Assessment 36 
a)  Corruption Ridden 8 
b)  Environmental Degradation 16 
c)  General Insecurity 3 
d)  Good Governance 3 
e)  Human Rights Abuses 4 
(i) Gender and Minority Rights Abuses 1 
f)  Islamic Law not to Blame 2 
g)  Moderate Governance 5 
h)  No Courts Oversights 3 
i)  Poor Governance 28 
j)  Tenurial Insecurity 5 
k)  Unjust Delivery 13 
l)  Weak Markets 5 
2.  Hindrance 36 
a)  Abuse of Power and Corruption 21 
b)  Concentration of Powers in Governors 20 
c)  Dearth of Useful Data 8 
d)  General Insecurity 4 
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e)  Lack of Financial and Technical Capacity 14 
f)  Low Cadastral Coverage 11 
g)  Unrestrained Governors' Powers 20 
3.  Improvement 36 
a)  
Balance between Public and Private 
Interests 
14 
b)  Clear and Just Laws 4 
c)  Ethical Use of Revocation Powers 34 
d)  Just Compensation Payments 20 
e)  Respect for Human Rights 12 
f)  Transparent Allocation Process 2 
4.  Necessity 36 
a)  Environmental Protection 16 
(i) Climate Change Tackle 6 
(ii) Energy Efficiency and Recycling 3 
(iii) Pollution Control 4 
b)  Equitable Land Acquisition 10 
(i) 
Human Rights Protection and Poverty 
Reduction 
22 
(ii) Insecurity and Conflict Prevention 5 
(iii) Socio-Economic Development 12 
c)  Good Land Management 18 
(i) Efficient Land Markets 8 
(ii) Ordered Spatial Development 5 
(iii) Security of Tenure 4 
(iv) Urban Regeneration 4 
d)  Wellbeing of Future Generation 9 
5.  Sustainability 36 
a)  Environmental Protection 16 
(i) Climate Change Tackle 6 
(ii) Energy Efficiency and Recycling 3 
(iii) Pollution Control 4 
b)  Equitable Land Acquisition 10 
(i) 
Human Rights Protection and Poverty 
Reduction 
22 
(ii) Insecurity and Conflict Prevention 5 
(iii) Socio-Economic Development 12 
c)  Good Land Management 18 
(i) Efficient Land Markets 8 
(ii) Ordered Spatial Development 5 
(iii) Security of Tenure 4 
(iv) Urban Regeneration 4 
d)  Wellbeing of Future Generation 9 
Table 6.8 References for Sustainability (OB3) Categories and Sub-Categories 
Under Sustainability Theme, study considers two sub-themes strategic, Hindrance and 
Improvement, as they appear to hold clarifications on firstly why Governors’ powers use of 
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revocation powers have low sustainability credentials and secondly actions that could 
improve sustainable records of Governors’ powers. Under Hindrance, Abuse of Power and 
Corruption had 21 references followed closely by Concentration of Powers in Governors and 
Unrestrained Governors' Powers with 20 each. Under Improvements, Ethical Use of 
Revocation Powers had 34 references with followed by Just Compensation Payments with 
20. Thus, it shows that major hindrances to sustainability are abuse of power and corruption 
as well as concentration of powers in Governors, while some improvements is possible with 
ethical use of revocation powers and payment of just compensation. Figure 6 19 shows 
composite recorded references for Hindrance and Improvement categories in coloured 
clustered bar with Ethical Use of Revocation Powers and Abuse of Power and Corruption 
having most references. 
 
Figure 6.19 Composite Recorded References for Hindrance and Improvement 
These outcomes are significant as they offer some correlations as to why Governors’ powers 
use of revocation powers have low sustainability credentials. Most respondents hinged their 
answers on broad Governors’ powers as cause of low sustainability disposition. For instance, 
respondent SEMAC2 insisted, “Sweeping, oppressive and unhinged Governors’ powers. As 
said, absolute power corrupts absolutely.” Respondent, SWFNC2 maintained, “Weak 
governance and corruption due to unsupervised Governors’ powers.” Respondent, 
NCMBC1 stated, “Culture of state capture with Governors favouring political associates 
with landed resources and this culture has equally trickled down to state officials.” While 
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respondent NCMWC1 claimed “Pervasive culture of prebendalism whereby Governors 
assume rights to personal shares of government revenues.” 
Findings offer suggestions under vesting that would facilitate fitter Governors’ powers, 
which intrinsic attributes are responsible for low sustainability performances.  For instance, 
recommendations for possible improvements comes from respondent SSMDC2 that 
maintains “Fairness in use of revocation powers can only come, if parliaments scrutinise and 
exercise them.” Respondent SWMNC1 suggests, “Revocation powers should rest with State 
Assemblies to prevent abuse of power.” While, respondent NCMBC1 proposes, “Specially 
elected committee with tenure of office and made up of young people, because all decisions 
on land would affect them more.” Some were astounded like respondent SSFRC2 that 
contends “It surprising that in democracy like Nigeria, Governors still solely exercise 
revocation powers.” Others more philosophical as respondent SEMIC2 that contemplates, 






Deliberations here will be under following sub-heads: 
• Theoretical Narratives 
• Ascendency of Northern Hegemons 
• Hegemonic Influences on LUA 
• Structural Frailties of LUA 
• LUA’s Lack of Due Process 
• Philosophical Catalysts 
• Study’s Findings 
7.1 Theoretical Narratives 
Theoretical framework is structure that holds and support theories of research. It explains 
why research problem under study exists. It challenges and extends existing knowledge 
within limits of critical assumptions. Creswell (2013) maintains added theoretical framework 
converts basic Follow-up Explanatory Sequential MMR Design to its advanced format. Alavi 
et al. (2018) concur and assert that to avoid flawed inquiries, studies should link theoretical 
framework to research methods. Theories are so many, and list is almost endless. However, 
most social theories stem from three grand social theories also known as social paradigms 
namely: structural functionalism, conflict theory and symbolic interactionism. Study adopted 
hegemonic theory, which is subset of conflict theory to give meaning to research questions. 
Hegemony refers to processes and structures by which dominant social group maintains, 
sustains, and legitimates its privileged position politically, economically, and culturally as 
well as militarily over others (Chernow and Vallasi, 1994). Social institutions like 
government, education, and religion reflect this competition in their inherent inequalities and 
help maintain unequal social structure. Although it focuses on change and conflict, its main 
aim is ultimately to achieve stability. 




Italian Marxist Political Philosopher Antonio Gramsci coined hegemony to explain structures 
and anatomies of domination in political society. He identified varying forms of domination 
economy, culture, and politics. According to him, dominant elites manipulate capital, 
political power, ideas, information, and knowledge to consolidate their stranglehold on 
society. Hegemony can be so effective that dominated begin to accept their fate as part of 
natural order and best of all possible worlds (Mailafia, 2018). This is relevant to ensuing 
treatise and makes for better cognition of Governors powers under LUA; as study’s in-depth 
literature review reveal that promulgation of LUA was part of wider domination agenda of 
Northern Hegemons, who control Nigeria Military. Quantitative as well as qualitative 
findings reached from study’s Follow-up Explanatory Sequential MMR Design collaborate 
LUA’s hegemonic agenda. 
Eagleton (1991) insists that cultural hegemony is comparable to authoritarian rule, which 
tends to be oppressive and characterised by strong central power as well as limited political 
freedom. However, cultural hegemony differs from overtly domineering rule in its more 
subtle approach. It focuses on deceptively altering key institutions of governance and society 
to bring them in line with general ideologies of hegemons. This serves to make order of things 
appear natural and to conceal extent of social divisions. Eagleton (1991) reveals that 
dominant class uses three stratagems in its hegemonic agenda. First, it utilises its ideology 
insidiously to win consent from subordinate groups. Ideology here used to refer to sets of 
presumed ideas and presuppositions that exist in each social structure. Second, it deploys 
apparatus of state coercive power to maintain control and thirdly it specifically imposes 
lingua franca for cultural appropriation. 
In Nigerian context, these three realities needed for hegemonic control are remarkably present 
and covertly in use by Northern Hegemons. Firstly, it may not be very apparent, however, 
facts on ground point to guileful and active propagation of Islamisation or Islamic ideology. 
Attenuated form of Islamisation is ongoing in Nigeria. Oba (2000) concurs and reveals that 
so long as there are devout Muslims, many of them will want to enforce Islamic law as main 
legal code governing their lives. Lapidus (2012) furthers and insists that Muslim conquerors 
use Islam for control rather than for transformation. Secondly, Dummar (2009), Osaghae and 
Wright (2000) and Ikpe (2000) insist that lopsided demographic control of Nigerian Army in 
favour of Northerners provides veritable tool of control for Hegemons. Thirdly, Ikime (1980), 
(Ladipo, 2010) and (Mayr, 2008) posit that Hausa as lingua franca in Northern Nigeria, is 
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important unifying factor for political control in hands of ruling Fulani hegemons for potent 
and imperious control. 
A closer look at LUA shows that fundamentally it has hallmarks of Islamic Jurisprudence. 
This fact paves way for devout doctrinal and sectarian followership. Islamic hegemonic 
powers ensured that Military etched LUA into Nigerian Constitution to avert or deter its likely 
amendment. LUA being part of Nigerian Constitution makes it almost impossible to amend 
through democratic process and this serves dominant group’s purposes. Scenario, therefore, 
fits well into hegemonic conflict theory model, as those that favour LUA as is are reluctant 
to push for amendments, while those against its debilitating effects fight unwinnable battles 
for modifications. 
LUA came about by actions of authoritarian military regime, which evidentially foisted it 
intentionally on Nigerians. To ensure that this is almost irreversible, Military craftily and 
stealthily stitched LUA into Nigerian Constitution. This arguably and supposedly was to 
make it extremely hard to review or amend because of strict rules regarding amendment of 
Constitution. An amendment of LUA was part of a Seven-point Agenda of former President 
Umaru Musa Yar’Adua who came into office on 26th of July 2007. Proposed modification 
was first real attempt in all rhetoric about altering seemingly harsh provisions of LUA. 
Proposal known as Land Use Amendment Bill 2009, nonetheless, failed to pass into Law. 
LUA, thus, continues functioning in its original and undiluted format more than four decades 
after its inauguration. As a result, ostensive conspicuous and copious wide powers conferred 
on Governors subsist. 
Theoretical orientation, therefore, is worldview or lens for observing and construing 
experiences and cannot necessarily be proven or disproven. Social theories aim at addressing 
social injustices existing in segments of population with calls for cathartic actions. These by 
logic and reason show that MMR has extraordinarily strong connections with Social Theory. 
Selection of an appropriate theoretical orientation within which to develop potentially helpful 
and explanatory theory is bedrock of social sciences (Bell, 2009). However, since this is vast 
and complex subject area, it is usually exceedingly difficult to find single theoretical 
standpoint, as there have been lots of debates and propositions on ways of studying human 
societies and interpreting research results. 
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7.2 Ascendency of Northern Hegemons 
Accordingly, lasting impact of Sokoto Caliphate is still felt in Nigeria’s socio-political life. 
Indeed, it is at roots of unending and infamous north-south dichotomy, which impedes 
cohesion, unity and stability of Nigerian polity (Aremu, 2017). British Colonial Masters 
purely for their convenience created dichotomous atmosphere that still plagues Nigeria until 
today. Britain permitted Muslim North to enforce puritanical Sharia Legal Order on one hand 
and on other, allowed Christian cum Animist or Idolatrous South to thrive under discretionary 
secular system. Devout Muslim North, thus, abhors post-independence secular state crafted 
by Britain, which seemed acceptable to Christian and Animist South. This paradox remains 
weakness or Achilles heel of Nigeria’s corporate existence (Sampson, 2014). With forced 
and artificial unitary governance, dominant North seeks to spread or impose its will and core 
values on Southern part Nigeria. Northern Hegemons, therefore, have consistently sought 
gradual Islamification or shift towards Islamism to replace existing secular structure in 
Southern part. 
7.2.1 Power Structure 
Ascendancy of Fulanis in Nigeria’s socio-political life started with establishment of Sokoto 
Caliphate. Result of which was spread of Islam in Hausa Land and consolidation of Muslim 
culture first in Hausa Land and then in non-Hausa Areas such as Nupe, Ilorin such as Yoruba, 
Ebira and parts of Benue Valley Region of Igala (Ikime, 1980). Based on British narrative 
that Northern Nigeria was mainly Islamic, colonial government’s system of ‘indirect rule’ 
relied heavily on Hausa-Fulani political cum religious establishment to maintain control of 
Northern Nigeria. By political design, British authorities not only protected existing 
unification of state and religion, but also prevented disturbance of status quo by prohibiting 
missionary proselytisation in these areas. During British colonialism, Islam strengthened in 
these areas, as it was an organ of state (Salamone, 2007). 
Fulanis, thus, maintain occupation high commands of Military and with this; they control and 
dominate. For instance, northern section of Nigerian Military is best equipped. Fact that most 
of Army and Air Force resources situate in North is not an accident, but deliberate policy, 
which ensures its continued dominance (Offor, 2017). It is instructive to note that then de 
facto Head of Military Junta, Shehu Yar’Adua, who effected promulgation of LUA; was 
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student for whom a British Commandant at Nigerian Military School Zaria got dismissed in 
1962 by Minister of Defence, Muhammadu Ribadu. Transgression of Commandant was that 
he did not lower standards for Shehu and his other cohorts from North (Offor, 2017). Shehu 
Yar’Adua was a Fulani Military Officer with a very privileged background. His father, Musa 
Yar'Adua, was Minister for Lagos Affairs from 1957 to 1966 during Nigeria's First Republic. 
His grandfather, Mallam Umaru, held traditional title of Mutawallin Katsina or Keeper of 
Katsina Treasury. 
Moreover, his younger brother, Umaru Yar'Adua, later became President of Federal Republic 
of Nigeria in 2007 (Ogunmupe, 2011). His cousin, Major General Hassan Usman Katsina 
was Governor of Northern Region of Nigeria from 1966 to 1967 and during Nigerian Civil 
War, Chief of Staff of Nigerian Army. His uncle, Usman Nagogo, was Emir of Katsina from 
1944 to 1981 (Taylor, 1967). At assassination of Murtala Mohammed in 1976 abortive Coup, 
then Lieutenant-Colonel Shehu Yar’ Adua was projected and promoted above dozens of non-
Hausa-Fulani Officers to Brigadier-General and installed Vice-President of Nigeria and 
indeed de facto Head of State ostensibly to carry on Northern Programme with demise of 
Murtala Mohammed. Olusegun Obasanjo from South-West although Head of State was 
titular without real powers (Siollun, 2009). 
Encyclopaedia Britannica estimates that up to eighty million people speak Hausa both as 
native and non-native language. Only Swahili surpasses Hausa as most widely spoken native 
language in Africa. It is native language of Hausa, spoken throughout southern Niger and 
northern Nigeria and across much of Western Africa for purposes of trade (Kperogi, 2016). 
With this versatility, British Colonial Masters adopted and used it as official native 
administration language (Ikime, 1980). Use of Hausa language as lingua franca, therefore, is 
an important unifying factor for political north, where ruling class is ethnic Fulani. Nigerian 
Southerners habitually use Hausa to refer to all northern people including minority tribes 
some of whom are Christians. This leaves perception of a monolithic Muslim North. Minority 
ruling Fulani leverage and capitalise on this perception to generate huge and towering 
presence for political control (Ladipo, 2010). 
Authority of Fulani elites, therefore, does not obtain from constitutional structures alone but 
mainly from their ensconced executive positions in government. Power of these elite derives 
chiefly from their possession of religious, ethnic, and cultural capital. This must be reason 
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why Fulanis see continued dominance of bureaucratic landscape as sacrosanct. For instance, 
most of country’s leaders have been from Fulani extraction namely: Tafawa Balewa, Murtala 
Mohammed, Shehu Shagari, Umaru Yar’Adua and Muhammadu Buhari. In addition, most 
of Federal Ministers, Heads of Military and Para-Military Formations, Heads of Government 
Departments and Parastatals as well as Governors in Northern States are Fulanis. 
One reasonable deduction from foregoing is that Fulanis regard entire country of Nigeria as 
part of Caliphate; and have carried on with an imperious “born to rule” mentality. This 
attitude has wider implications for good governance in Nigeria. According to Joseph (1991), 
this breeds special variant of patrimonialism or clientelism in Nigeria that he named 
prebendalism, where bureaucrats feel they have right to use government revenues for benefit 
of their supporters and members of their ethnic group. This appears to validate Mills (1956)’s 
analysis that influences of political elites derive from occupation of command positions 
within government bureaucracy. 
7.2.2 British Commercial Interest 
In nineteenth century, Caliphate functioned as most important polity within the region and 
influenced political and social developments. It also played major economic roles in 
agriculture, labour movement, and re-institutionalisation of slavery (Shillington, 2005). 
However, with Berlin or Congo Conference of 1885, Britain under aegis of Royal Niger 
Company expanded into Southern Nigeria and began making plans to take over the Caliphate 
(Falola, 2009). British General, Frederick Lugard, led assault and on March 13, 1903, 
Caliphate officially surrendered and conceded to British Rule. Lugard abolished the 
Caliphate but retained titles of Caliph or Sultan as a symbolic position in newly organised 
Northern Nigeria Protectorate. Northern Protectorate lasted from 1900 until 1914, when 
Lugard amalgamated it with Southern Protectorate to form present day Nigeria. Transforming 
commercial sphere of influence inherited from Royal Niger Company into a viable territorial 
unit under effective British political control became more of Lugard’s preoccupation 
following conquest. 
To achieve commercial objectives of British Empire, Lugard devised policy of Indirect Rule, 
which involved governance of protectorate through defeated local rulers. In this regard, if 
Emirs accepted British authority, abandoned slave trade, and cooperated with British officials 
in modernising their administrations, they stayed in office. Emirs, accordingly, retained their 
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caliphate titles but were responsible to British District Officers, who had final authority (Elan, 
2008). Under this policy of indirect rule, Caliphate Officials transformed into salaried District 
Heads. In effect became agents of British Authorities, responsible for peacekeeping and tax 
collection. In other words, new overlords, British District Officers merely capped old 
caliphate chain of commands (Elan, 2008). 
In real sense, therefore, British conquest of Caliphate did not dismantle its already created 
power structure. For instance, Alhaji (Sir) Abubakar Tafawa Balewa great-grandson of 
Uthman Dan Fodio and Leader of Northern People’s Congress; said during Inauguration of 
Richard’s Constitution in 1946 that: 
“We do not want, our Southern Neighbours to interfere in our development… we 
should like to make it clear that if Britain quitted Nigeria now at this stage, Northern 
people would continue their interrupted conquest to sea” (Forsyth, 2015). 
What this meant was a direct threat to continuation of Jihad to Southern Coast of Nigeria or 
Atlantic Ocean if Britain declared Independence at that stage as North was perceivably not 
ready. He was also quoted as saying that: 
“...new nation called Nigeria should be an estate of our great grandfather Uthman 
Dan Fodio. We must ruthlessly prevent a change of power” (Bello, 1960). 
7.3 Hegemonic Influences on LUA 
The study found compelling connections between LUA and Islamic concepts of land law. 
Outcomes established strong parallels between positions of Governor under LUA and those 
of Caliphs or Emirs in Islamic Theocracies. Here, Allah is supreme ruling authority, but He 
gave divine guidance to human intermediaries to manage day-to-day affairs of government. 
Drawing inferences from omnipotence of Allah explains broad and wide-ranging nature of 
powers as well as authorities His vicegerents possess. Study established persuasive evidence 
that LUA’s promulgation is part of wider agenda of Northern hegemonic powers, on whose 
behest the Military acts. Therefore, the study finds that LUA promulgation was not altruistic 
as there are concealed reasons its enactment. 
Nigeria today, prides itself as secular; however, it operates a dual system in which Muslims 
can bring familial and financial disputes to Sharia Courts whose jurisdiction cover marriage, 
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divorce, inheritance, and guardianship. Section 10 of 1999 Constitution of Nigeria, however, 
provides that “Government of Federation or a State shall not adopt any religion as State 
Religion”. In other words, Nigeria will be a secular state. Muslim intellectuals, in turn, argue 
that secularism is Western ideology that is hostile to Islam. They argue further that secularism 
seeks to undermine Islamic values, supplant Islamic laws with those of its own and deface 
sanctity of Muslim society (Kukah, 1993). In support of this school of thought, Alhaji Sa’ad 
Abubakar, Sultan of Sokoto and Leader of Islamic community in Nigeria recently alleged: 
“Anyone saying Nigeria is a secular nation does not understand meaning of secular. 
There is nothing secular about Nigerian nation since in whatever we do, we will 
always put Islam in forefront” (Oyerinde, 2011). 
This view coming from highest Islamic Authority in Nigeria is a pointer to where allegiance 
of Muslim North lies. Therefore, to North, teachings of Islam is paramount and take 
precedence over human laws. Multiplicity of Christian and Traditional religious forms and 
ethnic formations competing for influence in South stand no chance when juxtaposed on 
monolithic North buoyed by theocratic control wielded by Sultanate. It stands, thus, to reason 
that North harmonised under Islam will continue to dominate Southern Nigeria composed 
primarily of autonomous communities and egalitarian structures (Onwubiko, 1982). 
In same vein, Sa’idu (2019) reports that Chief Justice of Nigeria (CJN), Justice Ibrahim 
Tanko Muhammad strongly advocated for amendment of Nigeria’s Constitution to extend 
Sharia law from its present personal law domain to public law sphere. Public law includes 
constitutional law, administrative law, tax law and criminal law as well as all procedural laws. 
Justice Ibrahim Tanko Muhammad, who is Muslim, insisted, “As we all know, there are 
sections of Constitution that allow implementation of Sharia personal law and apart from 
that, we cannot do more. However, we have numbers to emend Constitution to suit our own 
position as Muslims.” He furthered that, “In view of importance of Sharia legal system to 
Nigeria legal profession, all Nigerian Universities should teach Sharia law in Arabic and not 
in English.” 
Islamic law is world's most widely used religious law. It has grown in popularity because 
Muslims regard Islam as a complete way of life. Weeramantry (2014) asserts that faith and 
legislations in Islam are conjunctive and mutually inclusive. It is burgeoning in girth as 
projections show that Muslims will grow faster than world’s overall population because of a 
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bulging youth population. Pew (2015) estimates that as of 2015, there were about 1.6 billion 
Muslims, making Islam world’s second-largest religion after Christianity, which translates to 
one in every four people being Muslim. Pew (2015) also finds that given rapid projected 
increases from 2010 to 2050, Muslims would outnumber Christians by 2070 when they will 
have thirty-five percent of world’s population. 
Islamic law forms primary or basic legal system in many countries including Iran, and Saudi 
Arabia. In this regard, Islamic teachings inform, to varying degrees, government policies and 
land rights discourse (Lim, 2013). Ghazali and Omar (2007) hold view that Islamic concept 
of land differs from Capitalist as well as Socialist systems. Capitalists profess that real and 
ultimate ownership of property vests on individuals, while Socialists think that it should be 
on proletariat or public. Cahill (2011) also clarifies that Islamic custodians of land are 
personally active in its allocation, unlike Western Sovereigns who also hold in trust for people 
as well, but usually remote from its transactions and dealings. 
Muslims base their Laws or Sharia on their holy book Qur'an, and Sunnah or practical 
examples and teachings of Prophet Muhammad and that there are five basic Pillars of Islam. 
These pillars are declaration of faith, praying five times a day, giving money to charity, 
fasting and a pilgrimage to Mecca. Islamic laws also come from derived sources of ijma or 
scholarly consensus and qiyas or legal analogy. Muslims believe that Allah revealed Islam to 
Prophet Muhammad over 1400 years ago in Mecca, Arabia. Islam comes from Arabic word 
s-l-m, which connotes peace and submission to Allah (Almighty God). Islam, therefore, 
implies submission to will of Allah, and a Muslim is one who makes that submission. In other 
words, those who share shahada (common faith) in oneness of Allah (Wuthnow, 1998). 
Facchini (2009) explains that property rights in West differ remarkably from Orient because 
of invention of institutions of freedom in Occident or Western World. These are based on 
two moral innovations: namely, secularising of law and invention of individual. Secularising 
of law being result of Christian property theology, which recognised man’s place in God’s 
creation. Man is seen as a “smaller god” in partnership with Almighty in evolving process of 
creation. Political and social Islam did not predispose Muslims to institutions of capitalism 
as Islamic law has its priority in developing pietistic religion for communal salvation, which 
its by-product is antithetical to individualism and its rights. Rule of God should never be 
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disassociated with from rule of law is aphorism in Islam. Moreover, therefore, Islam did not 
consider individual rights or private property very sacred (Facchini, 2009). 
Some scholars like Mannan (1980) argue that Islamic conceptions of property rights, which 
promote private ownership with limits, arise out of ethical and redistributive considerations, 
which are amenable to socialist dogma. Others such as Behdad (1989) view Islamic property 
rights as largely oriented towards capitalist economies of West. Since 1973 oil boom in 
Middle East, there is more talk of Islam and capitalism in contrast to weakening influence of 
Arab socialism derived from Islam (Sait and Lim, 2006). Islam is by no means only factor in 
Muslim societies and often coexists with customary, secular, and other influences. 
Impact of Islamic land theories is best understood through an analysis of national and local 
histories, dominant economic principles, and interplay of customary and cultural practices in 
each context. Present structures may reflect choices at societal level or through a top-down, 
state-dominated approach. Land rights paradigm in Islamic theory is circumscribed not only 
by external human rights and development strategies promoting a just and equitable society 
but also equally by internal dynamics. These religious and moral dimensions of land may be 
internalised and incorporated into property transactions of many societies in multiple ways 
(Lim and Lim, 2013). 
Peters (1988) furthers this argument by proclaiming that divine laws are superior to human 
laws, beyond human knowledge and conferred greater authority. Lim and Lim (2013) 
expound that Islam potentially influences all stages of property cycle from acquisition, 
through management and to transmission and by implication any challenge on states’ control 
of land is confrontation on Islam. Nonetheless, some schools of thought integrate some 
measures of imperfections on application of divine laws thereby making them adaptable to 
changing times. For instance, Birawi (2013) insists that Islamic law can grow alongside 
changing demands of human circumstances, within fixed and supple boundaries laid down 
by Qur'ān and Sunnah, respectively. 
Islam, therefore, acknowledges, recognises private ownership, and provides for its protection. 
Ownership here not being full ownership but usufructuary rights or rights of occupancy. 
Salasal (1998) maintains that in conjunction with accorded protection are ownership limits 
decreed by Allah. Private right, therefore, not only limited, and qualified but also inalienably 
tied to certain obligations towards others and state. Apart from individual, society and State 
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also can own property and exercise right of ownership. State being guardian of individual 
rights has power to intervene, and in some cases take away individual rights to property with 
a view of protecting social and individual interests, which are of vital importance (Siddiqi, 
1978). 
Siddiqi (1978) and AI-Maamiry (1987) opine that acquisition of land by State must be with 
proprietor’s consent and with prompt payment of compensation for unexhausted 
improvements. They gave example of when Holy Prophet had acquired property of some of 
people of Madinah for a construction of mosque with their consent and paid compensation to 
owners for unexhausted improvements, although they did not demand any specific amount. 
Similarly, during reign of Caliph Umar, where a Syrian cultivator complained that army had 
trampled down his crops. Caliph Umar ordered that he be paid ten thousand dirhams as 
unexhausted improvements. Muslim jurists, accordingly, have ruled that State could not 
improperly acquire properties of its subjects without payment for improvements. These align 
with Supreme Court of Nigeria’s orbiter in A.G of Bendel State v. Aideyan that there must be 
payment of adequate compensation for compulsory acquisition or revocation based on 
Section 29:1 of LUA supra. 
7.4 Structural Frailties of LUA 
Military Government concurred with to findings of Minority Report, and promulgated LUA, 
the radical decree on March 29, 1978, modelled and mirrored virtually after Northern Nigeria 
Land Tenure Law of 1962 and formally designated it as Land Use Decree No. 6 of 1978 
(Mamman, 2004). Origins of Northern Nigeria Land Tenure Law of 1962 started when 
Nigeria became British Protectorate in 1901. Colonial officials under leadership of Lord 
Lugard, to whom land rights were ceded in 1903, introduced statutory regulation of land 
rights known as Lands and Native Rights Ordinances of 1910, as amended in 1916. This 
ordinance held sway in northern parts of Nigeria until First Republic Nigeria, when Northern 
Nigeria Regional Assembly cosmetically amended and substantially re-enacted it as Northern 
Nigeria Land Tenure Law of 1962. This Law vested allodial title, management, and control 
of lands in Minister (later Commissioner) for Lands and Survey, who would administer all 
land for use and common benefit of all natives. It also empowered Minister or Commissioner 
to grant as well as revoke rights of occupancy (Oshio, 1990). 
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Obasanjo (1978) offered in his broadcast as Military Head of State on promulgation of LUA 
that LUA’s objective was to make land available to all citizens, corporate bodies, institutions, 
and government. In addition, LUA would promote fast economic and social development at 
all levels and in all parts of country. LUA also aims at reducing high cost of land required for 
industrial estates and mechanised agriculture. Obasanjo (1978) reasoned that cheaper and 
easier access to land by all would invariably stimulate much-needed economic growth in the 
country (Nwocha, 2016). Strategy adopted to bring these lofty intentions to fruition by 
military regime, was to bestow allodial title on all land solely on State Governors. Section 1 
of LUA vests all land comprised in each State in Governors, who shall hold in trust and 
administer for use and common benefit of all Nigerians. Furthermore, Preface of LUA notes 
that Governors would allocate land to individuals and organisations for all purposes. 
These tally with Jeremy Bentham’s utilitarian philosophy of greatest good for greatest 
number as best measure, which influenced development of Welfarism (Burns, 2005). In 
addition, brings home message of John Rawls’s philosophy of justice as fairness and political 
liberalism. This seeks society of free citizens holding equal basic rights and cooperating 
within an egalitarian economic system (Leif and Zalta (ed.), 2017). Taking cue from this, 
CDC in its 1975 Supplementary Comments berates absence of fairness in land holdings and 
concludes that it is revolting to justice and equity that one person could own ten or more plots 
of state lands, when others have none (Mamman, 2004). Part of LUA’s manifesto, therefore, 
is to make land available to all citizens irrespective of social status for them to realise 
aspiration of having shelter, where they could securely live with their families. Oshio (1990) 
lauded proceedings from their consequential ethical values indicating that systems of land 
tenure in Nigeria before LUA were unsatisfactory and needed reforms. Oshio (1990) fell for 
reasons adduced by Junta but overlooked possibility of underlining reasons for their actions. 
In retrospect, logical objective for enacting LUA could be collective ownership of land under 
States’ central control. Collective or common ownership has been criticised as it encourages 
or supports apathy. Munzer (1990) postulates that only private property systems can truly 
offer reward for hard work and deliver efficient land markets. It is perhaps also instructive to 
note that many other African countries were engaged in some forms of land reform especially 
in 1970s and early 1980s. Out of forty African countries that embarked on these reforms, 
twenty saw land reform as “nationalisation” of land on behalf of feeble national community 
(Mabogunje, 1992). These twenty countries account for nearly seventy-five percent of 
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population in Africa (Mabogunje, 1992). Thus, it is of interest that almost five decades after 
these redistribution policies, many of these countries are coming round to accept and push 
for sustained free market economy (Stickler 2012). Free market economy requires land tenure 
system that recognises rights of individuals or communities to land in form of freehold or 
relatively long‐term duration. This alongside prepared documentations these extended rights 
have potentials of ensuing stability and releasing latent land values. 
Laws governing compulsory acquisition are part of property legislation and part of 
administrative law, which dictates its governance procedures and processes. Principles of 
administrative justice and proper governance often require that such powers be bound by 
legal rules, which allow for fair hearings and appeals, and subject to judicial review. Human 
Rights requirements put some restrictions on Powers of Eminent Domain. A balanced 
approach to compulsory acquisition requires respect for human rights of owners and 
occupants of land to be acquired (FAO, 2008). Article 17 of Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights provides that: 
“...everyone has right to own property alone as well as in association with others” and 
that “no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.” 
Likewise, Magna Carta or great charter of liberties is grundnorm or fundamental rule, which 
placed English Monarchs under law and aims at preventing abuse of power. Article 39 of 
Magna Carta 1215 states that: 
“No free man shall be… stripped of his rights or possessions except by lawful 
judgement of his equals or by law of land” (Davis, 1989). 
Section 28 of the LUA stipulates that Governors have powers to revoke rights of occupancy 
for overriding public interest ostensibly for economic and social development. In this way, 
such powers are analogous to powers of eminent domain, which are only exercisable with 
fulfilment of due process requirements. However, antithetical to best practices in compulsory 
purchase, section 38 of the LUA preserves Governors powers of revocation in all 
circumstances maintaining that nothing can preclude application of such powers. Similarly, 
section 47 ousts jurisdiction of any court, law or rule of law including Constitution of Nigeria 
from questioning legitimacy of vesting all land in Governors, Governors powers to grant land 
rights as well as the adequacy and fairness of compensation payments.  
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In his Treatise on Law, Aquinas cited in McDermott (1989) argues that law should be rational 
in ordering of things. Law should concern itself with common good of people. Its 
promulgation essentially should be for care and benefit of community and anything contrary 
is ruinous. In addition, as Burke (2018) noted, bad laws are worst sort of tyranny. Rule of 
law, therefore, requires that people be governed by accepted rules, rather than by arbitrary 
decisions of rulers (Younkins, 2000). Similarly, in his influential book, Effective Republic, 
Flaumenhaft (1992) treatises that a moderation in terrible consequences of unjust laws is 
achievable, if there is apportionment in powers it bequeaths. Therefore, rather than 
concentration of such powers in operators, there should be dispersal of authority for checks 
and balances. 
Incompatibly, however, LUA rather apportioning or distributing controls piled all commands 
on Governors. Thereby fostering duple perverse atmosphere to wit, an apparently bad, 
inflexible, and unjust law that also seemingly concentrates authorities on its executors. This 
appositely captured, albeit, colloquially by Johnson (2018) Salt and Wound Together at Last. 
LUA, which ostensibly does not appear primed may not be suitable and appropriate for task 
of ensuring best international practice in compulsory purchase. FAO, (2008) outlines best 
international practice as adoption of due processes to ensure fairness and justice, which 
include prompt payment of just compensation. 
In same disposition, very essence of law is justice. Hohfeld (1917) demonstrated that concept 
of law is basic to idea of justice and itself be subdivided into several more specific elements, 
including liberties, claim rights, powers, and immunities. Interrogations will manifest if 
provisions of law cannot deliver on adjudged just and best practices. Individual rights should 
not just be at disposition of communal welfare without acceptable specific propitiation. 
Aristotle (n.d.) contends that humans, who are noblest of all creatures, become most horrible 
when separated from just law and justice. This reinforces dangers and vulnerabilities of 
operating of bad laws. Waldron (2016) quoting John Locke’s Two Treatises of Government 
(1689) highlighted importance of governance through established standing Laws, 
promulgated and known to People and contrasted this with rule by extemporary Arbitrary 
Decrees. 
Fortunately, laws are organic and evolve over time. For example, water rights though not 
overtly codified in binding treaties as worldwide rights now firmly construed as core human 
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rights (Cordes, 2017). Through reiterative processes, there are gradual hardening of soft laws 
and quasi-legal rules not legally binding, like United Nations’ Voluntary Guidelines on 
Responsible Governance of Tenure. Irrespective of their sanctioned status in international 
conventions, land rights are indispensable for individuals and communities as vital sources 
of livelihoods, distinctiveness, and pride. In final analysis, land rights will remain 
inextricably linked with fundamental human rights (Cordes, 2017). In this vein, there is hope 
that if LUA mutates, adapts, and conforms to best practices in revocation its fundamental 
human rights credential will materialise to fruition. 
7.5 LUA’s Lack of Due Process 
Section 14 of Constitution under Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principles of State 
Policy provides that Nigeria shall be a State based on principles of democracy and social 
justice. It declares that sovereignty belongs to people from whom government through this 
Constitution derives all its powers and authority. In addition, security and welfare of people 
shall be primary purpose of government and participation of people in their government 
ensured through provisions of Constitution. It avows that composition of government or its 
agencies shall reflect federal character and promote national unity. It prescribes, therefore, to 
command national loyalty; there shall be no predominance of persons from a few State or 
from a few ethnic or other sectional groups, like military in government or in any of its 
agencies. 
John (2011), thus, wonders why many Nigerian leaders who had sworn to uphold 
constitutional provisions have gone ahead to display blatant disrespect for them. Olofin 
(2019) articulately insists that lack of respect for rule of law stems from vestiges of military 
in body politics of Nigeria. He maintains that remnants of military are everywhere, and that 
indeed past military rulers just exchanged their martial uniforms for muftis. He contends that 
former military personnel disproportionately occupy positions of authority like President, 
Governors, and Senators as well as House of Representatives, Ministers, Local Government 
Chairmen and so forth. He contends that these military politicians act as political godfathers, 




He concludes, therefore, that Nigerian political experience in past twenty years has been a 
government for few buoyed by what he termed militocracy. This he says is closer to 
stratocracy than to democratic dispensation. This fits into wider reality of Nigerian political 
affairs today, where elected representatives are not accountable to electorates. Officials 
selected and enthroned through connection and power of money, which comes from high-
level vote procurement and use of violence. Thus, making yearnings and aspirations of people 
for an egalitarian society a forlorn dream and unrealistic prospect, which is irreconcilable 
with political objective that State shall abolish all corrupt practices and abuse of power 
contained in Section 15:5. It is worthy of note that rule of law and rule of force are mutually 
exclusive. Law rules by reason and morality, force rules by violence and immorality. Thus, 
where rule of law operates, rule of self-help by force becomes tenuous (Nwogu, 2010). 
In addition, nepotism has mired Nigeria’s bureaucracy, where there is prevalent practice of 
those in power favouring relatives and friends with preferential treatments. This has assumed 
a bigger dimension of tribalism with promotion of ethnic identity. In a multi-ethnic and 
heterogeneous country like Nigeria, political philosophies that should underpin its 
bureaucratic practice should be altruism and inclusivism. These will engender and promote 
diversity and inclusivity as well as eliminate ethnic domination induced by primordial 
sectional interests. Idike et al. (2019) contend that despite contrived Federal Character 
Principle (FCP) introduced in 1975 by Murtala Administration, enshrined into Constitution 
in 1979 and intended to ensure diversity, appointments into public institutions have reflected 
brazen corruption. Van de Walle (2005) insists that governance here is dualistic in nature, 
which fosters patrimonial practices coexisting with bureaucratic norms. Clientelism and 
prebendalism are not incidental but entrenched and as such difficult to eradicate. 
Senate of Federal Republic of Nigeria clarified that National Grazing Reserve 
(Establishment) Bill 2016 presented by Senator Zaynab Kure for deliberations has been 
withdrawn. Nwankwo (2016) is wary and believes Buhari will surreptitiously reintroduce 
Bill for primordial interest of his Fulani clan. In another attempt to find solutions to attacks, 
government ostensibly as predicted furtively re-established the Bill in guise of Rural Grazing 
Area (RUGA) Settlement Programme. Nigeria’s National Economic Council stated that 
RUGA would involve development of designated cattle ranches under a National Livestock 
Transformation Plan (Johnson-Salami, 2019). Its objective being to curb open grazing that 
fosters conflicts between farmers and herders, and boost quality of livestock products. 
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Proposed settlements will comprise grazing areas and villages with some basic infrastructures 
together with schools, health centres, and veterinary clinics. However, these settlements 
would result in revocation of large tracts of rural land in thirty-six states of Federation. 
RUGA settlement policy has polarised Nigeria more than ever and greeted with considerable 
outrage from large section of Nigerians. Entire Southeast and Southsouth Governors, 
Governors of Benue and Taraba States, and some Governors from Southwest have openly 
rejected RUGA. Rine (2019) wonders willingness by Governors of Nasarawa and Koji States 
of accepting policy and reasons that though these States are with Northcentral, they are 
predominantly Moslems. Odumakin (2019) reproaches RUGA as Hausa term for Fulani 
settlements; and connotes no other thing than a measure in ethnic domination and conquests, 
as it seeks to create territories for Fulani people all over Nigeria. According to him, RUGA 
simply insinuates land grabbing, domination and conquest. Ayobolu (2019) concurs and 
questions drawing up of its legal framework secretly and offers that this further provokes 
suspicions of ethno-regional groups agitated by perceived Fulani imperialist inclinations. 
Obaze (2019) contends that RUGA settlements do not qualify under LUA’s criteria of 
overriding public interest to warrant revocation of private interests in land in their favour. He 
went on to indicate that another critical missing component that negates policy’s approach is 
absence of consultations within three arms and three tiers of government. He queries military 
dispatch style involving programme in a democracy that should be about consensus building. 
Akinrefon et al. (2019) in same vein interrogate Federal Government’s seeming interest, 
whereas LUA clearly puts control and management of land within purview of Governors. 
They query who offered lands to Federal Government for RUGA, particularly in Benue State, 
without consent of current predominantly farmer inhabitants. They also want to know if there 
was due process in acquisitions and payment of compensation.  
Private property structure signifies a system that allocates specific portions of land to 
individuals to use and manage as they so please and to exclusion of others. Similarly, it is a 
prohibition of comprehensive control by society at large and central authority in particular of 
individual interests (Waldron, 2016). Operative phrase being prohibition of comprehensive 
control. This prohibition or barring occurs even when others may have greater need for those 
landed resources. Arguments in support of this being that this arrangement is necessary for 
individuals to struggle and flourish as free and responsible agents. Freedom here indicating 
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not bound by social and political decisions. In addition, responsibility meaning prudence and 
self-restraint in resource use. Under this arrangement, a proprietor is at liberty to take any 
action regarding its property; for instance, it has rights to sell, lease, mortgage and so forth. 
However, if there is trespass or encroachment on private property, owners will rely not on 
their strength to wade off such adversities but on security structures of state. 
Private property empowers individuals to make decisions about use of scarce resources in 
ways that are not necessarily sensitive to others' needs or public good. However, states do not 
merely permit this but deploys public forces at public expense to uphold personal decisions 
of right holders. Safeguards delivered by states suggest, therefore, that private property 
systems are in constant need of public justification and fortification. Following this, an 
inverse question will naturally be what should be in there for states to keep safeguarding 
private properties (Waldron, 2016). It would appear; nonetheless, that states’ interests in 
propping private property are based on takings from collections and taxations levied on 
private properties. Similarly, states can impose planning restrictions on types of 
developments that private property holders can embark upon and control uses attached to 
properties, and indeed can acquire such properties for public purposes. 
According to Cornell University Law School’s Legal Information Institute, justification for 
eminent domain hinges on procedural due process requirement. Due process varies 
depending on situation, however, at minimum, it entails that a citizen who government’s 
decision affects should be formerly informed and given opportunity to comment or react. 
However, in well-regulated environments, it may be in addition to notice and an opportunity 
to be heard, including a hearing before an impartial body and representation by an attorney. 
It also involves calling of witnesses on one's behalf, cross-examination of witnesses, a written 
decision with reasons based on evidence introduced, a transcript of proceeding, and an 
opportunity to appeal decision. 
Constitutional Provisions, Universal Declarations, Conventions, Protocols, National Laws 
and Regulations act as controls on overbearing and autocratic powers of eminent domain.  
Principle of checks and balances enshrined and applied primarily in democratic constitutional 
arrangements under which separate branches of governments namely, legislative, executive, 
and judicial branches empowered to prevent imperious actions by other branches restrains 
powers of eminent domain. These checks and restraints are there to ensure that even when 
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expropriation is used for genuine public purposes that, compensation and resettlement 
measures are promptly put in place. 
Entrenched constitutions make for certainty and provide needed checks and balances in 
country governance. However, some executive leaders think that such controls and restraints 
on raw powers of state slow governance or even endanger government plans. For instance, 
President Donald Trump recently criticised US Constitution by saying that is “…it is archaic 
and appalling for America.” Trump went on to fault US Constitution for his inability to repeal 
Obama Healthcare Bill. He also blamed Establishment for delays in getting funding for Great 
Wall he proposed for Southern Border of United States with Mexico, and restriction of 
citizens of certain countries from entering United States of America (Kentish, 2017). 
Conversely, this is due process and democracy in action as there must be checks and balances 
for suatainable progress. 
Livelihoods of indigenous peoples are hinged on secure rights to land other natural resources. 
These rights are basis of their economy and are often foundation of their spiritual, cultural 
and social identity (FAO, 2008). Despite this, development projects, urban expansion, 
establishment of national parks, mineral exploration, logging of forests, and growth of large 
agribusinesses have undermined natural resource base and contaminated environments. In 
Niger Delta Region of Nigeria, unsustainable oil drilling and oil pipeline laying activities 
have devastated environments. Recent signing of an Executive Order by Donald Trump 
permitting construction of Dakota Access and Keystone extra-large oil pipelines despite 
legitimate environmental and due process concerns constitutes specific risks to indigenous 
peoples of Standing Rock Sioux Tribe in North Dakota Indian Country. These extra-large oil 
pipelines would run on top of Ogallala Aquifer that provides water to millions of Americans, 
including many Native American tribes, across Midwest. These illustrate and exemplify 
failures of due process considerations in revocation, which might have catastrophic 
consequences (Grijalva, 2017). 
Prevailing thinking now, nonetheless, has tended to mean any purpose that is useful to public. 
For instance, in case of Municipal Corporation v. Sind, AIR 1947 Sind 69 acquisition of land 
for salt manufacture is public purpose as salt is of public benefit. Equally, in case of 
Sudhendra v. Shailendra, (1950) 87 CLJ 140 it was held that acquisition of land to house a 
government minister is public purpose because without proper housing minister would not 
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be at his best at work and that will not be public’s interest. In Lachhman Das v. Municipal 
Committee, (1969) SCC 653 made rehabilitation and refugees’ resettlement public purpose. 
Property under public use may not be another public use as it may hinder or impede previous 
use. However, this could be permitted with legislative intervention as was in case of Palm 
Bay v. General Development Utilities, (1967) 201 So. 2d 912, 915. 
Concerns expressed by Justice O’Connor in groundbreaking Kelo v City of New London 
(2005) 545 US 469 (Kelo’s Case) finds resonance in many developing countries’ context. 
The honourable jurist insisted that there is a raid and potential capture of eminent domain 
processes by those with “disproportionate influence and power” (Downing 2013). Following 
this Kelo’s Case, there was widespread outrage across United States as there were genuine 
fears that every home, every church, and every small business will now be up for grabs by 
highest bidders. Many States, therefore, reacted by introducing laws restricting use of 
eminent domain. For instance, State of Texas passed 2013 Eminent Domain Statutes Chapter 
2206 which provides among other things that: 
a) Prohibited use of eminent domain when takings confer private benefit on private 
party through property utilisation. 
b) Prohibited use of eminent domain when it is for economic development purposes. 
In case of Bennis v. Michigan, 516 U.S. 442, it was held that government is under no 
obligation to reimburse a person for property it has seized under government authority other 
than powers of Eminent Domain or Compulsory Purchase. There are some resistances or 
protections against forfeiture in law courts. For instance, if notice and a hearing before courts 
do not precede confiscation, defendants may successfully argue that forfeiture violates Due 
Process Clause. Alternatively, if substantial property forfeiture is disproportionate to offence 
that gave rise to it, courts may rule that it violates Excessive Fines Clause. Moreover, law 
permits owners to sue government for damages to property if they succeed in civil forfeiture 
action (Hyde, 1999). 
Reserve side of powers and processes of eminent domain is mandatory and corresponding 
requirement or duty of compensation payment (Michelman, 1967). Compensation involves 
giving (someone) something, typically money, in recognition of loss, suffering, or injury 
incurred, or in case of eminent domain, loss of property rights. View in Tahoe-Sierra 
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Preservation Council v. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, (2002) 535 U.S. 302 is that it is 
hackneyed or banal to state that private property should not be taken for public use without 
payment of just compensation. 
Implication of all these is that private property is not entirely free after all. Wayne (2001), 
therefore, insists that it is wrong to assume that property private owners have absolute control 
over their properties. Thus, pivotal issues like public takings of private property alter 
unqualified controls by private owners. For instance, Fifth Amendment to U.S. Constitution 
sanctions that private property be taken only for public uses with compensation payments. 
Likewise, Section 44:1 of Nigerian Constitution provides that no movable property or any 
interest in an immovable property taken possession of compulsorily in any part of Nigeria 
except with prompt payment of compensation, even though seemingly controverted by 
Section 29 of LUA with less savory compensatory mollifications. 
As desirable as concepts of private property might be, it will not satisfy all societal needs, as 
other species of property rights are to keep social peace and well-being running. Common 
and collective property types are options to and complement for private property (Waldron, 
2016). In common property structures, all, or any members of society without preclusion 
make resources available for use by others. For instance, highways or parks, which are open 
to every member of public. On other hand, in collective property arrangements, whole 
community usually represented by sovereign or legislature determine uses of resources based 
on collective social interest in mutual facilities like hospitals, schools, security services and 
so forth. Key phrase here is collective interest, sanctioned by sovereign for common good. 
Revocation powers, therefore, stand on utilitarian philosophy that societal needs take 
precedence over individual requirements (Baude, 2013). Use of these powers, however, 
should conform to mandatory due process certifications, especially obligatory compensation 
payments (Michelman, 1967). Accordingly, revocation powers emanate from sovereign 
composition of nations, therefore, it behooves on them to ensure fairness in policies and 
procedures pertaining revocation powers (Beresford, 2017). In final analysis, sovereigns 
acting for collective interests of society assume and wield revocation powers or powers of 
eminent domain presumably for common good. Thus, it follows that ultimately private 
property is not exactly exclusive, personal, or independent. 
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Systemic and unfair compensation procedures breed abusive revocation powers, which in 
turn facilitate unfair compulsory acquisition of lands. Inequitable compensation for losses 
reduces land tenure security, increase tensions between governments and citizens, and reduce 
public confidence in rule of law (FAO, 2008). Unclear, unpredictable, and unenforceable 
procedures create opportunities for corruption. Good compensation governance is necessary 
to provide balance between need of government to acquire land rapidly and need to protect 
rights of people whose lands they acquire. Potentials for conflicts reduce when there are clear 
policies on specific purposes for revocation and transparent procedures for equitable 
compensation. Compensation, therefore, must be just and equitable and procedures support 
fair assessments with provisions made for appeals before independent bodies (Dale and 
McLaughlin, 1999). 
Umezulike (2011) and Modum (2012) in unanimity concur that abusive use of revocation 
powers under LUA by Governors is significant problem in Nigeria. Governors generally 
perceived as not adhering to mandated role of trustees, which entails fiduciary relationship 
with people on land. Governors as depositaries have not kept high standards of care required. 
Commonly observed to be negligent and sometimes even out rightly delinquent in living up 
to their responsibilities of endorsing necessary documents at various stages of transactions. 
These failings attributable to whims and caprices of individual Governors exposure of 
national land management to ridicule and constitute threats to growth and development of 
national economy in general. 
7.6 Philosophical Catalysts 
Adopted philosophical realm for study is pragmatism, which promotes use of quantitative 
and qualitative data. Therefore, best-suited method would naturally be MMR pathway as 
noted in 4.4 Mixed Methods Research Adopted. MMR is mixing of qualitative and 
quantitative data in a study (Creswell, 2013). Fundamental postulation in MMR is a 
combination of statistical trends and stories provides better understanding of an issue than 
either solely trends or stories. MMR involves an in-depth and contextualised insights of 
qualitative research coupled with more efficient but less rich power of quantitative research 
(dedoose.com, 2017). In this way study gains in breadth and depth thereby increasing 
understanding and corroboration, while offsetting weaknesses inherent in solely using each 
approach (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2010; and Creswell, 2013). 
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All attempts to understand and act in world are inherently contextual, emotional, and social. 
More specifically, pragmatism emphasises that all aspects of research inherently involve 
decisions about which goals are most meaningful and which methods are most appropriate. 
Reviews of published MMR studies reveal diversity of ways in which social researchers use 
MMR. These wide variations not regarded as unfamiliar to concepts of paradigm nor in some 
sense an exclusive weakness of MMR. However, should be in positive ways as signs of 
strength and recognition. Denscombe (2013) suggests that these variations should be 
organised and made more effective within notions of communities of practice or social 
research groups, which they reflect. 
MMR research typically follows overarching epistemological approach or ‘paradigm’ based 
on pragmatism. Pragmatic paradigm strives to curtail interrogations around essence of reality 
by concentrating on social actions as a basis for knowing. In other words, aims to supplant 
queries about what is true with demands about what is useful. With this respect, pragmatism 
identifies with procedures that would best deliver on research aim. Complete discussion on 
Governors’ powers cannot be complete without considering their impact. Bearing of this 
influence cannot be absolute, and numbers and stories can best capture it, which in turn is 
very spirit of MMR. However, Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) aver that quantitative, 
qualitative, and MMR are all-appropriate under different statuses and it is scholar’s 
undertaking to form choices on research approaches to adopt study. 
Pragmatism perceives thoughts as intrinsically connected with actions. Pragmatists believe 
that reality is constantly renegotiated; debated, interpreted, and therefore best method to use 
is one that solves problem. Emphasis on actions and their consequences creates a gap between 
pragmatism and most versions of interpretivism because it does away with idea that 
researchers are free to interpret their experiences in whatever way they see fit, as in relativism 
for instance. Instead, actions have outcomes that are often quite predictable, and experiences 
built on linkages between actions and their outcomes (Morgan, 2014). Pragmatism, therefore, 
driven by consequences; thus, it is essential that researchers ask, “right questions” (Fendt et 
al., 2008). Precise queries here must recognise cradles to detect, form and sustain urgings, 
which validate knowledge. In this study, therefore, a copious treatise devoted to provenance 
and background of LUA that in some way justify Governors enormous powers. 
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Onwuegbuzie and Leech (2005) are of notion that pragmatic research often involves 
triangulation and abduction as well as accommodates multiple stances and values. 
Correspondingly, MMR naturally enables triangulation and mixing, thereby capturing voices 
of researcher and those of respondents. In pragmatist's view, hence, things are value-neutral 
in themselves; connoting that nothing is innately good or bad. Results or consequences are 
ultimate measures of value since usefulness of means to an end only judged after fact by its 
effect afterwards (Barger, 2001). For pragmatist, therefore, values are in an encounter or 
action, and there can be no assurances that ethical actions now would continue to remain 
moral and altruistic. There is no eternal knowledge, values, or reality, which similarly 
highlight pluralistic or diverse nature of pragmatism. 
An implication of a changeable reality is that values are dynamic, and norms, principles, and 
moral criteria corrigible in future. Contemporarily, nonetheless, existing reality remains truth. 
Ever-changing connection between people and their experience will continue to fashion and 
shape individual realities. Only way to engender humanity is to give people latitude to make 
or construct their reality. Constructed reality being largely presumptive and rebuttable, 
therefore, necessarily unhelpful in providing full proof answers. However, it is ever changing. 
In this sense, then, ontological alignment of LUA cannot be eternal or perpetual. In end, 
however, corporate reality will prevail over historical mandate and rhetoric yield to value, 
efficiency, and sustainability. LUA has been in operation for forty years now; however, this 
timespan in history of a nation is insignificant, and its representativeness will change in 
fullness of time. 
Ontologically, therefore, pragmatism is at odds with rationalism as latter conceives truth as 
simple, quasi-divine that draws its whole value from within itself. Rational truth conceived 
as sufficient unto itself, which necessarily places it above human thoughts and interventions. 
Therefore, it cannot conform to demands of varying circumstances and differing 
temperaments (James, 1998). Contrastingly, for pragmatist, whole entity is greater than 
aggregation of its individual parts. In pragmatic value judgment, hence, group's wisdom 
highly more esteemed than summation of group’s singly wisdoms (Barger, 2001). For this 
reason, pragmatist looks for guidance from corporate entity. Implication of this inexorably 
finds resonance within core values of LUA, which seeks, albeit, by subterfuge to promote 
some group interest over others. 
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Pragmatic ethics has been criticised as converging and coalescing descriptive ethics with 
normative ethics, by describing way people do make moral judgments rather than way they 
should make them (Liszka, 2011). Almeder (1983) insist that pragmatic ethics is often 
misunderstood as relativist and failing to be objective. Despite these criticisms, pragmatic 
ethics takes middle path. It recognises that moral judgment may be appropriate in one age, 
even though it will cease to be appropriate after that society progresses. In this way, crude 
summary of pragmatism as merely asking about “what works” has been a perennial problem 
(Dewey, Boydston and Hook, 2008). For instance, William James (1842–1910) founding 
father of pragmatism faced dilemma of how to reconcile claims of science, on one hand, with 
those of religion and morality on other. 
William James declared that philosophy is largely a clash of human temperaments, between 
‘tough-minded’ and ‘tender-minded’. Tough-minded individuals have an empiricist 
commitment to experience and going by ‘facts’, while tender-minded individuals have more 
of a taste for priori principles which appeal to cognition. Tender-minded tend to be idealistic, 
optimistic, and religious, while tough-minded normally materialist, pessimistic, and 
irreligious. Tender-minded are ‘free-wiliest’ and dogmatic, tough-minded ‘fatalistic’ and 
sceptical (Hookway and Zalta, 2016). William James views pragmatic truth as that which 
works, which serves its purpose and is useful to man. Truth, therefore, is human-made and 
values of life and truth always change (James, 1998). 
Perceived differences sustained paradigm wars, which symbolised adversarial atmosphere of 
methodological debates taking place during final quarter of twentieth century (Given, 2008). 
Many undesirable consequences resulted after this, as only philosophical assumptions of 
studies were discussed. Little consideration was given to benefits of practical data collection 
needs. Therefore, on adoption of method, there was an automatic commitment to 
corresponding philosophical position, which is antithetical to any other method. However, 
there is softening of these entrenched positions. Bryman (2012) asserts that these differences 
were exaggerated and paradigm wars over-dramatised. Indeed, it posited that two paradigms 
rather than being incompatible are effectively mixable to add value. 
Following Bryman (2012), some researchers called for an end to paradigm wars. Others 
suggested need to fashion out ways of linking two paradigms in “mixed paradigm” study 
(Given, 2017). Similarly, Armitage (2005) recommended adoption of Plato Cave mentality 
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and to be open-minded about mixing two extremes within same studies. In recent times, there 
is total accomplishment of change in attitude, and MMR has taken its pride of place. Upsurge 
in MMR in last twenty odd years is largely due to ebbing or receding emphasis on 
philosophical issues (Bryman, 2012). This rise is also attributable to interdisciplinary and 
applied studies as well as current pragmatism’s rising prominence. 
Morgan (2014) contends that despite pragmatism’s long history, it has been smoldering and 
somewhat repressed at background until its recent linkage with MMR. This relationship has 
reignited and renewed its awareness. It has been a symbiotic partnership with MMR holding 
out at practical level while pragmatism at theoretical domain. There are, however, legitimate 
questions about extent to which MMR has made use of intellectual foundations of 
pragmatism as a philosophy (Denzin, 2010). MMR has tended to emphasise practical aspect 
of research methods in ways that both introduced pragmatism as a paradigm for social 
research, largely avoiding serious contact with philosophical foundations of pragmatism. 
Dudovskiy (2018) holds that pragmatism supports value-free as well as value-laden 
viewpoints with researchers adopting MMR or multiple method research designs. 
Pragmatism sees no fundamental difference between practical and theoretical reason, nor any 
ontological difference between facts and values. Putnam (2006) argues that distinction 
between fact and value is not as absolute as David Hume, Scottish philosopher, had 
envisioned. Likewise, other pragmatists reject absolutist fact-value distinction arguing that 
human minds have imbued prior perception capabilities, thereby making it almost impossible 
to have any observation that is totally value-free as Hume and fellow positivists opine. In 
same vein, Dewey (1972) in his book Theory of Valuation rejects notion of intrinsic value 
and advances pragmatic ethic valuation. This holds that value of an object depends on 
outcome or most appropriate context, which may be refined or rejected, based on consistency 
with other objectives. 
Accordingly, Dewey (1972) reinforces his Model of Reflective Cycle insisting that 
appearance of intrinsic values are illusory products of human continuous evaluative activities 
as purposive and cognitive beings. Values, thus, modifiable and based on continuous learning 
process, and never intrinsic or absolute. With this, pragmatic ethics is broadly humanist as it 
sees no ultimate test of goodness beyond what matters to humans. Humanism, thereby, 
promoting critical thinking and empiricism over dogma or creed. In tune with humanistic 
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purview, Nielsen (1959) and Wheatley (1973) develop Good Reasons axiological approach, 
which is antithetical to wholesale justifications of morality and stresses that moral conduct 
requires no further ontological or other foundation beyond concrete justifications. Sinha 
(1989) concurs maintaining that areas of human existence, which are of concern to axiology, 
are vast including egalitarian legislations, social cohesion, economic well-being, and 
sustainable development. 
Fallibilism is contrary to infallibilism and counters Gettier’s proposition. It holds that 
justified true belief may be knowledge, notwithstanding that its evidence does not guarantee 
its truth or there is rational doubt about evidence. It is different from scepticism, which 
questions possibility of certainty in knowledge. Reed (2001) contends that most 
contemporary epistemologists now endorse fallibilism. Brent (2014) informs that Charles 
Sanders Peirce coined fallibilism, although basic idea behind it predates him. He was of 
opinion that absolute certainty is not attainable on questions concerning facts. Following this, 
other notable scholars have added their support; Kompridis (2016) insists that no beliefs can 
be conclusively justified; Feldman (2003) knowledge does not require certainty and Pojman 
(2001) no basic or non-inferred beliefs are certain or conclusively justified. 
It is, therefore, not sufficient that belief is true to qualify as knowledge; there is need for its 
justification. Justificatory actions entail showing something to be right or reasonable as 
opposed to believing in something purely as matter of opinion. Accordingly, gaining real 
knowledge is just not by believing a declaration to be true, there should be justification. 
Heraclitus of Ephesus refers to logos as grounds or principles of knowledge justification. 
Peirce argues that onset of doubt calls beliefs into question and sets in inquiry motion, which 
may bring about rejection or modification of doubtful belief and its eventual replacement by 
another (Campos, 2009). 
This follows that all knowledge, at best, are fallibly justified and provisional or open to 
revision in event of new evidence. Kuhn (2015) concurs in pioneering and prominent 
investigation Structure of Scientific Revolutions evincing that new paradigms emerge after 
new evidence builds up to overturn an old order. In his well-known paper ‘Fixation of belief’ 
(1877), Charles Peirce describes four methods for belief fixation or justification namely: 
tenacity or holding on to initial belief, authority or overcoming disagreements, a priori or 
reason, and a posteriori or experience or empiricism. He criticises first three, however, 
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pointing out some of their advantages and retains empiricism as only truly rational method 
for justifying beliefs. 
In his Critique of Arguments or Logic Proper, Peirce examined three basic modes of inquiry 
namely abduction, deduction, and induction. He had referred to abduction as retroduction, 
presumption and hypothesis and considered it guessing and as inference to an explanatory 
hypothesis. Santaella (2004) attests that Peirce eventually became dissatisfied and took 
syllogistic forms to present doctrine of logical extension. This logical form did not cover 
induction since induction seeks evidence to test hypothesis and abduction seeks hypothesis 
to account for evidence. Peirce (1903) declares that deduction proves that something must be 
induction shows that something is operative; and abduction merely suggests that something 
may exist, and termed pragmatism, logic of abduction. Peirce and Eisele (ed.) (2016) declare 
that abduction is most fertile for knowledge but least secure mode of inference. Its broad 
foundation is inductive; it blossoms often and has no substitute in furthering as well as 
discovering new truths. 
7.7 Study’s Findings 
The aim of study was to determine if Governors’ powers of revocation under Land Use Act, 
1978 (LUA) hinders sustainable land administration in Nigeria. This propped by three 
objectives namely: determining and ranking cultural themes that underpinned promulgation 
of LUA, establishing if Governors’ Powers of revocation under LUA complied with best 
practices in compulsory purchase and establishing if Governors’ applications of revocation 
powers under LUA stem sustainable land administration. Study found that specified reasons 
for LUA’s conception was spurious and disingenuous, its promulgation insular and 
peregrination underlyingly prejudiced. Study found revocation powers under LUA 
incompatible with best practices in compulsory purchase and established that Governors’ 
applications of revocation powers under LUA is inept and corrupt. Consequently, study 
concludes that Governors’ powers of revocation hinder sustainable land administration. 
The study acknowledges beneficial intentions and objectives outlined by Federal Military 
Government of Nigeria in its promulgation of LUA. On face of it, these include making land 
available to all citizens, corporate bodies, institutions and governments, reduction in costs of 
land acquisition for economic and social developments as well as forestalling land 
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racketeering and incessant litigations. Study wonders why Governors as operators of LUA 
have not matched these lofty objectives, but rather chose to weaponise LUA for personal 
benefits often leading to unfair and unjust revocations. Study notes that powers vested on 
Governors especially powers of revocation are overly broad and unwieldly. This has 
engendered abusive application of revocation powers by Governors, which in-turn have had 
dire consequences on land administration and sustainable development. 
Moreover, notwithstanding that LUA bestowed on Governors with positions of peoples’ 
trustees, most have ended up as peoples’ pillagers. Although, Section 28 of LUA empowers 
Governors to revoke rights of occupancy for overriding public purposes. However, study 
found that Governors revoke rights for personal and fraudulent purposes such as personal re-
sale, re-allocation to close associates and relatives, which are all illegal as decided in Awagbo 
v Eze (1995) 1 NWLR 393. Sadly, study could not find evidence of any Governor arraigned 
for revocation and re-allocation misdemeanor. Study puts forward that ability of Governors 
to easily revoke private interests without due scrutiny and consequences impinges negatively 
on sustainable land development and administration in Nigeria. 
Combined effect of Sections 30 and 2:3 of LUA technically places Governors in position of 
both judge and jury in issue of determining quantum of compensation payable to victim of 
compulsory acquisition. This runs foul to the cardinal legal principle encapsulated in legal 
maxim: Nemo est judex in causa sua, which mean no person should be judge in its own 
matter. It is principle of natural justice that no person can judge case in which it has an 
interest. Strictly applied this rule is to forestall possibilities of bias, even if there is none. As 
it is just not enough to deliver justice, judicial procedures must be manifestly transparent. By 
implication, therefore, LUA enables Governors to approbate as well as veto in matters 
concerning their decisions thereby leaving them in reprobated position. 
Seemingly, thrust of LUA on enactment was to extend northern system to South as means of 
ensuring easier access of land theoretically for individuals, but factually for governments. 
Other reasons advanced by Junta to promulgate LUA are to forestall land racketeering, 
prevent pernicious role of intermediaries in land speculation, and end bitter and unending 
land litigations. Problems of land racketeering, pernicious role of intermediaries in land 
speculation and unending litigations in land transactions are not enough to warrant radical 
changes to land tenure system. Intermediaries have always been part of land transactions, and 
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they will continue that way especially considering immovable nature of land. For this reason, 
every parcel is unique and requires local knowledge to transact. Agents or intermediaries, 
therefore, contribute by suppling information thereby cutting transaction costs for those 
transacting. Again, litigations are part of land operations realities. Activities of land agents 
or numerous litigations do not justify land nationalisation but decoys for Root Causes or 
Underlying Motives. In addition, it cannot be true to allege that South lacked coordinated and 
formalised tenure arrangements before LUA (Onukwuli, 2015). 
Baude (2013) maintains that revocation powers emanate from utilitarian philosophy that 
societal needs must take precedence over individual requirements. Burns (2005) assents and 
furthers that use of revocation powers tallies with welfarist philosophy enunciated by Jeremy 
Bentham, which champions greatest good for greatest number as best measure and indicator 
of development in statecraft. Welfarism denoting consequentialism submits that welfare of 
citizens, mirrors inner workings of state and society in general. Consequently, Keith (2008) 
reveal that despite their usefulness revocation powers have severe negative impacts on 
dispossessed and their livelihoods especially when used inappropriately. Tagliarino (2006) 
concurs and insists that when deliberately misused to benefit exclusively private interests, 
lines pockets of corrupt officials, without real benefits to public or societal interests. 
Michelman, (1967) warns, therefore, that use of revocation powers should conform to 
mandatory due process certifications, especially obligatory compensation payments. FAO 
(2008) concurs and advices that revocation powers should comply with best practices in 
compulsory purchase. 
Revocation powers emanate from sovereign composition of nations; therefore, it behooves 
on nation states to ensure fairness in policies and procedures pertaining revocation powers 
(Beresford, 2017). Hence, sovereign powers should act in discharging revocation powers 
should act in collective interests of societies. Keith (2008) opine that most western countries, 
incorporate due processes in revocation procedures to mitigate against their unpleasant 
consequences. Unfortunately, Governors have not incorporated dues processes in use of 
revocation powers. For instance, Supreme Court of Nigeria decided in Lawson v Ajibulu 
(1991) 6 NWLR that Governors’ powers to revoke land for overriding public interest does not 
extend to revocation of private for another private purposes. Despite this, Okonkwo, (2013) 




Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria is Nigeria’s grundnorm or basic law that forms 
underlying basis for entire legal system. Nevertheless, Section 47:1 of LUA overrides it by 
providing that LUA shall have effect notwithstanding anything to contrary in any law or rule 
of law including Constitution of Federation. LUA also ousts all laws including Constitution 
and Courts in Nigeria from inquiring into anything having to do with compensation payable 
for revoked rights. This is inconsistent with provisions of Constitution of Nigeria under its 
Section 1:3, which provides “If any other law is inconsistent with the provisions of this 
Constitution, this Constitution shall prevail, and that other law shall, to the extent of the 
inconsistency, be void.” Study, thus, found that LUA is unjust due to its extreme rigidity and 
remains intact despite consistent and persistent widespread clamour for its outright 
abrogation. 
Land is conceived as asset and possession of most value to people. Ownership right instils 
sense of freedom in individuals. As legal maxim states, possession is ninth-tenth of law. This 
is so because fundamental attribute of land possession is security and protection it offers 
owners. Thus, people resist anything that threatens this security and protection, and greatest 
asset of any nation is its people. Therefore, good land governance should be about attending 
to welfare of its people as will of people constitutes supreme law. Law is made for people, 
not people for law. Accordingly, any law that does not uphold paramount welfare of people 
is supposedly defective ordinance, which should be reformed or abrogated. As study has 
shown Governor’s powers of revocation under LUA presents typified example of deficient 
piece of legislation. 
Sears (2008) deduces that States serve interests of most powerful, while claiming to represent 
interests of all. In addition, disadvantaged have structural interests that run counter to status 
quo and peace of graveyard maintained if there is no conflict. Scenario here finds meaning 
within Conflict Theory, where inequalities in power and reward are built into all social 
structures. Extension of this confirms that individuals and groups that benefit from structure 
strive to see it maintained. Any change often must abrupt and revolutionary rather than 
evolutionary (Smith, 2003). Conflict Theory relates to MMR, as it adopts dialectical method 
of analysis. It stresses political programme of revolution, change or reform. Dialectics 
suggest discourse between two or more different viewpoints on subject with intention of 
wishing to establish truth through reasoned arguments (Yeasmin and Rahman, 2012). This 
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finds some resonance here as struggle is between hegemonic powers and oppressed groups 
that are becoming deferential. 
The study found that the general framework of Islamisation by Northern Hegemons was 
underlying reason for promulgation of LUA and closer look at LUA’s precepts show they 
have essential hallmarks of Islamic Jurisprudence. Oba (2000) agrees and holds that so long 
as there are devout Muslims, many of them will want to enforce Islamic law as only legal 
code governing their lives. This may be explanation for current wave of Islamic resurgence 
occurring across world, and adoption of Sharia as Basic Law in some Northern States in 
Nigeria. Basic law here implying a modifying alternative to Constitution, however with its 
powers and effects, for religious motives. Therefore, recrudescence of Islamic Law and 
continuous renascent movements despite over one and half centuries of colonial and 
postcolonial suppression in Nigeria is that Islamic Law is divine imperative for all Muslims. 
It is indispensable in their lives. Weeramantry (2014) and Lim (2013), therefore, that belief 
and legislation in Islam are conjointly inclusive and Islamic teachings inform state policies. 
Islamism in general terms refers to forms of social and political engagement, grounded in 
philosophy that Islamic principles should guide public and political life. In other words, it is 
an idea that Islam has an important role to play in organising Muslim-majority societies. In 
addition, it has at its core Islamic propagative obligations on States However, Poljarevic and 
Shahin (ed.) (2015) contend that it is a neologism continuously contested in scholarly 
literatures. Esposito (2009) agrees insisting that in Muslim world, it has positive connotations 
among its proponents, while in Western mass media it has implications of violent tactics and 
human rights violations, as well as connotations of political extremism. Olivier and Volk (tr.) 
(1994), however, clarifies maintain that Islamism subsists of a spectrum ranging from 
advocacy of revolutionary strategy of Islamising society through exercise of state power, to 
reformist approach to re-Islamising through grass-roots social and political activism. 
Qureshi (1981) contends that within revolutionary stratagem, there is no contextual frame for 
secularism and no distinction between military and civilian functionaries. He argues that here, 
overwhelming majority of Muslim states consequently are military-ruled or military-
dominated with Islamic ideology that tends to be pro-military and excludes alternate 
ideologies. Federspiel (1998) in his Military and Islam concurs affirming that this was 
situation in in Sukarno's Indonesia, where military power aided propagation of Islamic values 
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in building of a modern state. Thus, this trend of Islamic polities indicates ideological support 
for military governments (Qureshi, 1981). However, many countries on other hand are 
embracing democratic values and within those climes, centre-ground Islamism or political 
Islam finds resonance. There is more liberal attitude towards issues like Jihad and women's 
rights within these genera. Olivier and Volk (1994) reveal that Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party, 
and Justice and Development Party of Turkey typify them. 
Centrist Islamism is in tune with Siyasa, which plainly means governance according to 
Sharia. Siyasa is political dimension of Islamic law and its goal is to harmonise Islamic law 
with practical demands of statecraft (Bosworth, Netton and Vogel, 2012). Its principles 
underscore religious purpose of political authority, and it advocates non-pedantic or basic 
application of Islamic law when required by expedience and utilitarian considerations. It, 
therefore, emerges as alternative to strict procedural requirements of Islamic law and provides 
ideology for Muslim conquerors, who ordinarily wished to dominate rather than convert 
(Lapidus, 2012). Siyasa validates legal changes made by State in consideration of public 
interest, if they were not to be contrary to Sharia (Rapoport and Katz (ed.), 2009). 
This subtle version of Islamism fitted aspirations of Northern oligarchs; whose main 
objective is domination of colonies rather than full conversion to Islam. This is observable 
from liberal form of Islam practised by Yorubas of Southwest, where for instance lifestyle is 
not as austere and culture pro-western. In addition, there is use of different lexes like Hajia 
for Alhaja, which is a woman who has performed mandatory Hajj or greater pilgrimage to 
Mecca. With this restrained form Islamism, Northern Hegemons gradually spread Islamic 
ideals under radar without obviously crossing into thresholds of radicalism. With this, there 
is gradual but sustained Islamification of the country, albeit secular, with membership of 
Organization for Islamic Cooperation (OIC), enactment of LUA that has Islamic roots, 
proposed RUGA Settlements, introduction of Sharia Criminal Law in some Northern States 
and so forth. 
Study’s Objective 𝟏 was to determine and rank cultural themes that underpinned 
promulgation of LUA. As noted in 5.4.1 Objective 1 DDA’s Results, replicating Emirs’ 
powers over land in State Governors, making Nigerian land laws comply with Islamic 
concept of land and unifying land laws in Southern Nigeria with those of Northern Nigeria 
came out as most importance cultural themes for promulgation of LUA. Qualitative Phase 
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offered varied explanations for this including preponderant view of enthronement of Islamic 
values and resource control by Northern hegemons borne out of domination agenda. Also, 
need for contrived unity to forestall another Civil War and to make land easily available to 
governments without corresponding obligations for fair compensation payments. 
Objective 𝟐 was to establish how Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA complied 
with best practices in compulsory purchase. As noted in 5.4.2 Objective 2 DDA’s Results, 
Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA had only thirty-four overall mean percentage 
compliance with best practices in compulsory purchase. There is plethora of reasons for this 
as revealed by Qualitative Strand of study including, LUA did provide for payment of just 
compensation and does ensure compensation before possession. Other include that LUA does 
not have provisions on ability of right-holders to effectively challenge revocations and 
Governors could revoke rights holders’ interests for very slight infraction like non-payment 
of annual rent. Yet, others include that Military not only made LUA part of Constitution but 
prohibited any Court from questioning its legitimacy as well as preserving Governors’ actions 
in almost all circumstances. 
Objective 𝟑 was to determine if Governors’ applications of revocation powers under LUA 
had acceptable sustainable credentials. As revealed in 5.4.3 Objective 3 DDA’s Results, 
Governors’ application of revocation powers had just thirty-two percent approval rating for 
sustainable land administration, which is rather inadequate. Explanations sourced for this 
from Qualitative stage of research include, sweeping, oppressive and unhinged Governors’ 
powers; as said, absolute power corrupts absolutely. State capture occasioned by undue and 
unjustified Governors powers over land especially powers of revocation. Governors’ undue 
powers that encourage impunity, as there is little or no accountability or scrutiny. Entrenched 
nepotism and favouritism induced by Governors with unquestioned powers. Failure of 
governance with prevalent official negligence and dereliction owing to unchecked 
Governors’ powers. Culture of powerful groups conniving with Governors to illicitly 
appropriate landed resources of states. In addition, other grounds of failures beyond 
Governors’ poor performance include under-investments, poverty, illiteracy, security threats, 




8.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Study aimed at investigating propriety of Governors’ powers of revocation for sustainable 
land administration. Literature review found that LUA has strong connections with Islamic 
concept of land, and its introduction part of the wider agenda of Northern hegemonic powers, 
on whose behest the Military acts. It adopted Follow-up Explanatory Sequential MMR 
Design, which prioritises quantitative over qualitative data for primary data collection and 
analysis. Quantitative data set gathered with closed-ended questionnaires administered by 
quota sampling on 526 stratified sample size and responses subjected to descriptive and 
inferential analyses. Qualitative dataset mustered with 36 semi-structured interviews 
purposively and electronically sourced, transcribed, and with NVivo sorted, coded and 
content analysed. 
Study’s first objective was to determine and rank cultural themes that underpinned promulgation 
of LUA. Study identified ten most likely themes that might have underlyingly informed the 
promulgation of LUA. These themes are shown in Section 5.2 Preliminary Data Analysis 
(IDA). They were sourced from literature review particularly from reasons adduced for 
LUA’s enactment in Obasanjo (1978)’s National Broadcast as well as LUA’s objectives 
contained in its Preamble. These themes include but not limited to making land accessible to 
all Nigerians, preventing speculative purchases of communal land, streamlining land 
ownership, simplifying land management, and making land easily available to governments 
for developmental purposes. They also include themes and sub-themes cited in Section 3.3.2 
Underlying Motives under Islamic Propagation Obligations and Domination Agenda of 
Northern Hegemons. 
Study findings revealed that LUA’s promulgation was not as altruistic as declared but driven 
by imperial interests of Northern hegemons. Ranking outcome of these themes shown in 
Figure 5 6 has Replication of Caliphs or Emirs’ powers over land in State Governors as most 
importance theme, followed by making Nigerian land laws comply with Islamic concept of land 
in second place and unifying land laws in Southern Nigeria with those of Northern Nigeria in 
third place. On the other hand, less important themes at eighth, ninth and tenth places are 
respectively: to make land available to all citizens on social justice consideration, to ensure better 
and more sustainable land administration, and to end land racketeering and incessant legal tussle 
over land. Qualitative Phase collaborated and verified this with preponderant explanations 
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including view of enthronement of Islamic values and resource control by Northern 
hegemons borne out of domination agenda, and contrived unity to forestall another Civil War. 
Study’s second objective was to establish if Governors’ Powers of revocation under LUA 
comply with best practices in compulsory purchase. In addition, study used ten key 
dimensions to measure this objective. These dimensions are listed in Section 5.2 Preliminary 
Data Analysis (IDA) and were sourced from literature particularly United Nations’ Voluntary 
Guidelines on Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries, and Forests (VGGTs) 
on Expropriation, and Compensation as well as FAO (2008)’s Land Tenure Studies 10 on 
Compulsory Acquisition of Land and Compensation partly listed at Section 2.5 Due Process 
in Revocation Powers. 
Findings shown in Section 5.4.2 Objective 2 DDA’s Results revealed that LUA’s overall 
compliance with best practices in compulsory purchase is just thirty-four (34) percent, which 
is very unsatisfactory. Measurement dimensions with least compliance levels are namely: 
provision of safeguards against adverse takings, guaranteeing just and fair compensation 
payment to dispossessed right holders, and warranting fair and transparent revocation and 
forfeiture practices. Qualitative Strand of study provided deeper insight to this disappointing 
result. It provided many reasons but the most prominent include that LUA did provide for 
payment of just compensation, LUA does ensure compensation payment before possession. 
Other include that LUA does not have provisions on ability of dispossessed right-holders to 
effectively challenge revocations, and Governors could revoke rights holders’ interests for 
very slight infraction like non-payment of annual rent. 
Third objective of study was to determine if Governors’ applications of revocation powers 
under LUA had acceptable sustainable credentials. In same vein, study used ten key 
dimensions as measurement criteria. These criteria are listed at 5.2 Preliminary Data Analysis 
(IDA). They were selected from literature particularly FAO (2008)’s Land Tenure Studies 10 
on Compulsory Acquisition of Land and Compensation, United Nations’ Voluntary 
Guidelines on Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries, and Forests (VGGTs), 
and UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) particularly Goal 11, 
which insists that cities and human settlements must be inclusive, safe, resilient, and 
sustainable. SDGs commit to implementation of human rights, achievement of gender 
equality and empowerment women and girls. They are integrated, indivisible and balanced 
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on three dimensions of sustainable developments: economic, social, and environmental, 
which emanate, and mirror triple bottom line’s people, planet, and profit. 
Findings presented at Section 5.4.3 Objective 3 DDA’s Results disclosed that Governors’ 
application of revocation powers had just thirty-two (32) percent endorsement for acceptable 
sustainable credentials, which is unsatisfactory and unacceptable. Figure 5 12 presents 
highlighted-clustered bar chart displaying in descending order how application of Governors’ 
powers of revocation performed on various criteria used for measuring sustainability 
credentials and performance. Ensuring protection of women and minority rights came out as 
criterion most restricted or stemmed, followed by guaranteeing that land acquisition is at 
barest minimum, and ensuring equitable access to land for all citizens. This reveals that LUA 
failed in its cardinal objective of making land available to people. 
Further qualitative explanations at Section 6.6.3 Sustainability (OB3) Findings indicate that 
most interviewees based their responses for low sustainability credentials on broad 
Governors’ powers. For instance, respondent SEMAC2 insisted, “Sweeping, oppressive and 
unhinged Governors’ powers. As said, absolute power corrupts absolutely.” Respondent, 
SWFNC2 maintained, “Weak governance and corruption due to unsupervised Governors’ 
powers.” Respondent, NCMBC1 stated, “Culture of state capture with Governors favouring 
political associates with landed resources and this culture has equally trickled down to state 
officials.” While respondent NCMWC1 claimed “Pervasive culture of prebendalism whereby 
Governors assume rights to personal shares of government revenues.” 
Ostensibly, above findings are well below par and undeniably unsatisfactory. Study can 
conclude that the Governors powers under LUA are unsuited to drive sustainable land 
administration. However, study must stand on good logical platform to justifiably make its 
conclusion. As noted, study adopted abduction or third method of reasoning. It is a syllogistic 
argument in which the major premise is evident but the minor premise and therefore the 
conclusion only probable. It involves forming a conclusion from the information that is 
known. In the present circumstance, logic of abduction is most suitable for drawing an 
inference on whether Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA, is an obstacle to 
sustainable land administration in Nigeria. 
Abduction as enunciated by Charles Sanders Peirce circumvents Gettier’s Proposition that 
not all justified beliefs are knowledge by providing through fallibilism that absolute certainty 
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is not attainable on questions concerning most credible facts. Conclusions and findings may 
never achieve infallibility or unalterability as they are subject to revision as new facts emerge. 
Abduction may not have stern authority and uncompromising qualities of deductive logic or 
possess inductive logic’s indistinctness and ambiguities. Nonetheless, it stands as viable 
pragmatic option that yields important products: allegory and representation as well as 
meaning. Its goal, therefore, is to explore data, find patterns, and suggest plausible hypothesis 
with use of proper categories.  
Despite its strengths, abduction is prone to indistinctive categories in hypothesis buildup, 
which could produce muddled and frail conclusions. Thus, there is need to strengthen its 
syllogism through clearer sub-categorisation to make propounded theories less fallible. For 
instance, the statement Governors’ abuse their revocation powers under LUA is doxastic. 
This means that its perception or awareness stems from general belief or encounter, which is 
not conclusive. It behoved on study whilst engaging in this sort of examination to adopt 
suitable logos or mode of inquiry that will move the statement from its doxastic status to 
epistemological status or knowledge. Thus, to give reinforced meaning to its conclusions; 
study adopted pragmatism, which is validation and justification partner of abductive logic. 
Pragmatism by its very nature recognises that things are not chiefly important for what they 
are, but for what they are worth. It is not necessarily concerned with painting an ideal picture, 
but it seeks to give meaning to actions and make the truth suppler. To soften truth, is to make 
it into something that can be analysed and explained (Durkheim, 1983). Pragmatic approach 
emphasises that multiple realities can exist in any given situation. Creswell (2002) insists that 
pragmatism provides for use of qualitative and quantitative methods in collection of data and 
supports inquiries into complex phenomenon of social and natural contexts.  
Pragmatism employs abductive reasoning, which yields credible but impeachable 
conclusions. Sober (2013) declares that abductive conclusions, thus, hemmed as 
encompassing vestiges of uncertainty or doubt, which find authenticity when circumscribed 
in neo-pragmatic expressions like best available option or most likely outcome. Therefore, 
abductive reasoning understood as inference to best possible explanation or justification of 
belief. Abductive interpretive reasoning, therefore, finds context and meaning in this 
participatory alliance. Standing on Mitchell (2015), study used abduction as knowledge-
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extending means of drawing inference, distinct from normal logical conclusions based on 
either deduction or induction but on what is most credible. 
Accordingly, as noted in Section 6.4.2 Abduction as Interpretive Philosophy, aim of study is 
to examine if Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA hinder sustainable land 
administration. To enable reduction of this statement of aim into preliminary abductive 
syllogism, study had to draw three parameters of reasoning, namely: rule, cause, and effect. 
Thereafter it assigned parameters to them as follows: Rule: Governors’ powers of revocation 
hinder sustainable land administration. Cause: Misuse of excessive Governors’ powers of 
revocation. Effect: Unsustainable land administration. With rule in place, which corresponds 
to aim of study in this circumstance and effect known or visible, which is unstainable land 
administration; study, thus, employs abductive logic to abduce a cause, which is misuse of 
excessive Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA. 
Consequently, Governors’ powers of revocation under LUA that are extensive, wide, and 
judicially uncontainable; and therefore, liable to abuse were found to have been indeed 
abused. Their propriety for sustainability found questionable, thus, study finds them inimical 
and obstructive to sustainable land administration. This may, however, not be conclusive as 
other factors or causes could hinder sustainable land administration. There could be multiple 
hypothesis from same data. Study’s qualitative data revealed issues like weak state 
institutions, poor information database, lack of cadastral information, poor security situation, 
and lack of investment as possible other causes. For instance, transcript of study interviews 
shows that SWFGI2 insisted that unsustainability is due to weak state institutions and poor 
information database, NCMGI2 thinks it is due to lack of needed cadastral information, 
NEMYI1 thinks it is insecurity caused by Boko Haram insurgency, while NWMS12 says 
chronic under-investments, poverty, and lack of capacity. 
Abduction, however, is interested only in the most plausible or justifiable explanation as 
displayed in Figure 6 4. Therefore, it is necessary for study to strengthen its syllogistic frame 
by reinforcement of its sub-categories and specifics. In this regard, study placed emphasis on 
the fact that Governors have exclusive land administration and revocation powers and LUA 
the sole legislation that provides framework for land administration in Nigeria. By abductive 
reasoning, it is most probable, therefore, that it is the actions and inactions of the major 
proponents assigned with land administration duties contributed to poor sustainability status. 
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Major proponents here being State Governors. In addition, study deploying abductive 
interpretation concluded Governors powers of revocation obstructs sustainable land 
administration because of preponderance entries that listed Abuse of Power and Corruption 
as well as Concentration of Powers in Governors as major Hindrance to Sustainability as 
shown in Table 6 8 References for Sustainability (OB3). 
Acting upon the above findings and conclusion, study recommends LUA’s reformation 
because it is very inadequate to facilitate UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. It 
is urgent as the future will be determined by actions taken today. Sustainable development is 
beyond environmental issues and land administration; it has political ideology, it is a moral 
necessity, and it is an axiological issue. It has value adding dimensions; therefore, application 
of revocation powers should not be tinkering around the edges for benefit of those endowed 
with such powers but should function to build bridges for empowerment and emancipation, 
especially of the less privileged and less powerful. UN 2030 Agenda, therefore, envisages a 
world of universal respect for human rights and human dignity, rule of law, justice, equality, 
non-discrimination, fair access to landed resources, and sustainable development. 
Standing on Dewey’s Reflective Cycle Model, which insists that nothing can remain absolute, 
thus, everything including laws and values is modifiable based on continuous learning 
process. LUA’s present apparent intrinsical rigid appearance are illusory values and products 
of human evaluative judgements, which are adaptable. Thus, LUA in its present format 
should never be intrinsic or absolute as governance being human activity should be purposive 
and receptive. Dietz, Ostrom and Stern (2003) borrowing from Dewey (1972) insist that laws 
have often been viewed as constraints on adaptation; however, they can made highly adaptive 
over time. However, these adaptations must carry with them axiological strength that would 
imbue desired values and achieve objectives of good governance. Dietz, Ostrom and Stern 
(2003) furthers that integrating reforms to achieve adaptation will ensure legitimacy and 
increase likelihood of both acceptance and success in navigating changes. 
Study established that Governors’ applications of revocation powers under LUA have very 
inadequate sustainability credentials typified by official misconducts and corruption. 
Accordingly, study is of opinion that for LUA to gain respectability and its subsumed 
Governors powers of revocation to be meaningful and deliver on sustainable land 
administration, it must be reflective and flexible. As, laws dictate structures, boundaries, 
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rules, and processes within which Governors’ powers subsists. Thus, if not adaptive, they 
become barrier points for acclimatisation, in present instance sustainable land administration 
with its concomitant effects on issues such as poverty reduction, human rights abuses and 
environmental protection. Figure 8.1 shows study’s Triple-F Theory of Formation, 
Framework and Function in Segmented Circle Arrow that is analogous to Dewey’s Model of 
Reflective Cycle shown in Figure 4.6. 
 
Figure 8.1 Study’s Triple -F Theory of Formation, Framework and Function 
Dewey’s critical thinking philosophy professes ever-changing reality, based on reflections 
and actions, which also tallies with study’s pragmatic philosophy of adaptability that 
champions functional best-practices. Under study’s Triple-F Theory; Formation, Framework 
and Function correspondingly epitomise study’s OB1, OB2 and OB3 or Cultural Themes, 
Revocation Powers and Sustainability. First part, which is Formation deals with conception 
and thinking behind LUA in other word cultural themes that influenced LUA’s enactment. 
This is inner-force or spirit that apportions whatever content or framework that LUA 
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possesses. As study has shown, replication of Emirs’ powers over land in State Governors 
was driving theme because hegemonic powers sought domination and resource control. 
With this narrow thinking being justification for LUA, there is no surprise that second part 
or Framework or Revocation Powers does not comply with best practices. Law must emanate 
from rational philosophy and equitable background to justifiably set judicious structures, 
boundaries, rules, and processes. LUA lacks moral authority and thus flailed and delivered 
inadequate and despotic revocation powers to Governors. Third segment being Function or 
Sustainability relies on latitude or leeway provided by Framework. It is Triple-F Model’s 
practical or operational interface. This deals with Governors use of revocations powers and 
how such uses influence sustainable land administration. Such uses would never be altruistic 
because powers enabling such uses do not have strong axiological qualities. 
Since Governors powers have been found to obstruct sustainability, Triple-F Theory asserts 
that if LUA is reconceptualised or reformed, it would deliver meaningful framework for best 
practice revocation powers that would in turn ensure optimal functionality or sustainable use 
of Governors powers. Triple-F insists that this should be reflective and cyclical. Thus, when 
reformed, it should provide up to date best practices, which is tested under functionality for 
operational adequacy and if found wanting, would be due for further re-formation. Study is 
not unmindful of the almost insurmountable task of reforming LUA. However, only viable 
recommendation to alleviate or get some remedy for unsustainable practices is to reform 
LUA, which would be almost impossible as there is no desire to embark on this by Northern 
Hegemons. 
Study, therefore, appreciates that the Northern Hegemons, who hold reins of executive and 
legislative power in Nigeria are tone-deaf about any amendment or reformation of LUA. It is 
in their interest that the status quo is maintained because LUA as presently codified serves 
their domination agenda. Quest for control and domination is motivating agenda and driving 
force for hegemonism. With control hegemonies expand their power base, influence policies, 
and people’s ideological directions could be changed. With power over land, surface land 
rights are determined as well as underground mineral rights. In Nigeria, Northern Hegemons 
control exploration and exploitation of lucrative petroleum resources that is not within their 
backyard, but regions away. They exploit the vulnerable and minority ethnic nationalities, 
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who own the petroleum resources, and who deal with devastating effects pollution and 
environmental degradation caused by petroleum drilling and gas flaring. 
With Northern Hegemons resisting change to LUA, study refers to its Triple -F Theory of 
Formation, Framework and Function, and reiterates that emphasis should be LUA’s 
reformation rather than on immediate amendment of its provisions or total abrogation. Good 
starting point would be to procedurally attenuate Governor’s powers of revocation. As study 
found, reoccurring failures in due processes are largely down to Governors exerting 
revocation powers single-handedly; therefore, best practices would be for Parliaments or 
State Legislature to approve all revocations or compulsory purchase orders (CPO) after 
Governors have issued them, since Nigeria is now democratic. This appears a viable 
alternative since in LUA’s over forty-year timespan, there have been more than hundred 
proposed amendments without any being successful. 
Study, therefore, prescribes use of its Triple-F Theory of Formation, Framework and 
Function in LUA’s overhaul. Triple-F proffers that if LUA is formatted, it should generate 
best practice framework that would engenders optimal functionality in the application of 
revocation powers. Solutions to achieving sustainability in land administration would, 
therefore, lie in curtailing excesses Governors’ powers. Accordingly, study recommends that 
powers of revocation should not rest solely on Governors as such powers are so vast and there 
is real need for checks and balances. Governance is collective endeavour; therefore, 
Governors should exercise revocation powers with parliamentary approval, as use of 
revocation powers can be impactful and disruptive. Hopefully with this, UN Repertoire’s 
2030 Agenda on sustainable development can be achieved. 
Finally, building on these findings, study would want to recommend further studies that 
addresses some issues unearthed by this study. In this regard, study recommends some further 
research namely: the impact of weak state institutions on sustainable development, the effect 
of poor information database on sustainable land administration, and the consequences of low 
cadastral coverage on sustainable land administration. These studies would complement and 
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Appendix I: Sample of Study’s Questionnaire Instrument 
 
Dear participant, 
Many thanks for your willingness to take part in this questionnaire survey. It aims at gathering 
primary data for study on if Governors’ Powers of Revocation under Land Use Act 1978 
hinders Sustainable Land Administration in Nigeria. 
Land Use Act, 1978 (LUA) stipulates that all land comprised in territory of each state be 
vested solely in Governors, who hold in trust for people and administer for common benefits 
of all Nigerians Under Section 28 it endows Governors with powers to revoke rights of 
occupancy for overriding public interest. 
On average, survey takes approximately fifteen minutes to complete. Kindly tick appropriate 
boxes for each question and provide further comments at open-ended section. Be assured that 
all answers will be strictly confidential and all responses completely anonymous. Research 
Ethics Committee of University of Bolton, United Kingdom reviewed and approved this 
research. 
What is your gender? 
Male ☐ Female ☐ Prefer not to say ☐ 
What is your age? 
18 - 35 years ☐ 36 - 55 years ☐ Above 55 years ☐ Prefer not to say ☐ 
What is your State of origin? 
Kindly write  Prefer not to say ☐ 
What is your religious faith? 
Christianity ☐ Islam ☐ Traditional ☐ Others ☐ Prefer not to say ☐ 
Which following qualifications is your highest? 
O Level ☐ Degree ☐ Professional ☐ Prefer not to say ☐ 
Where is your primary area of current employment? 
Public ☐ Private ☐ Student ☐ Unemployed ☐ Prefer not to say ☐ 
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On seven-point classic semantic differential scale items of 0 , 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 , an d  6  with 0 being 
Strongly Disagree and 6 Strongly Agree, as shown below; how will you rate following 









0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Objective 1: To what extent do you agree or disagree that following cultural themes 
influenced and underpinned promulgation of LUA. 
No Statements 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
a)  To reduce cost of land acquisition  ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
b)  To make land easily accessible to Government ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
c)  
To curtail inflationary trend caused by Oil Boom of 
early 1970s 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
d)  
To end land racketeering and incessant legal tussle 
over land 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
e)  
Social justice considerations of making land 
available to all citizens 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
f)  
Unification of land laws in Southern Nigeria with 
those existing in Northern Nigeria 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
g)  
To replicate powers of Caliphs or Emirs over land 
in State Governors 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
h)  
Maintenance of imperial interest of Northern 
Hegemony  
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
i)  
To ensure better and more sustainable land 
administration 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
j)  
To make Nigerian land laws comply with Islamic 
concept of land 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
Objective 2: To what extent do you agree or disagree with following statements 
regarding how well LUA’s provisions for Governors’ Powers of revocation comply with 
Best Practices in Compulsory Purchase. 
No Statements 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
a)  
Provides safeguards against adverse taking of 
property. 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
b)  
Instructs that land takings be for public purposes 
only.  




Guarantees just and fair compensation payment to 
disposed right holders. 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
d)  
Insists on compliance with due process before 
revocation. 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
e)  
Encourages stakeholders’ participation in 
acquisition process. 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
f)  
Warrants fair and transparent revocation cum 
forfeiture practices.  
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
g)  
Affords appropriate advice and adequate help to 
right holders. 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
h)  
Authorises owners’ negotiation on and challenge to 
compensation payable. 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
i)  
Advocates compensation payment before take-over 
or eviction. 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
j)  
Recommends keeping acquired land at barest 
needed minimum.  
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
Objective 3: To what extent do you agree or disagree with following statements 
regarding whether Governors’ applications of revocation powers under LUA have 
acceptable sustainable credentials. 
No Statements 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
a)  
Governors consult Land Use and Allocation 
Committees as required 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
b)  
Governors have supported inclusive plans for 
various types of land uses 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
c)  
Governors have ensured equitable access to land by 
all citizens. 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
d)  
Governors have adhered to public purpose 
requirements 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
e)  
Governors have protected women and minority 
rights 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
f)  Governors have pursued social needs of people ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
g)  
Governors have guaranteed that land acquisition is 
at barest minimum 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
h)  
Governors have ensured that there is no eviction 
without compensation payment 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
i)  
Governors not driven by narrow and political 
considerations. 




Governors have considered environmental 
protection  
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
Do you have further comments? 
 
Many thanks for finding time to complete this questionnaire. Please be assured again that all 
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Appendix II: SPSS Generated Categorical Field Information 
 
Appendix II Figure a Categorical Field Information for OB1 
 








Appendix III: SPSS Kruskal-Wallis H Tests Results 
OB𝟏 Outcomes of Kruskal Wallis Pairwise Comparison Tests 
Gender Category (OB1) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q1a Q1b Q1c Q1d Q1e Q1f Q1g Q1h Q1i Q1j OB1) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Age Category (OB1) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q1a Q1b Q1c Q1d Q1e Q1f Q1g Q1h Q1i Q1j OB1) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Religion Category (OB1) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q1a Q1b Q1c Q1d Q1e Q1f Q1g Q1h Q1i Q1j OB1) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Qualification Category (OB1) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q1a Q1b Q1c Q1d Q1e Q1f Q1g Q1h Q1i Q1j OB1) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Employment Category (OB1) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q1a Q1b Q1c Q1d Q1e Q1f Q1g Q1h Q1i Q1j OB1) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Geo-Political Zone Category (OB1) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q1a Q1b Q1c Q1d Q1e Q1f Q1g Q1h Q1i Q1j OB1) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





OB𝟐 Outcomes of Kruskal Wallis Pairwise Comparison Tests 
Gender Category (OB2) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q2a Q2b Q2c Q2d Q2e Q2f Q2g Q2h Q2i Q2j OB2) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Age Category (OB2) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q2a Q2b Q2c Q2d Q2e Q2f Q2g Q2h Q2i Q2j OB2) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Religion Category (OB2) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q2a Q2b Q2c Q2d Q2e Q2f Q2g Q2h Q2i Q2j OB2) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Qualification Category (OB2) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q2a Q2b Q2c Q2d Q2e Q2f Q2g Q2h Q2i Q2j OB2) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Employment Category (OB2) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q2a Q2b Q2c Q2d Q2e Q2f Q2g Q2h Q2i Q2j OB2) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Geo-Political Zone Category (OB2) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q2a Q2b Q2c Q2d Q2e Q2f Q2g Q2h Q2i Q2j OB2) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





OB𝟑 Outcomes of Kruskal Wallis Pairwise Comparison Tests 
Gender Category (OB3) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q3a Q3b Q3c Q3d Q3e Q3f Q3g Q3h Q3i Q3j OB3) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Age Category (OB3) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q3a Q3b Q3c Q3d Q3e Q3f Q3g Q3h Q3i Q3j OB3) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Religion Category (OB3) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q3a Q3b Q3c Q3d Q3e Q3f Q3g Q3h Q3i Q3j OB3) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Qualification Category (OB3) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q3a Q3b Q3c Q3d Q3e Q3f Q3g Q3h Q3i Q3j OB3) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Employment Category (OB3) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q3a Q3b Q3c Q3d Q3e Q3f Q3g Q3h Q3i Q3j OB3) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Geo-Political Zone Category (OB3) 
Nonparametric Independent Tests (Q3a Q3b Q3c Q3d Q3e Q3f Q3g Q3h Q3i Q3j OB3) 
KRUSKAL_WALLIS (COMPARE=PAIRWISE)/MISSING SCOPE=ANALYSIS 





Appendix IV: Semi-Structured Interview Guide 
 
Dear participant, 
Many thanks for your assistance in providing thoughts and opinion on following open-ended 
questions, aimed at generating qualitative data on whether Governors’ powers of revocation 
under Land Use Act, 1978 (LUA) hinders sustainable land administration in Nigeria. 
Research Ethics Committee of University of Bolton, Greater Manchester, United Kingdom 
reviewed and approved this study and all respondents’ identities will be strictly confidential 
and completely anonymous. 
Estimated Duration: 35-40 minutes 
Request: Consent to record interview. 
Demographics  
1) What is your gender? 
2) What is your age bracket?  
3) What is your religious faith? 
4) What is your highest qualification? 
5) What is your state of origin? 
Objective 𝟏 Cultural Themes 
1. Why do think Military Government promulgated LUA? 
2. Do you think promulgation of LUA was to make land available to all citizens? 
3. Do you think promulgation of LUA was to make land easily available to Governments? 
4. Do you think promulgation of LUA was to make for sustainable land administration? 
5. Do you think promulgation of LUA was to make it comply with Islamic Land law? 
Objective 𝟐 Revocation Powers 
1. Why do you Military made LUA part of Nigerian Constitution? 
2. Do you think that revocation powers are important? 
3. What do you think should be conditions for revocation? 
365 
 
4. Do you think that revocation powers under LUA protect right holders? 
5. Do you think that State Governors should control revocation powers? 
Objective 𝟑 Sustainability 
1. What do you understand by sustainable land administration? 
2. Do you think that sustainable land administration is important? 
3. How would rate sustainable land administration in your area? 
4. What do you think are challenges to sustainable land administration? 
5. Do think good use of revocation powers can improve sustainable land administration? 
Many thanks once again for agreeing to participate and accept assurances that handling of all 
answers and reflections as well as your identity will be strictly confidential. 
Pat Onukwuli, 
School of Built Environment, 
University of Bolton, 
Deane Road Campus, 




Appendix V: Transcripts of Semi-Structured Interviews 
These are in three parts namely: Transcripts of OB1 Interviews (Cultural Themes), 
Transcripts of OB2 Interviews (Revocation Powers) and Transcripts of OB3 Interviews 
(Sustainability). 
Transcripts of OB𝟏 Interviews (Cultural Themes) 









Do you think 
promulgation of 
LUA was to 
make land 
available to all 
citizens? 
Do you think 
promulgation of 
LUA was to 
make land easily 
available to 
Governments? 
Do you think 
promulgation of 




Do you think 
promulgation of 
LUA was to 
make it comply 
with Islamic 
Land law? 






SEMAC2 Lofty ideals 
and promises 
for LUA were 













to making land 






now than forty 
odd years ago 
when LUA 
came into effect. 
This has been 
general narrative, 
but governments 
have always had 
access to land 
through Public 
Land Acquisition 
Act. Thus, issue 
of making land 
available for 
development 







43, within its 
Supplemental 
Part, meaning, 










and Islamic land 
law. Therefore, 























was just a ploy 
to get support of 
people. 
It could not have 







Military was just 
in a hurry to 
draft and enact a 
law that 
protected its 
interest, so they 
never considered 
sustainability. 














SEFEC1 To have total 
control over 
people’s land. 
There has never 
been anything 
like social 
welfare or social 
security for 
people. 
Yes in a way, 
government 
wanted to have 





land control that 
it did consider 
issues of 
sustainability. 
In a way 
because in 
Islamic form of 
land ownership 
all land belongs 














that LUA was 
going to ensure 
that citizens had 
access to land, 
however, what 
happened LUA 
took land away 
from people. 
It is all about 
control; it is all 
about forceful 
takeover of 
people’s land and 





























give to their 
cronies. 
How can you 
trust unelected 
Military with 




How could this 
be the case where 
governments 
have always had 
access to land? 
Military just 
wanted to 
Land grab was 
main motive as 
Military went as 





this is so is clear 
for all and 
sundry to see. 
Indeed, LUA is 
about total 

























release of land 
for 
development. 
In a way, LUA 
has social 
contents, but its 
implementation 
has been very 
poor. 
Socialist bent of 
LUA underpins 







have land for 
developments. 
Socialist motives 
could go along 
with sustainable 
land law, under 
bearable model 
of Triple bottom 
that focuses on 
sustainability 
and society. 
No idea, I have 
no knowledge 
about Islamic 







SSFRC2 Intention was 
to make land 
available to 
citizens and 
not just rich 





was to make 
land available to 



















people is more 
related to 
sustainability 




It is possible 
judging from 
what has been 





















can one expect 
Military to keep 






land available for 
development 
rages on. If it is 
true, why then is 
LUA not 
working? 
LUA is narrow 
and sectional. 
Thus, flawed, not 





















In a way, there 
is some 
ingrained idea in 
LUA that 
Governors were 
just holding land 
in trust for 
people or 
citizens. 
No system is 
perfect, LUA 
wanted to make 
it easy for 
various 
governments to 






this difficult.  
Central control 
of land could 






land if put to 
improper use, 





form of land 
ownership, but 
it appears that 
Emirs have 
some control of 
land, so there 







SSFAC2 LUA enacted 
after Nigerian 










LUA was and 
still is about 
domination. 










No matter any 
contrary opinion, 
LUA is simply 
about 
domination. How 
could in one fell 
swoop, Military 
takes over all 
land from people. 
It is simply 
preposterous. 





LUA, there is 
often no clear 
thinking. LUA 
was simply about 
forced unity and 
control. 
It is clear that 
LUA tallies with 
Islamic concept 
































sought to control 
resources, not 
just land but also 
mineral and 
petroleum 











real intention of 
Military and 













SSFDC2 To make land 
accessible to 
government 
for social and 
economic 
development. 
In a way, that is 
if it is in context 
of government 
having easy 
access to land in 




wrongly, this is 
correct as 
government 
wanted to have 









and under viable 
model of three 








concept of land, 
as only titles 
available to 
people in Islam 
just as in LUA 







SWMGC1 To unify land 
use laws in the 
country as 













Tenure Law of 
1962, which 
LUA mirrored 
provided land to 
people based on 
need. 
This is part of 
bigger picture, as 
government had 
to take over land, 
which was source 
of many 
conflicts, so it 











there is improper 
usage or failure 










Law would give 
Northern 
Hegemons 

















Certainly, it is 
LUA’s intention 
to make land 
available to 
citizens. Indeed, 
some States of 
the country and 
FCT are doing 
well in this 
regard. 
To an extent, 
government 
should be able to 
control land 
resources, which 
it can use for 
development 
purposes. 
To a certain 





can only happen 
where there is 
unity and peace. 
Unification of 
land use laws 
follows that 
South, which is 
weaker section 
militarily had to 
accept Northern 
structure 






SWMYI1 To make land 
easily 


















Prime essence of 
governance is 














was easy access 
to land needed 
developments. 
Not quite sure 






















citizens for use. 
LUA fits into 










they went for 
unity through 
unification, 
which was more 
important. 
It does not 
matter because 
Islamic concept 
of land law 
delivers justice, 












citizens was not 




being able to 
access land easily 
is one of LUA’s 
legacies. 
Military felt they 
it should act 
even it went 
against best 
practices as 
Nigeria was in 
parlous state of 
development. 
Hunches tell me 
that this is true 





























was driving force 
for enactment of 
LUA. However, 
more rights for 
governments 
Military did not 
consider 
sustainability 
important as well 
as expedient at 
promulgation of 
LUA. 
There are many 
parallels. 
However, 
bottom line is 













lesser rights for 
people.  
tenure systems 














an extreme form 
of unitary 
government 






have always been 




unification of the 




Nigeria was in a 
precarious state 
and wanted to 
enforce very 
strict unitary and 
central command 
governance. 
Islamic land law 




















paper, but in 
reality, no, as 
events have 
shown that LUA 






was decoy used 
to mask real 
intentions of 
Military. 
When issues of 
politics, control 
and domination 






















Yes, in a way, 
but LUA was 
more concerned 




land laws was 
top of LUA’s 
agenda, which 
also meant that 
government 









It appears to be 

















It was inevitable 
that LUA had to 
come. If it did 
not, something 
else would have 




























In Islam, State is 
guardian of 
Allah's laws and 
individual's 
rights. It is 















NCMWC1 To enable 
governments, 
have easy 
access to land 
for 
development. 
LUA made it 
easy for 
governments to 
have access to 
land, but this did 
not translate to 
land for people. 
Access to land 
for development 























NCFWI2 To give all 
citizens easy 
access to land 
Yes, LUA’s 





in northern part 





was also to 
enable 
governments 







LUA’s aim of 
giving land 
rights to citizens 
can be located 
not only in social 




of land is lovely 
as it forbids 
unequal 
distribution of 
land as well as 
accumulation of 
















LUA has helped 
many people in 
Bauchi State to 
have access to 
land, although, 















can come with 
unified laws. 
Islamic land 
tenure system is 
not problem but 
implementation 
of LUA is very 
unsatisfactory 

















land available to 








had access to 
land for 
development. 
Fusion of land 








trusteeship is at 
centre 
ownership rights 












access to many; 
however, 
problem is most 
people are just 
too poor to think 
even about land. 
To make land 
available for 
development was 
LUA’s main aim, 
which is not in 




LUA was clear 
about its 
mandate, which 
was to make land 
available for 
developments. 







well as rights 
over property is 










NEMYI2 LUA main 
aim was to 
unify land 
laws as 

















able to have 
stress-free access 
to land for 
development 
follows land laws 
in South copying 
those of North. 
LUA’s goals 
were on a scale 
with unification 





of land, which is 








NEFAI2 To enable 
governments, 
have easy 




land available to 




it has not 
worked well in 
many states 
























NEMAI2 To give all 
citizens easy 
access to land. 
Of course, many 
people have had 

















issues did not 
require radically 
































of land tenure 
systems comes 





LUA was strictly 
about unity of 




was not part of 
it. 
All land in 
Islam belong to 
dominion of 
Allah and it is 
only a trust 
acquired and 







NWFDI1 To enable 
governments, 
have easy 




land to citizens 
was part of 
LUA’s overall 
goal and plan. 
Yes, there was 
urgency on part 
of government to 
have projects 
started; as such, 
government had 
enact LUA. 





issues were not 
important then. 
There is nothing 
wrong with 
Islamic concept 
of land law, as it 
indeed respects 











of any nation. 
In a way, LUA 
intended making 
land accessible 
to people, but 








First things first, 
unity of the 




could come late 
with peace. 
Islamic land law 



































Oil Boom.  
Providing land 
for development 




was a decisive 
political decision 
to survive danger 
years succeeding 
the bloody Civil 
War. 
LUA was about 
Nigerianism, 
which is pride in 









Islam land rights 












NWFSI1 It is said 
united we 
stand divided 













Unity is crucial 
for survival of 
the country as 
corporate entity 
and with it comes 
developments 
and prosperity. 
There is no 
substitute for 
unity and peace, 
which Nigeria’s 
Motto “Unity 
and Faith, Peace 
and Progress” 
encapsulates. 













NWMSI2 There is so 
much to gain 
by just uniting 




stood for unity 
and ensured 





every ruler to be 
just, such that 
there is general 
protection of 


















LUA’s tenets are 











rights in Islam 
just as in LUA 
are rights to 












Transcripts of OB𝟐 Interviews (Revocation Powers) 




Why do you 
Military made 
LUA part of 
Nigerian 
Constitution? 




What do you 
think should be 
conditions for 
revocation? 


















wanted to make 
amendment 
processes 
difficult if not 
impossible, as 

















to be judicious 
and to act in 
best interest of 
people at 
revocation with 
payment of fair 
compensation 
before eviction. 
Even with best 
practices, 
revocation does 
not protect rights 





acquisition is so 
important and 
its aftereffects 















want to change 
LUA, so they 
had to put an 
end to such 
challenges. 
It is important 
for common 
good of society 
but there must 










and using land 
for revocation 
purpose. 
LUA does not 
provide for 
payment of just 
compensation 



















then tell me 






To certify that it 
is only be for 
public purposes 










are so vast that 
there is real 
need for checks 
























must be top 
priority. 
















SEMIC2 Military not 
only made 
LUA part of 
Constitution 
but prohibited 





used for public 
purposes and 
futile if applied 









must not be for 
private intents 
and purposes. 
LUA can revoke 
rights holders’ 


































in land without 
willing consent 





























approval as use 





SSFRC2 Military knew 
that LUA was 
not popular, so 
they needed to 

















































They are crucial 
because they 
deliver needed 































SSMAC1 To make it 
















and briefing for 











































of land only 
compensation 





























SSMDC2 They never 
wanted 
changes to 
LUA and made 










well as safety 
and security. 
There should 
support for right 
holders to 




LUA is not and 




Fairness in use 
of revocation 
powers can 









SSFDC2 To immure 
provisions of 
LUA that gives 
government 
easy to land. 
Needed for 






must give clear 
written and oral 







hapless and do 
not have any 
form of 
protection 







alone, as there 
































LUA did not set 
out to protect 
rights holders as 




failures in due 
processes are 











SWFGI2 They had to 
protect LUA 
because of its 
vital role to 
peace and unity 














soon as possible 
but not 
revocations due 















on only on 




















































SWMYI1 Not much idea, 
but it might 
have something 
to do with 


















LUA is about 
communal use of 
land, therefore, 
protections may 





must be on 


























must be prompt 
and adequate. 
Unfortunately, 
this is not the 




judge and jury 








should also be 
communal 







SWMNC1 How can it be 
































NCFBC2 Military felt 
country’s unity 
at stake, so 
they had to 
lock in LUA. 
It is important 
to clarify that 
revocation is for 
public purposes 
and not just for 
economic 
development. 
It is robbing 
















































under LUA is 
unjust and there 






tenure of office 












NCFGI2 To address any 
risk to LUA 
and ensure 
continuity as 
well as unity of 
the country. 
Provision of 

















are many cases 







































LUA is not 
perfect but good 










23 Male NCMWC1 Best way of 
making 






Land is very 








for purpose is 
subjection to 
scrutiny, which 





and only prompt 
compensation 
can serve as 
assuagement. 
rights holders to 





























































run contrary to 












It is important 
for governments 













its provisions, as 
no law is perfect. 
Vesting of 









NEMYI1 To protect 































superior title so 
they should be 
able to revoke 











There is virtue 
in revocation 
for communal 















which it has 
indeed achieved. 





manage in trust 












and for public 
good. 



































within context of 
its ideology. 
Governors to 








NWMDI1 They discerned 
that some 
might want to 
challenge 
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Appendix VI: A Sketch of Nigeria 
“Nigeria has had a complicated colonial history…However, trouble with Nigeria is 
simply and squarely a failure of leadership… Besides, I have had trouble now and 
again in Nigeria because I have spoken up about mistreatment of factions because of 
difference in religion” (Achebe, 2005). 
A Sketch of Federal Republic of Nigeria ephemerally illuminates Nigeria’s history, political 
structure, and legal system. It also considers Nigeria’s economic situation, socio-cultural 
influences, population structure and environmental condition, and addresses security threats. 
Historical Background 
Past continues into present, and present is indeed past undergoing modifications. Recourse 
to history is inexorable, as it illuminates present and foretells future. Early history of Nigeria 
is traceable to numerous African civilizations, which had settled in region by 1100 BC 
(Fisher, 2001). As at then, Igbo Kingdoms of Nri and Arochukwu, Edo Benin Kingdom, 
Yoruba Oyo Empire, Hausa States, Nupe Cultures and Kanem-Borno Empire have all had 
settled presence. Islam got to Nigeria through Kanem-Borno Empire around 1068 AD and 
Hausa States by 1385 AD, while Christianity came to Nigeria in 15th century through 
Augustinian and Capuchin monks from Portugal (Falola and Aderinto, 2010). However, 
Transatlantic Slave Trade, which started in Nigeria in late 15th century, had profound impact; 
Europeans captured coastal communities and engaged local brokers to provide able-bodied 
slaves (Moore, 2019). 
Colonial Nigeria effectually began with British influence following prohibition of Slave 
Trade in 1807 and end of Napoleonic Wars in 1815, which made British Empire world's 
foremost power. Britain annexed Lagos in 1861 and established Oil River Protectorate in 
1884. British influence in Nigeria increased gradually over nineteenth century. Nevertheless, 
Britain did not effectively occupy area until 1884 -1885 Berlin or Congo Conference. During 
Conference, other European powers acknowledged Britain's dominance in area and ceded it 
to Britain. Royal Niger Company, authorised by Charter, and headed by George Taubman 
Goldie governed from 1886 to 1899. In 1894, area re-designated Niger Coast Protectorate 
and expanded to include regions from Calabar to Lagos Colony and Protectorate, including 
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hinterland, and northward up Niger River as far as Lokoja, Headquarters of Royal Niger 
Company (Carland, 2005). 
On January 1, 1900, British Empire created Southern Nigeria Protectorate and Northern 
Nigeria Protectorate. Lagos Colony later added in 1906, and the Territory officially renamed 
Colony and Protectorate of Southern Nigeria. British led series of military campaigns to 
enlarge its sphere of influence and expand its commercial opportunities. Most of fighting 
done by Hausa soldiers armed with superior weapons and recruited under aegis of West 
African Frontier Force (WAFF) to fight against other groups (Isichei, 2003). Indeed, Hausa 
language was official lingua franca of this force (Adekunle, 2004). Massive military 
operations began in 1902 especially against Sokoto Caliphate and Kanem-Bornu Empire 
under direction of Fredrick Lugard. This continued for about five years of sporadic fighting 
resulting in fall of Kanem-Bornu Empire in 1902 with Sokoto Caliphate and Kano Emirate 
taken over in 1903.  
With military conquest, Britain consolidated political control and initiated policy of Indirect 
Rule; that is, governing through defeated or nominated rulers. Warrant Chiefs appointed for 
areas without organised administration for this purpose. In structured North, Emirs retained 
their caliphate authorities subject to British District Officers (Hermann, 2011). Next, an 
amalgamation of Northern Nigeria Protectorate and Southern Nigeria Protectorate 
envisioned, as a combination would reduce administrative expenses. Merger would facilitate 
deployment of resources and taxes between areas and specifically enable direct subsidy of 
less profitable Northern jurisdiction (Carland, 2005). Unification accomplished at eve of 
World War I and from January 1914 onwards, newly united protectorates officially became 
Nigeria and presided over by a Proconsul, titled Governor-General. Indeed, as Tafawa 
Balewa, former Prime Minister insisted, Nigerian’s unity is just a British invention (Onwubu, 
1975). 
British Colonisation lasted until October 1, 1960, when Nigeria secured its independence. 
Nigeria became a Federal Republic in 1963 but yielded to Military rule three years later after 
bloody coup d'état on January 15, 1966. Pro-autonomy movement later formed Republic of 
Biafra in 1967, leading to gory three-year Civil War. Pair of Military dictatorships in Nigeria, 
namely those of 1966-79 and 1983–98 entrenched authoritarian power to Military junta. In 
1979, Nigeria became a democracy again; however, this republic was short-lived as military 
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seized power again four years later. New republic planned for establishment in 1993 did not 
come to fruition; however, in 1999 Fourth Republic came into being ending three decades of 
intermittent military rules. 
Federal Republic of Nigeria (FRN) now a Constitutional Democracy and operates 
Presidential System of Government fashioned after United States of America’s Democratic 
Model. Its entire Political and Government Structure, and Essence of State captured in and 
provided for in Constitution. Nigeria’s 1999 Constitution, which came into force on 29th 
May 1999, is Supreme Law or piece of legislation in Nigeria. It is, therefore, Grundnorm. 
Grundnorm is a term conceived by Kelsen (2007) to epitomise fundamental norm, order, or 
rule that forms an underlying basis for an entire legal system and governance structure of a 
sovereign nation. It encapsulates such ideals as government according to law, equality before 
law, and independence and autonomy of Judiciary. John (2011), however, insist against 
backdrop of unjustifiable arrests, unfair trials, and executive lawlessness, suppression of free 
speech and undue domination of minorities; rule of law remains mere constitutional myth 
and never an intended reality. 
Political Structure and Government 
Nigerian Constitution in its Preamble covenants and avows to promotion of good government 
and welfare all citizens; adoption of principles of freedom, equality, justice, and unity of 
people; and advancement of world peace. It provides in its Section 1:1, 
“This Constitution and its provisions shall have binding force on all authorities and 
persons throughout Federal Republic of Nigeria.” 
In addition, Section 1:3 of Constitution provides,  
“If any other law is inconsistent with provisions of this Constitution, this Constitution 
shall prevail, and that other law shall to extent of inconsistency be void.” 
Purpose of constitutions in democracies is to create power-sharing governments consisting 
of legislative, executive, and judicial branches, with systems of checks and balances among 
three-branches of government. In addition, it divides functions between federal and states’ 
governments and it finally aims at protecting various individual liberties and enthronement 
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of rule of law. Nigerian Constitution, thus, creates three subsidiary arms of Government 
namely Legislative, Executive and Judiciary under Sections 4, 5, and 6 respectively. 
Legislature is a deliberative congress with powers to make laws for a political entity. 
Constitution under Section 4:1 vests legislative powers in Federal Legislature or National 
Assembly, which comprises of Senate and House of Representatives. Main function of 
National Assembly is to make laws for peace, order, and good governance. Federal 
Legislature consists of 109 Member Senate and 360 Member House of Representatives. In 
addition, Section 4:6 of Constitution devolves legislative powers of States of Federation in 
States’ Houses of Assembly. States’ Houses of Assembly shall make laws for peace, order, 
and good government of States for all matters not included in Exclusive Legislative of 
National Assembly. 
Executive Branch exercises authority in and holds responsibility for governance and 
enforcement of laws made by Legislative Branch. Executive can make certain types of law, 
such as Executive Orders that such to ratification by Legislature and Decrees under 
autocracies. Section 5:1 (a) of Constitution bestows executive powers of Federation in 
President, which it exercises directly or through Vice-President and Public Officers. While 
Section 5:2 (a) of Constitution confers executive powers of States in State Governors, which 
they exercise directly or through Deputy Governors and Public Officers. 
 
Appendix VI Figure a Hierarchy of Courts in Nigeria (Kalau, 2017) 
Judiciary involves arrangement of Courts that interpret and apply laws of states. Judiciary 
does not make laws as its primary function but does under principles of case laws or stare 
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decisis, which means legal precedent. Judiciary also provides mechanism for resolution of 
disputes. Sections 6:1 and 6:2 of Constitution vest judicial powers of Federation and States 
respectively on Superior Courts established by Section 6:5 and these Courts, with Supreme 
Court at zenith. Next in hierarchy of courts is Court of Appeal, bound by decisions of 
Supreme Court. Federal High Court and States’ High Courts (including that of Federal 
Capital Territory Abuja) are next. These are courts of concurrent jurisdiction and all bound 
by decisions of Court of Appeal and Supreme Court. Appendix VI Figure a shows Schematic 
Hierarchy Of Courts in Nigeria. 
Section 14:1 of Constitution declares that Nigeria shall be a State ordered on democracy and 
social justice. While Section 14: 2 provides that security and welfare of people shall be 
primary purpose of governance. Chapter II of Constitution titled Fundamental Objectives and 
Directive Principles of State Policy sets out scheme of achieving security and welfare for 
citizens under Sections 13 to 25. For instance, Section 13 mandates and enjoins all organs of 
government, to conform and apply these dictates of state policy. Contradictorily, however, 
Section 6:6 (c) precludes Judiciary from probing in any issue or question as to whether any 
act or omission by any authority, law or judicial decision is in conformity with provisions of 
Chapter II of Constitution. 
There is paradoxical situation and dilemma here with mutually conflicting conditions created. 
On one hand, there is affirmative instructions on state policies and on other negations on any 
challenge on their implementations. Some observers have termed this cagey and 
circumspective, and deliberate ploy to exonerate and aid governments their responsibilities 
under Constitution. This leaves room for abuse of tenets of constitution, which is adversative 
to rule of law. This is regardless of fact that rule of law is unequivocally enshrined under 
Section 1:1 and makes Constitution Supreme Law with its provisions having binding force 
on all authorities and persons. Nwabueze (2004) explains that aim of doctrine of rule is to 
circumscribe discretions available to governments in matters affecting interest citizens and 
to curtail arbitrariness. While Nwogu (2010) posits that constitutionalism centres on liberty 
and governance in accordance with rule of law. 
Nigeria Legal System 
Legal pluralism is perhaps most prominent feature of Nigerian jurisprudence. There are 
customs and laws indigenous to Nigeria. These are laws of hundreds of tribes and ethnic 
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groupings each with their laws and legal systems. There are also imported laws and legal 
systems represented by English Common Law and Islamic Law. Islamic law has been in 
Nigeria since 15th Century; however, it witnessed revival with Fulani Jihad and Conquest of 
1809. English common law made its appearance in Nigeria after advent of British colonialism 
in middle of Nineteenth Century. Colonialism established superiority of English common law 
over Islamic law and various indigenous customary laws (Oba, 2000). 
British colonisation and its attendant legal transplant infused Nigerian Legal System with 
Received English Common Law. Main sources of English Laws are Statutes and Case Laws. 
Statutes being acts of legislature and case laws or stare decisis being principle of applying 
legal precedent to present and future decisions made by judges. English Laws have had 
remarkable influence on Nigerian Legal System, and they form substantial parts of Nigerian 
Laws. Section 45:1 of Interpretation Act provides, 
“…English common law and doctrines of equity and statutes of general application 
which were in force in England on 1st January 1900 are applicable in Nigeria, only 
in so far as local jurisdiction and circumstances shall permit.” 
Despite impact of English Received Law, legal pluralism is reality of Nigerian legal system. 
Legal pluralism is existence of multiple legal systems within one geographic area where 
customary law exists side by side with inherited English Legal System. In Nigeria, customary 
law is classified into following two major categories: 
a) Customary Laws are indigenous laws that apply to members of different ethnic groups. 
Nigeria made up of several distinct ethnic groups and each with their varieties of 
customary laws.  Customary ethnic laws are enforced in customary courts within confines 
of individual clusters. These courts are at lowest rung of hierarchy of courts and in most 
cases are presided over by non-legally qualified personnel. 
b) Islamic Law or Sharia Law is mostly in use in northern parts of Nigeria and introduced 
as part of process of entrenching influence of Islam or Islamification with precepts and 
exegeses based on Holy Koran and Hadith or teachings of Prophet Mohammad. Nigeria 
for a long time. With return of country to democratic rule in 1999, some of predominantly 
Muslim northern states have instituted full sharia law (criminal and civil). Full sharia law 
first passed into law in Zamfara in late 1999 and came into effect in January 2000. Since 
then, eleven other states have followed suit. These states are Kano, Katsina, Niger, 
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Bauchi, Borno, Kaduna, Gombe, Sokoto, Jigawa, Yobe, and Kebbi respectively 
(Nmehielle, 2004). 
However, there are calls by eminent Muslims for amendment of Nigerian Constitution to 
extend Sharia law from personal law that deals with marriage, succession, inheritance and 
charities among Muslims to public law that governs relationships between individuals and 
government, and those relationships between individuals, which are of direct concern to 
society. Public law, therefore, comprises constitutional law, administrative law, tax law and 
criminal law as well as all procedural laws. 
As noted, Nigerian laws are largely duple with Customary Laws prevailing alongside English 
Legal System handed down by British Colonial Masters. Nigerian Laws have adapted 
received English Legal System under following heads; namely, Nigeria Legislations, Case 
Laws or Judicial Precedent, English Common Laws and Doctrines of Equity and International 
Laws. 
a) Nigerian Legislations. Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria is ultimate source of 
Nigerian Legislations. Sections 4:2 and 4:6 empower National Assembly and Houses of 
Assembly of each State of Federation to make laws for good of people respectively. These 
laws are Statues namely Acts and Laws made by National and State Assembly 
correspondingly. As well as Subsidiary Legislations, which are laws enacted in exercise 
of powers under an enabling Statute. These include Rules, Orders, and Regulations made 
by Ministers, Commissioners and Chief Justices. Unfortunately, all deleterious laws 
ordered under military regime known as Decrees and state laws known as Edicts form 
bulk of primary legislations by virtue of Section 315:1 under Part III Transitional 
Provisions and Savings of Chapter VIII of Constitution. This essentially provides that an 
existing law with any necessary modification deemed (a) an Act of National Assembly to 
extent, which National Assembly can make laws; and (b) a Law of House of Assembly 
to degree, which a House of Assembly can make laws. LUA comes under these existing 
laws but Section 315:5 precludes its amendment, except in accordance with provisions of 
Section 9:2 of 1999 Constitution. 
b) Case Laws and Judicial Precedents. Case laws are body of laws ensuing from court 
judgments. A judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction remains valid and binding, 
until set aside or reversed, and to this extent remains law. Judgments of higher courts 
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guide lower in arriving at their decisions. In this regard, judgments of higher courts are 
judicial precedents, which lower courts must follow under doctrine of Stare Decisis. By 
this doctrine, decision of a higher court even when erroneous or per incuriam binds lower 
court. 
c) English Common Laws and Doctrines of Equity. These consist of common laws, 
doctrines of equity, statutes of general application in force in England on January 1, 1900, 
Statutes and subsidiary legislation on specified matters, and English laws (statutes) made 
before 1st October 1960 and extending to Nigeria, which are still in force. Laws made by 
local colonial legislature are part of Nigerian legislation. However, received English laws 
apply subject to local laws in appropriate cases, as was case in Lawal v. Younan (1961) 1 
All N.L.R, 245. However, despite reception of English Common Law of and Doctrines of 
Equity into Nigerian Laws, decisions of English Courts are not binding but persuasive 
Nigerian Courts as in Kalu v Odili (1992) 6 SCNJ (Part 1) 76 at 104. 
d) International Laws. Nigeria being member of United Nations, Commonwealth, African 
Union, and many others is a signatory to conventions and protocols of these international 
bodies. However, these transnational agreements are not enforceable until ratified and 
passed into law by bicameral National Assembly. 
Economic Outlook 
Constitution pronounces in Section 16, which is within Fundamental Objectives and 
Directive Principles of State Policy that government’s economic principles shall be to harness 
nation’s resources and promote national prosperity in an efficient, dynamic, and self-reliant 
manner. Control of national economy will aim to secure maximum welfare, freedom, and 
happiness for every national on basis of social justice and equality of status and opportunity. 
Government will direct its economic policy towards preventing concentration of wealth or 
means of production and exchange in hands of few individuals or groups, as to serve common 
good. It then delivers mini economic manifesto by declaring that government will ensure 
suitable shelter, adequate food, reasonable minimum wage, old age care and pensions, 
together with unemployment, sick and welfare benefits for all citizens. 
These have turned out to be just constitutional optics and mere hot air. A recent poverty 
survey by National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) shows that 61 percent of Nigerians were living 
on less than a dollar a day in 2010, up from 52 percent in 2004. Bureau predicted this rising 
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trend was likely to continue. Poverty in Northern States is in stark contrast to more developed 
Southern States. NBS purported that relative poverty was most apparent in northern of part 
the country, with Sokoto state's poverty rate highest at 86.4 percent. Northwest and northeast-
recorded poverty rates of 77.7 percent and 76.3 percent respectively, compared to South-
West with 59.1 percent. Nigeria is Africa's biggest oil producer, but accusations of corruption 
have tainted the sector. Accordingly, despite its vast resources, Nigeria ranks among most 
unequal countries in the world, according to United Nations (BBC News, 2016). 
Van de Walle (2005) maintains that nepotism and corruption undermine economic reforms 
in present-day Nigeria and points out that political leaders’ fragment power at local levels 
and consolidate them centrally as strategy of stalling reforms. Corruption weakens 
democratic foundations to produce a vicious cycle, where in turn, weak institutions are less 
able to control corruption. Transparency International has consistently ranked Nigeria low in 
its Corruption Perceptions Index because of this kind of patron-client or identity politics. 
Nigeria currently ranks 144 least corrupt nation out of 175 countries, according to 2018 
Corruption Perceptions Index reported by Transparency International (T.I., 2019). 
Notwithstanding, Nigeria often referred to as “Giant of Africa" owing to its large population 
and regional influence has a moderately thriving economy (Holmes, 1987). It overtook South 
Africa to become Africa's largest economy in 2014 on rebased GDP, and revised figure makes 
it twenty-sixth largest economy in the world (Magnowski, 2014). However, it slipped into 
recession in 2016, with growth figures showing its economy contracted by 2.06 percent 
between April and June 2016 for first time in ten years (BBC, 2016). Slump in global oil 
prices hit Nigeria hard, as government depends on oil sales for about seventy percent of its 
revenues. International Monetary Fund (IMF), however, has predicted that Nigerian economy 
would come out of recession and will record most annual growth in short to medium term. 
As IMF, projected economy grew by 0.8 percent in 2018; mostly due to recovery in 
international crude oil price, continued growth in agriculture, and higher public investment 
(Aderinokun, 2019). 
Population and Demographics 
CIA (2018) estimates Nigeria’s population to be about 180 million. United Nations project 
that this will reach about 400 million by end of 2050 and by 2100, if current growth rates 
continue, will be about 750 million. With these numbers, Nigeria will then become fourth 
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most populated country in the world, behind just China, India, and United States (Suddath, 
2011). Annual population growth estimate 2017 was 2.43 percent with 36.9 births/1,000 
population and 12.4 deaths/1,000 population. Nigeria has not successfully implemented 
family planning programmes to reduce and space births because of a lack of political will, 
government financing, and availability and affordability of services and products, as well as 
a cultural preference for large families. Increased educational attainment, especially among 
women, and improvements in health care will inspire and support parents opting for smaller 
families (CIA, 2018). 
 
Appendix VI Figure b Nigeria’s Population Pyramid 2016 (CIA World Fact Book, 2018) 
Appendix VI Figure b shows Nigeria’s Population Pyramid, as of 2016. CIA (2018) reveal 
that Nigeria’s population pyramids from 1970 to 2018 look nearly identical. This means that 
its age structure has not changed much in last 50 years. Total fertility rates in country remain 
high and, in general, each working-age adult supports several dependents. ‘Nigeria 2030’ 
looks different from previous pyramids and based on United Nations projections assume 
decline in total fertility to 4.9 children per woman over a lifecycle. As a result, a slight 
narrowing of base of this population pyramid is evident. ‘Nigeria 2050’ shows a more 
noticeable narrowing of base of population pyramid, based on assumption that fertility will 
decline further to 3.7 children per woman.  In this 2050 scenario, Nigeria would have a larger 
proportion of population working age and, if able to secure employment, able to contribute 
to economic growth. Life expectancy estimates of 2017 put rates at 53.8 years for population 
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with male 52.8 years and female 55 years. Median age estimate is 18.4 years for population, 
with 18.3 years for male and 18.5 years for female (World Population Data Sheet, 2017). 
 
Appendix VI Figure c Nigeria’s Ethnic Demography based on Findlay (2019) 
Nigeria has largest population density of any African nation with significant population 
clusters scattered throughout and highest density areas being in Southeast and Southwest. 
Urban population is 49.4 percent of total population, and annual rate of increase in 
urbanisation is 4.3 percent. Over 100 cities have populations of more than 100,000 with main 
population hub consisting of Lagos 13.123 million; Kano 3.587 million; Ibadan 3.16 million; 
Abuja (capital) 2.44 million; Port Harcourt 2.343 million; Benin City 1.496 million and Aba 
0.924 million (World Population Data Sheet, 2017). Nigeria has more than 250 ethnic groups, 
however, according to Findlay (2019); Hausas are largest group with estimated population of 
about fifty million or 25 percent of Nigerians. Yorubas are next with roughly 21 percent, 
followed by Igbos with nearly eighteen percent. These big three, thus, account for about two 
thirds of entire population. Ensuing group include Ijaws and Edos of Niger Delta, Kanuris of 
Northeast, and Itinerant Fulanis, as well as Ibibios of Southsouth and Tivs of Middle Belt. 





Appendix VI Figure d Nigeria’s Religious Demography 2010 – 2030 (Pew, 2019) 
United Nations (2017) puts Nigeria’s population of over 182 million in 2015 almost equally 
divided between Christianity and Islam with a tiny minority of devotees of Folk or Traditional 
and other religions accounting for just five percent. Pew (2019)’s publication on Religion and 
Public Life agrees and estimates Christians to be 49.3 percent in 2010 with Muslims 48.8 
percent, while remaining two percent observe Folk religions and others. Islam dominates 
north and has many followers within Yorubas of Southwest. Hausas are mostly Muslims; and 
Yorubas almost evenly Christians and Muslims, with small proportion Traditionists. Igbos of 
Southeast and Ijaws of Southsouth are predominantly Christians, while most of minority 
ethnic groups in Middle-belt mostly Christians and reasonable percentage of Muslim 
converts. Nigeria has largest Muslim population in sub-Saharan Africa. Pew (2019) 
determines that Nigeria will have a slight Muslim majority by 2020 with 51 percent of 
population, which will increase to about 54 percent by 2030; see Appendix VI Figure d. 
Clause 23 of Third Schedule Part 1 established by Section 153 of Constitution created 
National Population Commission (NPC) and entrusted with powers to undertake periodic 
enumeration of population through sample surveys, censuses, and continuous registration of 
births and deaths. However, NPC is yet to deliver a credible and acceptable population census 
to date (Yin, 2018). Indeed, in 2013, its former Head, Festus Odimegwu, caused stir in a 
Newspaper Interview, where he said there had never been a credible census in Nigeria, 
including 2006, and 2016, which he was to conduct will fail as well. Population figures in 
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Nigeria have always been controversial and regularly triggered divisions especially between 
North and South. For instance, first post-independence census conducted in 1962 had its 
figures withdrawn, reliability of 1963 census questioned, 1973 ended up discredited and those 
of 1991 marred by allegations of cheating (Vesperini, 2007). 
Environmental Situation 
Nigeria's different natural resources and environmental endowments derive from its three key 
ecological zones, namely: highly humid coastal zone in south; humid and sub-humid areas in 
middle parts of country; and semiarid regions in north (Fetters, 2004). Imprudent use of land 
and its resources affect environment negatively. As illustrated in Appendix VI Figure e, 
Office of Surveyor-General of Nigeria and Adeniran (2015) show percentages of land use 
patterns in Nigeria. Uncontrolled economic, social, and cultural activities of these numerous 
numbers of people have left devastating mark on environment. Nigeria has over a hundred 
cities with population that pass for urban centres, which translate to undue pressure on land 
and environment. Pressures on land orchestrated by an increased rate of urbanisation brought 
with it intractable urban problems. These include poor environmental sanitation and waste 
management, pollution, unsafe environment, crime, unemployment and overcrowding. 
 
Appendix VI Figure e Percentages of Land Use Patterns in Nigeria (Adeniran, 2015) 
Environmental problems are those typical of developing states including excessive 
cultivation resulting in loss of soil fertility and uncontrolled logging, which far exceeds 
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replanting. FAO (2018) report on forest management indicates that in 2015 alone, 
deforestation claimed over 4,000 square kilometers of forestland. In addition, between 1983 
and 2013, Nigeria lost twenty percent of its forest and woodland areas. Poor land management 
coupled with crude oil spillages in Niger Delta, home of oil extraction industries, have caused 
large chunk of mangrove forests to disappear along with some endangered flora and fauna. 
In addition, urban air quality and pollution prevalent in developed areas. Water pollution, 
which threatens safe drinking water to urban population rife mainly due to improper handling 
of sewage. Desertification and desiccation also major problems aggravated by numerous 
irrigation schemes and climate change. Gully erosion common in Southeast caused by bare 
land exposure due to soil degradation and poor land management. It leads to loss of 
infrastructure, property, agricultural land, and vegetation as well as increased siltation or 
sedimentation in waterways resulting in flooding. 
Section 20 of Constitution iterates environmental objectives of government as protection and 
improvement of environment, and safeguarding of water, air and land, forest and wild life. 
Constitution, however, did not elaborate on means of achieving these objectives. To address 
this lapse, government established National Environmental Standards and Regulations 
Enforcement Agency (NESREA) and published in Federal Republic of Nigeria Official 
Gazette No. 92. Vol. 94 of July31, 2007. Charged with duty of ensuring cleaner and healthier 
environment as well as responsibility for protection and development of environment, 
biodiversity conservation and sustainable development of natural resources. It is also 
responsible for enforcing all environmental laws, guidelines, policies, standards and as well 
as enforcing compliance with provisions of international agreements, protocols, conventions 
and treaties on environment, which Nigeria is a signatory. 
Despite NESREA’s establishment, Enisan and Aluko (2015) and Alfari (2017) citing World 
Wildlife Fund declare environmental regulations in Nigeria is weak and rarely enforced, and 
areas in Niger Delta region unprotected. These areas have their forest, and animal populations 
under severe threat of extinction. They assert further those unfavourable land policies from 
powerful political interests’ further compound these issues. Field observations reveal that 
environmental degradation is growing at a rate worse than pre-regulation era (Omofonmwan 
and Osa-Edoh, 2008). Orji (2012) suggests entrenching adequate penal sanctions, enhancing 
powers of regulatory institutions, and increasing public participation in environmental 
protection. While Akinwumi et al (2010) conclude that only environmentally sustainable 
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development practices and policies can turn the tide. Following this, Fagbohun (2015) 
recommends unyielding vigilance and alertness by civil societies to achieve environmental 
integrity and wellbeing. 
Security Threats 
Plagued by some security issues, Nigeria has consistently ranked low in Global Peace Index, 
signifying worsening state of insecurity. Security threats include Boko Haram, Armed 
Robbery, Ethnic Militancy, Cultism, Maritime/Crude Oil Piracy, Kidnapping, and Fulani 
Herdsmen Attacks. Claims over scarce resources, power, land, chieftaincy, local government, 
councils, control of markets and sharia among other issues have resulted in large-scale 
killings and violence amongst groups in Nigeria (Adagba, Ugwu and Eme, 2012). However, 
Salawu (2010) and Igbuzor (2011) maintain that frequent and persistent ethnic conflicts and 
religious clashes between two dominant religions, Islam and Christianity, present Nigeria 
with its greatest security challenge. 
 
Appendix VI Figure f Mass Burial in Benue for Victims of Herdsmen Attacks (Reuters, 2018). 
Since 2002, Nigeria has been under severe threat from Boko Haram or Jama’at Ahl as-Sunnah 
lid-Da’wah wa’l-Jihad (JASDJ), an Islamist terrorist group; that operates mostly in North 
Eastern part of country (Gov.uk, 2017). The group is also active in neighbouring Republics 
of Cameroon, Chad, and Niger. They aspire to establish a Sharia State and remove Western 
influence from the country (BBC News, 2016). In 2015, Boko Haram overtook so-called 
Islamic State as world’s most deadly terrorist organisation (Buchanan, 2015). President 
Goodluck Jonathan in May 2014 claimed that Boko Haram attacks had left at least 12,000 
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people dead and 8,000 people crippled (Jonathan, 2015). Despite killings of many of their 
fighters and seizing vast caches of their weapons, some analysts say it is too early to write 
them off. Military operations against the group, therefore, are still ongoing, as they remain a 
great threat to security to Nigeria. 
 
Appendix VI Figure g Fatalities in Different Security Threats in Nigeria (Kazeem, 2018) 
Notwithstanding this, since start of 2018, Nigerians have come to realise that Boko Haram is 
no longer country’s biggest internal security threat. Attacks from suspected Fulani herdsmen 
have rocked states in Nigeria’s middle belt especially Benue and Plateau in a new wave of 
violence, which primarily stems from disputes over grazing areas for cattle. Attacks in 
villages in Benue State January 2018 left seventy-three farmers dead. Appendix VI Figure f 
shows Mass Burial for Benue Victims. Such mass killings have been on increase with whole 
communities razed and buildings destroyed. State Emergency Agencies estimate that attacks 
have displaced over 40,000 people (Kazeem, 2018). Appendix VI Figure g show fatalities in 
different security threats in Nigeria in 2018. Some scholars and security experts, however, 
have drawn shocking nexus between Boko Haram Threats and Fulani Herdsmen Attacks. 
Global Terrorism Index named Fulani Herdsmen is fourth deadliest militant group worldwide 
(BBC News, 2016). However, Miyetti Allah, a Fulani socio-cultural group, has recently 
apologised for Benue killings by Fulani herdsmen and pledged to ensure peaceful coexistence 
between herdsmen and farmers (Ugwu, 2019). 
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Meanwhile, former Anglican Primate of Church of Nigeria, Peter Jasper Akinola, sees strong 
link between activities of Boko Haram and Fulani Herdsmen. He questions sudden and 
incessant attacks by Fulani Herdsmen with sophisticated weapons towards tail end of Boko 
Haram activities in Northeastern part of Nigeria (Gyamfi, 2018). Atta Barkindo a Security 
and Terrorism Expert, and Environmentalist, links ongoing attacks to government’s failure 
to tackle previous atrocities. Conflicts according to him will continue to occur against 
backdrop of Boko Haram killings in North, where most victims are Christians. He believes 
that government’s inability to address plight of Christians, including discriminatory policies 
with priority for Muslim victims, have deepened sense of injustice within Christian 
communities (Barkindo, 2017). 
Former President Olusegun Obasanjo reveals a grand plot to foist a Fulani and Islamic agenda 
on Nigeria and other West African countries and calls for global action against terrorism and 
other organised crimes without favoritism (Adurokiya, 2019). Yoruba Council of Elders 
(YCE) disagrees and says government has no Fulanisation or Islamisation agenda but calls 
on President Buhari to address extreme security challenges (Lawal, 2019). However, unfair 
handling and specious investigation on attacks meted out on some Christian Communities 
have left them clueless and confused. Allegedly, Edo State Deputy Governor, Philip Shuaibu 
who is a Christian, advised Edo Christians to marry Muslims, if they ever want to be safe 
from herdsmen attacks (Nnabuike, 2017). Akinola (2018) agrees with Obasanjo, insists that 
attacks are part of wider Islamisation agenda, and intensely states as follows: 
“… We fail to address core issue, which is that these people want an Islamic society. 
It is their faith that is fuelling their activities. When Boko Haram insurgents kill 
innocent people, they bring their people to settle down in those places. Fulani 
Herdsmen are also doing same thing. After ransacking Christian Communities, they 
bring their people to settle there. With time, they will begin to have Rulers and 
Emirs. So, what is going on between Boko Haram and Fulani Herdsmen is a 
modern-day Islamic Jihad.” 
Climate change has quickened encroaching desertification in north leading to land 
degradation and making it difficult to breed livestock. Fulani people, mostly nomads and into 
pasturage, have been moving downwards towards Middle Belt and Southern Nigeria, which 
provide vast grazing land for livestock. Fulani Herders, who mostly are Muslims and Farmers 
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mostly Christian are in constant violent conflict over herdsmen's increased need for access to 
grazing lands. Terrorism Research and Analysis Consortium (TRAC) found that Farmers 
accuse Fulani Herders of allowing their cattle to feed on still-growing crops, and 
contamination of their community water sources. Fulani Herders, in turn, blame Farmers for 
denying them access to grazing areas for their animals (Laccino, 2016). Resultant scenario 
has resulted in conflicts with massive casualties. Fulani Herdsmen well armed and carry out 
coordinated attacks against local farmers (Otto, 2016). 
Otto (2016) asserts there are fears that violence based on land control might escalate into a 
religious conflict, which Boko Haram could take advantage of, to detriment of Nigeria. 
Government to find solution to this intractable problem recently introduced a Bill at National 
Assembly of Nigeria titled ‘National Grazing Reserve (Establishment) Bill 2016’. Bill seeks 
to provide for establishment, preservation, and control of a National Grazing Reserve 
Commission and empower proposed Grazing Commission to take any land belonging to any 
citizen at will to establish a National Grazing Reserve and Stock Routes. This has not helped 
matters but aggravated unfolding hostility. Many Nigerians, therefore, have called for 
withdrawal of the Bill from National Assembly in its entirety as establishing it would serve 
only interest of Fulani Herdsmen and Cattle Owners (Onele, 2016). 
  
